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PREFACE

This Special Issue on ”Spectral Line Shapes in Astrophysics and Related
Topics” contains papers which were presented at the ”12th Serbian Conference
on Spectral Line Shapes in Astrophysics – 12th SCSLSA”. The conference took
place in the village called Vrdnik at the foothill of the scenic Fruška Gora moun-
tain in the northern Serbia from June 3 to June 7, 2019. The uniqueness of this
conference is in bringing together astronomers and physicists from Serbia and
elsewhere to review the present stage of research, with the aim of improving
our knowledge in this field, and to better understand the significance of emis-
sion/absorption lines for future astrophysical investigations. The program was
divided into several sessions dedicated to spectral lines in stars and extragalac-
tic objects, and spectral lines in laboratory and general plasma. One Special
session ”Broad lines in AGNs: The physics of emission gas in the vicinity of
super-massive black hole” was organized in memory of the life and work of
dr Alla Ivanovna Shapovalova (who sadly passed away in January 2019).

The 12th SCSLSA conference was attended by 70 participants from 20 coun-
tries. They presented 19 invited talks, 33 progress reports and 28 posters. In this
Special Issue there are 32 papers published which are divided into three large
sections: I. Atomic parameters and databases; II. Broadening effects in spectral
line shapes, III. Spectral line phenomena in stars and extragalactic objects.

The organizers are indebted to the Ministry of Education, Science and Tech-
nological Development, as well as to ”Telekom Srbija” for general support. More-
over, we thank the administration and financial departments of the Faculty of
Mathematics for enormous support and help, as well as to the co-organizers As-
tronomical Observatory Belgrade and Faculty of Science, University of Kraguje-
vac. We thank the members of the SOC and LOC for their help in preparing and
running this conference. Finally, we owe an enormous thank you to all the ref-
erees for their hard work in peer-reviewing all contributions. Note here that all
materials (programme, talks, presentations, photos, etc.) from this and previous
SCSLSAs are available at http://servo.aob.rs/eeditions/SCSLSA.php through
Serbian Virtual Observatory (http://servo.aob.rs).

D. Ilić, A.Kovačević, L. Č. Popović & E. Stambulchik
the editors
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Laser-plasma and stellar astrophysics

spectroscopy

Christian G. Parigger

Physics and Astronomy Department, University of Tennessee,
University of Tennessee Space Institute, Center for Laser Applications,

411 B.H. Goethert Pkwy, Tullahoma, TN 37388, USA
(E-mail: cparigge@tennessee.edu)

Received: June 6, 2019; Accepted: July 22, 2019

Abstract. This work examines time-resolved spectroscopy of the Balmer series
lines in laboratory settings and applies results for interpretation of spectra from
astrophysical objects. White dwarf stars reveal a variety of atomic or molec-
ular line shapes in absorption depending on the age of these cooling stars.
Laboratory investigations show emission profiles that are correlated with as-
trophysical records. For the hydrogen beta line, Hβ, and the hydrogen delta
line, Hδ, of the Balmer series, line width and peak separation are indicators of
electron density. In addition, widths of the hydrogen alpha line, Hα, and hydro-
gen gamma line, Hγ, can be utilized along with Hα shifts and Hβ dipshifts. Of
interest are experiments and analysis of laser- and astrophysical white-dwarf-
plasma spectral line shapes, especially comparisons of transient laser-plasma-
with gravitational white-dwarf- redshifts. Current and future research aspects
include modeling of white-dwarf atmospheres for explanation of the very details
of the astrophysical line shapes.

Key words: atomic and molecular spectroscopy – time-resolved spectroscopy
– laser plasma – laser-induced optical breakdown – stellar astrophysics spectra
– white dwarf stars – hydrogen

1. Introduction

Recorded emission spectra of astrophysical objects usually reveal absorption
lines and bands. Analysis of the spectra allows one to make inferences about the
star under investigation. In the visible region of the electromagnetic spectrum,
Hβ is of primary interest in the characterization of white dwarf (WD) stars.
The temperature of the closest WD to earth, Sirius B (α CMa B), is of the
order of 30 kK. Sirius B accompanies the brightest star Sirius A as seen from
earth. However, instead of hydrogen absorption spectra, molecular carbon Swan
absorption spectra are recorded for cooler WD’s at a temperature of the order of
8 kK, viz. Procyon B (α CMi B), companion of the fifth brightest star seen from
earth, namely, Procyon A. In the laboratory, hydrogen Balmer series emission
spectra are recorded, including determination of temperature using the line-to-
continuum ratio. The mass of WD stars is typically of the order of the mass of
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the sun (M⊙), but the WD radius is about the size of the earth, or 1/100 times
that of the sun (0.01 R⊙).

This work communicates experiments of laser plasma in hydrogen, gaseous
mixtures of hydrogen and nitrogen, and air at standard ambient temperature
and pressure. Ultra-pure hydrogen and gaseous mixtures experiments employ a
laboratory cell for measurement of the Balmer series lines. Diatomic molecular
recombination spectra are also recorded in laser-plasma of gaseous mixtures and
laser-ablation plasma.

In recent hydrogen experiments, measurements address the first four Balmer
series hydrogen lines – early in the plasma decay, neutral and ionized nitrogen
lines are identified and appear first as the plasma cools. Plasma characteristics
for time delays up to 0.275µs were previously discussed albeit for exclusively
hydrogen gas at 0.75 atm and ambient temperature (Parigger et al., 2018).
In this work, optical breakdown plasma is generated in a 1:1 hydrogen:nitrogen
mixture at ambient temperature and 0.27-atm pressure (Parigger, 2019). Plasma
diagnosis is applied for time delays in the range of 0.25µs to 3.25µs. Nitrogen
contributes to the breakdown plasma seven times more electrons than hydrogen
in cases of full ionization. Time-resolved spectroscopy records emitted radiation
with spatial radiation along the slit height for the Hα, Hβ, Hγ, and Hδ lines.

Laser-plasma diagnosis and characterization enjoy recent and significant in-
terests in part due to needs for determination of chemical composition of ma-
terials. Specifically, laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS, Miziolek et
al., 2018; Singh & Thakur, 2019) is preferred over spark-induced breakdown
spectroscopy for chemical analysis. In stellar astrophysics however, hydrogen
spectroscopy is essential for determination of atmospheres of stars, and related,
for determination of the atmospheric composition of planets or exo-planets with
established molecular data-bases (Tennyson & Yurchenko, 2012).

Typically, the micro-plasma is initiated with of the order of 10-nanosecond
laser radiation and is recorded with time-resolved plasma spectroscopy (Kunze,
2009) for time delays up to a few µs for the recording of atomic hydrogen spec-
tra, and for time delays of a few 10’s of µs for molecular spectra. The accuracy
of the Hβ line is better than that of the Hα line (Wiese, 1965) and recommenda-
tions for plasma spectroscopy include addition of trace amounts of hydrogen to
accomplish accurate diagnosis (Wiese, 1965). Challenges in comparisons of lab-
oratory and astrophysical plasma-spectra have been reviewed recently (Halenka
et al., 2015), i.e., comparisons of Hβ line shapes of micro-plasma recorded with
time-resolved emission spectroscopy and of Hβ line shapes in astrophysical white
dwarf macro-plasma absorption spectra that are measured continuously at var-
ious observatories.
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2. Experimental details

Laboratory laser-plasma measurements employ a pulsed, Q-switched, Nd:YAG
laser device (Q-Smart 850 Quantel laser, USA) operated at a pulse-width of
6 ns and a pulse energy of 850mJ at the wavelength of 1064nm. Laser-induced
optical breakdown is generated by focusing 150mJ per pulse of ir fundamental
radiation to achieve of the order of 1 TW/cm2 in a cell containing a 1:1 mixture
of hydrogen and nitrogen, introduced at a pressure of 0.135 atm each after
establishing a nominal mercury-diffusion-pump vacuum in the cell of the order
10−5 mbar. A crossed CzernyTurner spectrometer (Jobin Yvon 0.64m triple
spectrometer, France) of 0.64-nm focal length disperses the emission spectra.
The pulsed radiation is focused into the cell with the beam propagating from
the top and parallel to the vertical 100 µm spectrometer slit (Parigger, 2019).
Further details of the experimental arrangement that is similar to the ultra-
pure hydrogen experiments were communicated previously (Parigger et al., 2014,
2018, 2019a,b).

The spectral resolution amounts to 0.1 nm for the selected 1200 gmm−1 holo-
graphic grating following corrections of the wavelength variation along the slit
direction. Of the order of 24-nm spectral coverage for the 1024 pixels along
the wavelength-dimension, the 0.1-nm resolution corresponds to an instrument-
prompt width of on-average 4.25 pixels. Conversely, grouping four pixels along
the slit dimensions corresponds to a spatial resolution of 54.4µm as the pixel
area amounts to 13.6µm× 13.6 µm.

For 13 selected time delays from 0.25 µs to 3.25 µs and 0.025 µs gate-widths,
micro-plasma data are captured. Of interest are the peak-separation and width
of Hδ and width of Hγ for electron densities in the range of 0.1 to 1×1017 cm−3,
and comparisons with Hβ and Hα diagnostics. Integral inversion interrogates
the lateral spatial distribution of the recorded line-of-sight plasma expansion.

3. Results

3.1. Line-of-sight measurements

A total of 52 two-dimensional data sets are recorded for the four Hα, Hβ, Hγ,
and Hδ Balmer series lines, including several nitrogen and ionized nitrogen lines
that occur especially for time delays in the range of 0.25 - 0.75 µs following
plasma initiation. Fig. 1 portrays spectral radiance, using grey-scale representa-
tion, of individually scaled maps of the four hydrogen lines for a time delay of
3µs.

Features of Fig. 1 include expected Stark-width behavior (Holtsmark, 1919;
Greene, 1961; Griem, 1974; Oks, 2017): (i) full-widths at half maximum increase
from the Hα line to the Hδ line; (ii) the maximum signals decrease from Hα to
Hδ; (iii) peak-separation of the Hβ (Ivković et al., 2015) and Hδ lines, and Hβ
dipshifts (Halenka et al., 1989; Mijatović et al., 1991). The occurrence of dips for
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Figure 1. Balmer series hydrogen lines versus wavelength at 3-µs time delay, 0.025-µs

gate. (a) Hδ, (b) Hγ, (c) Hβ, and (d) Hα.

Hβ and Hδ are not due to self-absorption for electron densities of the order of
1017cm−3 – predictions of Stark effects on Hβ and Hδ with associated absence of
line-center components are part of the reason for E. Schrödinger (Schrödinger,
1926) receiving the Nobel Prize, shared with P. Dirac (Physics Nobel Prize,
1933).

In the images, detector dark-counts or background contributions are sub-
tracted, sensitivity calibrations by reference to standard lamps are applied, and
linear wavelength calibration is performed with penray lamps and by using cali-
brated spectrometer dials. The image of the spectrometer slit usually is slightly
curved near the edges, consequently, wavelength calibrations are performed for
each spectrum recorded along the slit. For the experiments reported here, four
vertical pixels are combined to increase sensitivity requiring 256 individual wave-
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length calibrations for each of four spectrometer positions. The 256 recorded,
wavelength calibrated Balmer series spectra are slightly wavelength-shifted and
interpolated for display of the data versus slit height and wavelength position.
In other words, the displayed maps are corrected for the spectrometer-related
wavelength variations along the slit height. Consequently, the maps in Fig. 1 are
primed for analysis that employs integral inversion of the recorded line-of-sight
data. However, data are first analyzed to determine variations and averages
along the slit.

Analysis of the laboratory emission spectra utilizes established empirical
formulae for Hα and Hβ (Parigger et al., 2018). For Hα, the width, ∆λα, and
shift, δλα, are indicators for electron density,

∆λα[nm] = 1.3

(

Ne[cm
−3]

1017

)0.64± 0.03

, (1)

δλα[nm] = 0.055

(

Ne[cm
−3]

1017

)0.97± 0.03

. (2)

Analysis of Hβ offers three indicators of electron density: Width, ∆λβ , peak
separation, δλβ−ps, and dip shift, δλβ−ds,

∆λβ [nm] = 4.5

(

Ne[cm
−3]

1017

)0.71± 0.03

, (3)

δλβ−ps[nm] = 1.3

(

Ne[cm
−3]

1017

)0.61± 0.03

, (4)

δλβ−ds[nm] = 0.14

(

Ne[cm
−3]

1017

)0.67± 0.03

. (5)

The Hβ dipshift allows one to measure electron density (Parigger et al., 2019a)
up to the Hβ Inglis-Teller limit (Inglis & Teller, 1939) of 60×1017cm−3. However,
Hβ is preferred in a variety of astrophysics data-reduction efforts for electron
densities of the order of 1017cm−3.

3.2. Hδ and Hγ line profiles

The analysis of the Hδ and Hγ data rely on computer simulations (Gigosos et
al., 2003), and in this work, on published Stark tables (Griem, 1974) that only
show electron-density data in the range of 0.1 to 1×1017 cm−3 for a temperature
of 20 kK. From the Stark tables, Hδ and Hγ line-profiles can be constructed
for electron densities, Ne, of 0.1 and 1×1017 cm−3. Subsequently, Hδ and Hγ
full-width half maximum (FWHM) can be determined for plasma diagnosis,
moreover, Hδ invites the use of peak separation (PS) as a diagnostic tool.
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From log-log fitting of Hγ and Hδ data in the range of 0.1 to 1×1017 cm−3,
one obtains for Hδ FWHM, ∆λδ,

∆λδ[nm] = 10

(

Ne[cm
−3]

1017

)0.67

, (6)

and the Hδ peak-separation, ∆λδ−ps, in the range of 0.1 to 1×1017 cm−3 amounts
to

∆λδ−ps[nm] = 2.0

(

Ne[cm
−3]

1017

)0.62

. (7)

The Hδ line shows peak separations just like the Hβ line. From log-log fitting,
one obtains for Hγ FWHM, ∆λγ ,

∆λγ [nm] = 6.0

(

Ne[cm
−3]

1017

)0.72

. (8)

Analysis of laser-plasma details requires both spatial and temporal resolu-
tions. However, the average of the spectra along the slit-dimension are investi-
gated first.

Fig. 2 displays signatures of the first four members of the Balmer series. The
spectra are averaged over 220 individual spectral lines, and are also averaged
over 100 accumulated laser-plasma events. Considering an average over 22,000
spectra, and with the nominal square-root reduction in variance by a factor of
148, further filtering of the data is not necessary.

3.3. Abel-inverted spectral maps

The recorded line-of-sight data can be further processed using inverse integral
transforms in order to examine the spatial distribution of the expanding plasma.
Motivation derives from recorded shadow-graphs depicted in Fig. 3.

Abel-inverted, first four Balmer lines data reveal minima at the center of the
plasma (maps not included here), for example, for a time delay of 1.5µs – illus-
trated in a recent publication (Parigger, 2019). These minima are representative
of plasma expansion phenomena following initiation of optical breakdown. One
can identify peak separation of the Hδ and Hβ lines, respectively. The Hδ map
indicates that the background is shaded towards the UV, and there appear to
be contributions from the Hǫ line (at the low wavelenght side in the maps) just
like in the recorded maps displayed in Fig. 1. The Hδ line shows a shallower dip
for higher electron density in the range of 0.1 to 1×1017 cm−3. However, the
Hβ peak separation indicates an electron density of 1.5× 1017 cm−3.

The Abel-inverted, 3.25 µs time-delay data display reasonably smooth line
shapes for all four Balmer series lines. The Hδ peak separation can be easily
demarcated, but the Hβ peak separation is difficult to extract. In other words,
The Hδ line provides both PS and FWHM diagnostics as the electron density
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Figure 2. Average Balmer series hydrogen lines versus wavelength at 3-µs time delay,

0.025-µs gate. (a) Hδ, (b) Hγ, (c) Hβ, and (d) Hα. The extra atomic lines, with

magnitudes slightly larger than the background contributions, are due to nitrogen in

the 1:1 hydrogen nitrogen mixture. In addition, the background contribution due to

Bremsstrahlung radiation is larger for Hδ then for Hγ and Hβ, with minute contribu-

tions to Hα.

decreases in the range of 0.1 to 1×1017 cm−3. A 1-nm peak separation at a time
delay of 3.25µs of the Hδ line implies Ne = 0.33× 1017 cm−3.

Abel-inverted maps usually indicate undulations of the signal along the ra-
dial direction. Such undulations can be expected as the laser-plasma expands
– in related experiments of optical breakdown in air, multiple reflections can
be seen in shadowgraphs that are captured following optical breakdown in air.
Similar phenomena as depicted in the air shadowgraphs are expected to oc-
cur for the hydrogen:nitrogen mixture. Fig. 3 displays recorded air-breakdown
shadowgraphs to further elucidate multiple reflections that are likely causing
undulations in the plasma core. The shadowgraph experiments recorded 125
images for each time delay, the selected images portray typical images.
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Figure 3. Shadowgraph of optical breakdown in laboratory air. The laser beam prop-

agates from the right, images are captured using a second, imaging laser. The “bubble”

on the laser side indicates absorption of laser radiation. Time delay: (a) 1.5 µs, image

62. (b) 3 µs, image 124.

3.4. Electron temperature and density

Analysis of the recorded spectra along the slit height aims to evaluate elec-
tron temperature, Te, from Boltzmann plots. Moreover, electron density, Ne,
determination relies on formulae and tables that describe Stark broadening in
laser-plasma. Fig. 4 portrays a typical Boltzmann-plot from line-of-sight mea-
surements at 3-µs time delay. The Boltzmann plot method utilizes Boltzmann
distributions and determination of the slope to extract the temperature from
the negative of 1/slope. The intercept of the straight line is not used for evalu-
ation of the temperature. For data points from the four Balmer series members
close to the fitted line, one can infer local thermodynamic equilibrium. As data
points deviate from the fitted line, deviations from equilibrium may be con-
cluded – self-absorbed lines would also cause deviations of data points from the
straight line, and equally, ambiguities in determination of the baseline. How-
ever, expansion dynamics may lead to variations in the integrated line intensi-
ties as well. Fig. 4 is obtained from the areas of the four Balmer series lines with
area ratio area-Hα:Hβ:Hγ:Hδ equals 1.5:0.42:0.19:0.13. Fig. 4 also shows error
bars due to baseline uncertainties. The width ratio Hα:Hβ:Hγ:Hδ amounts to
0.84:2.6:2.7:5.2, and the Hβ and Hδ peak separations are 0.74 and 1.1 nm, re-
spectively. The electron densities inferred from the peak separations amount to
0.38×1017cm−3 and are consistent within error margins with electron densities
obtained from the widths. Noteworthy, the uncertainties in the area and width
determinations lead to estimated uncertainties of the electron density that are of
the order of 10 to 20 per cent, equally for the electron density values computed
from peak-separations. Automated analysis of the line-of-sight recorded data is
further elaborated in Section 3.5, see Fig. 6.
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Figure 4. Electron temperature of 19.2 kK inferred from line-of-sight data at 4.8 mm

slit height, 3-µs time delay, 0.025-µs gate.

The electron density is related to the hydrogen Balmer series FWHM to the
power of the order of 1.5, however, detailed theory predictions and experimental
results indicate slight deviations. Empirical equations are obtained from log-
log fitting of FWHM and electron density. For red-shift of the Hα line, the
dependency on electron density is almost linear. As mentioned earlier, Stark
broadening widths increase from Hα to Hγ. The use of Hβ peak-separation for
Ne determination in laser-plasma adds a new diagnostic tool. Investigations of
the Hδ peak separation are communicated in this work for Ne in the range of
0.1 to 1 ×1017 cm−3 and applied for the hydrogen-nitrogen laser plasma.

For the 3.25-µs time delay, electron densities largely agree when inferred from
the widths of the four Balmer series lines and from the peak-separations of Hβ
and Hδ. However, there are subtle differences of Ne determined at 1.5 µs time
delay. One may conclude from the appearance of the measured emission spectra
and the computed Abel-inverted spectra that super- to hyper- sonic laser-plasma
expansion speeds affect the establishment of local thermodynamic equilibrium.
Details are investigated in the next section. Tables 1 and 2 summarize a snapshot
of the data analysis.

Table 1 displays measured FWHM and peak-separations. The values are de-
termined from the spectra at a slit height of 4.8 mm by using Matlab r© software
“peakfit.m” (O’Haver, 2018). Table 2 reports the electron densities.

3.5. Plasma expansion dynamics

Laser-plasma generation with laser pulses of the order of 10 ns and pulse energies
of 80 to 800mJ in ambient laboratory conditions causes a shock wave that
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Table 1. First four Balmer series FWHM and Hδ and Hβ peak-separations from

line-of-sight data at 4.8-mm slit height.

τ [µs] ∆λδ[nm] ∆λδ−ps[nm] ∆λγ [nm] ∆λβ [nm] ∆λβ−ps[nm] ∆λα[nm]
1.50 7.5 ± 1.5 1.4 ± 0.8 5.0 ± 0.2 4.2 ± 0.25 1.2 ± 0.2 1.17 ± 0.1
3.25 5.8 ± 0.3 1.1 ± 0.2 3.2 ± 0.2 2.6 ± 0.25 0.8 ± 0.15 0.78 ± 0.1

Table 2. First four Balmer series electron densities, Ne [1017cm−3], from line-of-sight

data at 4.8-mm slit height.

τ [µs] Ne(δ) Ne(δ − ps) Ne(γ) Ne(β) Ne(β − ps) Ne(α) average Ne

1.50 0.65 0.56 0.77 0.91 0.88 0.84 0.77
3.25 0.44 0.38 0.41 0.46 0.46 0.45 0.43

expands at a rate of one to a few mm µs−1, or a few km s−1, give or take for
time delays of the order of 1 µs. Early in the plasma decay, expansion speeds of
up to 80 km s−1 are usually encountered that may be described in engineering
terms as well above re-entry speeds or high hypersonic speeds. Several dozens
of microseconds after plasma initiation, the shock wave reduces to the speed of
sound.

In view of the ”bubble” expanding in air and the associated isentropic ex-
pansion, one can determine electron density or temperature to elucidate the
phenomena. Captured shadowgraphs can guide time-resolved spectroscopy, how-
ever, there should be an indication of the shockwave in spatially- and temporally-
resolved measured spectra. One approach may utilize Radon- and Abel- inver-
sion techniques (Pretzler et al., 1992) that are generally known as computed
tomography methods. Alternatively, one may closely investigate the captured
spectra along the slit height. Fig. 5 compares electron density results for a time
delay of 3.0 µs. Increases in electron density at the plasma edges are indications
of the expanding shock wave.

Systematic determination of the Stark widths from line-of-sight data is ex-
pected to reveal higher electron density near the shock wave than in the plasma
core. Alternatively, determination of the area of the atomic Balmer series lines
should indicate higher temperature near the shock wave than in the plasma
center. Moreover, for time delays of several µs – as the shockwave expanded
beyond the interrogated volume – the plasma is expected to be homogeneous
and indicate local thermodynamic equilibrium for electron densities in excess
of 1016 cm−3, as indicated by the necessary McWhirter criterion (McWhirter,
1965), and is expected to show higher temperature in the core.

The shock wave radius as function of time delay, τ , is evaluated with the
Taylor-Sedov formula for spherical expansion (Campanella et al., 2019),

R(τ) =
(

Ep/ρ τ2
)1/5

, (9)
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Figure 5. Electron density from line-of-sight data displayed in Fig. 1 at 3-µs time

delay, 0.025-µs gate. (a) Hδ, (b) Hγ, (c) Hβ, and (d) Hα.

where the laser-pulse energy, Ep, for the experiments amounts to 0.15 J, and the
density of the 1:1 nitrogen hydrogen mixture, ρ, equals 0.37 kgm−3. For τ = 3 µs,
one finds for the radius R = 5.2 mm. Fig. 6 illustrates the spectroscopic snapshot
of the determined temperature profile for τ = 3 µs.

Higher temperature is measured at slit-heights near 1.1mm and 11.5mm
than in the central region, indicating the expanding shock wave. The predicted
diameter of 10.4mm for spherical expansion is identical with the diameter ex-
tracted from the spectra. Recording of shadowgraphs, see Fig. 3, indicates de-
velopment of a largely symmetric bubble as time delay progresses beyond 1µs.
While the displayed shadowgraphs are captured in ambient laboratory air, shock
waves propagate about a factor of four faster in hydrogen than in air, thereby
evolving in hydrogen into spherical appearance faster than in air. Furthermore,
the reductions in temperature near 1.5mm and 10mm are also expected for
expanding shockwaves that propagate at speeds well above the speed of sound.
The absolute error margins of the temperature are estimated to be of the order
of 25% due to ambiguities in determining the background contributions to the
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Figure 6. Electron temperature from line-of-sight data, 3-µs time delay, 0.025-µs gate.

Average temperature: 15.4 kK.

line areas of the four Balmer series lines, yet the relative trends are consistent
with expansion dynamics. The average temperature of the order of 15 kK is also
consistent with previous measurements of average temperatures. However, as
the shock wave expands, both density and temperature variations occur near
the shock front.

4. Stellar astrophysical spectra

Well-known white dwarfs near the earth are Sirius B and Procyon B. Sirius B
shows a temperature of 26 kK, and absorption spectra in the visible part of the
electromagnetic spectrum are composed of hydrogen Balmer series lines. In turn,
Procyon B at a temperature of 7.9 kK reveals molecular carbon Swan absorp-
tions. Fig. 7 illustrates (Parigger et al., 2018) recorded spectra (Giammichele et
al., 2012) that are accessible from the Montreal data-base (Dufour et al., 2019).

The spectral resolution, λ/∆λ, equals 555 for the displayed Sirius B and
Procyon B absorption spectra. Clearly, the Sirius B absorption spectra displays
larger absorption of Hγ than of Hβ, Hδ than Hγ, etc. In turn, laboratory emis-
sion spectra display the usual Boltzmann factor dependency, i.e., the integrated
emission of Hβ is larger than that Hγ, Hγ is larger than Hδ, etc. The key con-
siderations for reconciling the apparent ambiguity are evaluation of white-dwarf
opacities. The bound-bound opacity corresponds to the emission profile, but the
wavelength-dependent bound-free opacity increases towards higher members of
the Balmer series. In essence, the bound-free opacity needs to be evaluated prior
to comparison of recorded astrophysical data with laboratory results (Tremblay
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Figure 7. Sirius B and Procyon white dwarf spectra (Dufour et al., 2019): (a) Sirius

B at 26 kK; and (b) Procyon B at 8 kK.

& Bergeron, 2009). Conversely, as white dwarfs cool to the level of temperature
seen for Procyon B, molecular absorption spectra can be demarcated. Carbon
C2 Swan spectra may be developed more convincingly, such as for the white
dwarf GJ 841 B (Dufour et al., 2019) that can be analyzed by fitting computed
molecular spectra (Parigger et al., 2019b).

Collection of spectra from white dwarf stars preferably occurs with a resolv-
ing power sufficient for determination of the gravitational shift. Recent data for
the white dwarf star GD 394 B, recorded with an echelle spectrometer on Novem-
ber 15, 2015, with KOA-ID: HI.20151115.19364 (Keck Observatory Archive,
2015), shows a resolving power of R = 38000, or a resolution of ∆λ = 0.013 nm.

Fig. 8(a) illustrates five overlapped regions of the recorded echelle spectra
together with broad and narrow Lorentzian fits. Fig. 8(b) shows the expanded
region of the central absorption. Both broad and narrow features of a WD
astrophysical plasma are usually understood as absorptions from an outer region
of the WD photosphere.

Analysis of the GD 394 B, Hβ spectra (Parigger et al., 2019a) shows narrow
and broad photosphere absorption-widths of 0.39 nm and 7.3 nm that would
indicate electron densities of 0.032 and 2.0×1017 cm−3, respectively. The elec-
tron density is determined from formulae that are valid for local thermodynamic
equilibrium and that fulfil the necessary McWhirter criterion. Strictly speaking,
then, the 0.39-nm width implies an electron density indicative of non-equilibrium
conditions. In view of the astrophysical WD plasma, one may conclude that there
is a rather broad, likely in local thermodynamic equilibrium WD photosphere
yielding a broad line profile, and another region that is significantly less dense.
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Figure 8. White dwarf GD 394 B, Hβ combined absorption profiles, recorded with the

HIRES echelle spectrometer, KOA-ID: HI.20151115.19364 (Keck Observatory Archive,

2015). (a) Fitting with two Lorentzians and (b) Expanded region (Parigger et al.,

2019a).

Analysis of the white dwarf HG 7-85 from the Hyades cluster (Zuckerman et
al., 2013) yields consistent results (Parigger et al., 2018) for broad Lorentzian
center wavelength and gravitational shifts of 0.072 nm and 0.08 nm, respectively.

5. Discussion

Laboratory experiments are essential in establishing detailed appearances of
Balmer series line shapes for analysis of observed white-dwarf spectra. Model-
ing of astrophysical spectra however involves fairly detailed computations of the
radiative transfer equation that is also known as the Boltzmann transport equa-
tion. The emission spectra of specifically the Hβ and Hγ lines reveal two peaks
at line center as expected from treatments of the Stark effect in hydrogen. A
spectral resolutions of the order of 5,000 is sufficient for capturing Balmer series
members with time-resolved spectroscopy when using a crossed Czerny-Turner
spectrometer and an intensified charge-coupled device. Typical spectral resolu-
tions of the order of 50,000 are available with echelle spectrometers that are
in use at observatories for continuous recording of astrophysical plasma from
white dwarfs. Comparisons of laboratory spectra then requires adding individ-
ually recorded time-resolved spectra to obtain an average for comparison with
white dwarf spectra. In other words, averaging of time-resolved spectra corre-
sponds to averaging data for different electron densities. Consequently, details
seen in the laboratory are absent in observed white dwarf spectra. Analysis of
the white-dwarf spectra with at least two Lorentzians would indicate that at
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least two regions indeed occur with different electron densities. The explored
Hγ and Hδ lines can provide additional diagnostics for white dwarfs, especially
in the range of 0.1 to 1 ×1017cm−3. However, bound-free opacity effects would
need to be included when using, say, the first four lines of the Balmer series.
Analysis of white-dwarfs and other astrophysical objects such as active galactic
nuclei from only one line, i.e., Hβ may be preferred as bound-free effects may
not be significant across one line and for purposes of determining widths and
asymmetries of stellar Hβ lines. Future work however should include new results
from laboratory measurements that address specifically the shapes of lines used
for diagnosis of astrophysical spectra.
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Abstract. The interstellar medium (ISM) plays a crucial role in the cycle of
matter in every galaxy. The gas and dust that is present in the ISM is usually
very far removed from (local) thermodynamic equilibrium, and in some cases
may also not be in a steady-state equilibrium with its surroundings. The physics
of this material is complex and you need a sophisticated numerical code to
study it. For this purpose the open-source photoionization code Cloudy was
created. It models the physical state of the gas and predicts the spectrum that
it emits.

Cloudy is continually being developed to improve the treatment of the mi-
crophysical processes and the database of fundamental data that it uses. In
this paper we will discuss how we are developing the code to improve our high-
density predictions by implementing better collisional-radiative models for all
ions. We will also briefly discuss the experimental mode in Cloudy to model gas
that is not in steady-state equilibrium and present a preliminary model of re-
combining gas in a planetary nebula that is on the cooling track. We finish with
a short discussion of how we are speeding up the code by using parallelization.

Key words: plasmas – ISM: general – planetary nebulae: general

1. Introduction

The space between stars is filled with a very tenuous gas called the interstellar
medium (ISM) which plays a crucial role in the evolution of every galaxy. This
medium is usually irradiated by strongly diluted radiation fields and is therefore
far removed from local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE). In some cases it may
also not be in a steady-state equilibrium with its surroundings. The material in
the ISM is generally primarily heated by stellar light, but other energy sources
could be shocks, magnetic reconnection, cosmic rays, radioactive decay, etc. The
gas may be ionized, neutral, or molecular and usually also contains dust grains.
The geometry of the gas is often intricate, making solving the radiative transfer
equations difficult. As a result the physics of this material is complex and you
need a sophisticated numerical code to model the spectrum emitted by this gas.
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For this purpose the open-source photoionization code Cloudy was created
on 28 August 1978 in Cambridge, UK. The emphasis is on detailed treatment of
microphysical processes, but it also needs simplifying assumptions, such as 1D
spherical geometry1 with simplified radiative transfer, no treatment of shocks,
only a very basic treatment of magnetic fields, and no inclusion of radioactive
decay. It models the physical state of the gas and predicts the spectrum emitted
by that gas. It is the only code that can make a self-consistent model of a
photoionized region and the neutral and molecular regions beyond the ionization
front. Such a code needs a vast amount of atomic and molecular data. Cloudy
is continually being developed to improve the treatment of the microphysical
processes and the database of fundamental data that it uses, with the aim of
making the code suitable for the widest possible range of physical conditions.
In this paper we will briefly discuss our ongoing efforts to improve the code.
We will also discuss the experimental mode in Cloudy to model gas that is
not in steady-state equilibrium and show results from a preliminary model of a
recombining planetary nebula (PN). In the final section we briefly discuss how
we are speeding up the code using parallelization.

2. The ionization equilibrium

To meet our goal of modeling a wide range of physical conditions, Cloudy needs
to be able to calculate the ionization balance over a wide range of densities.
In very low-density gas, the ionization balance can be derived using the two-
level or coronal approximation. Here it is assumed that all the material is in
the ground state, and hence you only need to consider two states: the ground
state of the current and the next ion. This approximation is valid because the
time between two interactions is very long, giving the ion enough time to relax
into the ground state after an excitation or recombination event. At very high
densities, the collisional rates will be very fast, driving the gas into LTE. This
implies that the ionization balance can be derived from the Saha-Boltzmann
equation. Both limits are very easy to model, however at intermediate densities
neither limit is valid and a complex numerical collisional-radiative model (CRM)
is needed to obtain accurate predictions for the ionization balance. This is shown
in Fig. 1.

A CRM solution requires many excited states to be included in the model
atom as the average time between two interactions is too short for the electron to
reach the ground state and excitations or ionizations from excited states become
important. In recent years a considerable amount of effort was dedicated to
prepare Cloudy for this task. Here we will describe the most important aspects
of this work.

1Christophe Morisset implemented pseudo-3D modeling based on Cloudy models using the
pyCloudy package (Morisset, 2013).
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Figure 1. Ionization of hydrogen as a function of density. The solid line is the full

numerical CRM solution, the dashed line is the ionization predicted by the two-level

approximation, and the dashed-dotted line is the prediction of the Saha-Boltzmann

equation. Figure taken from Ferland et al. (2017).

2.1. H- and He-like ions

For the H- and He-like iso-electronic sequences we use a custom approach for
setting up the model atoms. This is done in such a way that the user can request
an arbitrary number of levels. These can either be l-resolved or collapsed into
states with the same principal quantum number n. Such an approach is possi-
ble by exploiting regularities in the atomic data resulting from the simple level
structure of these ions. The original implementation of the He-like sequence is
discussed in Porter et al. (2005); Bauman et al. (2005) and the H-like sequence
in Luridiana et al. (2009). For the 2017 release of Cloudy we started a compre-
hensive review of these iso-electronic sequences, mainly focusing on the accuracy
of the collisional data we use (Guzmán et al., 2016, 2017, 2019). This effort is
still ongoing and will result in further updates in a future release.

The H- and He-like ions are unusual because the first excited level is much
closer to the ionization threshold than to the ground state (see Fig. 2). This
implies that in photoionized plasmas collisional excitation is generally unim-
portant, and the emission line spectra are produced by recombination. Recom-
bination typically happens in highly excited Rydberg states, which are tightly
coupled to the ionized continuum by collisional ionization and photoionization
and their inverse processes. To make accurate predictions of the recombina-
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Figure 2. Experimental energy levels taken from NIST ASD (Kramida et al., 2014)

for some species present in an ionized gas. The energies are given relative to the first

ionization potential. Figure taken from Ferland et al. (2017).

tion spectrum, a very large model atom is needed. Cloudy is capable of setting
up such a model atom, but the CPU and memory requirements are currently
prohibitive. The reason for that is twofold. On the one hand, calculating the
atomic data is too slow, while on the other hand solving the equations for the
level populations takes too much time as every level is modeled explicitly. We
will tackle the former problem by caching atomic data or moving them into data
files (possibly in Stout format), rather than calculating them on the fly, and also
by using better optimized algorithms. To alleviate the latter problem, we will
implement the matrix condensation technique pioneered by Burgess & Summers
(1969) and Brocklehurst (1970). This technique is akin to the superlevel tech-
nique often used in stellar atmospheres, which allows a significant reduction in
the number of levels that are modeled, thus significantly speeding up the LU de-
composition needed to solve the level populations. This will allow us to routinely
model large model atoms and improve the accuracy of our recombination line
predictions. This is e.g. needed for the measurement of the primordial helium
abundance. These improvements will be offered in a future release of Cloudy.
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2.2. More complex ions

Unlike H- and He-like ions, more complex ions have low-lying excited states.
These can be collisionally excited, even in a photoionized plasma and thus can
be an important source of cooling for the gas. Moreover, these ions can lack the
regularities that H- and He-like ions have, e.g., due to configuration interaction
shifting levels out of position. Because of this, a very different approach is needed
compared to what we described above. We will need to tabulate the atomic
data that are needed to model the atom. The level energies will normally be
taken from experiments, while the transition probabilities and collision strengths
typically come from large-scale computer models.

With the 2013 release of Cloudy we started moving these atomic data into
external data files (until then, the data for a relatively small number of im-
portant lines were hardwired into the code). Initially we adopted the Chianti
database (Dere et al., 1997; Landi et al., 2012) but we quickly realized that the
scope of this database is insufficient for us to depend on it exclusively (e.g., it
contains insufficient data for low ionization stages). So we decided to develop
our own Stout database for atomic and molecular data. This database was in-
troduced in the 2013 release of Cloudy (Ferland et al., 2013), but was only used
for a very limited number of ions. With the 2017 release of Cloudy we moved
many more ions to the Stout database, vastly increasing the number of levels
and lines that can be modeled with Cloudy. A more detailed discussion of these
points can be found in Ferland et al. (2017).

This is the first step towards full CRM treatment of these ions. However,
more work is needed. Many of the entries in the Stout database are what we
call “baseline” models. These contain level energies and transitions probabilities
taken from NIST ASD (Kramida et al., 2014) but no collisional data. If for
a given transition the collisional data are missing, Cloudy will use the g-bar
approximation (Burgess & Tully, 1992) which is now widely viewed as unreliable,
but is still better than having no data at all. To improve this situation, we have
started a project to update the baseline models using the latest level energies
and transition probabilities from NIST ASD and combining those with electron
impact collisional data from the OPEN-ADAS database2. This should vastly
improve the quality of the predictions for these model atoms.

Solving the level populations and the ionization balance are however still
not coupled in the sense that ionization from excited states is not considered
for these complex ions (with only a handful of exceptions that are currently
hardwired into the code). We aim to improve this situation in collaboration
with the University of Cambridge by including both collisional ionization and
photoionization processes from metastable states. All these improvements will
be offered in a future release of Cloudy.

2http://open.adas.ac.uk/
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3. Time-dependent modeling

For quite some time Cloudy has been able to model time-steady non-equilibrium
dynamical flows (Henney et al., 2005, 2007). This capability was later extended
to modeling time-dependent non-equilibrium conditions in the gas (Chatzikos
et al., 2015). This feature is still considered experimental. Here we apply this
method to the problem of a recombining PN.

H-burner, MZAMS = 2 Msol, Z = 0.01
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Figure 3. Evolutionary track from Miller Bertolami (2016). Ages in years since the

star left the AGB are marked on the track.

When an intermediate-mass star nears the end of its life, it will experience
thermal pulses during the asymptotic giant branch (AGB) part of its evolution.
At this time the energy generation is via hydrogen shell burning, punctuated
at regular intervals (104–105 yr) by helium flashes followed by short phases of
quiescent helium burning. During these flashes, the remaining envelope of the
star is removed in a superwind. When the envelope is nearly depleted, the star
starts to heat up and ionizes the material that was ejected during the AGB
phase, forming a new PN. Eventually the hydrogen burning shell runs out of
fuel and the nuclear burning will shut down. At this time the luminosity of the
star will quickly go down while it also will start to cool, eventually turning the
star into a new white dwarf. This part of the evolution is called the cooling
track.
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When the star is on the cooling track, the PN will receive increasingly less
ionizing photons. This implies that the outer parts of the PN can no longer be
ionized and will start to recombine (e.g., van Hoof et al., 2000). This is a non-
equilibrium process that we can model with Cloudy. Here we present preliminary
results. To have a realistic evolution of the luminosity as a function of time, we
use the 2 M⊙ hydrogen-burning evolutionary track from Miller Bertolami (2016)
with Z = 0.01. This track is shown in Fig. 3.
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Figure 4. The evolution of the electron temperature and hydrogen ionization fraction

as a function of time at a radius of 4× 1015 m.

We will start the Cloudy model when the star is at the maximum temper-
ature, Teff = 181.5 kK. This point is reached after 2404 yr. It is currently not
possible to vary the stellar temperature, so we assume that it stays constant at
this value during the evolution. We model the spectrum of the star using the
H-Ca grid of atmosphere models by Rauch (1997). The evolution of the lumi-
nosity as a function of time will be given by the evolutionary track, starting
at a luminosity of 2455 L⊙. The gas is assumed to have a constant hydrogen
density of 1000 cm−3, a reasonable value for an evolved PN. The inner radius
is set at 1.135 × 1015 m, which is the distance the gas would have traveled in
2404 yr assuming a canonical expansion velocity of 15 km s−1. The outer radius
is set at 5.395× 1015 m, chosen to coincide with the ionization front at the start
of the simulation. This implies an ionized mass of 0.75M⊙. The gas is assumed
to contain graphite dust (Martin & Rouleau, 1991).

The results of the model are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. The first shows that the
electron temperature drops very quickly: the decrease from 10 116 K to 1000 K
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Figure 5. The electron temperature as a function of hydrogen ionization fraction is

shown for every depth point of every time step of the model.

happens in less than 210 yr, while the hydrogen ionization fraction lags behind.
When the electron temperature reaches 1000K, hydrogen is still ≈ 18% ion-
ized. This can be seen even more clearly in Fig. 5 where we show the electron
temperature as a function of the degree of ionization for all depths and every
time step. From this it becomes clear that in a recombining PN it is possible to
observe partially ionized gas at remarkably low temperatures: at 50 % ioniza-
tion, the electron temperature can be as low as 3410 K, at 20 % ionization, as
low as 815K, and at 10 % ionization as low as 250K!

Roughly similar behavior can be observed for O+, while He+ and N+ also
follow this trend, but with less extreme temperature lows. On the other hand,
ions with a higher ionization potential, such as He2+, C2+, N2+, and O2+, do
not show this behavior. Their recombination timescales are much shorter and
they will have recombined before the gas has had the chance to cool by a sig-
nificant amount. So in a recombining PN, you can have very cold gas that still
has appreciable amounts of H+, He+, N+, and O+, but not many other ions
(C+ is also present, but that has a lower ionization potential and is still actively
photoionized). This gas will still emit radiation due to the progressing recom-
bination of these ions. These conclusions qualitatively agree with the earlier
studies of Ferland & Truran (1981) who were modeling a nova shell and Binette
& Robinson (1987) who were modeling an active galaxy.
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It is well known that evolved PNe, such as NGC 6720 (the Ring nebula)
and NGC 7293 (the Helix nebula), can have a large number of dense, molecular
knots embedded in the ionized gas (Matsuura et al., 2009). The origin of these
knots is still debated. In O’Dell et al. (2007); van Hoof et al. (2010); Van de
Steene et al. (2015) it has been proposed that these knots are not remnants
of an earlier phase of evolution, but form in recombining gas when the star is
on the cooling track. This leaves only one to two thousand years to form the
knots in the case of NGC 6720 (O’Dell et al., 2007). They would form as a
result of an instability. When the recombining gas is cold, its internal pressure
is low, making it susceptible to compression, e.g., by recombination radiation.
The preliminary models presented in this paper show that this proposal could
be viable. The recombining gas indeed cools on a very short timescale, but stays
partially ionized, so that it still emits recombination radiation. This agrees with
the assumptions made in van Hoof et al. (2010).

4. Parallelization

Modeling large model atoms as well as doing time-dependent modeling require
a lot of work to be done by the CPU. To ease that burden, it is imperative
that the code makes efficient use of the hardware resources that are available.
This can be improved either through using SIMD (Single Instruction Multiple
Data) instructions (also called code vectorization), or by using multiple cores in
parallel since modern computers have more and more cores available.

In recent years an effort has been made to vectorize Cloudy. One way of
achieving this is to simplify loops such that the compiler can recognize the po-
tential to use SIMD instructions and generate these automatically while compil-
ing. For this the loop needs to carry out only one or two simple tasks, otherwise
the compiler will quickly be overwhelmed by the complexity and compile it using
scalar instructions. So to achieve automatic vectorization, it may be beneficial
to split one complex loop into multiple simpler ones. This task has been carried
out in CPU-critical parts of the code.

In addition, we also created code primitives that were explicitly written
to use SIMD instructions. These include routines to carry out reduction loops
and vectorized transcendental functions (which apply transcendental functions
to an array of arguments). Using code vectorization resulted in a moderate
speedup of the code (roughly 20%). There likely is a potential to find further
optimizations in the future. An added benefit is that any code that can be
vectorized automatically by the compiler can also be parallelized automatically
by the compiler using OpenMP.

Using multiple cores through parallelization promises more substantial time
savings, but is also more complex to implement. In the past we have implemented
parallelization at the highest level by calculating different models on different
cores. This method is highly efficient, but can only be used in grid or optimizer
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runs. For a single model different methods are needed. You can use paralleliza-
tion on a low level by parallelizing individual loops as was already discussed
above. This approach also opens the possibility of using graphics processors
(though one drawback is that these are largely optimized for single-precision
floating point math, while Cloudy often uses double-precision variables). An-
other possibility is mid-level parallelization, e.g. by solving the level populations
of different ions on different cores, or by solving different grain size bins on dif-
ferent cores. These are ideas that still need to be tested and implemented in the
future.

5. Concluding remarks

The interplay of physical processes in photoionized and photo-dissociation re-
gions is very complex. Modeling these processes requires a large-scale code, and
maintaining this requires a continuous effort. This includes adding the latest
atomic and molecular data sets, implementing new and improved theory de-
scribing the physical processes, implementing faster and better numerical meth-
ods, and of course fixing bugs. In this paper we have highlighted a couple of the
projects that we have recently undertaken, are in the process of implementing,
or are planning to start in the future. These will allow Cloudy to make more
accurate predictions. They will also make the code faster and more versatile.
We hope that these efforts will improve the usefulness of Cloudy for our users.
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Abstract. In this contribution we present a report on two atomic/molec-
ular databases for collisional and radiative processes, BEAMDB and MolD,
which are web services at the Serbian Virtual Observatory (SerVO) and nodes
within the Virtual Atomic and Molecular Data Center (VAMDC). Within the
BEAMDB there are mainly electron scattering cross section data, but having
in mind the importance of spectroscopic data obtained by particle collisions,
we also provide a number of electron energy loss spectra and threshold electron
spectra. Electron loss spectroscopy with its complementarity to the photon ab-
sorption data, provides valuable information on the optically forbidden atomic
and molecular transitions. The MolD database contains photodissociation cross
sections for the individual ro-vibrational states of the diatomic molecular ions
as well as corresponding data on molecular species and molecular state char-
acterizations. The data can be used for further applications, e.g., for non-local
thermal equilibrium modeling of early universe chemistry, modeling of the solar
atmosphere, atmospheres of white dwarfs, etc.

Key words: Atomic processes – Planets and satellites: general – Line: profiles
– Plasmas– ISM: clouds

1. Introduction

Obtaining crucial information on the different environments within our universe
has become possible with advances in observational astronomy and computer
modeling. For instance, data from new telescopes (e.g. ALMA) that will discover
and explore the molecular universe (Saldaño et al., 2018; Zakharenko et al.,
2019) require vast amount of atomic and molecular data for interepretation
of observed spectra. As a consequence atomic and molecular databases have
become essential for developing models and simulations of complex physical
processes and for the interpretation of data provided by measurements e.g. in
laboratory plasmas and in planetary atmospheres (Marinković et al., 2017b,a;
Srećković et al., 2017a). In order to provide a repository of such large amounts of
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data, the creation of a Virtual Observatory and Virtual Data Centre has been
crucial (Dubernet et al., 2010, 2016; Jevremović et al., 2009; Srećković et al.,
2017b).

In this contribution we present two atomic/molecular databases for colli-
sional and radiative processes, BEAMDB and MolD, which are web services at
the Serbian Virtual Observatory (SerVO) and nodes within the Virtual Atomic
and Molecular Data Centre (VAMDC). The following section gives an overview
of databases. A technical specification is described in Section 3 (an example for
the data model is given in the appendix), while the Section 4 summarizes the
material.

2. Database nodes

The Belgrade nodes of VAMDC are hosted by SerVO and currently contain two
atomic/molecular databases of astrophysical importance, BEAMDB (servo.
aob.rs/emol) and MolD (servo.aob.rs/mold). Both databases have been built
using the specifications and rules required by the VAMDC project (see Dubernet
et al. 2016; Moreau et al. 2018). The Belgrade nodes aim to provide a reposi-
tory for cross sections and rates for reactions needed for astrophysical plasma
modeling.

2.1. MolD

MolD as node of VAMDC contains photodissociation cross sections for the
individual ro-vibrational states of the diatomic molecular ions, reaction rate
coefficients as well as corresponding data on molecular species and molecular
state characterisations. At the moment MolD contains data for photodissocia-
tion cross-sections of the molecular ions such as He+

2 , H+
2 , MgH+, HeH+, LiH+,

NaH+, etc., and the corresponding averaged thermal photodissociation cross-
sections (for details see e.g. table 1 from Marinković et al. 2017b represent-
ing species, states, etc.). The database is hosted at the Belgrade Astronomical
Observatory, http://servo.aob.rs (Jevremović et al., 2009). The corresponding
data are important for exploring the dense molecular clouds in the interstel-
lar medium (ISM), surfaces of small bodies and satellites in our Solar System,
modeling of different stellar atmospheres (see the papers Srećković et al. 2018;
Vujčić et al. 2015). Collections of such data sets are as well important for the
early Universe chemistry and also for understanding the molecular origins of life
(Tielens, 2013; Mason et al., 2014).

Recently, the presence of the HeH+ molecular ion was confirmed by Güsten
et al. (2019) in the planetary nebula NGC 7027. These observations were made
possible due to advances in terahertz spectroscopy and high-altitude observa-
tories (Heyminck et al., 2012). This confirmation of the existence of HeH+ in
interstellar space requires investigation of this molecular ion, in particular the
rates of radiative dissociation and association processes. In Fig. 1 we present
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Figure 1. The behaviour of the photodissociation spectral rate coefficients K(bf)(λ; T )

for the molecular ion HeH+.

the behavior of the spectral rate coefficient for photodissociation of the HeH+

molecular ion. For details e.g. partial photodissociation cross sections for the
individual ro-vibrational states and molecular state characterisation see MolD.
Of course, here we should mention for example the importance of the results
connected with the molecular ion H+

2 (see Figure 4. from Srećković et al. 2017a)
and its role in exploring of the interstellar medium, the early Universe chemistry
as well as the modeling of different stellar atmospheres (see e.g. Coppola et al.,
2013; Babb, 2015; Srećković et al., 2018).

2.2. BEAMDB

BEAMDB contains measured collisional data for electron interactions with atoms
and molecules in the form of differential and integrated cross sections as well
as energy loss of the spectra (Marinković et al., 2015). Two types of electron
collision processes are featured in the collection, elastic electron scattering and
electron excitation of atoms and electronic states of molecules. The BEAMDB
is hosted at the Belgrade Astronomical Observatory, http://servo.aob.rs. One
of the aims of BEAMDB is to collect data sets that are related to the electron
interaction process which are important for exploring and modeling of differ-
ent stellar atmospheres and spectroscopy plasma research (Marinković et al.,
2017b). It focuses on atomic targets (neutral or ionized), small molecules (di-
atomic, triatomic, and four-atomic) as well as larger organic and biomolecules.
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Figure 2. 3-D graph DCS data for electron elastic scattering by nitrous oxide ver-

sus electron incident energy and scattering angle. Panel a) data of Marinković and

coauthors. panel b) data of Kitajima and coauthors.

Each conference on Spectral Line Shapes in Astrophysics and Plasmas is an
opportunity to further develop and enlarge the content of the database with the
hot topic atomic/molecular species. Also, special Workshops organized by the
scientists in astrophysical and other plasmas contribute to the same aim, just to
mention some recent ones: The new view of comet coma processes after Rosetta:
The importance of electrons, organized at Comenius University; Bratislava in
2017 (Marinković, 2017), Symposium on the Physics of Ionized Gases held in
2018 in Belgrade (Marinković et al., 2018) or Integrations of satellite and ground-
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based observations and multi-disciplinarity in research and prediction of different
types of hazards in Solar system in Petnica, Serbia (Marinković et al., 2019).

Comprehensive and up-to-date reviews on electron scattering data have been
triennially realised by the IAU Division XII, Commission 14 working group:
Atomic collisions (Peach et al., 2009; Peach & Dimitrijević, 2012; Peach et al.,
2015). Data covered by BEAMDB for triatomic molecules include H2O, H2S and
N2O. An example of a 3-D graph representing differential cross section (DCS)
data for electron elastic scattering by nitrous oxide versus electron incident en-
ergy and scattering angle is shown in Fig. 2. Two sets of data are presented from
Marinković et al. (1986) (panel a)) and Kitajima et al. (1999) (panel b)) in the
energy range from 10 eV to 100 eV. One can easily see the forward peaked na-
ture of the elastic cross sections and the variation of magnitude in three orders.
Kitajima et al. (2000) have contrasted two sets of data obtained at Sofia Univer-
sity, Tokyo, Japan and at Australian National University, Canberra, Australia,
the first ones in the range from 1.5 eV to 100 eV and the second ones from 2
eV to 20 eV. The agreement among these two sets and older measurements is
satisfactory having in mind the claimed experimental uncertainties.

3. Node maintenance

The most recent module of the VAMDC infrastructure was Query Store by
Zwölf et al. (2016) - a mechanism that allows dynamic dataset citation. Adapt-
ing the recommendations from the Research Data Alliance (https://www.rd-
alliance.org/groups/data-citation-wg.html), Query Store grapples with the on-
line datasets citation challenges, from ever-evolving data sources. It should en-
hance visibility of data providers and reproducability of data sets. Each data
response is persisted and versioned so it can be recreated (Moreau et al., 2018) -
e.g. for the purpose of scientific verification. Furthermore, Query Store can com-
municate with other scientific services, such as registering a query to Zenodo
and obtaining a DOI, see Zwölf et al. (2019).

Technically, Query Store required implementation of a new software layer in
the existing NodeSoftware application and a set of asynchronous web services
which log data requests (Zwölf et al., 2019). On the side of the Belgrade server,
updates of the NodeSoftware Django Web framework were necessary along with
minor code alterations.

This contribution presents the continuation of the work performed on data-
base development at Serbian Virtual Observatory. The SerVO is now addressing
the challenge of upgrading software and continuous improvements of data pro-
cessing. New data for targets like triatomic molecules as mentioned above have
been constantly added in databases. Although at this moment we concentrate
on the intermediate electron energy range from 10 eV to 100 eV (presented
in Fig. 2), this range should be enlarged to 1 eV and 1000 eV, while there
is an increasing interest towards very low energies, down to below 10 meV
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(Kitajima et al., 2019) or to very high energies, up to 100 keV (Garćıa, 2019).
By decreasing experimental uncertainties and increasing accuracies of theoret-
ical methods, cross section data for rare gas atoms do serve as reference data
with the well-established cross sections that may be used as test data in further
endeavors.

On the MolD website (http://servo.aob.rs/mold), users can also calculate
individual average thermal cross sections or plot them across the available spec-
trum. The frament of code used for plotting is presented below. The code was
shortened for concision. Also, in the appendix we show a sample XSAMS output
of a typical query.

def plot(request, species_id, temperature):

#retrieve molecule, processes and belonging wavelengths from the database

molecule =Molecule.objects.get(inchikey=species_id)

processes =RadiativeProcess.objects.filter(molecule_state__molecule=molecule)

wavelengths =[int(i) for i in processes[0].x.data_values.split()]

#define coefficients

...

#calculate the cross sections for the wavelengths

for process in processes:

g =0.5 if (process.molecule_state.n % 2 ==0) else 1.5

exponent=koef* float(process.molecule_state.energy)

z +=g *(2 *process.molecule_state.n +1) *math.exp(-(exponent))

cross_sections =[float(i) for i in process.y.data_values.split()]

for i, cs in enumerate(cross_sections):

s[i] +=g *(2 *process.molecule_state.n +1) *math.exp(-(exponent)) *cs

results =[i/z for i in s]

#generate random filename

filename =str(uuid.uuid4()) +’.png’

#plot and save

plt.clf()

plt.plot(wavelengths, results, ’ro’)

...

res =["{:.3E}".format(result) for result in results]

t =filename, wavelengths, res

return HttpResponse(json.dumps(t))

4. Future developments and concluding remarks

On the basis of the above, it can be concluded that analysed collisional and
radiative atomic/molecular processes represent an important factor in the in-
vestigation of a lot of astrophysical environments and features of the interacting
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radiation are important in their spectral analyses. The continuation of develop-
ments and services such as atomic/molecular databases and astronomical Vir-
tual Observatories, is crucial in the field of astrophysics and modern science due
to its rapid development and makes a huge impact on the way science is done
in the developing world.
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A. Node software

A.1. XSAMS generated output example

A sample query for Lithium cations with specific atomic numbers

select * where InchiKey=’HSOYNNFNUCWPIZ-UHFFFAOYSA-N’ and MoleculeQNJ=1 and

MoleculeQNv=5
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This is an annotated example of an XSAMS document returned from a query. The
return data are from the MolD database node. The output was shortened for concision.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<XSAMSData xmlns="http://vamdc.org/xml/xsams/1.0" xmlns:xsi="http://www.

w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" xmlns:cml="http://www.xml-cml.org/

schema" xsi:schemaLocation="http://vamdc.org/xml/xsams/1.0 http://

vamdc.org/xml/xsams/1.0">

<Sources><Source sourceID="BmolD-2019-07-25-20-5-16">

<Comments>Query was: select * where ((InchiKey = ’HSOYNNFNUCWPIZ-

UHFFFAOYSA-N’)) and MoleculeQNJ=1 and MoleculeQNv=5

Query Store Link: https://querystore.vamdc.eu/GetUUIDByToken?queryToken=

mold:951f47f7-bdfb-45f0-8939-e7fc9f533a42:get</Comments>

<Year>2019</Year>

<Category>database</Category>

<ProductionDate>2019-07-25</ProductionDate>

</Source>

</Sources>

<Species>

<Molecules>

<Molecule speciesID="XmolD-3">

<MolecularChemicalSpecies>

<OrdinaryStructuralFormula><Value>LiH+</Value></OrdinaryStructuralFormula

><StoichiometricFormula>LiH+</StoichiometricFormula>

<ChemicalName><Value>Lithium hydride cation</Value></ChemicalName><InChI>

1S/Li.H/q+1</InChI><InChIKey>HSOYNNFNUCWPIZ-UHFFFAOYSA-N</InChIKey>

<VAMDCSpeciesID></VAMDCSpeciesID>

<StableMolecularProperties>

</StableMolecularProperties>

</MolecularChemicalSpecies>

<MolecularState auxillary="true" stateID="SmolD-1259"><Description>

ionized</Description> <MolecularStateCharacterisation> </

MolecularStateCharacterisation>

<Case xsi:type="case:Case" caseID="dcs" xmlns:case="http://vamdc.org/xml/

xsams/1.0/cases/dcs"><case:QNs></case:QNs></Case></MolecularState><

MolecularState auxillary="false" stateID="SmolD-1273"><Description>r

: 1, v: 5</Description> <MolecularStateCharacterisation><StateEnergy

energyOrigin="SmolD-1259"><Value units="au">-.243083268582E-04

</Value></StateEnergy> </MolecularStateCharacterisation>

<Case xsi:type="case:Case" caseID="dcs" xmlns:case="http://vamdc.org/xml/

xsams/1.0/cases/dcs"><case:QNs><case:v>5</case:v><case:J>1</case:J><

/case:QNs></Case></MolecularState></Molecule>

</Molecules>

</Species>

<Processes>

<Radiative>

<AbsorptionCrossSection id="PmolD-CS1328"><SourceRef>BmolD-3</SourceRef><

SourceRef>BmolD-4</SourceRef><SourceRef>BmolD-5</SourceRef><
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Description></Description><X units="nm"><DataList count=’151’>50 51

52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 ...</DataList></X><Y units="cm2"><

DataList count=’151’>0.714843E-21 0.732920E-21 0.750881E-21 0.769486

E-21 0.787933E-21 0.808199E-21 0.827278E-21 0.847998E-21 0.867653E

-21 0.889914E-21 ...

</DataList></Y><Species><SpeciesRef>XmolD-3</SpeciesRef><StateRef>SmolD

-1273</StateRef></Species><BandAssignment></BandAssignment></

AbsorptionCrossSection></Radiative>

</Processes>

</XSAMSData>
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Abstract. The rate coefficients for the chemi-ionization (CI) processes in
Na∗(n) + Na, Li∗(n) + Na, Li∗(n) + Li and H∗(n) + Li collisions are calcu-
lated for wide region of temperatures and the principal quantum numbers.
The presented values of the rate coefficients are very useful for the improve-
ment of modelling and analysis of different layers of weakly ionized plasmas
in atmospheres of various stars where these and other CI processes could be
important and could change the optical characteristics. Also, the results are of
interest in spectroscopy of low temperature laboratory plasma.
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1. Introduction

Collisional processes which include atoms and molecules in geo-cosmical plas-
mas, constantly attract attention of scientists (see e.g. Chary et al., 1999; Klyu-
charev et al., 2007). Among these processes, those involving highly excited Ryd-
berg atoms are of particular interest (Gnedin et al., 2009; O’Keeffe et al., 2012).
Primarily this can be attributed to a group of chemi-ionization (CI) processes
in Rydberg atom collisions with ground state parent atoms. In a series of papers
(Mihajlov et al., 2008; Mihajlov et al., 2011a; Mihajlov et al., 2011b; Mihajlov
et al., 2016; Srećković et al., 2018), the group of atom-Rydberg atom collisional
processes involving hydrogen and helium have been studied from the point of
view of their effect on the optical (spectral line shapes) and kinetic properties
of weakly ionized laboratory and astrophysical plasmas.

In this contribution we investigate CI processes for astrophysical usage for
the case of alkali metals and give results which enable modeling of geo-cosmic
weakly ionized plasma for wide range of plasma parameters. The obtained CI
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data are needed for modeling and research of cool stars, like white and brown
dwarfs (Debes et al., 2012; Xu & Jura, 2014), lithium stars (Shavrina et al.,
2001, 2003), sodium clouds around Io (Mendillo et al., 1990; Wilson et al., 2002),
cometary tails (Cremonese et al., 2002, 1997), and primordial gas containing Li
atoms and ions (Gnedin et al., 2009; Coppola et al., 2011), etc. Also, study
of the CI collisional processes of alkali atoms are of basic interest for some
laboratory spectroscopical investigation and technical applications (Vujčić et al.,
2015; Efimov et al., 2017; Marinković et al., 2017; Pichler et al., 2017; Beuc
et al., 2018a,b).

In Section 2 we describe the methods of calculation and then in Section 3 we
give the results of the calculation. In Section 4 the conclusions are presented.

2. Theoretical remarks

2.1. The method of calculations

We will consider two types of CI processes: the symmetric processes

A∗(n) + A ⇒ e +

{

A+
2 , (1a)

A + A+, (1b)

and the non-symmetric processes

A∗(n) + B ⇒ e +

{

AB+, (2a)

A + B+, (2b)

where A, B, A+ and B+ are atoms and ions in the ground states, A∗(n) is
highly excited atom i.e. Rydberg atom, A+

2 and AB+ are the molecular ions
in the ground electronic states. In Eq. (2) B atoms ionization potential is less
than A ionization potential. The CI processes (1) and (2) can be divided to the
associative ionization channel (a) with formation of molecular ions A+

2 or AB+

and to the non-associative ionization channel (b).

These processes have already been treated on the basis of the so-called dipole
resonant mechanism (DRM), so we will briefly describe its main features. In this
description of collisional ionisation and excitation events, these processes are in-
duced by the dipole part of the electrostatic interaction between the outer Ryd-
berg electron and the inner ion-atom system (see Fig. 1). A detailed description
of the mechanism can be found in Mihajlov et al. (2012).
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Figure 1. Schematic illustration of RA + A collision. Here R is the internuclear

distance in the collision system, rn ∼ n2 is the characteristic radius of Rydberg’s atom

A∗, en is outer electron and A and A+ are atoms and their positive ions.

2.2. The CI rate coefficients

In accordance with the CI theory the partial rate coefficients K(a)(n, T ) and the
total ones K(ab)(n, T ) can be presented with relations

K(a)(n, T ) =

E(a)
m

(n)
∫

0

vσ(a)(n, E)f(v; T )dv, K(ab)(n, T ) =

∞
∫

0

vσ(ab)(n, E)f(v; T )dv,

(3)

where the cross-sections σ(a,ab)(n, E) are given in Mihajlov et al. (2012), E
(a)
m (n)

is the upper limit of E relevant for the associative ionization process (1a) or (2a),
and f(v; T ) = fcell(v; T ) is Maxwell distribution function. The rate coefficient
K(b)(n, T ) for the process (b) is obtained from K(ab)(n, T ) = K(a)(n, T ) +
K(b)(n, T ).

For understanding plasma chemistry and improvement of modelling and
analysis of different layers of weakly ionized plasmas in atmospheres of various
stars the cross sections and rate coefficients for reactions are needed (Mihajlov
et al., 2011c; Srećković et al., 2017, 2018). In this contribution we investigate
CI processes for astrophysical usage and give results which enable modeling of
geo-cosmic weakly ionized plasma.
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3. Results and Applications

3.1. The calculated quantities

In accordance with the described method, we calculate the rate coefficients
K(ab)(n, T ) for the extended range of principal quantum numbers n ≤ 25
and temperatures 500 K ≤ T ≤ 1500 K for the CI processes in Li∗(n) + Na,
Na∗(n)+Na collisions, and 500 K ≤ T ≤ 4000 K for Li∗(n)+Li and H∗(n)+Li
collisions in order to use in modelling and analysis of different layers of weakly
ionized plasmas in atmospheres of various stars. We have extended the range of
temperatures up to 4 000 K for lithium to enable the possible inclusion of CI pro-
cesses in modelling of cool stars with low effective temperatures and enormous
high Li abundances.

We note that the rate coefficient K(ab)(n, T ) (for Li∗(n) + Li, Li∗(n) + Na,
and Na∗(n) + Na) has the maximum between n = 6 and n = 10. The maxi-
mum position depend on temperature and moves to lower values of n with the
increase of the temperature. A different behavior of K(ab)(n, T ) is for the case
of H∗(n) + Li where the rate coefficient decreases with the increase of n, with
different dependence on temperature. In the regions of lower T the process of
associative CI, i.e. creation of molecular ions, in (1a) or (2a) collisions domi-
nate in comparison with the non-associative CI channel except for the case of
H∗(n) + Li collisions where the associative channel is totally negligible for the
analyzed conditions.

3.2. Fitting formula

In astrophysics, especially for the modeling of stellar atmospheres, fitting for-
mula and coefficients as functions of temperature are needed, since such fitting
coefficients are easier to be imported to the codes for stellar atmosphere mod-
eling than tabulated data for a set of temperatures. To enable easy and more
adequate use in laboratory as well as to allow a faster computation in stellar
atmospheres modeling we construct a fitting formula. The results are in the
form of a simple fitting formula:

log(K(ab)(n; T )) = k1(n) + k2(n) · log(T ) + k3(n) · (log(T ))2. (4)

In Tabs. 1 and 2 the selected fits for 4 ≤ n ≤ 25 are listed for the total rate
coefficients of CI processes (1) and (2). It should be noted that fits in Tab. 1
are valid within the temperature range 500 K ≤ T ≤ 1500 K for Li∗(n) + Na,
Na∗(n) + Na collisions and in Tab. 2 are valid within the temperature range
500 K ≤ T ≤ 4000 K for Li∗(n) + Li and H∗(n) + Li collisions.
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Table 1. The fits to the rate coefficient. The fits were made to the results over the

range 500 K ≤ T ≤ 1500 K.

Li∗(n) + Na Na∗(n) + Na

n k1 k2 k3 k1 k2 k3

4 -41.35531 18.67062 -2.69225 -46.51493 21.4718 -3.10971
5 -16.97267 4.48624 -0.58834 -29.28982 11.44201 -1.62003
10 -14.06446 2.72686 -0.34263 -11.58289 1.24937 -0.11571
15 -15.367 3.08165 -0.40038 -9.68059 0.23985 0.00292
20 -15.80875 2.96859 -0.38137 -9.50371 0.07705 0.00612
22 -15.8578 2.86113 -0.36295 -9.31387 -0.10334 0.03144
25 -16.2462 2.93717 -0.37582 -9.38528 -0.14156 0.03217

Table 2. Same as in Tab.1 but over the temperature range 500 K ≤ T ≤ 4000 K.

Li∗(n) + Li H∗(n) + Li

n k1 k2 k3 k1 k2 k3

4 -35.12844 14.13288 -1.89755 -5.79278 -1.1651 0.13442
5 -23.31012 7.66745 -0.99756 -6.22763 -1.12647 0.12474
10 -11.29713 1.25562 -0.12888 -7.78576 -1.05661 0.11177
15 -9.71227 0.36138 -0.0305 -8.67836 -1.04816 0.11043
20 -9.45545 0.06564 0.00121 -9.23865 -1.08876 0.11676
22 -9.46101 0.00324 0.00775 -9.46812 -1.07506 0.11468
25 -9.5051 -0.07041 0.01609 -9.75651 -1.06821 0.11363

3.3. Astrophysical Targets

3.3.1. Li-rich stars

Study of CI processes may be of interest for the investigation and modelling of
plasma in cold lithium stars (see North et al., 1998; Shavrina et al., 2001, 2003).
Recently Li et al. (2018) found high-lithium abundance in newly discovered 12
low-mass, metal-poor, main-sequence stars, and in red giant stars in the Milky
Way halo. Collisional processes including CI could be of interest for studying
of lithium-rich stellar atmospheres as an additional canal for the creation of Li
I atoms. The considered CI processes influence as well the ionization level and
atom excited-state populations, so that they could affect the optical properties
of the weakly ionized regions of alkali rich plasmas.

As it is known lithium is easily ionized and in the spectra of cool stars the Li
I resonance line 6707.8 Å is commonly observed. The lithium abundance data in
such stars are mostly acquired from the spectral analysis of this particular line.
The investigated CI processes, which influence atom excited-state populations
and the ionization level, influence the optical properties and could be important
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for the lithium spectra. Consequently the CI processes could be important for
atmospheres of lithium-rich stars as an supplementary channel for the creation
of the lithium atoms and RA atom populations. We give the data for extended
range of temperatures for the calculation for lithium (see Tab. 2) to enable
the possible inclusion of CI processes in Li∗(n) + Li and H∗(n) + Li collisions
in modeling of cool stars with low effective temperatures (Teff ≤ 6000 K) and
enormous high Li abundances (Li et al., 2018).

3.3.2. Primordial gas

It is known that in the early Universe the chemical composition of the primor-
dial gas contained lithium, and during the cooling of Universe there is an epoch
when conditions for presently investigated RA collisional processes were favor-
able (Gnedin et al., 2009; Puy et al., 2007). Collisional recombination, ionization
and Rydberg states can play important role for the early Universe chemistry
(Coppola et al., 2011). As concluded in (Coppola et al., 2011; Puy et al., 2007)
LiH+ represents the most abundant molecular species containing lithium at low
redshift. Consequently, data on rate coefficients for CI processes in atom - Ryd-
berg atom collisions of Li atoms presented in Tab. 2, may be of interest for the
early Universe chemistry. We therefore computed the necessary quantities.

3.3.3. Io atmosphere

In Brown & Chaffee (1974) the first neutral sodium cloud near Jovian satellite
Io has been detected (see also paper Brown, 1974; Fegley & Zolotov, 2000).
Since the investigation of these sodium clouds are necessary to better under-
stand the interaction between Io’s atmosphere and Jovian magnetosphere and
the processes in the Jovian surroundings (Mendillo et al., 1990; Wilson et al.,
2002), the data on CI processes during alkali RA collisions may be of interest.
In a recent paper Schaefer & Fegley (2005), authors estimated and expected
abundance of lithium at Io.

The obtained CI rate coefficient K(ab)(n, T ) (see Tab. 1) are calculated for
a wide range of plasma parameter important for the models of Io’s atmospheres
(Strobel et al., 1994). CI processes may be important and could be used for
accurately modelling and computer simulations. The investigation of these pro-
cesses is needed for better understanding of the interaction between the Io’s
atmosphere and Jovian magnetosphere and of the processes in the Jovian envi-
ronment. In Fig 2 the density and temperature altitude profiles for moderate-
density (on panel a) left), and high-density (on panel a) right) of Io model
atmospheres (Strobel et al., 1994; Moses et al., 2002) are presented. The Fig. 2

(panels b), c), d)) shows the total rate coefficient K
(ab)
ci (n, T ) for CI processes in

Li∗(n)+Na, Li∗(n)+Li and Na∗(n)+Na collisions for modeled atmospheres of
Io (Strobel et al., 1994; Moses et al., 2002). For both models it can be observed
the growth of coefficients at higher altitudes. Also, one can see that the rate
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Figure 2. (left) Moderate-density model atmosphere of Io: the total rate coefficient

K
(ab)
ci

(n, T ) for CI processes in Li∗(n) + Na, Li∗(n) + Li and Na∗(n) + Na altitude

profiles (panels b,c,d) for the corresponding model (a) (Strobel et al., 1994); (right)

High-density model atmosphere of Io: the total rate coefficient K
(ab)
ci

(n, T ) for CI

processes in Li∗(n) + Na, Li∗(n) + Li and Na∗(n) + Na altitude profiles (panels b,c,d)

for the corresponding model (a) (Strobel et al., 1994).

coefficients increase with the increase of the principal quantum number n and
that they are the largest for the non-symmetric collisions.

3.3.4. Interstellar gas chemistry

The CI processes i.e. its associative channel (1(a) and 2(a)), are responsible
for the formation of molecular ions and potentially important for molecular
formations in interstellar gas (Dalgarno & Black, 1976). For knowing interstel-
lar gas chemistry and for models of interstellar clouds the cross sections and
rate coefficients for reactions (Srećković et al., 2018) are needed. The data for
molecular ions LiNa+, LiH+ Li+2 and Na+

2 are given and analysed in this contri-
bution. The relative contribution (probability) of the associative channels (i.e.
creation of molecular ions) are presented in Fig. 3 on the example of Na∗(n)+Na,
Li∗(n) + Na, Li∗(n) + Li collisions. As expected the probability for the creation
of molecular ions as CI product is noticeable and higher at lower temperatures
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Figure 3. The surface plot of the quantity K(a)(n, T )/K(ab)(n, T ) i.e. probability of

creation of molecular ions A+
2 and AB+ in CI collisions.

and n (see Fig. 3). Unlike presented cases in H∗(n) + Li collisions the associa-
tive channel is totally negligible for the analyse conditions and consequently this
channel could not be the main source of the LiH+ molecular ion creation.

4. Summary

In this paper the rate coefficients for the CI processes in Li∗(n)+Na, Li∗(n)+Li,
H∗(n) + Li and Na∗(n) + Na collisions were calculated. In order to enable the
better and more adequate use of data, we present the results for the rate coeffi-
cients with a simple and accurate fitting formula. The calculated data have been
applied to the models of atmosphere of Io. Also, the obtained rate coefficients
could be very useful for the upgrading of modelling of different weakly ionized
layers in atmospheres of various stars (solar like stars, lithium stars, etc) and
low temperature laboratory plasmas. Note that the presented results indicate
that considered CI processes are factors which influence on the ionization degree
and atom excited-state populations in weakly ionized layers of atmospheres of
various stars and must have a very significant influence on the optical properties
of investigated atmospheres.
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Abstract. We have considered two types of interactions between particles re-
sulting in autoionization of the intermediate Rydberg collisional complex. The
first type is caused by the charge exchange processes inside the ionic core of the
complex and is responsible for the formation of the final associative ionization
channel due to the departure of a Rydberg electron (RE) of the complex to the
energy continuum. We have investigated the evolution of the orbital momen-
tum L of RE and discovered a non-trivial time dependence of L, demonstrating
a contrasting oscillatory structure in both direction orientation and its absolute
value. The second type of interaction, dipole-dipole interaction, dominates in
cold highly excited gaseous media and leads to Penning ionization of various
pairs of Rydberg atoms. We have found the optimal quantum configurations of
atomic pairs, which intensify the PI rates by several orders of magnitude, and
become important suppliers of charged particles upon the evolution of Rydberg
gas into cold plasma.

Key words: Atomic processes – Line: profiles – Plasmas
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1. Introduction

In scientific literature, up until the early 1980s, astrophysical research largely
focused on such global issues as star formation problems, planetary nebulae,
and interstellar gas physics (Dalgarno, 1975). Currently, the subject of elemen-
tary collisional processes involving light and matter particles in the geospace
environment is attracting more and more attention (see the results of the space
mission ’Galileo Mission to Jupiter 1989-2003’, Lopes & Williams 2005). Mod-
ern experimental techniques make it possible to compare the rate constants of
various reactions obtained in the geospace environment with their terrestrial
analogues (Gnedin et al., 2009), for example, for ion-recombination collisions
in cold helium-saturated atmospheres of cooling stars of the White Dwarf type
(DB White dwarfs, Mihajlov et al., 2003). Recombination processes result in
populating highly excited states and are the important sources of the forma-
tion of Rydberg atoms/molecules in stellar atmospheres of late spectral types,
interstellar nebulae and other space objects, including our solar system (see,
for instance, Dalgarno 1975; Graham et al. 2012). The appearance of Rydberg
particles plays a fundamental role in the Earth’s lower ionosphere. In many situ-
ations (e.g., when solar flares occur) it exerts an uncontrollable influence on the
propagation of satellite radio signals from the global positioning system (GPS,
Buenker et al., 2013).

g

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the intermediate collisional complex A∗∗

2 struc-

ture formed in the course of the reaction (1).

Autoionization processes of Rydberg atomic complexes A∗∗
2 are inverse to

recombination channels and may occur as intermediate states

A∗∗(nl) + A → A∗∗

2 →
{

A∗∗ (n′l′) + A+ + e−

A+
2 + e−

(1)
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in various collisional events involving atom A in the normal state and Ryd-
berg atom A∗∗(nl) with the principal and orbital quantum numbers n and l
respectively. The theory for describing processes (1), which was called dipole
resonance ionization (DRI), was based on Fermi’s proposal (Fermi, 1934) to
consider the intermediate formation A∗∗

2 as a structure (see Fig. 1), consisting
of positively charged atomic cores A+, generalized valence electron e−g of atom A

and quasi-free Rydberg electron (RE) e−nl in a Keplerian orbit with binding en-
ergy εnl = 1/2n∗2, where n∗ is the effective quantum number. Within the DRI
model, the probability of realization of various output channels (the Penning
channel and the associative channel) of reaction (1) is determined by the inter-
nal dipole moment D of quasimolecule A∗∗

2 . Moment D = R(t) cos(∆(R)t)/2
arises in the process of recharging in the system (A+A+) when changes in both
the internuclear distance R(t) and the recharge frequency ω(t) = ∆(R(t)) are
adiabatically slow (Janev & Mihajlov, 1980). Alternating dipole D induces a
quasi-monochromatic field E(t) that perturbs RE motion e−nl and leads to its
“photoionization” as soon as frequency ∆(R) becomes greater than the RE
binding energy εnl. The system is traditionally described in the adiabatic ap-
proximation using the corresponding potential curves of Rydberg complex A∗∗

2

formed by RE e−nl and molecular ion A+
2 (see Fig. 2).
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Figure 2. Illustration of the development of diffusion ionization in a quasi-molecule

formed in the collision of two alkali metal atoms in the ground state A and in the

highly excited state A∗∗(nl). Box (b) shows one of the many possible evolutions of the

initial excitation of a diatomic system.

Highly excited systems have specific features, when they interact with elec-
tromagnetic fields, due to the Coulomb condensation of quantum states near the
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energy continuum. Both the Stark and the Zeeman effects cause multiple quasi-
intersections of the Rydberg electron sublevels, which leads to RE chaotic mo-
tion along the dense grid of Rydberg states (see Fig. 2(b)) with the subsequent
exit into the energy continuum. Such uncontrolled dynamic chaos (Zaslavsky,
2007) in the evolution of Hamiltonian systems is observed for single Rydberg
atoms under the influence of external microwave fields (Koch & Van Leeuwen,
1995; Krainov, 2010), as well as for collisional Rydberg complexes with a strong
intra-atomic dipole interaction (Klyucharev et al., 2007). In the case of molec-
ular systems, diffusion migration of initial excitation can lead to dissociation of
molecules (Dashevskaya et al., 2002).

Various aspects of the autoionization processes of Rydberg atomic formations
were considered in works Gnedin et al. (2009); Klyucharev et al. (2007). They
demonstrate, in particular, the important role of the dynamic chaos development
for various ionization phenomena occurring in cold astrophysical environments.
In continuation of these studies, in this article we present new numerical and
analytical data related to the following problems. (i) Analysis of the nontrivial
temporal dynamics of the angular momentum L(t) of a Rydberg electron in
electromagnetic fields, and (ii) the influence of this dynamics on the efficiency
of the diffusion ionization. (iii) Analysis of constant rates ΓN of the Penning
autoionization of quasi-molecules formed by two cold Rydberg sodium atoms in
different quantum states N, subject to the long-range dipole-dipole interaction.

Henceforth the atomic system of units is used, unless otherwise stated.

2. The problem of the Rydberg electron orbital momentum

conservation upon diffusion ionization

The temporal evolution of the orbital momentum L of the Rydberg intermediate
complex largely determines the character and properties of atom-atom collisions
of type (1). In the quasi-classical approximation, the absolute value L is given
by the relation L = |L| = l + 0.5, where the term 0.5 is called the Langer correc-
tion (Landau & Lifshitz, 1977). In both the early Koch & Van Leeuwen (1995);
Delone et al. (1983) and comparatively recent papers Krainov (2010); Bezuglov
et al. (2002), which laid foundation for the studies on the dynamic stochasti-
zation of highly excited states under the influence of microwave radiation, the
authors relied on the important assumption of adiabatic invariance of L. This
assumption was later questioned in Golubkov & Devdariani (2011). Within the
framework of the theory of a multichannel quantum defect, this work demon-
strated a change in the orbital quantum number l during inelastic collisions of
heavy particles going through an intermediate state of a molecular ion. Another
example refers to L-mixing processes in D-stratum of the Earth’s atmosphere,
which, inter alia, leads to occurrence of ‘spectral windows’ for incoherent radi-
ation (Buenker et al., 2013).
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Noteworthy is an important result in Bezuglov et al. (2002), which allows
us to reduce the analysis of the effects of RE e−nl motion perturbation due to
the intramolecular electric field E(t) (see the discussion of Fig. 1) to the case of
a spatially homogeneous quasi-monochromatic microwave field influencing RE.
This section investigates various aspects of the momentum L conservation for
the corresponding model Hamiltonian

H(p, r, t) =
p2

2
− 1/r + (E(t) · r); (2)

E(t) = E0 cos (ω0t + θ) , (3)

which describes the interaction of a hydrogen atom with an external microwave
field of frequency ω0 and vector amplitude E0.

2.1. The hydrogen atom in a slowly varying electric field

The main features of the dynamics of the angular momentum L can be observed
in a relatively simple and analytically solvable example of an almost station-
ary field (ω0 is enough small - see below) with RE moving regularly. In the
range of moderate amplitudes E0 = |E0| (see below), it is convenient to find
the evolution of vector L(t) in the adiabatic approximation by averaging the
equation for the rate of change dL/dt along the Coulomb electron trajectory:
d/dt 〈L〉 = −[〈r〉E0] (symbol 〈...〉 means averaging). The moderate disturbance
implies minor changes in the parameters of the RE Keplerian orbits r(t) for the
period T = 2πn3 of classical motion. Here, a quasi-classical approach Landau
& Lifshitz (1977) is used, in which, in accordance with Bohr’s correspondence
principle, the state with quantum numbers {n, l, m} is juxtaposed with the clas-
sical trajectory with the following motion integrals (Landau & Lifshitz, 1976):
energy ε = −1/2n2, the modulus of angular momentum L = l + 0.5, and the
projection Lpl = m (m is azimuthal quantum number) on the direction of the
polarization vector epl = E0/E0 of the external field.

It is easy to show that the mean value 〈r〉 is directed along the semimajor
axis (length a = n2) of the Keplerian ellipse and, therefore, is expressed 〈r〉 =
3a · 〈A〉/2 in terms of the Runge-Lenz vector (Laplace integral) A = [ve L] −
(r/r) (Landau & Lifshitz, 1976) where ve is the RE velocity. The equation for
evolution 〈L〉, therefore, includes the average 〈A〉, i.e.

d〈L〉
dt

= −3

2
a [E0〈A〉] . (4)

Evolution 〈A〉, in turn, is related to vector 〈L〉 (Landau & Lifshitz, 1976)

d〈A〉
dt

= −3

2
[E0〈L〉] . (5)
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Note that d 〈ε〉 /dt = 0, and the length a = n 2 = n2
0 of the semimajor axis

undergoes no evolution and remains adiabatically unchanged. Hereinafter, in-
dex ’0’ indicates the original (unperturbed) values of physical quantities at the
moment of switching an external field. The closed system of equations (4) and
(5) is reduced to two independent equations after the transition to new variables
G± and the rescaling of time:

G± = n0〈L〉 ± n2
0〈A〉; τ = n0t; (6)

d

dτ
G± = ±3

2
[−E0G±] . (7)

Equations (7) have an obvious geometric interpretation: vectors G± rotate
around vector −E0 in the opposite directions with the circular frequency of the
same modulus Ωτ = (3/2)E0 in units 1/τ or Ωt = (3/2) n0E0 in units 1/t.
The corresponding revolution time is TE = 8 π/(3 n0E0). The validity range
of equations (4)-(7) of our adiabatic model follows from two requirements: (i)
smallness of rotation angles ∆ θ = Ω t T < 2 π of vectors G± for the RE period
of motion T = 2 π n3

0 and (ii) smallness of the field frequency ω0 that may be
expressed as

ω0 < 1.5E0n0 < 1/n3. (8)

Fields satisfying inequality (8) can be considered moderate, although they over-
lap the critical field value Ecr = n − 4

0 /16, at which classical atom ionization
occurs (Delone et al., 1983).

The modulus value |A| is equal to the eccentricity |A| =
√

1 − (L/n0 )2 of
the Keplerian orbit (Landau & Lifshitz, 1976), and therefore for Rydberg states
(n0 >> 1), the initial value |A 0| is close to unity. If we limit ourselves to the
typical for experiments case of small values l0 ∼ 1 << n0, then

G0
+ ≈ −G0

− ≈ n2
0A0, (9)

as follows from (6). It can be seen that, due to the initial configuration of G0
±

(9), the dynamics (7) of vectors G± is determined by the mutual orientation of
vectors A0 and E0.

At the initial time (t = 0), vectors G± according to (9) are virtually directed
in opposite directions, which gives |L0| = |G0

+ + G0
−|/2 n0 = l0 + 0.5 ≈ 1.

With an increase in time t due to rotation around E0, vectors G± approach
each other. After a quarter of a turn at time t = TE/4 the modulus of their half-
sum, i.e. n0 |L|, reaches the maximum value max (n0|L|) ≈ n2

0 sin ϕ, where
ϕ is the angle between the directions of vectors A0 and −E0. Then the orbital
momentum L will be almost orthogonal to the plane with vectors A0 and E0.
If ϕ = π/2, the RE orbit becomes quasi-circular, because eccentricity |A| =√

1 − (L/n0 )2 = 0. With time t, vectors G± begin to diverge. When t = TE/2
they acquire the opposite orientation again in the plane that is orthogonal to
vector E0; the corresponding projections of G± change their signs as compared
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to the initial values when t = 0. As a result, the angular momentum 〈L〉 takes
the position of vector L0 rotated around E0 by 180 degrees. Therefore |L|(t =
TE/2) = L0. The same directions of G± correspond to moment t = 3/4 TE ,
and |L| ≈ n0 sinϕ. Finally, at the end of the rotation period t = TE , vectors
A0,L0 occupy their initial ‘0’ positions.

Fig. 3 illustrates the conclusions made about the character of the motion
of RE in the initial state of 10p (n0 = 10, l0 = 1). Vectors A0,E0,L0 are
chosen in a mutually orthogonal way, so that the RE orbit remains in (X, Y)-
plane containing vectors A0,E0 with the angle between them ϕ = π/2. The
direction of the momentum L remains unchanged and coincides with Z-axis. In
Fig. 3(a) the periodic oscillations of LZ projection within the segment (−n0 −
0.5, n0+0.5)= (−10.5, 10.5) can be clearly seen. The corresponding conditionally
periodic motion of RE (Fig. 3(b)) changes from quasi-circular (LZ = ±10.5) to
quasi-rectilinear (LZ = 0) with a RE passing through the Coulomb center and
changing the direction of rotation.

Figure 3. Time behavior of orbital momentum L = LZ (a) and electron path (b)

in a steady electric field (ω0 = 0) with E0 = 0.98/(16n4

0) amplitude and A0 ⊥ E0

configuration. RE initial state is 10p.

Another simple case of a two-dimensional motion of a RE in (X, Y)-plane
is the situation of ϕ = 0, i.e. when A0||E0 and momentum L is directed along
the Z-axis. If the X-axis is directed along vector A0, then it immediately follows
from equation (5) that the increment of the current value of vector 〈A〉 occurs
along the Y-axis. As a result, the solution of the system of equations (6) and
(7) is given by the following simple harmonic oscillations of vectors 〈L〉, 〈A〉

〈L〉 = L0 cos (1.5n0E0t) , (10)
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〈A〉 = A0 − (L0/n0) sin (1.5n0E0t) eY . (11)

Evolution (10)-(11) corresponds to the periodic ‘pinching’ of Rydberg trajecto-
ries (n0 >> 1): the semi-major axis slightly changes its direction, while vector
L turning to zero transforms the orbital into a quasi-straight line.

Noteworthy, the appearance of an additional rotational motion of RE around
the direction of the external electric field with frequency Ωt causes, according to
Bohr’s correspondence principles, the equidistant splitting of energy levels with
the step size ∆ ε = Ωt = (3/2) n0E0. This result is known from the quantum
theory of the linear Stark effect (Landau & Lifshitz, 1977).

2.2. The case of stochastic motion in a microwave field

In the study of evolution of Rydberg states of a hydrogen atom interacting with
a microwave field (Koch & Van Leeuwen, 1995; Krainov, 2010; Delone et al.,
1983), approximation of conservation of momentum L considerably facilitates
the task due to the reduction of tridimensional RE dynamics to the issue of RE
stochastic migration along a one-dimensional atomic level energy grid (Krainov,
2010). In the previous section, it was shown that the external field leads to a
complex evolution of the RE Keplerian orbits, transferring them from the ini-
tially strongly elongated orbits to the quasi-circular ones and vice versa. Even
with relatively small principal quantum numbers (n0 ∼ 10), the angular mo-
mentum modulus 〈L〉 can vary significantly up to values n0 sin ϕ.

This section will demonstrate the notable changes of L in microwave fields in
the context of dynamic chaos conditions development and examine the validity
of a one-dimensional model of diffusion ionization application. We shall start
with an overview of key ideas of publications Krainov (2010); Delone et al.
(1983) drawing upon the adiabatic constancy of RE orbital momentum |L|.

(i) Global chaos is a threshold process for field amplitude E0 and occurs
when

E0 > Ec ≈ 1

n4
0

1

χl (n3
0ω0)

1/3
; L ≤ Lc ≈ (3/ω0)

1/3
. (12)

Values of χl parameter in L ≤ Lc region vary gradually from χ0 ≈ 35 to χlc
≈ 22.

Value (12) for Ec critical amplitude was obtained for parameter s = ω0n
3
0 > 3,

i.e. under the condition of substantial non-adiabaticity of the excitation by the
microwave field (see Eq. (8)).

(ii) When E0 is a fixed value, expression (12) sets a nc ≈ 4

√
1/(χlE0) limit for

the values of principal quantum numbers n separating the areas of RE random
(n > nc) and regular (n < nc) motion. For the initial condition n0 > nc,
publications Dashevskaya et al. (2002); Bezuglov et al. (2001) estimated the
related time τDI of diffusion ionization as

τDI (n0) ≈ 2ω
4/3
0 /

(
n0E

2
0

)
, (13)

which, similarly to relation (12), does not depend on L when L ≤ Lc.
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(iii) When the current value of orbital momentum L(t) > Lc ∼ (3/s)1/3n0 ∼
n0 (which corresponds to RE orbits approximating to a circular orbit), dynamic
resonance configuration peculiarities arise (Krainov, 2010; Delone et al., 1983).
Critical field values Ec in L > Lc area increase drastically with practical block-
ing of the dynamic chaos condition and, accordingly, prohibition of diffusion
ionization.

Analysis of phenomena with strong path stochastization requires the use
of reliable tools for numerical computation of particle parameters. Such tools
include symplectic integrators of motion equations (Hairer, 1999) for various
physical problems, including complex integro-differential tasks related to the
radiation energy transfer processes in optically dense media (Kazansky et al.,
2001) with a multi-level structure of atomic quantum states (Sydoryk et al.,
2008; Kirova et al., 2017). A numeric algorithm of advanced stability for an-
alyzing stochastic migration effects was suggested in publication Efimov et al.
(2014). This algorithm is based on a combination of a symplectic integrator
variety, also known as the split propagation technique, and Floquet technique
(Chu & Telnov, 2004).

(�) (b)

L
z
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0

6

0 30000 60000 90000 120000
t 

(�)

1
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0 15000030000 90000
t

|L
| 
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Figure 4. Rydberg electron trajectories in a hydrogen atom (boxes (a), (c)) and the

related time behavior of the orbital momentum (boxes (c), (d)) for 10p initial state,

at a microwave field frequency of ω0 = 3/103. Axial values are quoted in at. un.

The data obtained in Efimov et al. (2014) reflect invalidity of the approxi-
mation concerning invariance of angular momentum L. As an example, motion
paths and temporal evolution of orbital momentum under the conditions of dif-
fusion ionization manifestation are shown in Fig. 4. We used the electron initial
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state in a hydrogen atom equal to 10p (n0 = 10, l0 = 1). An electron is exposed
to the impact of a ω0 = 3/103 frequency microwave field whose amplitude E0

by far exceeds the threshold value Ec (12). Two typical initial configurations
of E0 and A0 vectors were selected intentionally at ϕ = π/2 angle, which cor-
responds to the maximum change (see previous section 2.1) in |L| module or
its projection LZ for tridimensional (E0 = 6.5Ec, Fig. 4, boxes (a), (b)) and
bidimensional (E0 = 8.2Ec, Fig. 4, boxes (c), (d)) paths respectively. All time
dependencies are traceable until RE escape into the energy continuum. The re-
sults of the numerical calculations shown demonstrate a noticeable decrease in
L oscillation amplitude in the microwave field when global chaos occurs com-
pared to regular motion (cf. boxes (a) in Fig. 3 and (d) in Fig. 4 for equal type
configurations of the electric field and the electron initial state).

t
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0 50000 100000

L
z

(b)

Figure 5. Similar to Fig. 3 for A0 ‖ E0 configuration and microwave field choice at

frequency ω0 = 3/103 and amplitude E0 = 4.7Ec.

RE random drift blocking starts when L > Lc ≈ (3/ω0)
1/3. For the examples

shown in Fig. 4 this corresponds to Lc ≈ 10 value, i.e. L never exceeds the value
≈ 2/3Lc (see Fig. 4(b),(d)). Under the conditions of stochastic process develop-
ment with L < Lc, the dependence of all diffusion factors on L appears to be
weak (Krainov, 2010). To this extent the key conclusions from the monodimen-
sional model of diffusion ionization suggested in publications Krainov (2010);
Delone et al. (1983) retain their significance, since within the τDI time lapse
(13) L values remain within Lc limits.

It should be noted that an exceptional configuration for A0||E0 vectors
(ϕ = 0) in (X, Y) plane and L = LZeZ momentum exists. As follows from
Fig. 5, LZ ≈ const(= 1.5) approximation (box (a)) quite successfully matches
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RE bidimensional motion (box (b)). The same configuration in the case of an
adiabatic field (ω0 ≈ 0) and a regular motion demonstrates significantly larger
oscillations (10) of LZ that lies within the interval (-1.5, 1.5).

3. Autoionization widths of quasi-molecules formed by pairs

of cold Rydberg atoms

Cold media are currently seen as promising physical objects in connection with
the solution of a number of interdisciplinary applied problems, including both
the issues of quantum information processing (Saffman et al., 2010) and the
physics of the unique ultra-cold plasma creation (Lyon & Rolston, 2016). Ultra-
cold plasma is formed in magneto-optical traps in the ‘frozen’ Rydberg gas of
alkali-metal atoms excited to the initial states with the principal quantum num-
ber of n0 ∼ 50, concentration ρ0 > 5 · 1010cm−3 and several µK temperature.
It should be noted that ultra-cold plasma formation occurs through a diffusion
stage (Tanner et al., 2008) (see Fig. 6), which features formation of highly asym-
metric Rydberg atomic pairs with different orbital l and principal quantum n
numbers due to collisional processes.

Energy

0

nnd0

n
ni2

nik

Figure 6. (Adopted from Tanner et al. 2008) Schematic of population diffusion over a

band of energies for atomic pairs. The energy εid = εnd
+εni

of the ndni pairs of atoms

initially identically excited (nd0
= ni0

= n0) maintains its initial value 2ε0 = −1/2n∗2

0

because of the near resonance coupling between the two-atom quasimolecules ñdñi.

The energy axis corresponds to the individual atomic energies εnd
, εni

.

The Penning ionization should be considered to be the most important
type of collisional processes that create primary charged particles in cold media
(Fig. 7).

A∗∗ (ndld) + A∗∗ (nili) = A∗∗ (n′

dl
′

d) + A+ + e (ε′il
′

i) . (14)
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Figure 7. Auger-process illustration for resonance interaction between a Rydberg

atomic pair {Ai**, Ad**} and the energy continuum. The partial transition N →

N’ is presented.

Contrary to the associative ionization, the Penning ionization (PI) is a no-
threshold reaction. Long-range dipole-dipole interaction between two Rydberg
alkali-metal atoms results in a free electron escaping due to the Auger process:
one of the atoms (d) undergoes a transition from state ndld to a deeper bound
state n′

dl
′

d, while the other atom (i) gains the released energy and jumps from
state nili to the continuum state ε′il

′
i.

In this chapter, we analyze some nontrivial features of PI in Rydberg gases,
which make PI an important source of charged particles in cold media.

3.1. Penning ionization (PI) cross sections

Our method for calculating PI cross section σPI for reaction (14) is based on
the Katsuura-Smirnov model (Katsuura, 1965; Smirnov, 1981), where the main
dynamic variable is the autoionization width ΓN = Γ̃N/R6 of a pair of interact-
ing atoms. If the atoms are in N ≡ {Nd = ndld, Ni = nili} quantum states at a
fixed internuclear distance R, the reduced Penning width Γ̃N consists of partial
widths Γ̃NN ′ corresponding to individual bound-free atom transitions N → N ′

(see Fig. 7): Γ̃N =
∑

N ′ Γ̃NN ′ . The partial widths (a.u.)

Γ̃NN ′ =
∣∣DN ′

D
ND

∣∣2 cσph

π |ωd|
, (15)

include dipole matrix elements DN ′

D
ND

for the bound-bound d-atom transitions
and the photoionization cross section σph for the i-atom, in accordance with
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its transition into continuum. Frequency of a partial atomic transition ωd de-
termines the energy that the d-atom transfers to the i-atom (see Fig. 7) in the
dipole-dipole interaction. The ionization condition means that ωd ≥ ε0, where
the i-atom binding energy ε0 = 1/(2n∗2

i ) is expressed through the effective quan-
tum number n∗

i = ni − δi and the quantum defect δi. The hatched line in Fig. 7
shows the position of an imaginary level nvirt that is lower than the ndld state
by amount ε0 and, therefore, determines the position of the ionization limit:
n′

d < nvirt.
In the Katsuura-Smirnov model, the PI cross-section σPI of two colliding Ry-

dberg atoms, subject to the long-range dipole-dipole interaction, is determined
directly by width Γ̃N

σPI = 3.37 · Γ̃2/5
N /v2.5, (16)

where v is the relative velocity of the atoms. Therefore, PI specifics identification
is related to the analysis of Γ̃N behavior in various quantum configurations N
of atomic pairs.

Publication Bezuglov & Borodin (1999) suggests simple quasi-classical for-
mulas for calculating radiation constants of optical transitions in alkali-metal
atoms, which were used in the surveys of PI autoionization widths Γ̃N for sym-
metric pairs (nd = ni) of rubidium atoms (Amthor et al., 2009) and asymmetric
pairs (nd 6= ni) of hydrogen atoms (Efimov et al., 2016). This chapter includes
an analysis of PI effects in a cold Rydberg gas of sodium atoms. The accuracy
of our presented below numerical results, based on the semi-classical approach,
is better than 15% (Efimov et al., 2016).

3.2. Optimal Rydberg atomic pairs

Fig. 8 shows the values of autoionization width Γ̃N as functions of principal
quantum numbers nd, ni of H and Na atomic pairs. In the first place, a higher
PI efficiency for sodium atoms (by an order of magnitude) can be observed.
Noteworthy also is a contrasting oscillatory structure Γ̃N present in nd and ni

variations. These oscillations belong to PI distinctive features and are caused by
the rapid decrease of dipole matrix elements DN ′

D
ND

(ωd) and photoionization
cross sections σph(ε′i) with the decrease of their arguments (Sobelman, 1992).

Therefore, Γ̃N peak corresponds to the occurrence of threshold ionization values
ε′i = 0, which for atomic levels in Fig. 7 corresponds to superimposition of the
ñ′

dl
′

d actual state on the nvirt virtual level. Their divergence leads to the decrease

of Γ̃N , while the convergence results in its growth, i.e. in oscillations.
Some specific features of surfaces in Fig. 8 include Γ̃N dependence on the

quantum number nd at fixed values ni of the ionized i-atom. The set of such
dependences is shown for H, Na and K s-s atomic pairs in Fig. 9. A rapid increase
of Γ̃N with the de-excited d-atom size ∼ n∗2

d reduction can be clearly seen.
This is a purely quantum effect caused by an ‘average’ reduction of ωd and

ε′i arguments for the fuctions DN ′

D
ND

, σph with the nd value decrease. For each
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Figure 8. Dependence of reduced autoionization width Γ̃N (at. un.) on principal quan-

tum numbers nd, ni of a diatomic quasi-molecule. The cases of (a) s-s (ld = 0, li = 0)

configuration for hydrogen atomic pairs and (b) s-p (ld = 0, li = 1) configuration for

sodium atoms have been considered.

Figure 9. Reduced autoionization widths Γ̃N = R6ΓN for the cases of

s-s-(ld = 0, li = 0) H, Na and K atomic pairs configurations at the fixed value ni = 50.

type of atomic pairs presented in Fig. 9 an optimal n
(opt)
d (ni) value for the i-

atom exists when the maximum peak of Γ̃(opt)(ni) occurs. The occurrence of

the optimal pair (n
(opt)
d , ni) corresponds, thus, to the coincidence of the energy

of virtual level nvirt and the energy ε̃′d of ñ′

dl
′

d state, which is the nearest to
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n
(opt)
d ld initial state (see Fig. 7):

ε
(opt)
d − ε̃′d = γ

(min)
d

(
n

(opt)
d − δld

)−3

= (ni − δli)
−2

/2. (17)

The positive parameter γ
(min)
d > 0 assumes the minimum value for the dif-

ference between effective quantum numbers for ld- and l′d-series. Relation (17)

describes well the position of n
(opt)
d for all the three atomic types shown in Fig. 9.
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Figure 10. The reduced PI widths Γ̃N for symmetric (sim) and optimal (opt) pairs

in relation to the principal quantum number ni of the ionized atom. The case of s-p

(ld = 0, li = 1) configuration for sodium atoms pairs has been considered. The dashed

curves correspond to the analytical results.

The order of magnitude of PI efficiency increase when a symmetric pair

(nd = ni, ni) is replaced by an optimal pair (n
(opt)
d , ni) is shown in Fig. 10.

The respective gain Λ = Γ̃(opt)/Γ̃(sym) when ni ∼ 100 achieves three orders of
magnitude.

3.3. Analytical results

Quasi-classical representations of partial values Γ̃NN ′ (15) allow obtaining an-
alytical assessment of PI processes efficiency for individual, yet important from
the practical standpoint cases of ΓN ′ autoionization widths for symmetric/ opti-
mal pairs. Omitting the rather cumbersome calculations, which will be included
in another publication Abo et al. (In progress), we shall provide only the final
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results:
〈
Γ̃(sim)

ndni

〉
(ni)≃Π

(sym)
ldli

1+34
√

2/(3n∗
i )(

1+4
√

2·Ξ(sym)
ldli

/n∗
i

)17/3
n
∗16/3
i (18)

〈
Γ̃(opt)

ndni

〉
(ni)≃Π

(opt)
ldli

(
1 − Ξ

(opt)
ldli

/n
∗2/3
i

)4

(
1+3·Ξ(opt)

ldli
/n

∗2/3
i

)10/3
n
∗19/3
i . (19)

Parameters Π
(sim/opt)
ldli

, Ξ
(sim/opt)
ldli

included in formulas (18) and (19) are func-
tions of only orbital {ld, li} configurations of pairs. The former parameter type
(Π) regulates the numeric values of PI rate constants. In the case of hydrogen

atoms both parameters Π
(sim/opt)
ldli

prove to be constant, i.e. Π
(sim)
ldli

= 1.070;

Π
(opt)
ldli

= 1.899, and do not depend on {ld, li}. The latter parameter type (Ξ),
which is nondimensional, is responsible for the oscillatory structure (see Fig. 10)

of PI rate constants. Concerning oscillation-averaged values
〈
Γ̃N

〉
of Penning

widths, the value Ξ
(sim/opt)
ldli

=0.5 could be assumed in the first approximation.

Table 1. Π (a.u.) and Ξ parameters values for primary configurations of sodium atomic

pairs. For reference: 1 a.u. = 0.906 · 10−33 cm6/s.

s-s s-p s-d s-f p-s p-p p-d p-f

Π(sim) 0.127 0.449 0.318 0.433 0.0992 0.34 0.244 0.332
Ξ(sim) 0.69 0.41 0.11 0.11 1.4 0.96 0.69 0.69
Π(opt) 2.53 9.266 6.17 8.87 0.927 3.64 2.41 3.29
Ξ(opt) 0.66 0.59 0.41 0.5 0.65 0.69 0.48 0.5

d-s d-p d-d d-f f-s f-p f-d f-f

Π(sim) 0.356 1.24 0.886 1.23 0.3 1.03 0.754 1.08
Ξ(sim) 0.98 0.69 0.41 0.5 0.98 0.59 0.41 0.61
Π(opt) 0.71 2.73 1.9 2.51 0.61 1.81 1.25 1.71
Ξ(opt) 0.5 0.43 0.3 0.31 0.82 0.41 0.32 0.31

In the general case of arbitrary atoms of alkali-metal elements, both param-
eter types Π, Ξ can be considered adjustable, while formulas (18) and (19) can
be used for rapid estimation of PI autoionization widths. Tab. 1 includes, by
way of example, data on Π-, Ξ-values for the primary orbital configurations of
Na atomic pairs. The ‘average’ quantity of such calculations can be assessed by
the data shown in Fig. 10, where the hatched curves were obtained with the aid
of formulas (18) and (19) using the data for s-p pair parameters from Tab. 1.
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Figure 11. Growth of Penning ionization rates (Γ) during diffusion of the atomic

population. The black-body radiation-induced ionization rate WBBR (Efimov et al.,
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3.4. Role of asymmetric atomic pairs in cold Rydberg gases

Both the collisions with electrons and the evolution of population of Rydberg
atom pairs via resonant energy transfer lead to the diffusion of the atomic pop-
ulation over a range of Rydberg states (see Fig. 6). Upon this diffusion following
the laser excitation of Rydberg hydrogen atomic pairs with ni0 = nd0

= n0 = 36
and the concentration ρ0 = 2.3 · 1011cm−3 (see Fig. 11), the growth of one of
the initial quantum numbers n0 → ni may increase the initial autoionization

rate Γ
(sim)
n0n0

by three orders of magnitude, while the simultaneous lowering of the

other quantum number n0 → nd can increase Γ
(sim)
nini

by another two or three

orders of magnitude (see Fig. 11). The aggregated gain of Γ
(asim)
ndni

compared to
the initial rate (∼ 0.1s−1) can be as large as ∼ 104 −105, and this may strongly
enhance the role of PI in the destabilization of cold Rydberg gases via formation
of cold plasmas.

The shown findings of the analysis of PI effects in cold Rydberg media allow
drawing the following conclusions. Contrary to hydrogen atoms, alkali element
atoms feature strong dependence of PI processes efficiency on orbital quantum
numbers (see Tab. 1). This is related to the wide variety of δl quantum defects
of atomic series. Values of parameters Π(opt) in the majority of the cases (see
Tab. 1) exceed the ”hydrogen reference” value 1.899. Therefore, PI processes
involving highly excited states of all atoms of alkali-metal elements may play a
dominant role as sources of primary charged particles at the diffusion stage of
a cold Rydberg gas evolution into a cold plasma.
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4. Conclusion

The paper provides the results of research into the features of autoionization
processes in highly excited atomic complexes associated with the evolution of
the orbital moment L of Rydberg electrons (RE). Two types of interaction
between the complex particles are considered. The first type of interaction is
characteristic of reactions of the associative ionization type. It is caused by
the charge exchange processes inside the complex ionic core, which results in a
quasimonochromatic microwave electric field. The latter perturbs the motion of
RE on the Keplerian orbit with the principal quantum number n and leads to its
departure to the energy continuum. We have simulated such type of ionization
for a hydrogen atom under the influence of external radiation of frequency ω0

and amplitude E0. The results of the analytical consideration in the adiabatic
approximation are given. A nontrivial evolution of the orbital moment, having
oscillations in both the direction and the absolute value of L with the maximum
possible amplitude equal to n+0.5, has been discovered. Violation of adiabaticity
causes the appearance of irregular motion zones in the RE energy space. When
E0 exceeds the critical value Ec (12), these zones merge into a single whole with a
departure to the energy continuum. The evolution of L continues to demonstrate
a complex oscillation structure with a slightly suppressed amplitude ≈ 2n/3 of
the oscillations. The latter turns out to be less than the critical value Lc ∼ n,
and does not lead to any violation of conditions for the one-dimensional diffusion
ionization model feasibility.

The second type of interaction between Rydberg particles – dipole-dipole
interaction – dominates in ultra-cold gaseous media. The non-threshold transfer
of excitation energy between REs leads to the resonance Penning autoionization
(PI) of atomic pairs. An important feature of PI is the nontrivial dependence of
the rate constants on both the size (∼ n2) and the orbital moments of the atoms.
We have found optimal, highly asymmetric configurations of Rydberg atomic
pairs for all alkali metals, leading to explosive intensification (by several orders
of magnitude) of free electron formation due to PI processes. This property
makes PI an important source of primary charged particle formation when cold
Rydberg plasma is created.
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Abstract. Energy levels, oscillator strengths and transition probabilities for
the multicharged carbon like Ca XV ion have been calculated using the pseudo-
relativistic Hartree-Fock (HFR) approach using the new Cowan atomic struc-
ture code 2018. Results have been compared with NIST datdabase and other
calculated data. There are great lack on atomic structure data of Ca XV and
obtained new data will be important for plasma diagnostic and astrophysical
modeling.
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1. Introduction

Carbon-like ions are highly abundant elements and their lines are prominent in
both stellar and interstellar spectra and they are interesting for possible astro-
physical plasma diagnostic applications (Al-Modlej et al., 2018). One example
of them is calcium (Ca) which has a nuclear charge Z=20 and it has cosmic
abundances in astrophysical spectra (Träbert et al., 2018). Carbon-like ions are
also important for investigation in plasma physics, fusion research and plasma
technologies.

In general, we can obtain ionized calcium by Tokamaks which are proven
light sources suitable for measuring spectra of astrophysical relevance (Träbert
et al., 2018), as well as by the solar flare plasma where Extreme Ultra-Violet
(EUV) solar emission lines of highly ionized calcium have been recorded (Nahar,
2017).
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Indeed, what is interesting now is the study of Ca XV, a highly charged
carbon-like ion that typically exists in high temperature plasmas and plays an
important role for diagnostics and modeling.

Researchers have done some important experimental studies on spectral
lines of Ca XV where the diagnostic potential of these lines was noted. It is
worth mentioning that the data on atomic properties are not only relevant
to spectroscopy, but these values are of interest in a variety of other fields in
physics and technology (Colón and Alonso-Medina, 2010). As an example, the
diagnostic emission lines have been frequently observed in solar EUV spectra
of carbon-like Ca XV by Dere (1978). Moreover, Ca XV was detected in the
Extreme-Ultraviolet Explorer satellite spectrum of the star ξ Bootis A (Laming
and Drake, 1999). Also, EUV emission lines of Ca XV in solar and laboratory
spectra were studied by Keenan et al. (2003).

Recently, the most important experimental study in this field was by Trbert
et al. (2018), where they investigated the emission line intensity pattern of highly
charged Ca and Ar in the EUV in a laboratory plasma, by using a Tokamak
plasma discharge in hydrogen carrying some Ar and intermittently seeded with
Ca. The task is done injecting these elements by laser pulse into a plasma
dominated by hydrogen. Fortunately, the results of the study of spectrum for
Ca produced a fair number of spectral lines. The data of this experimental
study have been compared with databases especially CHIANTI (Dere et al.,
2019). Most importantly, they found that Ca XV is particularly rich in lines in
the EUV spectral range and the strongest line was 2s2 2p2 1D2 - 2s 2p3 1Do

2 at
λ = 161.1 Å.

In the present work, we calculated energy levels for the configuration expan-
sion: 2s2 2p2, 2s2 2p 3p, 2s2 2p 4p, 2s 2p3, 2s2 2p 3s, 2s2 2p 4s, 2s2 2p 5s and 2s2

2p 3d. Also, we computed oscillator strengths and transition probabilities corre-
sponding to some spectral lines of the carbon like Ca XV ion using a relativistic
configuration interaction method based on numerical wave functions calculated
with a single configurations Hartree-Fock Relativistic (HFR) approach includ-
ing core-polarization potential and the corresponding corrections in the matrix
elements because for any system considered, complex like Ca XV ion, both rela-
tivistic and correlation effects could be relevant. So, all our calculations were in
the framework of the HFR by means of a recent version of the Cowan computer
code adapted by Kramida (2018).

We describe in Section 2 the theoretical calculations and then in Section 3
the results of the atomic structure of Ca XV ion. The conclusions are presented
in Section 4.

2. Hartree-Fock Relativistic method

For the hydrogen atom, the Schrödinger equation is solved exactly, but for a
system consisting of a multi-electron atom or molecule, we must use approx-
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imate methods such as the HFR method, where the Schrödinger equation for
N -electrons atom wavefunction can be written as:

[

N
∑

i=1

(

− 1
2
∇2

ri
− Z

ri

)

+
N
∑

i<j

1
rij

]

Ψ(q1, q2, . . . , qN )= EΨ(q1, q2, . . . , qN ) (1)

where qi denotes the set of the discrete spin variable of electron i and continuous
spatial coordinates ri.

In this method, the many wave functions are written as a linear superposition
of products of single-particle spin orbitals wave functions but these wave func-
tions, anti-symmetric for N -electrons, must satisfy the Pauli principle. So, this
product is written as a determinant known as the Slater Determinant (Bransden
& Joachain, 2003):
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The functions uλ(qi) satisfy the HartreeFock Relativistic equation (Al-Towyan
et al., 2016; Colón and Alonso-Medina, 2010):

[

− 1
2
∇2

ri
− Z

ri

]

uλ(qi) +

[

∑

µ

∫

u∗µ(qi)
1

rij
uµ(qj)dqj

]

uλ(qi)

−

[

∑

µ

∫

u∗µ(qj)
1

rij
uλ(qj)dqj

]

uλ(qi) = Eλuλ(qi)

(3)

where λ, µ = α, β, . . . , ν and the summation over µ extends over the N occupied
spin-orbitals.

We note from Eq. (2) that the determinant vanishes if two electrons are the
same. That means the Hartree wavefunction is anti-symmetric with respect to
the interchange of any set of space-spin coordinates of any two particles, but its
Hamiltonian must be invariant under this condition. From here it was necessary
to introduce the relativistic corrections with a Breit-Pauli Hamiltonian including
mass-variation term, one-body Darwin term and Blume-Watson spin-orbit term
which contain the part of the Breit interaction that can be reduced to a one-body
operator, also treated by the perturbation theory Alonizan et al. (2016).

In previous works (Alonizan et al. (2016), for example), we obtained better
results with HFR method comparing to similar methods as TFDA potential
method; which gives advantage of this method.

The Cowan (CW) code, a suite of four atomic structure programs (RCN,
RCN2, RCG and RCE) version 2018 (Kramida, 2018), uses this HFR method.
The three first codes are for ab initio atomic structure calculations and the
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fourth one (RCE) is used to have least-squares fit calculations using an iterative
procedure (Cowan, 1981).

3. Atomic structure of the ion Ca XV

We performed calculations of energy levels for the carbon-like ion Ca XV by
the suite of atomic structure codes of Cowan adapted by Kramida (2018). The
configuration expansion of the basis set used in this work consists of 3 even parity
configurations: 2s2 2p2 and 2s2 2p np (n=3,4) and 5 odd parity configurations:
2s 2p3, 2s2 2p ns (n=3,4,5) and 2s2 2p 3d.

The calculated values of energy levels and oscillator strengths obtained with
this code have been compared with other theoretical methods (Ekman et al.,
2014), and with data from NIST database (Kramida et al., 2018).

3.1. Energy levels of the ion Ca XV

In Tables 1 to 5, we list energy levels of the configurations 2s2 2p2, 2s 2p3,
2s2 2p ns (n = 3, 4, 5), 2s2 2p np (n = 3, 4), 2s2 2p 3d for Ca XV ion. The
obtained values are compared with those of NIST atomic database (Kramida et

al., 2018) and with Ekman et al. (2014) values which are calculated using the
Multi-Configuration Hartree-Fock (MCHF) method.

Table 1. ”Energy levels for the configuration 2s2 2p2 of Ca XV.” E(NIST) are from

NIST database, E(CW) are the energy levels calculated by using the Cowan (CW)

code, and E(EK) calculated using (MCDHF) by Ekman et al. All energies are in

cm−1.

Conf. Term J E(NIST) E(CW) E(EK)

2s2 2p2 3P 0 0 0 0
2s2 2p2 3P 1 17559 16353 17553
2s2 2p2 3P 2 35923 35171 35920
2s2 2p2 1D 2 108600 104491 108736
2s2 2p2 1S 0 197670 214620 197839

For the configuration 2s2 2p2, CW code gives close to results to NIST. The
results differ by about 4% from the NIST values, while, Ekman et al. values are
very close to the NIST database values by 0.1%.

For the configuration 2s 2p3, the CW code gives values 5.6% higher than
NIST database. Ekman et al. values are roughly the same differing by only
0.02% from the NIST ones.
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Table 2. Same as Table 1, but for configuration 2s 2p3 of Ca XV.

Conf. Term J E(NIST) E(CW) E(EK)

2s 2p3 5So 2 275900 311928 275788
2s 2p3 3Do 3 500230 533862 500273
2s 2p3 3Do 2 496680 529034 496724
2s 2p3 3Do 1 497570 529652 497632
2s 2p3 3Po 1 582780 607890 582942
2s 2p3 3Po 2 585670 611053 585800
2s 2p3 3Po 0 581730 606177 581886
2s 2p3 1Do 2 729650 759011 730043
2s 2p3 3So 1 728880 757132 729176
2s 2p3 1Po 1 814380 835599 814815

Table 3. Same as Table 1, but for configurations 2s2 2p ns (n = 3, 4, 5) of Ca XV.

Conf. Term J E(NIST) E(CW) E(EK)

2s2 2p3s 3Po 0 - 4392032 4079795
2s2 2p3s 3Po 1 - 4396297 4084845
2s2 2p3s 3Po 2 - 4428144 4115926
2s2 2p3s 1Po 1 - 4441352 4134012
2s2 2p4s 3Po 0 - 4395728 5520070
2s2 2p4s 3Po 1 - 4396731 5522133
2s2 2p4s 3Po 2 - 4431652 5556429
2s2 2p4s 1Po 1 - 4433840 5561725
2s2 2p5s 3Po 0 - 4657441 -
2s2 2p5s 3Po 1 - 4657861 -
2s2 2p5s 3Po 2 - 4693386 -
2s2 2p5s 1Po 1 - 4694256 -

For the configurations 2s2 2p ns (n = 3, 4, 5) and 2s2 2p np (n = 3, 4) the
NIST values do not exist for comparison. It should be noted that, we have ob-
tained new energy values that do not exist in Ekman et al. for the configuration
2s2 2p 5s and for the term 2s2 2p 4p 1S.
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Table 4. Same as Table 1, but for configurations 2s2 2p np (n = 3, 4) of Ca XV.

Conf. Term J E(NIST) E(CW) E(EK)

2s2 2p3p 3S 1 - 4476007 4257457
2s2 2p3p 1P 1 - 4446957 4228086
2s2 2p3p 3D 1 - 4424400 4205709
2s2 2p3p 3D 2 - 4445944 4229376
2s2 2p3p 3D 3 - 4472023 4255295
2s2 2p3p 3P 0 - 4475994 4250224
2s2 2p3p 3P 1 - 4494910 4270847
2s2 2p3p 3P 2 - 4501838 4276163
2s2 2p3p 1D 2 - 4528268 4314496
2s2 2p3p 1S 0 - 4567681 4361378
2s2 2p4p 3S 1 - 4491238 5618735
2s2 2p4p 1P 1 - 4487896 5612050
2s2 2p4p 3D 1 - 4450829 5572096
2s2 2p4p 3D 2 - 4456178 5583680
2s2 2p4p 3D 3 - 4488453 5613455
2s2 2p4p 3P 0 - 4459660 5590557
2s2 2p4p 3P 1 - 4455693 5582839
2s2 2p4p 3P 2 - 4491171 5619232
2s2 2p4p 1D 2 - 4496043 5631037
2s2 2p4p 1S 0 - 4501924 -

Table 5. Same as Table 1, but for configuration 2s2 2p 3d of Ca XV.

Conf. Term J E(NIST) E(CW) E(EK)

2s2 2p3d 3Fo 2 4363300 3951477 4363635
2s2 2p3d 3Fo 3 4379400 3963833 4378814
2s2 2p3d 3Fo 4 - 3988654 4401309
2s2 2p3d 1Do 2 - 3966033 4385007
2s2 2p3d 3Do 1 4399500 3975409 4402470
2s2 2p3d 3Do 2 4411500 3991878 4413002
2s2 2p3d 3Do 3 4426400 4000316 4425526
2s2 2p3d 3Po 2 4435400 4006954 4433389
2s2 2p3d 3Po 1 4434500 4008947 4435381
2s2 2p3d 3Po 0 - 4010358 4436968
2s2 2p3d 1Fo 3 4475000 4032514 4474373
2s2 2p3d 1Po 1 4473400 4032524 4475119
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Moreover, with respect to the configuration 2s2 2p 3d, some values of 3Fo
4,

1Do and 3Po
0 terms in NIST database do not exist and for the existing data,

the CW code gives results 9.6% higher than the NIST values but Ekman et al.

values stays very close at the same rate from NIST. Indeed, we recommend the
use of our CW results, because of the fact that we got new values with the CW
code that are not present in the NIST database.

3.2. Oscillator strengths of the ion Ca XV

Instead of the absorption oscillator strengths fij or the emission oscillator
strengths fji, we use the weighted oscillator strengths gf :

gf = gifij = gffji (4)

The weighted oscillator strengths and transition probabilities for selected al-
lowed transitions 2s2 2p2 3P - 2s 2p3 3So, 2s2 2p2 3P - 2s 2p3 3Po and 2s2 2p2

3P - 2s 2p3 3Do were computed using the CW code adapted by Kramida (2018).
Tables from 6 to 8 give the weighted oscillator strengths and transition prob-

ability values of these transitions for Ca XV ion obtained ab initio by CW code
and just compared with Ekman et al. (2014) values which are calculated us-
ing the MCHF method because there is no data to compare in NIST atomic
database (Kramida et al., 2018).

Table 6. Weighted oscillator strengths and transition probabilities for the transition

(2s22p2 3P - 2s 2p3 3So) of Ca XV ion. log gf(CW), log gf(EK) and gA(CW) and

gA(EK) are the weighted oscillator strengths and transition probabilities calculated

by us and by Ekman et al. using the Cowan and (MCDHF) respectively. gi and gk are

respectively the statistical wights of the term 3P -3So.

log gf gA

λ (nm) gi gk (CW) (EK) (CW) (EK)
13.9 5 3 -0.317 -0.462 1.68E+11 1.11E+11
13.5 3 3 -0.599 -0.762 9.22E+10 5.82E+10
13.2 1 3 -1.076 -1.249 3.21E+10 2.00E+10

So, for the results of weighted oscillator strengths log gf for selected transi-
tions, we found that our results for 2s2 2p2 3P - 2s 2p3 3Po transitions were in
a good agreement (the difference is 3.6% for log gf) with the values of Ekman
et al. Also, for the other transitions, the results differ from the Ekman et al.

values by about 20% for 2s22p2 3P - 2s 2p3 3So and 17% for 2s22p2 3P - 2s 2p3

3Do.
On the other hand, the results for transition probabilities gA for selected

transitions were compared to the values of the Ekman et al.: The CW calculated
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Table 7. Same as Table 6, but for the transition (2s22p2 3P - 2s 2p3 3Po) of Ca XV.

log gf gA

λ (nm) gi gk (CW) (EK) (CW) (EK)
17.46058 5 3 -1.34 -1.32 1.01E+10 9.54E+09
17.36467 5 5 -0.59 -0.61 5.75E+10 4.91E+10
16.95419 3 1 -1.25 -1.25 1.31E+10 1.20E+10
16.90512 3 3 -1.07 -1.12 1.98E+10 1.61E+10
16.8152 3 5 -1.68 -1.54 4.94E+09 6.15E+09
16.45036 1 3 -1.41 -1.37 9.59E+09 9.66E+09

Table 8. Same as Table 6, but for the transition (2s22p2 3P - 2s 2p3 3Do) of Ca XV.

log gf gA

λ (nm) gi gk (CW) (EK) (CW) (EK)
20.25 5 5 -1.790 -2.105 2.64E+09 1.11E+09
20.22 5 3 -2.992 -3.365 1.66E+08 6.15E+07
20.05 5 7 -0.500 -0.699 5.24E+10 2.88E+10
19.51 3 5 -0.644 -0.815 3.98E+10 2.34E+10
19.48 3 3 -1.399 -1.616 7.02E+09 3.72E+09
18.88 1 3 -0.956 -1.126 2.07E+10 1.24E+10

data for 2s2 2p2 3P - 2s 2p3 3Po transition was in average less than 13% higher
of the Ekman et al. values, but for 2s2 2p2 3P - 2s 2p3 3So transition was in
average 57% higher of the Ekman et al. values and for 2s2 2p2 3P - 2s 2p3 3Do

transition the difference reach 100%.

4. Conclusion

When comparing the calculated energy levels with experimental values from
NIST and the results from Ekman et al., we find that our results for configura-
tions 2s2 2p2, 2s 2p3 and 2s2 2p 3d were close to the NIST database by about 4%
to 9%. While, for the other configurations, there are no values to compare with
them in NIST, but we found values in the Ekman et al. for these configurations
except the 2s2 2p 5s configuration. So, we got new values with the CW code for
the (2s2 2p 5s) configuration and for the term (2s2 2p 4p 1S) that did not exist
before in any experimental data.

As for the results obtained with CW code for all the above transitions of
weighted oscillator strengths log gf are in a good agreement with the values
of Ekman et al. Also, the results of transition probabilities gA for selected
transitions are close to Ekman et al. values. For example, the weighted oscillator
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strengths and transition probabilities for 2s22p2 3P - 2s 2p3 3Po transitions are
in average 3.6% for log gf and 12% for gA different from the values of Ekman
et al.

As we mentioned before, there is no abundant data for Ca XV transitions in
NIST database, where there are only 14 lines for it (Kramida et al., 2018). So,
this study is extremely important to overcome this great lack on atomic structure
data for Ca XV ion and it provides the missing values of NIST database and
supports the results given by Ekman et al. for the weighted oscillator strengths
gf and transition probabilities gA which will be very important for the atomic
data needed in astrophysical spectroscopy and laboratories.
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Abstract. The behavior of the Balmer series spectral line profiles in the under-
water electric spark discharge plasma between copper granules is investigated.
Specially developed pulse power source is used to initiate a discharge between
copper granules immersed into the deionized water. Typical values of voltage
are of 40 – 200 V, current is up to 600A and pulse frequency is in the range
of 0.2 – 2 kHz. The voltage, applied to electrodes, caused a current flow along
the chain of closely arranged granules in the stochastic switching mode. Opti-
cal emission spectroscopy methods are used for diagnostics of such discharge
plasma. Profiles of Hα and Hβ hydrogen lines, exposed to the Stark mecha-
nism of spectral lines’ broadening, are used to determine electron density. The
Boltzmann plot of copper lines’ intensities are used to determine the plasma
temperature.

Key words: underwater spark discharge – Boltzmann plot – Balmer lines –
profiles – Stark broadening

1. Introduction

The investigation of underwater discharge plasma is of great interest to scien-
tists because of its practical use in biology and electrochemistry. This discharge
is used as a high-efficient method for the water treatment, surface treatment
and plasma sterilizations (Babaeva & Kushner, 2008; Bruggeman & Leys, 2009;
Clements et al., 1987). Underwater discharge is widely used for synthesis of
micro- and nanoparticles (Lopatko et al., 2015; Cressault et al., 2013). It was
found that colloidal solutions with nanoparticles are the most suitable form for
biological usage (Lopatko et al., 2009). It is known that the solutions of silver
and copper nanoparticles have bactericidal, antiviral, antifungal and antiseptic
effects (Xiu et al., 2012), what makes them essential biocide products.

Unfortunately, nowadays there is no exact physical model of such underwa-
ter discharge, which increases the interest in studying it, improving of dynamic
process in discharge and optimization of generation of colloidal substance pro-
cess. For improvement of these discharge characteristic and increase quality of
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the output solution, it is important to understand main discharge plasma pa-
rameters, such as excitation temperature and electron density. Optical emission
spectroscopy (OES) is one of the most common methods for determination of
these parameters. Specifically, copper and hydrogen spectral lines are widely
used for it. Cu I spectral lines are well-studied and widely used (usually Cu I
515.3 nm, broadened by quadratic Stark effect Konjević & Konjević 1986) for
electron density measurements (Babich et al., 2014; Fesenko et al., 2014; Venger
et al., 2017) as well as Hydrogen lines (Venger et al., 2017; Nikiforov et al., 2015;
Wang et al., 2019; Jovičević et al., 2004).

In previous work the Hα shape was studied in underwater spark discharge
(Tmenova et al., 2017) and in underwater arc discharge with Hβ spectral line
(Venger et al., 2017). Electron density, obtained in Venger et al. (2017) from
the width of Cu I 515.3 nm and Hα spectral lines were of the same order of
magnitude for all the studied power modes, values of Ne, obtained from the
width of Hβ line were by two orders of magnitude lower for the cases of arc
current of 660 and 800A, and by one order of magnitude lower for the case of
1000A. It aroused interest to study the behavior of Hβ spectral line profile in
underwater spark discharge.

Thus, the main goals of the presented work are investigation of Balmer spec-
tral lines behavior in underwater electric spark discharge, determination of elec-
tron density and excitation temperature from Cu I and Hα spectral line profile
as well as enrolment of Hβ spectral line to electron density measurements by
OES. It should give additional methods for future investigation of underwater
spark discharge to find correlation of discharge plasma parameters and proper-
ties of colloidal substance.

2. Experimental setup

Specially developed pulse power source was used to initiate a discharge between
copper granules immersed into the deionized water. Implementation of the low-
voltage spark discharges was carried out on the experimental setup, which is
shown in Fig.1. It consists of a pulse generator 1, control unit 2, measuring
and auxiliary devices: oscilloscope 3, Rogowsky coil 4, voltage divider 5; and
discharge chamber 6.

The voltage, applied to electrodes, caused a current flow along the chain
of closely arranged granules in the stochastic switching mode. Investigation of
the influence of process variables on dispersion and morphology of the products
of metal granules erosion during the formation of local spark discharges was
carry out. It was performed by varying of electrical parameters of the discharge
circuit.

It must be noted, the investigations were carried out in two modes, which
differ by generation power. The higher power (second) mode, as it turn out,
must be used due to the fact, that Hβ was not observe or was comparable
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Figure 1. Scheme of experimental setup, that consists of a pulse generator 1, control

unit 2, measuring and auxiliary devices: oscilloscope 3, Rogowsky coil 4, voltage divider

5; and discharge chamber 6.

with noise at lower power (first mode). Typical values of voltage were of 40
– 200V, currents were 100 – 300 A in the first mode and 400 – 600 A in the
second mode and pulse frequency was in the range of 0.2 – 2 kHz. As a result
of a spark-erosion process, the formation of colloidal fraction was observed.
Its morphology markedly differs from a micro fraction and is a common for
metallurgical processes at low pressure, namely, the formation of a solid phase
resulting from evaporation followed by condensation.

Spectra with Balmer and copper spectral lines were registered by Solar LS
SDH-IV spectrometer with a 4-position manually switchable diffraction gratings
turret in this investigation. Spectra were registered by CCD (Toshiba TCD
1304 AP, 3648 px). Two spectrometer ranges in two different modes were used
to extend the studied spectral range. The first mode was realized in spectral
range of 450-910 nm with 0.09 nm spectral resolution, the second mode - in 290-
610 nm with 0.18 nm spectral resolution. Spectral sensitivity of this device was
determined by tungsten band-lamp and was taken into account in spectral data
treatment.
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3. Results and Discussions

Fig.2a and 2b show spectra with marked spectral lines, registered in the first
and second modes, correspondingly.

a) b)

Figure 2. Registered spectra: (a) - the first mode; (b) - the second mode.

The electron density in plasma at the first mode was obtained from the
width of Cu I 515.3 nm and Hα spectral lines. The Voigt function was used
in this study to account for spectrometer instrument function, as well as, to
determine the Stark width (see Fig.3a and 3b). Other broadened mechanisms
(such as resonance broadening, van der Waals broadening etc.) were neglected
in this study e.g. (Nikiforov et al., 2015; Laux et al., 2003; Marinov et al., 2014).

a) b)

Figure 3. Voigt fitting of spectral line profile of: (a) - Cu I 515.3 nm; (b) - Hα 656.3 nm.

Electron density, obtained from the widths of Cu I 515.3 nm and Hα spectral
lines, was of 9.9×1016 cm−3 and 6.7×1016 cm−3, respectively. Plasma excitation
temperature was determined by Boltzmann plot technique. Fig.4 shows typical
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Boltzmann plot, obtained by Cu I 465.1, 510.5, 515.3, 521.8 and 578.2 nm spec-
tral lines. It was found from this plot, that excitation temperature in thise
plasma source was of 10500 ± 900 K.

Figure 4. Boltzmann plot on the base of Cu I spectral lines.

As one can see from Fig.2b, the spectrum becomes very complicated at the
second mode and a lot of spectral lines were exposed. The use of Cu I 515.3 nm
spectral line was not possible, since it went beyond of the CCD dynamic range.
That is why the Cu I 570.0 nm, in assumption that it broadened by quadratic
Stark effect (Konjević & Konjević (1986)), and Hβ spectral lines were used for
electron density measurements (see Fig.5a and 5b). Hα (656.3 nm) spectral line
was not registered in this mode due to limited spectral range (290-610 nm).

a) b)

Figure 5. Voigt fitting of spectral line profile of: (a) - Cu I 570.0 nm; (b) - Hβ 486.1 nm.

Hβ was approximated by four peaks Voigt profile (Fig.5a) due to two rea-
sons. Firstly, this line had complex shape, specifically, it had dip in the center
of line. Secondly, it was overlapped by Cu II 485.1 and 487.3 nm spectral lines.
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In a similar way it was taken into account (by two peaks Voigt profile) the
overlapping of Cu I 570.0 nm and Cu II 570.6 nm spectral lines (Fig.5b).

The electron density, obtained from Hβ width, can be determined in accor-
dance with Konjević et al. (2012):

Ne[m
−3] = 1022

∗ (wS [nm]/0.94666)1.49, (1)

where wS is a Stark width. It must be noted, that wS not equal width of Lorentz
part of the Voigt function (wL) (Konjević et al., 2012) and must be determined
in accordance with Kelleher (1981):

wS = (w1.4
M − w1.4

D,I)
1/1.4, (2)

where wM is the measured FWHM, w2
D,I = w2

D + w2
I (wD - Doppler width, wI

- width of instrument function).
The value of electron density, obtained from Hβ width was of 1.73×1016 cm−3,

from Cu I 570.0 nm width - 6.92 × 1017 cm−3.
As one can see, electron density values, obtained from width of Cu I 515.3 nm

and Hα spectral lines are of the same order of magnitude. As for Hβ spectral
line, electron density value, obtained from the width of this line is by one order
of magnitude lower in comparison of value, obtained from the width of Cu I
570.0 nm spectral line. That is the similar results, obtained in previous work
(Venger et al., 2017) and, obviously, must be as a subject of future investigation.

The impact of other broadening mechanisms were estimated on base of ex-
perimentally obtained plasma parameters (temperature and electron density)
to testify the aforementioned neglection. The relations showed by Griem (1974)
were used.

Van der Waals broadening. Calculations of van der Waals widths were carry
out for different perturbers, specifically, for H, O and Cu. It was assumed that
the temperature is 1 eV for the second mode, electron density provided predom-
inantly by copper atoms. Concentrations of such atoms were calculated by Saha
equation and were 7× 1015 cm−3 and 2× 1017 cm−3 for the first and the second
modes, respectively. The ratios between intensities of Cu and H lines were found
from the spectra (see Fig.2) to calculate the concentration of Hydrogen atoms
of 4 × 1018 cm−3 and 8 × 1018 cm−3 for the first and the second modes, respec-
tively. Polarizability of H and O was taken from Allen (1976), and for Cu, it
was taken from Sarkisov et al. (2019). It was estimated that maximal value of
van der Waals width was 0.03 nm for Hα spectral line with Cu as a perturber.

Resonance broadening. The values of resonance broadening width were lower
than 0.003 nm for copper spectral lines and lower than 0.002 nm for Balmer lines.

The values of resonance and van der Waals broadening are much lower than
observed line widths, which confirms neglection of other mechanisms except
Stark broadening.

Optical Thickness of plasma was estimated additionally. The opacities for
different spectral lines were calculated in assumption of the Boltzmann distribu-
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tion of atom energy level population. The value of optical thickness for Hα, Hβ
and Cu I 570.0 nm spectral lines were 0.02, 0.004 and 0.006 respectively. The
plasma radii were assumed of 1 mm in this case. These results give the reason
to disregard the contribution of opacity in data treatment.

4. Conclusions

The behavior of Balmer spectral line profiles, in particulary, Hα and Hβ was
investigated. OES was used for determination of excitation temperature and
electron density in plasma of underwater spark discharge.

The values of electron density at lower power mode, obtained from widths
of Hα and Cu I 515.3 nm spectral lines are the same in order of magnitude. In
contrast to this, in the second mode, Hβ and Cu I 570.0 nm spectral lines give
different results of electron density which is coincide with behavior, observed in
previous experiment.

Presently, on the one hand, it is impossible to talk about aptitude of electron
density measurements in plasma of underwater spark discharge from the Hβ
spectral line profile. On the other hand, such method can be considered potential
for such aims. Thus, such investigation should be continued and implemented
in other ways in future studies.
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Abstract. We discuss a selection of problems involved in hydrogen Stark
broadening calculations in white dwarf atmosphere conditions. The ion dynam-
ics issue, the description of quadrupolar interactions, and the Zeeman splitting
due to strong magnetic fields are successively considered. Calculations of the
Hβ line shape are performed as an illustration.

Key words: White dwarfs – Stark effect – Zeeman effect

1. Introduction

Studies of white dwarf atmospheres have shown that the majority of white
dwarfs have an atmosphere of pure hydrogen as a result of gravitational setting,
which removes helium and heavier elements from the atmosphere and moves
them towards inner layers [Fontaine & Michaud (1979); Rohrmann (2001)].
These atmospheres can be considered as hydrogen plasmas, which are similar to
some that can be created in laboratory experiments [Parigger et al. (2018)]. Such
white dwarfs are classified as being of the DA type due to the strong hydrogen
absorption lines they present. The electron density in a white dwarf atmosphere
is high enough (up to 1017 cm−3, and higher) so that the line shapes are dom-
inated by Stark broadening and, hence, can serve as a probe of the electron
density Ne. In this work, we give a review of specific issues which are involved
in the modeling of Stark broadening in white dwarf atmospheres. Calculations
of the Hβ line shape are performed as an illustration.

2. Stark broadening with ion dynamics

We first give a summary of the line broadening formalism involved in line shape
calculations. We focus on the spectral profile of a single line, without considering
the contribution of continuum radiation; the latter can be addressed by using a
dedicated model for the atomic populations, such as in [Tremblay & Bergeron
(2009)]. Consider an atom that emits or absorbs a photon (for the sake of clarity
in discussions, it will always be referred to as the “emitter”) in the presence of
charged particles located at its vicinity. The electric field they generate modifies
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the energy level structure of the emitter (Stark effect), and the resulting spectral
lines are broader. The spectrum of a Stark-broadened line is proportional to the
Fourier transform of the dipole autocorrelation function:

I(ω) ∝ Re

∫ ∞

0

dt{Tr[ρd(0) · d(t)]}eiωt. (1)

Here, d(t) denotes the atomic dipole operator expressed in the Heisenberg pic-
ture, ρ is the density operator, Tr(...) denotes a trace over the atomic states
and the brackets {...} correspond to an average over the perturbers. The dipole
at time t is related to its initial value through d(t) = U †(t)d(0)U(t), where
U(t) ≡ U(t, 0) is the evolution operator from time 0 to t. The latter obeys the
time-dependent Schrödinger equation:

ih̄
dU

dt
(t) = [H0 + V (t)]U(t). (2)

Here, H0 is the Hamiltonian corresponding to the unperturbed atom and V (t) =
−d · E(t) is the Stark effect term; E(t) is the electric field generated at the
emitter’s location by the perturbers. In the framework of the so-called “standard
model”, the ions are assumed motionless and the electrons are described within a
collisional picture in terms of a relaxation (“collision”) operator Ke. In practice,
these two assumptions yield the substitution −d ·E(t) → −d ·Ei(0)−iKe in the
Stark effect term; the Schrödinger equation has an exponential solution and the
line shape is obtained from a matrix inversion (e.g. Griem (1974) for details).
The standard model provides a good estimate of the line broadening but it
can be inaccurate in regimes such that the ions move significantly during the
characteristic decorrelation time for the dipole (usually referred to as the “time-
of-interest” ti; it is of the order of the inverse line width). An illustration of this
inaccuracy is given in Figure 1. The spectral profile of Hβ has been calculated
assuming a pure and completely ionized hydrogen plasma, of density Ne =
Ni = 1017 cm−3 and temperature Te = Ti = 1 eV. These values correspond to
white dwarf atmosphere conditions. For the sake of clarity, the broadening due to
electrons has not been retained in the calculations. The calculation with account
of ion dynamics has been done using a computer simulation technique, developed
previously for tokamak plasma spectroscopy applications [Rosato et al. (2009)].
As can be seen in the figure, the ion dynamics yields a spectrum larger than that
expected from a static ion model. This result is in agreement with early studies
of ion dynamics [e.g. Stamm et al. (1986)]; a noticeable result is that the dip at
the center is less pronounced. A criterion for the static approximation for ions

to hold is that the collision time τc = r0/v (with r0 ∼ N
−1/3

i and v ∼
√

2Ti/mi)
must be larger than the time-of-interest. In the conditions considered here, the
ratio ti/τc is of the order of several tens of percents, which indicates that ion
dynamics effects cannot be neglected.
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Figure 1. Spectral profile of Hβ calculated in white dwarf atmosphere condi-

tions, assuming a static model for ions and retaining the ion dynamics during the

time-of-interest. The ion dynamics results in an additional broadening of the line. In

particular, the dip present at the center of the line is less pronounced.

3. Quadrupolar interaction

The Stark effect Hamiltonian V = −d·E corresponds to the first-order term in a
multipole expansion; in dense media, the mean distance between an emitter and
a perturber can be small enough so that higher-order terms need to be retained.
Other-than-dipole interactions can result in an asymmetry of the spectral lines
[Djurović et al. (2009); Halenka et al. (2015); Gomez et al. (2016)]. Figure 2
shows an illustration of such an asymmetry in white dwarf atmosphere condi-
tions. The Hβ line shape has been calculated with account of the quadrupolar
interaction, assuming the same plasma parameters as in the previous section.
The quadrupolar interaction is described through an additional term in the
Hamiltonian, VQ = −(1/3)Q : ∇E, where the quadrupolar moment is defined
as Q = −e(3rr− r2I)/2 with r being the position of the atomic electron and I

being the identity matrix. The broadening due to electrons has not been retained
here, again for clarity purposes. As can be seen in the figure, the blue component
of the line is higher than the red component. This asymmetry is all the more pro-
nounced that the density is high. Specific investigations using line shape codes
have been carried out recently in order to address this effect [SLSP workshop;
http://plasma-gate.weizmann.ac.il/slsp/] and calculations are still underway. In
particular, a pending issue is the relative importance of multipolar interactions
with respect to the quadratic Stark effect (namely: the coupling between states
of different principal quantum numbers), which is important in high density
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regimes and also yields an asymmetry. These two effects must be treated on an
equal footing in calculations in order to have an accurate description of spectra.

Figure 2. The quadrupolar interaction yields an asymmetry. Here, the Hβ line shape

has been calculated with the same conditions as in Fig. 1.

4. Zeeman effect

A significant amount of white dwarf spectra exhibit lines with a triplet struc-
ture, which is a feature of the presence of strong magnetic fields [Külebi et al.
(2009); Kepler et al. (2013)]. Simple estimates based on the separation between
the components indicate that the magnetic field can attain several kiloteslas.
The combined action of electric and magnetic fields on lines has recently been
addressed in white dwarf atmosphere conditions [Rosato et al. (2017); Kieu et al.
(2017)]. A pending issue is the description of the overlapping and the mixing be-
tween two consecutive lines (e.g., Hβ and Hγ) in regimes such that the Zeeman
spitting is comparable to the separation between the lines. A proper description
of a spectrum should account both for the linear Zeeman perturbation −µ · B
(with µ being the atomic magnetic moment) and the quadratic perturbation
e2(B×r)2/8me [Garstang (1977)]. Figure 3 shows an example where such a sit-
uation occurs. The Hβ line shape has been calculated assuming the same plasma
conditions as above. A value of 2 kT has been taken for the magnetic field and
the observation angle θ has been set equal to 90◦. The spectrum presents many
components, which is a feature of the quadratic Zeeman effect. The plot in
dashed line corresponds to a calculation of Hβ neglecting the energy level mix-
ing and the solid line corresponds to a calculation where mixing with the n = 5
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level is retained. As can be seen, there is an overall shift of the spectrum towards
the red direction. This shift is a feature of the repulsion between energy lev-
els due to an external perturbation; it is expected from basic time-independent
perturbation theory. A noticeable result is that not all components are shifted
with the same amplitude. Calculations are presently underway in order to better
characterize this effect.

Figure 3. Some white dwarfs have a strong magnetic field; as a result, the spectral

lines are subject to both linear and quadratic Zeeman effects. The quadratic Zeeman

effect can induce a mixing between energy levels of different principal quantum number,

which must be retained in a calculation if accuracy is seeked for. Here, the figure

shows an example where such a situation occurs. The calculation neglecting energy

level mixing (dashed line) yields an overall shift of the spectrum. Not all components

are shifted with the same amplitude.

5. Conclusion

We have identified several problems involved in the modeling of hydrogen Stark
line shapes in conditions relevant to white dwarf atmospheres. A line can be
broader due to ion dynamics effects, and, on the other hand, it can be asym-
metric due to quadrupolar interactions. These two effects must be accounted for
in models if accuracy is seeked for in a spectroscopic diagnostic. An additional
issue that must be addressed is the presence of quadratic Zeeman effect and its
influence on energy level mixing. The Hβ calculations we have done indicate a
significant shift of the overall spectrum. New calculations are presently ongoing
in order to better quantify this effect. An additional issue that will be addressed
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is the modification of the particle trajectories due to the magnetic field, and
how this alters spectral line shapes. New investigations will be done along the
lines of previous works [Rosato et al. (2018); Alexiou (2019)].
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Abstract. Stark broadening parameters of neutral boron spectral lines within
one series 2s22p - 2s2nd (n = 3 - 8) have been presented. The dependence of:
temperature, electron density and principal quantum number has been studied.
The contribution in Stark width and shift of different perturbers (electrons,
protons and ionized helium ions) has been obtained. Results are applicable for
astrophysical and laboratory plasma diagnostics.
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1. Introduction

The study reports calculated Stark broadening parameters (widths and shifts)
of boron spectral lines. The impact semi-classical perturbation formalism has
been applied (Sahal-Bréchot, 1969a,b). Data on boron lines, including Stark
broadening, are of interest in astrophysics but also for laboratory (Blagojević
et al., 1999), fusion (Iglesias et al., 1997) and laser produced (Nicolosi et al.,
1978) plasmas investigations as well as for laser research and development (Wang
et al., 1992).

The story of origin of the formation of LiBeB trio starts from the middle of
the twentieth century (Burbridge et al., 1957; Penzias, 1978) and stays unsolved
up to now (Lyubimkov, 2018). In the whole nuclear realm, the light elements
LiBeB are exceptional since they are both, simple and rare. A general trend in
nature is that the abundance of the elements versus the mass number draws a
globally decreasing curve (Vangioni-Flam & Cassé, 1999; Vangioni-Flam et al.,
2000). Lithium, beryllium, and boron are of great interest for two sets of rea-
sons, which might be categorized as cosmological and related to stellar structure
(Duncan et al., 1998). Heretofore, it was reported in the literature, that the rare
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and fragile light nuclei, lithium, beryllium and boron are not generated in the
normal course of stellar nucleosynthesis (except 7Li, in the galactic disk) and
are, in fact, destroyed in stellar interiors. The standard Big Bang nucleosyn-
thesis (BBN) theory is not effective to explain the generation of 6Li, 9Be, 10B,
11B (Schramm, 1993; Thomas et al., 1993), what is reflected in the low abun-
dance of these simple species. Recently, according to Lyubimkov (2018), there
are modern data indicating that first chemical elements up to oxygen are formed
in Big Bang nucleosynthesis. Nevertheless, the abundance questions are among
unsolved problems. Lithium, beryllium, and boron are a unified group of ele-
ments from the standpoint of evolution, since they burn up in stars in the same
process, (p, α) reactions. The stellar structure interest stems from the fact that
Li, Be and B undergo nuclear reactions at relatively low temperatures, approxi-
mately 2.5, 3.5, and 5x106 K at densities similar to those in the Sun. Since these
temperatures are reached not far below the convection zone and well outside the
core in solar-type stars, circulation and destruction of the light elements can re-
sult in observable abundance changes. Observations of these changes can provide
an invaluable probe of stellar structure and mixing. Both Li and Be abundances
are greatly reduced in the giants from their initial main-sequence values. Dun-
can et al. (1998) report the B abundance of two giants and one dwarf in the
Hyades, the latter included to evaluate explicitly the boron abundance prior to
giant-branch evolution. They demonstrate empirically that boron contributes to
the absorption spectra of cool stars. HST measurements of boron abundances
of these objects have permitted a test of one of the basic predictions of stellar
evolution theory: the growth of the convection zone as a star evolves up the
giant branch.

On the basis of Hubble Space Telescope Goddard High Resolution Spectro-
graph, the boron abundance has been derived for the young Orion solar-type
member BD - 05o1317 and reported by Cunha et al. (1999). According to their
conclusion, the real interstellar boron abundance and its comparison with the
stellar values remains uncertain. The boron abundance derived from spectra of
B-type stars of the Orion association is consistent with the expectation that it
should be similar to those of the solar system, but it is considerably higher than
the interstellar boron abundance for several lines of sight, including some to-
ward Orion. Question of low boron abundance emerges, why interstellar gas and
young stars have boron abundance lower 4 or 5 times since the Solar system was
formed (Cunha et al., 1999). The light trace elements lithium, beryllium, and
boron play a major and significant role in the formation of the primordial fire-
ball, interstellar, intergalactic space, stellar surfaces and interiors (Venn et al.,
2002). This role arises because boron nuclei are destroyed by warm protons,
and thus even quite shallow mixing of the atmosphere with the interior reduces
the surface abundance by bringing boron-depleted material to the surface. The
importance of latest nuclei data, including boron to carbon ratio, from space
station experiment Alpha Magnetic Spectrometer (AMS-02) is outlined by Niu
& Li (2018). Using the abundant information carried by cosmic rays about
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their sources and propagation environments, the properties of the structure of
the Galaxy, the interstellar medium (ISM) and even dark matter (DM) in the
Galaxy could be investigated.

In hot stars, boron alone is observable and a study on boron abundance
of B-type stars has been presented in Venn et al. (2002). Stark broadening is
important for hot stars. The present-day boron abundance is a principal goal
of most of studies on hot stars since it could improve our understanding of
the Galactic chemical evolution of boron. It is shown that boron is a tracer
of some various processes affecting a surface composition of hot stars that are
not included in the standard models of stellar evolution. Boron abundances
are a clue to unraveling the nonstandard processes that affect young hot stars.
Stark broadening is often needed for abundances determination of hot stars. In
Popović et al. (1999b) errors in abundances have been analyzed, in the case that
Stark broadening is not taken into account, especially for A-type stars.

In Duncan et al. (1998) the importance of light element abundance for the
giant-branch evolution is underlined. Spectral lines of boron ions have been ob-
served in stellar spectra. B I lines have been observed in F and G stars (Duncan
et al., 1997). Especially for white dwarfs, Stark broadening mechanism is usually
the principal one and Stark broadening data for various atomic and ionic lines
are of particular interest for WDs (Popović et al., 1999b; Tankosić et al., 2003;
Milovanović et al., 2004; Simić et al., 2006; Dimitrijević et al., 2011; Dufour
et al., 2011; Simić et al., 2013, 2014). For A type and late B type stars from the
main sequence this broadening mechanism may be of interest (Lanz et al., 1988;
Popović et al., 1999a,b, 2001a,b; Dimitrijević et al., 2003a,b; Tankosić et al.,
2003; Dimitrijević et al., 2004; Milovanović et al., 2004; Dimitrijević et al., 2005;
Simić et al., 2005a,b, 2009, 2013, 2014).

The increasing astrophysical importance of Stark broadening data for var-
ious atoms and ions of trace elements, arises with the development of satellite
born telescopes. They provide high-resolution spectra of earlier inaccessible qual-
ity. Well-resolved line profiles for many white dwarfs, where Stark broadening
is important, have been and will be registered by the Space Telescope Imag-
ing Spectrograph (STIS), Cosmic Origins Spectrograph (COS) and Goddard
High Resolution Spectrograph (GHRS), Far Ultraviolet Spectroscopy Explorer
(FUSE), the International Ultraviolet Explorer and others.

Consequently the origin and evolution of boron, are of particular interest and
the corresponding Stark broadening data are needed (Tankosić et al., 2003).

Recently, we have calculated Stark broadening parameters for 157 multi-
plets of helium-like boron (B IV) multiplets (Dimitrijević et al., 2014, 2016). To
complete as much as possible the corresponding Stark broadening data needed
in astrophysics, laboratory-, technological- , fusion-, and laser produced-plasma
physics, our aim is to present in this work new theoretical determinations of
Stark broadening parameters (full widths at half intensity and shifts) within
the impact semi-classical perturbation approach for B I multiplets and to study
their regularities within a spectral series.
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2. Theory

Interactions between an atom (ion, or molecule) and surrounding particles (per-
turbers) in a gas or plasma provoke broadening and shift of spectral line profile
when this atom emits or absorbs light. This broadening is known as pressure
broadening. The width of the profile at half maximum of the intensity and the
shift of spectral line profile are broadening parameters. They depend from the
temperature and density of the medium and could be used for spectroscopic
diagnostics. When the perturbers are charged particles the observed broadening
is called Stark broadening. The plasma in the Universe exists in a huge interval
of temperatures and densities and Stark broadening could be notable or dom-
inant in many domains. At temperatures of the order of 104 K and densities
of 1013 - 1015 cm−3, Stark broadening is powerful for modelling and analysing
spectra of moderately hot (A) and hot (B) types of stars (Sahal-Bréchot, 2010).
Especially, Stark broadening is the dominant collisional line broadening process
in all layers of the atmosphere of white dwarfs. Stark broadening theory is suc-
cessfully applied for the purposes of spectroscopic diagnostics and modelling.
For such purposes the knowledge of numerous atomic data and spectral pro-
files is required. The white dwarfs are very faint objects and observed profiles
of trace elements, as boron in the present case, are useful probes for modern
spectroscopic diagnostics. Interpretation of the spectra of white dwarfs allows
to understand the evolution of these very old stars, which are close to death.

Sahal-Bréchot theory of Stark broadening (Sahal-Bréchot, 1969a,b) has been
applied in this study. The theory is based on the semi-classical perturbation
formalism. According to this theory, the full half width (W ) and the shift (d)
of an isolated line originating from the transition between the initial level i and
the final level f is expressed as:

W = 2N

∫

vf(v)dv

⎛

⎝

∑

i′ �=i

σii′ (v) +
∑

f ′ �=f

σff ′(v) + σel

⎞

⎠ (1)

d = N

∫

vf(v)dv

∫ RD

R3

2πρdρ sin(2ϕp). (2)

where i′ and f ′ are perturbing levels, ne and v are the electron density and the
velocity of perturbers respectively, and f(v) is the Maxwellian distribution of
electron velocities.

The inelastic contribution in the width (cross sections σii′ (v), and σff ′(v))
can be expressed by an integration of the transition probability Pii′ over the
impact parameter ρ:

∑

i′ �=i

σii′ (υ) =
1

2
πR2

1 +

∫ RD

R1

2πρdρ
∑

i′ �=i

Pii′ (ρ, υ). (3)
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The elastic collision cross section for the width is given by

σel = 2πR2
2 +

∫ RD

R2

2πρdρ sin2 δ, (4)

δ = (ϕ2
p + ϕ2

q)
1

2 . (5)

The phase shifts φp and φq are caused by the polarization and quadrupole po-
tential interactions, respectively. The symmetrization procedure, cut-off param-
eters R1, R2, R3 and Debye cut-off Rd are described in Sahal-Bréchot (1969a,b).
This theoretical method has been developed by later innovations and optimiza-
tions, described in details in Sahal-Bréchot et al. (2014).

3. Results

Figure 1. Stark broadening width for 2s22p - 2s23d transition for electron density 1014

cm−3
versus temperature from different type of perturbers: electrons - star; protons

- vertical dash; ionized helium ions - horizontal dash.

Stark broadening impact parameters, full width at half maximum of inten-
sity (FWHM - W ) and shift (d) for B I lines within one spectral series have
been calculated. Semi-classical perturbation method (Sahal-Bréchot, 1969a,b),
has been applied. Electrons, protons, and helium ions have been examined as
perturbers and their contribution to the total Stark broadening parameters has
been discussed. The temperature interval of interest is (2500 - 50 000) K, and
those for electron density is 1011 - 1020 cm−3. The role of temperature and elec-
tron density has been studied. Energy levels needed for these calculations, have
been taken from Kramida & Ryabtsev (2007), while for the needed oscillator
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Figure 2. Same as in Fig. 1 but for the shift.

Figure 3. Electron broadening width for spectral lines within 2s22p - 2s2nd (n = 3 -

8) spectral series versus principal quantum number. The electron density is 1014 cm−3

and the temperature - 10 000 K.

strengths Bates & Damgaard (1949) method has been used, together with the
tables of Oertel & Shomo (1968).

Studied lines belong to one spectral series 2s22p - 2s2nd for n = 3 - 8. The
Stark width and shift of 2s22p - 2s23d spectral line have been illustrated in Figs.1
and 2 respectively. The total Stark width and shift are due to interactions with
electrons, protons and ionized helium ions. The contribution of every type of
perturbers has been estimated and shown in the figure. All components of the
width slowly increase with the temperature. The proton width is almost the
same as the width from He+ ions, while the electron width is more than five
times greater. The proton-impact shift as well as shift from He+ ion impacts
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Figure 4. Same as in Fig. 5 but for the shift.

also increase with the temperature, while electron shift reach a maximum at
20000 K and slowly decreases for higher values.

The variation of electron width and shift versus principal quantum number
within one spectral series has been presented in Figs. 3 and 4 respectively. We
can see a regular increase of widths and shifts with the increase of principal
quantum number, as expected. This regular behavior can be used for interpola-
tion of new data if we have spectral series where Stark broadening parameters
are not known for all transitions.

4. Conclusion

Stark broadening impact parameters of B I spectral lines within the series 2s22p
- 2s2nd (n = 3 - 8) have been calculated. The role of the: temperature, electron
density and principal quantum number has been studied. The contribution to
Stark width and shift of different perturbers (electrons, protons and ionized
helium ions) has been obtained. Results are applicable for astrophysical and
laboratory plasma diagnostics.
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Abstract. Stark full widths at half maximum (FWHM) for five multiplets of
Tb II and 8 multiplets of Tb IV have been calculated for electron density of
1017 cm−3 by using the symplified modified semiempirical (SMSE) method.
The calculations were performed for temperatures from 5 000 K to 80 000 K,
in the region where the used theory is applicable.
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1. Introduction

The lanthanides are a series of 15 chemical elements with atomic numbers 57
through 71, from lanthanum to lutetium. Along with the chemically similar
elements scandium and yttrium, they are often collectively known as the rare
earth elements (REE). Stark broadening of rare-earth atom and ion spectral
lines is of considerable importance in astrophysics due to rare-earth peak of
abundance distribution of chemical elements. Consequently, a lot of spectral
lines of these elements have been and will be observed in stellar spectra, in
particular due to the development of space astronomy. For example, instruments
like the Goddard High Resolution Spectrograph (GHRS) on the Hubble Space
Telescope, enable us to obtain spectral lines with unprecedented resolution and
accuracy.

The data on Stark broadening of rare-earth elements are scarce, first be-
cause of the lack of reliable atomic data for the corresponding calculations.
The semiclassical perturbation theory (SCP) for Stark broadening of isolated
lines (Sahal-Bréchot, 1969a,b) can be used only for some scandium and yttrium
ions. In some cases the modified semiempirical method (MSE - Dimitrijević &
Konjević 1980) or the symplified modified semiempirical method (SMSA - Dim-
itrijević & Konjević 1987) can be applied, but in many cases there is not enough
atomic data even for the simplest calculations and regularities and systematic
trends can only be used for very rough estimates (Popović & Dimitrijević, 1998).
Concerning Stark broadening data for REE spectral lines, up to now data are
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published for six multiplets of Sc II, calculated by using MSE (Popović & Dim-
itrijević, 1996), ten of Sc III, using SCP (Dimitrijević & Sahal-Bréchot, 1992),
four of Sc X and ten of Sc XI, using SCP (Dimitrijević & Sahal-Bréchot, 1998a),
six of Y II using MSE (Popović & Dimitrijević, 1996), 32 of Y III, using SCP
(Dimitrijević & Sahal-Bréchot, 1998b), three of La II, six of La III, 284 of Nd
II, by using SMSE (Popović et al., 2001b) seven of Eu II, by using MSE, one
of Eu III by using SMSE (Popović et al., 1999), four of Yb III, by using MSE
(Dimitrijević, 2019), 27 of Lu III, by using MSE (Majlinger et al., 2015) and
four of Lu IV, by using MSE, (Dimitrijević, 2019)

The significance of Strak broadening data, including data for REE elemts,
is increasing in astrophysics due to the increasing possibility of obtaining high
resolution spectra. Rauch et al. (2007) underlined that they “are of crucial im-
portance for sophisticated analysis of stellar spectra by means of NLTE model
atmospheres”. Spectral lines of neutral and ionized terbium are present and
observed in stellar spectra. For example, the terbium abundance was derived
by Siqueira Mello et al. (2014) for the moderately r-process-enhanced star CS
30315-029, based on three weak Tb II lines. Elkin et al. (2015) found Tb III
lines in ro Ap star HD 213637 and Sachkov et al. (2008) in ro Ap star 10 Aql.
Tb I, Tb II and Tb III lines have been found and in the spectrum of the extreme
roAp star HD 101065, known as Przybylski’s star (Cowley et al., 2000).

Since there is neither experimental or theoretical data for Stark broadening
of Tb II and Tb IV, we calculated here Stark full widths at half maximum
(FWHM) for five transitions of Tb II and eight transitions of Tb IV by using
the simplified modified semiempirical method (Dimitrijević & Konjević, 1987),
since there is not enough atomic data for more advanced calculations.

2. Notes about calculations

In cases when we do not have enough data for more sophisticated theoretical
calculations, or when, for example in astrophysics for model atmosphere or ra-
diative transfer calculations, a lot of spectral lines, with the corresponding data
should be taken into account. Here the simplified modified semiempirical for-
mula (Dimitrijević & Konjević, 1987) for Stark widths of isolated, singly, and
multiply charged ion lines might be very useful. This formula may be used in the
case when the nearest atomic energy level, having an allowed dipole transition
from, or to, the initial or final energy level of the spectral line considered is far
enough away so that the influence of elastic collisions is dominant.

By using the symplified modified semiempirical (SMSE) method (Dimitri-
jević & Konjević, 1987), the most advanced method applicable in present case
due to the lack of a corresponding set of atomic data, we calculated Stark full
widths at half maximum (FWHM) due to collisions with electrons, for five tran-
sitions of Tb II and eight of Tb IV, for an electron density of 1017 cm−3 and
for a temperature interval from 5 000 K up to 20 000 K or 40 000 K, depending
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on the limits of validity of the SMSE method, in the case of Tb II, while for
Tb IV the temperature interval is from 5 000 K to 80 000 K. Energy levels and
ionization potentials for these calculations have been taken from Martin et al.
(1978) and Kramida et al. (2019).

3. Results and discussion

Table 1. This table gives electron-impact broadening (Stark broadening) Full Widths

at Half Intensity Maximum (W) for Tb II spectral lines, for a perturber density of

1017 cm−3 and temperatures from 5 000 to 40 000 K. Also is given quantity 3kT/2∆E,

where ∆E is the energy difference between closest perturbing level and the closer of

initial and final levels.

Transition Temp. W[Å] 3kT/2∆E
Tb II (6Ho

15/2
)6s1/2(15/2,1/2) - 5000. 0.393 0.734

(6Ho
15/2

)6p1/2(15/2,1/2) 10000. 0.278 1.47

3934.1 20000. 0.196 2.94

Tb II (6Ho
15/2

)6s1/2(15/2,1/2) - 5000. 0.350 0.556

(6Ho
15/2

)6p3/2(15/2,3/2) 10000. 0.247 1.11

3610.5 20000. 0.175 2.22

Tb II (6Ho
13/2

)6s1/2(13/2,1/2) - 5000. 0.393 0.529

(6Ho
13/2

)6p1/2(13/2,1/2) 10000. 0.278 1.06

3938.3 20000. 0.196 2.12

Tb II (6Ho
13/2

)6s1/2(13/2,1/2) - 5000. 0.344 0.417

(6Ho
13/2

)6p3/2(13/2,3/2) 10000. 0.243 0.834

3567.3 20000. 0.172 1.67
40000. 0.122 3.34

Tb II (6Ho
11/2

)6s1/2(11/2,1/2) - 5000. 0.397 0.449

(6Ho
11/2

)6p1/2(11/2,1/2) 10000. 0.281 0.897

3966.1 20000. 0.198 1.79
40000. 0.140 3.59

The results obtained for Stark widths for Tb II spectral lines are presented
in Table 1 and those for Tb IV are in Table 2. The wavelengths given in Tables 1
and 2 are calculated from the energy levels used. In the last column is 3kT/2∆E,
representing the ratio of the average energy of free electrons, E = 3kT/2, and the
energy difference between the initial (i) or final (f) and the closest perturbing
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Table 2. Same as in Table 1, but for Tb IV, for temperature interval 5000 - 80 000 K.

Transition Temp. W[Å] 3kT/2∆E
Tb IV (8So)5d 9Do - 5000. 0.275E-01 0.122

(8So
7/2

)6p1/2(7/2,1/2)3 10000. 0.195E-01 0.243

1338.7 20000. 0.138E-01 0.486
40000. 0.974E-02 0.973
80000. 0.689E-02 1.95

Tb IV (8So)5d 9Do - 5000. 0.273E-01 0.119
(8So

7/2
)6p1/2(7/2,1/2)4 10000. 0.193E-01 0.239

1324.5 20000. 0.136E-01 0.477
40000. 0.964E-02 0.955
80000. 0.682E-02 1.91

Tb IV (8So)5d 9Do - 5000. 0.255E-01 0.106
(8So

7/2
)6p1/2(7/2,3/2)5 10000. 0.180E-01 0.211

1323.3 20000. 0.128E-01 0.423
40000. 0.902E-02 0.845
80000. 0.638E-02 1.69

Tb IV (8So)6s 9So - 5000. 0.161 0.122
(8So

7/2
)6p1/2(7/2,1/2)3 10000. 0.114 0.243

2331.8 20000. 0.807E-01 0.486
40000. 0.570E-01 0.973
80000. 0.403E-01 1.95

Tb IV (8So)6s 9So - 5000. 0.156 0.122
(8So

7/2
)6p1/2(7/2,1/2)4 10000. 0.111 0.243

2289.3 20000. 0.782E-01 0.486
40000. 0.553E-01 0.973
80000. 0.391E-01 1.95

Tb IV (8So)6s 9So - 5000. 0.128 0.122
(8So

7/2
)6p3/2(7/2,3/2)5 10000. 0.904E-01 0.243

2027.1 20000. 0.639E-01 0.486
40000. 0.452E-01 0.973
80000. 0.319E-01 1.95

Tb IV (8So)6s 9So - 5000. 0.250E-01 0.107
(8So

7/2
)6p3/2(7/2,3/2) 10000. 0.177E-01 0.214

1203.8 20000. 0.125E-01 0.429
40000. 0.884E-02 0.858
80000. 0.625E-02 1.72

Tb IV (8So)5d 7Do - 5000. 0.135 0.107
(8So

7/2
)6p3/2(7/2,3/2 10000. 0.953E-01 0.214

2056.2 20000. 0.674E-01 0.429
40000. 0.477E-01 0.858
80000. 0.337E-01 1.72
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level (i′ or f ′). Here, T is the temperature and k Boltzmann constant. The larger
of these values for the initial and final levels are taken, i.e.:

∆E = Max[E/∆Ei,i′ , E/∆Ef,f ′ ] (2)

This is the validity condition for the SMSE method used. The 3kT/2∆E is
equal to one at the threshold for the corresponding inelastic transition. If it is
lower, than elastic collisions are dominant and the SMSE method is completely
applicable and valid. For values larger than one, the inelastic collisions start
become more and more important with its increase. Up to the value of around
two, the results are acceptable. Data for the slightly higher values in Table 1,
are given in order to enable better interpolation. The behavior of Starks widths
with electron density is linear within the limits of validity of the SMSE method.
These are the first published data for Stark width of Tb II and Tb IV and there
is no other theoretical or experimental data to compare with.

4. Conclusion

New Stark FWHM for five lines of singly charged, and eight lines for triply
charged terbium ion have been calculated in this work using the simplified
modified semiempirical formula (Dimitrijević & Konjević, 1987). There is no
other theoretical or experimental Stark broadening data for these emitters, so
that the data presented are of interest for stellar plasma analysis, as well as for
laboratory plasma diagnostics and laser produced plasma investigation.
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Abstract. We present in this paper Stark shifts as a function of temperature
for 20 spectral lines of Ar II belonging to 4p - 4d transition array. Calculations
are made using semiclassical perturbation approach in impact approximation.
Atomic data used in this calculation are carried out using Hartree-Fock method
with relativistic corrections. Singly charged argon (Ar II) spectral lines are
observed in many astrophysical plasmas. Ar II spectral lines are also important
for laboratory plasmas and laser physics and technology.

Key words: atomic data – atomic processes – line: formation

1. Introduction

Inert gas such as argon produces very favorable conditions for stable discharges.
For this reason argon plasmas are very attractive for testing the methods of
plasma spectroscopy (Wiese, 1988). Singly charged argon (Ar II) spectral lines
have been widely observed and studied in laboratory plasma. For example, Bel-
monte et al. (2014) measured transition probabilities for same UV lines of Ar
II. Djurović et al. (2013) reported Stark broadening parameters measurements
of Ar II UV lines. Gajo et al. (2013) measured Stark widths and shifts of Ar II
spectral lines in the visible part of the spectrum. Ar II spectral lines are also
used in plasma diagnostic. Alonso-Medina & Colón (2007) used Ar II spectral
lines for the determination of temperature and electron density of laser induced
lead plasma. Beside laboratory plasmas, singly charged argon spectral lines are
also of interest for argon laser (Dimitrijević & Csillag, 2006). Ar II spectral lines
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are also observed in stellar atmospheres. Vennes et al. (2018) performed abun-
dance analysis of hot subdwarfs, they found a remarkable excess of argon with
respect to oxygen in the hot subdwarf J2205-3141. Based on high resolution,
high signal to noise observations of Ar II absorption lines, Brown et al. (1992)
obtained abundances of argon in main-sequence B-type stars.

Stark broadening parameters are of interest for a number of applications
such as laser physics, laser produced plasmas, modelling and investigation of
stellar atmospheres in particular determination of chemical abundance. Stark
broadening data are also useful for laboratory plasmas diagnostic. Corfdir et al.
(2019) used Stark shift as a temperature diagnostic of Cu dominated plasma.

In this paper, we present Stark shifts for twenty Ar II spectral lines belonging
to 4p - 4d transition array. Our Stark shift are given as a function of temperature
for collisions with electrons, protons singly charged helium and singly charged
argon. Our calculation are carried out using semiclassical perturbation approach
(Sahal-Bréchot, 1969a,b) (SCP). SCP method need a set of atomic data suffi-
ciently compleat. In this work the needed set of atomic data is calculated using
Hartree-Fock method with relativistic corrections (Cowan, 1981).

2. The method

Our Stark shifts are calculated using semiclassical perturbation approach. A
detailed description of this formalism with all the innovations is given in Sahal-
Bréchot (1969a,b, 1974, 1991); Fleurier et al. (1977); Dimitrijević et al. (1991);
Dimitrijević & Sahal-Bréchot (1996); Sahal-Bréchot et al. (2014) and earlier
papers.

The shift (d) (in angular frequency units) of an electron-impact shifted spec-
tral line can be expressed as:

d = N

∫
vf(v)dv

∫ RD

R3

2πρdρ sin(2ϕp) (1)

where N is the electron density, f(υ) the Maxwellian velocity distribution func-
tion for electrons, ρ denotes the impact parameter of the incoming electron.

The phase shift ϕp due to the polarization potential (r−4), is given in Section
3 of Chapter 2 in Sahal-Bréchot (1969a) and RD is the Debye radius. The cut-off
R3 is described in Section 1 of Chapter 3 in Sahal-Bréchot (1969a).

SCP calculation of Stark shift need a relatively large number of atomic data
comparing to modified semi-emperical method (Dimitrijević & Konjević, 1980).
In this work, atomic data needed for SCP calculation are determined using
Hartree-Fock method with relativistic corrections (Cowan, 1981). We use as for
the width calculations an atomic model including 24 configurations: 3s2 3p5; 3s2

3p4 nl (nl = 4p, 4f, 5p, 5f, 6p, 6f, 6h, 7p, 7f, 7h) (odd parity) and 3s 3p6; 3s2

3p4 n′l′ (n′l′ = 3d, 4s, 4d, 5s, 5d, 5g, 6s, 6d, 6g, 7s, 7d, 7g) (even parity). We use
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an ab initio procedure. In Tab. 1, we compare our wavelengths and oscillator
strengths with the values taken from NIST database (Kramida et al., 2018). We
can see from Tab. 1 that our wavelengths and oscillator strengths are in good
agreement with NIST values. Only electric dipole transitions (E1) are taken into
account in our calculations. We have checked that the use of magnetic dipole
(M1) and electric quadrupole (E2) transitions have no influence on the results.

3. Results and discussion

Table 1. Our calculated wavelengths and oscillator strengths compared with the val-

ues taken from NIST database (Kramida et al., 2018).

Lower level (i) Upper level (j) λ (Å) λ (Å) fij fij
This work NIST This work NIST

(3P) 4p 4Po

3/2
(3P) 4d 4D5/2 3465.74 3514.39 0.377 0.378

(3P) 4p 4Po

1/2
(3P) 4d 4D3/2 3484.51 3535.32 0.265 0.21

(3P) 4p 4Po

5/2
(3P) 4d 4D5/2 3428.10 3467.75 0.220 0.227

(3P) 4p 4Po

1/2
(3P) 4d 4D1/2 3463.75 3509.78 0.373 0.471

(3P) 4p 4Po

5/2
(3P) 4d 4D3/2 3406.92 3454.09 0.0385 0.0375

(3P) 4p 4Po

5/2
(3P) 4d 4P5/2 3108.72 3139.02 0.0796 0.077

(3P) 4p 4Po

3/2
(3P) 4d 4P3/2 3180.37 3212.52 0.0108 0.0081

(3P) 4p 4Po

1/2
(3P) 4d 4P1/2 3251.51 3281.71 0.0730 0.068

(3P) 4p 4Po

5/2
(3P) 4d 4P3/2 3148.64 3181.04 0.0454 0.037

(3P) 4p 4Po

3/2
(3P) 4d 4P1/2 3216.28 3243.69 0.0888 0.0833

(3P) 4p 4Po

3/2
(3P) 4d 4P5/2 3139.64 3169.67 0.104 0.11

(3P) 4p 4Po

5/2
(3P) 4d 2F7/2 3091.66 3146.42 0.000438 0.00059

(3P) 4p 4Do

3/2
(3P) 4d 4D3/2 3772.17 3872.17 0.0367 0.034

(3P) 4p 4Do

7/2
(3P) 4d 4D7/2 3686.67 3780.84 0.184 0.17

(3P) 4p 4Do

5/2
(3P) 4d 4D5/2 3734.16 3826.81 0.0693 0.0617

(3P) 4p 4Do

1/2
(3P) 4d 4D1/2 3782.32 3880.33 0.0453 0.0524

(3P) 4p 4Do

7/2
(3P) 4d 4D5/2 3670.06 3763.50 0.0328 0.0284

(3P) 4p 4Do

5/2
(3P) 4d 4D7/2 3751.35 3844.73 0.014 0.0137

(3P) 4p 4Do

3/2
(3P) 4d 4D5/2 3798.15 3900.36 0.0295 0.025

(3P) 4p 4Do

1/2
(3P) 4d 4D3/2 3807.09 3911.58 0.0432 0.035

Our calculated Stark shifts are presented in Tab. 2 (see appendix) for twenty
spectral lines belonging to 4p-4d transition array for a perturber density of
1017 cm−3 and for a set of temperatures from 5 000 K to 60 000 K. Stark
shifts are given for electron- proton- singly ionized helium and singly ionized
argon impact broadening, in this way we take into account the most important
perturbers in stellar atmospheres and laboratory plasmas as well as for example
for argon lasers. Since our results are obtained using calculated energy levels, a
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correction to the shifts due to the difference between calculated and observed
wavelengths is introduced using Eq. (8) of Hamdi et al. (2013). All wavelengths
given in Tab. 2 are taken from NIST database (Kramida el al., 2018). The impact
approximation is valid for all values given in Tab. 2 since the collision volume
(V) multiplied by the pertureber density (N) is much less than one. When the
impact approximation reaches its limit of validity (0.1<NV≤0.5), the value is
preceded by an asterisk.

Figure 1. Electron-impact Stark shift for Ar II (3P) 4p 4Po

3/2
- (3P) 4d 4D 5/2 (λ=

3514.39 Å) spectral line as a function of logarithm of Rosseland optical depth (log τ ).

Electron-impact Stark shift is shown for an atmospheric model (Kurucz, 1979) with

surface gravity log g = 4.5 and effective temperature Teff = 10 000 K.

In Hamdi et al. (2019), we have compared our Stark shifts with experimental
results (Djeniže et al., 1989; Dzierzega & Musiol, 1994; Aparicio et al., 1998;
Djurović et al., 2013) for Ar II spectral lines. We found good agreement with
experimental results except for some transitions. For example, the agreement
with Djurović et al. (2013) was 27% for 4p-4d transitions except for four tran-
sitions. Concerning Stark widths, the comparison with experiments is made in
Hamdi et al. (2017, 2018) for 212 spectral lines and we found an agreement
generally good. For example, the average agreement for 4p-4d transitions was
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10% comparing with Djurović et al. (2013) and 20% comparing with Pellerin et
al. (1997).

In Fig. 1, we present the electron-impact Stark shift for Ar II (3P) 4p 4Po
3/2

- (3P) 4d 4D 5/2 (λ= 3514.39 Å) spectral line as a function of logarithm of
Rosseland optical depth (log τ) for an A-type star. Electron-impact Stark shift
is shown for an atmospheric model (Kurucz, 1979) with surface gravity log g

= 4.5 and effective temperature Teff = 10 000 K. Fig. 1 shows that the value
of the electron-impact Stark shift in the deeper atmospheric layer is about 0.1
Å. The theoretical resolving power of the high-resolution echelle spectrometer
for the Keck TenMeter Telescope is of the order of > 250,000, but practical
realizations may be approximately 36,000. For λ = 3514.39 Å, this resolving
power enables to register shifts of 0.08 Å. Since new generations of terrestrial
telescopes, as for example European Extremely Large Telescope of 39.3 m will
have even greater resolving power, shifts from deepest layers in Fig. 1 will be
measurable with such telescopes in the near future.

4. Conclusion

We have presented Stark shifts for twenty 4p-4d spectral lines of Ar II ion
calculated using semiclassical perturbation approach and a set of atomic data
calculated using Hartree-Fock method with relativistic corrections. The accu-
racy of our method was checked in our previous work (Hamdi et al. 2019). The
accuracy of the atomic data used as input parameters for SCP calculation of
Stark shifts is also verified by comparing our wavelengths and our oscillator
strengths with the values of NIST database. We hope that our results will be of
interest for the investigation of laboratory and astrophysical plasmas.
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A. Stark shifts results

Table 2. Electron-, proton-, singly charged helium and singly-charged argon-impact

Stark shifts for Ar II lines calculated using semiclassical perturbation approach (Sa-

hal-Bréchot 1969a,b) and a set of atomic data is calculated using Cowan code (Cowan

1981), for a perturber density of 1017 cm−3 and temperatures of 5000 to 60 000 K.

Wavelength of the transitions (in Å) and parameter C (Dimitrijević & Sahal-Bréchot

1984) are also given. This parameter when divided with the corresponding Stark width

gives an estimate for the maximal pertuber density for which the line may be treated

as isolated. de: electron-impact Stark shift, dH+ : proton-impact Stark shift, dHe+ :

singly charged helium-impact Stark shift, dAr+ : singly charged argon-impact Stark

shift. Cells preceded by an asterisk mean that the impact approximation reaches its

limit of validity (0.1<NV≤0.5). Empty cells mean that the impact approximation is

not valid.

Transition T (K) de (Å) dH+ (Å) dHe+ (Å) dAr+ (Å)

(3P) 4p 4Po

3/2
- (3P) 4d 4D 5/2 5000. 0.344 0.206E-01 *0.171E-01

3514.39 A 10000. 0.265 0.321E-01 *0.259E-01 *0.185E-01
C= 0.56E+20 20000. 0.207 0.423E-01 0.347E-01 *0.253E-01

30000. 0.184 0.478E-01 0.388E-01 *0.284E-01
40000. 0.167 0.522E-01 0.431E-01 *0.314E-01
60000. 0.147 0.580E-01 0.465E-01 *0.335E-01

(3P) 4p 4Po

1/2
- (3P) 4d 4D 3/2 5000. 0.342 0.205E-01 *0.169E-01

3535.32 A 10000. 0.261 0.319E-01 *0.257E-01 *0.191E-01
C= 0.54E+20 20000. 0.206 0.421E-01 0.346E-01 *0.263E-01

30000. 0.183 0.473E-01 0.388E-01 *0.292E-01
40000. 0.166 0.519E-01 0.426E-01 *0.324E-01
60000. 0.146 0.577E-01 0.459E-01 *0.347E-01

(3P) 4p 4Po

5/2
- (3P) 4d 4D5/2 5000. 0.316 0.192E-01 *0.159E-01

3476.75 A 10000. 0.241 0.301E-01 *0.243E-01 *0.181E-01
C= 0.55E+20 20000. 0.188 0.398E-01 0.325E-01 *0.248E-01

30000. 0.169 0.447E-01 0.367E-01 *0.278E-01
40000. 0.152 0.491E-01 0.400E-01 *0.307E-01
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Table 2. continued

Transition T (K) de (Å) dH+ (Å) dHe+ (Å) dAr+ (Å)

(3P) 4p 4Po

1/2
- (3P) 4d 4D1/2 5000. 0.343 0.205E-01 *0.170E-01

3509.78 A 10000. 0.264 0.320E-01 *0.258E-01 *0.192E-01
C= 0.55E+20 20000. 0.206 0.422E-01 0.346E-01 *0.265E-01

30000. 0.184 0.477E-01 0.387E-01 *0.295E-01
40000. 0.166 0.521E-01 0.429E-01 *0.326E-01
60000. 0.147 0.578E-01 0.463E-01 *0.350E-01

(3P) 4p 4Po

5/2
- (3P) 4d 4D3/2 5000. 0.326 0.195E-01 *0.161E-01

3454.09 A 10000. 0.250 0.304E-01 *0.246E-01 *0.183E-01
C= 0.52E+20 20000. 0.196 0.402E-01 0.330E-01 *0.252E-01

30000. 0.176 0.452E-01 0.371E-01 *0.280E-01
40000. 0.159 0.495E-01 0.407E-01 *0.310E-01
60000. 0.140 0.551E-01 0.439E-01 *0.331E-01

(3P) 4p 4Po

5/2
- (3P) 4d 4P5/2 5000. 0.288 0.206E-01 *0.173E-01

3139.02 A 10000. 0.222 0.322E-01 *0.254E-01
C= 0.16E+20 20000. 0.174 0.425E-01 *0.347E-01 *0.264E-01

30000. 0.154 0.475E-01 0.388E-01 *0.293E-01
40000. 0.140 0.525E-01 0.430E-01 *0.323E-01
60000. 0.122 0.573E-01 0.464E-01 *0.347E-01
60000. 0.134 0.538E-01 0.431E-01 *0.328E-01

(3P) 4p 4Po

3/2
- (3P) 4d 4P3/2 5000. 0.308 0.217E-01 *0.183E-01

3212.52 A 10000. 0.239 0.340E-01 *0.267E-01
C= 0.21E+20 20000. 0.188 0.449E-01 *0.365E-01 *0.279E-01

30000. 0.166 0.501E-01 0.408E-01 *0.308E-01
40000. 0.151 0.555E-01 0.455E-01 *0.341E-01
60000. 0.134 0.605E-01 0.490E-01 *0.365E-01

(3P) 4p 4Po

1/2
- (3P) 4d 4P1/2 5000. 0.348 0.245E-01 *0.205E-01

3281.70 A 10000. 0.272 0.380E-01 *0.301E-01
C= 0.28E+20 20000. 0.214 0.504E-01 *0.410E-01 *0.313E-01

30000. 0.189 0.565E-01 0.458E-01 *0.349E-01
40000. 0.173 0.625E-01 0.504E-01 *0.381E-01
60000. 0.151 0.679E-01 0.544E-01 *0.417E-01

(3P) 4p 4Po

5/2
- (3P) 4d 4P3/2 5000. 0.302 0.212E-01 *0.180E-01

3181.04 A 10000. 0.234 0.334E-01 *0.262E-01
C= 0.20E+20 20000. 0.184 0.440E-01 *0.358E-01 *0.274E-01

30000. 0.163 0.491E-01 0.400E-01 *0.302E-01
40000. 0.148 0.544E-01 0.446E-01 *0.334E-01
60000. 0.131 0.593E-01 0.480E-01 *0.357E-01
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Table 2. continued

Transition T (K) de (Å) dH+ (Å) dHe+ (Å) dAr+ (Å)
(3P) 4p 4Po

3/2
- (3P) 4d 4P1/2 5000. 0.341 0.239E-01 *0.200E-01

3243.69 A 10000. 0.265 0.371E-01 *0.294E-01
C= 0.28E+20 20000. 0.210 0.492E-01 *0.401E-01 *0.305E-01

30000. 0.185 0.552E-01 0.447E-01 *0.340E-01
40000. 0.169 0.610E-01 0.492E-01 *0.372E-01
60000. 0.148 0.663E-01 0.531E-01 *0.407E-01

(3P) 4p 4Po

1/2
- (3P) 4d 4P3/2 5000. 0.315 0.222E-01 *0.187E-01

3249.80 A 10000. 0.244 0.349E-01 *0.274E-01
C= 0.21E+20 20000. 0.191 0.459E-01 *0.374E-01 *0.285E-01

30000. 0.170 0.513E-01 0.417E-01 *0.315E-01
40000. 0.153 0.567E-01 0.465E-01 *0.349E-01
60000. 0.136 0.619E-01 0.501E-01 *0.373E-01

(3P) 4p 4Po

3/2
- (3P) 4d 4P5/2 5000. 0.294 0.210E-01 *0.176E-01

3169.67 A 10000. 0.226 0.329E-01 *0.259E-01
C= 0.16E+20 20000. 0.177 0.435E-01 *0.354E-01 *0.269E-01

30000. 0.157 0.485E-01 0.395E-01 *0.299E-01
40000. 0.142 0.536E-01 0.439E-01 *0.329E-01
60000. 0.125 0.585E-01 0.473E-01 *0.354E-01

(3P) 4p 4Po

5/2
- (3P) 4d 2F7/2 5000. 0.347 0.268E-01 *0.222E-01

3146.42 A 10000. 0.271 0.406E-01 *0.323E-01
C= 0.22E+20 20000. 0.215 0.544E-01 *0.441E-01 *0.340E-01

30000. 0.189 0.604E-01 *0.497E-01 *0.376E-01
40000. 0.173 0.675E-01 0.544E-01 *0.414E-01
60000. 0.151 0.733E-01 0.583E-01 *0.444E-01

(3P) 4p 4Do

3/2
- (3P) 4d 4D3/2 5000. 0.404 0.245E-01 *0.202E-01

3872.14 A 10000. 0.309 0.382E-01 *0.308E-01 *0.229E-01
C= 0.63E+20 20000. 0.240 0.504E-01 0.414E-01 *0.314E-01

30000. 0.214 0.567E-01 0.466E-01 *0.349E-01
40000. 0.194 0.620E-01 0.510E-01 *0.387E-01
60000. 0.171 0.689E-01 0.549E-01 *0.413E-01

(3P) 4p 4Do

7/2
- (3P) 4d 4D7/2 5000. 0.376 0.231E-01 *0.191E-01

3780.84 A 10000. 0.286 0.361E-01 *0.291E-01 *0.218E-01
C= 0.65E+20 20000. 0.221 0.478E-01 0.391E-01 *0.298E-01

30000. 0.196 0.537E-01 0.441E-01 *0.330E-01
40000. 0.177 0.586E-01 0.482E-01 *0.367E-01
60000. 0.155 0.649E-01 0.520E-01 *0.391E-01
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Table 2. continued

Transition T (K) de (Å) dH+ (Å) dHe+ (Å) dAr+ (Å)

(3P) 4p 4Do

5/2
- (3P) 4d 4D5/2 5000. 0.382 0.235E-01 *0.194E-01

3826.81 A 10000. 0.290 0.366E-01 *0.296E-01 *0.221E-01
C= 0.65E+20 20000. 0.226 0.485E-01 0.397E-01 *0.302E-01

30000. 0.201 0.545E-01 0.447E-01 *0.337E-01
40000. 0.182 0.597E-01 0.487E-01 *0.373E-01
60000. 0.159 0.657E-01 0.527E-01 *0.399E-01

(3P) 4p 4Do

1/2
- (3P) 4d 4D1/2 5000. 0.413 0.250E-01 *0.207E-01

3880.33 A 10000. 0.317 0.390E-01 *0.313E-01 *0.234E-01
C= 0.65E+20 20000. 0.246 0.514E-01 0.422E-01 *0.323E-01

30000. 0.219 0.581E-01 0.472E-01 *0.359E-01
40000. 0.198 0.634E-01 0.523E-01 *0.398E-01
60000. 0.174 0.706E-01 0.564E-01 *0.426E-01

(3P) 4p 4Do

7/2
- (3P) 4d 4D5/2 5000. 0.363 0.225E-01 *0.185E-01

3763.50 A 10000. 0.274 0.350E-01 *0.284E-01 *0.210E-01
C= 0.63E+20 20000. 0.212 0.463E-01 0.378E-01 *0.289E-01

30000. 0.189 0.521E-01 0.428E-01 *0.323E-01
40000. 0.170 0.573E-01 0.467E-01 *0.357E-01
60000. 0.149 0.627E-01 0.501E-01 *0.381E-01

(3P) 4p 4Do

5/2
- (3P) 4d 4D7/2 5000. 0.395 0.242E-01 *0.199E-01

3844.73 A 10000. 0.301 0.377E-01 *0.305E-01 *0.227E-01
C= 0.67E+20 20000. 0.234 0.498E-01 0.408E-01 *0.312E-01

30000. 0.207 0.561E-01 0.459E-01 *0.345E-01
40000. 0.187 0.612E-01 0.504E-01 *0.384E-01
60000. 0.164 0.683E-01 0.543E-01 *0.410E-01

(3P) 4p 4Do

3/2
- (3P) 4d 4D5/2 5000. 0.391 0.241E-01 *0.199E-01

3900.36 A 10000. 0.297 0.377E-01 *0.305E-01 *0.226E-01
C= 0.67E+20 20000. 0.230 0.500E-01 0.408E-01 *0.310E-01

30000. 0.204 0.562E-01 0.461E-01 *0.348E-01
40000. 0.186 0.617E-01 0.502E-01 *0.383E-01
60000. 0.162 0.675E-01 0.540E-01 *0.410E-01
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Abstract. Stellar atmosphere modeling and chemical abundance determina-
tions require the knowledge of spectral line shapes. Spectral lines of chromium
in various ionization stages are common in stellar spectra but detailed data
on Stark broadening for them is scarce. Recently we reported on the first
calculations of Stark widths for several 4s-4p transitions of double-ionized
chromium, employing the Modified Semi-Empirical approach (MSE). In this
work we present applications of the data to spectrum synthesis of Cr iii lines
in the ultraviolet region of hot stars. The Atlas9 model atmosphere code and
the line-formation code Surface were used with the assumption of local ther-
modynamic equilibrium. The improvements of adopting the MSE broadening
tables instead of approximate Stark broadening coefficients are investigated for
a total of 56 Cr iii lines visible in HST/STIS spectra of the B3 subgiant star
Iota Herculis and the subdwarf B-star Feige 66.

Key words: Line: profiles – Stars: abundances

1. Introduction

Most of our knowledge of the physical conditions of astrophysical systems relies
on the observations of electromagnetic radiation emitted by them. For example,
a stellar spectrum can reveal many properties of stars, such as their chemical
composition, temperature, density, distance, mass, luminosity, and radial motion
using Doppler shift measurements. The stellar spectral lines are not infinitely
sharp but have a finite width due to various physical processes. Each of these
processes introduces a characteristic shape that can be expressed in the form
of a line profile function φ(ν) where the parameters of a normalized line profile
(
∫

φ(ν)dν = 1) are the central frequency ν0, the Full Width at Half Maximum
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(FWHM) and the profile value at the central frequency φ(ν0). The knowledge
of spectral line shapes is required for stellar atmosphere modeling and chemical
abundance determinations. In this work, we focus on the study of line broad-
ening in stars due to collisions with neighboring charged particles, i.e., Stark
broadening, in particular for double-ionized chromium Cr iii.

1.1. Stark broadening

In plasma, collisional interactions between emitters/absorbers – atoms and ions,
and charged particles – free electrons and ions, results in the broadening of
spectral lines, called Stark broadening. The corresponding line profile, due to
the application of the impact approximation – the interactions are separated in
time –, and the isolated line approximation – neighboring energy levels do not
overlap –, (Baranger, 1958), results in a Lorentzian profile generally defined by
the corresponding FWHM and shift. The FWHM governs the shape of the line
while shift (which is usually less than the width), determines the position relative
to the central wavelength of the line, and it is not so important for studying the
influence of Stark broadening in stellar spectra and has been neglected in our
work. The isolated line approximation holds true for most of the spectral lines
originating from stellar atmosphere (Griem & Ralchenko, 2000) as well as for
spectral lines considered in this work, for electron densities of interest.

In order to produce a synthetic stellar spectrum that can be compared to ob-
servations, line broadening mechanisms other than Stark broadening also need
to be taken into consideration, like the natural line width and Doppler broaden-
ing. The resulting line profile is a convolution of the individual profile functions,
known as Voigt profile. Hence, any change in the FWHM due to Stark broad-
ening is reflected in the resulting synthetic stellar spectrum. It is worth noting
that the FWHM is proportional to the damping constant describing a spectral
line. In fact, damping constants have been widely used for stellar spectral syn-
thesis. In our investigation, for the calculation of synthetic spectra based on
approximate Stark broadening data, the damping constants obtained using the
methods described in Sec. 2.1 were used. On the other hand, for the calcula-
tion of synthetic spectra based on the broadening tables, the MSE calculated
FWHMs were included into the input file.

2. Method

We study and compare the effects of improved Stark broadening tables for Cr iii

lines (Dimitrijević & Chougule, 2018) and approximate Stark broadening con-
stants as described in Castelli (2005) on the calculation of synthetic stellar
spectra. We also compare these spectra with observations, for the B3 subgiant
star Iota Herculis and the subdwarf B-star Feige 66.
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2.1. Approximate Stark broadening data

As reported in Castelli (2005), the Stark damping constant used for line com-
putation is a fit by Peytremann (1972) to the detailed calculations by Sahal-
Bréchot & Segre (1971):

γStark = 10−8n∗
5

Ne (s−1) (1)

Here, n∗ =
[

EHZ2

eff

χion−χk

]
1

2

and is known as the effective quantum number of the

state k (upper state). The ionization energy of hydrogen is given by EH =
13.6 eV, Zeff is the effective charge (e.g., 1 for Cr i, 2 for Cr ii, etc.), χion is the
ionization potential, and χupper is the excitation potential of the upper level. If
the upper level is above the ionization potential, because it ionizes to an excited
level of the parent, n∗ is set to 5. The damping constant γStark is related to the
half-half width (W ) listed by Griem & Peach (1975) via the expression:

γstark

Ne

=
2πc(2W )

λ2
0

1

Ne

where Ne = 1016 cm−3 for neutral atoms and Ne = 1017 cm−3 for ions. In the
Kuruczs line lists, the W values from Griem & Peach (1975) are usually for
T=10,000K.

2.2. Improved Stark broadening data

The improved Stark broadening data of Dimitrijević & Chougule (2018) were
calculated using the Modified Semi-empirical (MSE) approach (Dimitrijević &
Konjević, 1980; Dimitrijević & Kršljanin, 1986; Dimitrijević & Popović, 2001).
The accuracy of the MSE approach is estimated to be about ±50% in general
(Dimitrijević & Popović, 2001) and it has been tested on numerous occasions
(Dimitrijević, 1990). Even for emitters with very complex spectra (e.g. Xe ii and
Kr ii) good agreement of the MSE approach with experimental measurements
(in the range ±30%) can be achieved (Popović & Dimitrijević, 1996, 1998).

2.3. Stellar spectral synthesis

A hybrid non local thermodynamic equilibrium (non-LTE) approach was used
for the model calculations as presented by Nieva & Przybilla (2007) for B-
type main-sequence stars and Przybilla et al. (2006) for sdB stars. The model
stellar atmospheres were assumed to be in LTE and were computed with the
Atlas9 code (Kurucz, 1993). Subsequently, deviations from LTE (non-LTE)
were considered in the line-formation computations with Detail and Surface

(Giddings 1981; Butler & Giddings 1985; recently extended and updated by
K. Butler). The non-LTE calculations for hydrogen and helium were based on
model atoms of Przybilla & Butler (2004) and Przybilla (2005), respectively. The
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line formation calculations for chromium were performed assuming LTE because
the lack of a proper non-LTE model atom, based on input data described by
Schaffenroth (2015). Both, calculations with the approximate Stark broadening
coefficients and with the MSE tables were performed for the two test stars, with
atmospheric parameters adopted from Nieva & Przybilla (2012) and O’Toole
& Heber (2006), respectively. Effective temperature Teff , (logarithmic) surface
gravities log(g) and logarithmic chromium abundances relative to hydrogen are
summarised in Tab. 1.

Table 1. Properties of the stars under consideration.

Star log(g) Teff Cr abundance

Feige 66 5.83 34,500K −4.70
Iota Herculis 3.80 17,500K −6.40

2.4. Comparison with observations

The synthetic spectra were compared to observations of Cr iii lines in the UV
spectral range. Data obtained with the Space Telescope Imaging Spectrograph
(STIS) installed on the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) were downloaded from
the Mikulski Archive for Space Telescopes. Both the spectra were observed em-
ploying the NUV-MAMA detector and the E230M grating, providing a resolving
power of 30,000 in the wavelength range 1605Å to 3100Å, at moderate signal-
to-noise ratios.

3. Results

The MSE Stark broadening tables included for stellar spectral synthesis corre-
spond to a perturber density of 1017 cm−3 and temperatures from 5000K up to
80, 000K. A comparison of 56 Cr iii synthetic spectral lines based on approxi-
mate Stark broadening data with those based on MSE broadening tables was
done in the stars Feige 66 and Iota Herculis. As the influence of Stark broaden-
ing is seen in the wings of the spectral lines, strong lines are expected to show
this effect in their line profiles. For the star Feige 66, the difference in line shapes
was quite prominent for almost all the Cr iii spectral lines under investigation
(see Fig. 1) because the high-density atmosphere pronounces the differences. On
the other hand, the difference in line shapes was very small in case of the star
Iota Herculis (see Fig. 2) due to it’s lower-density subgiant atmosphere. Some
of the basic properties of the two stars are as summarized in Tab. 1.

In order to compare with the observation (Fig. 3 and Fig. 4), the theoretical
spectra were convolved with the rotational, macroturbulent, and the instru-
mental profiles. Due to low signal-to-noise ratio of the observed spectra and line
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Figure 1. Comparison of the Cr iii synthetic spectral lines corresponding to the tran-

sition 3d3(4F)4s3F - 3d3(4F)4p3Go, 2324.889Å in Feige 66. The difference in the line

profiles can be seen clearly in the wings.

blends, only a few lines were found suitable for comparison with the synthetic
spectra.

4. Conclusions

We have shown that the strong Cr iii lines can react sensitively to the choice
of Stark broadening parameters, depending on the perturber densities. Use of
the MSE tables yields significantly broader line profiles in the case of the high-
density sdB star Feige 66, while the differences are negligible for the subgiant Iota
Herculis. The effects on the abundance determination still need to be quantified,
but can already be qualified as being significant. The situation found here is
therefore similar to the case of the star HD 133792, for which Dimitrijević et al.
(2007) have investigated the impact of Stark broadening data for Cr ii lines
computed using the semiclassical perturbation approach on the analysis of a high
signal-to-noise specctrum. There, the improved data were found to be important,
in particular for the interpretation of the chromium abundance stratification.
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Figure 2. Comparison of the Cr iii synthetic spectral lines corresponding to the tran-

sition 3d3(4F)4s5F - 3d3(4F)4p5Go, 2226.676Å in Iota Herculis. The difference in the

line profiles is very small.

Figure 3. Comparison of the Cr iii synthetic spectral lines corresponding to the tran-

sition 3d3(4F)4s5F - 3d3(4F)4p5Fo, 2117.5Å with observation in Feige 66.
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Figure 4. Comparison of the Cr iii synthetic spectral lines corresponding to the tran-

sition 3d3(4F)4s5F - 3d3(4F)4p5Go, 2226.676Å with observation in Iota Herculis.
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Abstract. New electron-impact line widths for eight Cr II multiplets have been
calculated within the modified semiempirical (MSE) approach. Needed energy
levels and radial integrals are calculated by different methods. The Stark widths
are obtained as a function of temperature, for perturber density of 1017 cm−3

and have been compared with the approximate formula of Cowley and with
recent experimental results. The obtained results are of interest for diagnostic
and modeling of laboratory and stellar plasmas. The obtained data will be
included in the STARK-B database, which is part of the Virtual Atomic and
Molecular Data Center VAMDC.

Key words: Spectral lines – Plasma – Atomic data – Stark broadening

1. Introduction

Chromium in various ionization stages has been observed in the spectra of white
dwarf atmospheres, where the Stark broadening is usually dominant broadening
mechanism, especially in deeper atmospheric layers (Simić et al., 2006; Hamdi
et al., 2008; Dufour et al., 2011; Hamdi et al., 2014; Dimitrijević and Chougule,
2018). In order to determine chromium abundance in such stars, as well as for
opacity calculations and more sophysticated stellar atmosphere modeling, we
need the corresponding Stark broadening data. Such data are also of interest
for laboratory plasma diagnostics and modeling, as well as for investigation of
fusion and laser produced plasmas where addition of different impurities may
change different plasma parameters.

Nine Cr I spectral line widths, due to Stark broadening, are calculated by
Dimitrijević et al. (2005). Seven multiplets belonging to 4s-4p transitions of Cr
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II spectral lines are calculated by Dimitrijević et al. (2007) and nine resonant
Cr II multiplets by Simić et al. (2013). Stark spectral line widths of six Cr III
transitions are calculated by Dimitrijević and Chougule (2018). Cr VI spectral
line widths for two multiplets are calculated by Dimitrijević et al. (2017). In this
work, in order to provide new Stark broadening data for stellar and laboratory
plasma research, we calculate Stark spectral line widths for eight Cr II multiplets
for an electron density of 1017 cm−3 and a range of temperature between 5 000 K
and 50 000 K. The obtained results will be in STARK-B database (http://stark-
b.obspm.fr/, Sahal-Bréchot et al. (2015)) which is included in Virtual Atomic
and Molecular Data Center (VAMDC Consortium http://vamdc.org Dubernet
et al. (2016), Moreau et al. (2018)).

2. Method of calculations

The modified semiempirical approach (MSE) by Dimitrijević and Konjević (1980)
has its origin from the semiempirical approach (SE) by Griem (1968) where
Stark widths are calculated as a function of inelastic cross sections for the emit-
ter collisions with perturbers, expressed using the empirical Gaunt factors g(x),
within the impact approximation taking into account the elastic collisions ap-
proximately, by extrapolation of Gaunt factors below the threshold for inelastic
collisions:

WSE = N
8π
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where ∆E = |E − Ej |.

In the MSE approach (Dimitrijević and Konjević, 1980) a modified Gaunt
factors g̃(x) = 0.7 − 1.1

Z + g(x) is used for ∆n = 0:
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where Z−1 is the ionic charge and n∗
i and n∗

f are the effective principal quantum
numbers of initial and final transition level respectively (in its original form, the
spectral line width depends only on the upper principal quantum number). The
effective principal quantum number n∗

j is related by the energy level Ej as:
(

n∗
j

)2
= Z2 EH

Eion − Ej
(3)

where EH is the hydrogen atom energy.
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Energy levels needed in our MSE calculations are taken from the NIST
database (Kramida et al., 2018), oscillator strengths were calculated using the
method of Bates and Damgaard (1949) and tables of Oertel and Shomo (1968).
For higher levels, the method described in van Regemorter et al. (1979) was
applied.

The MSE is valid for singly and multicharged ions and the number of in-
put atomic data is minimized. In the MSE approach, only the matrix elements
of transitions with ∆n = 0 should be calculated, while other transitions are
separated and grouped together. The advantage of this method is that smaller
number of atomic data is needed for calculation than the more sophisticated cal-
culations in semiclassical perturbation (SCP) ones (Sahal-Bréchot et al., 2014).
Accuracy of MSE results is usually within an error bars of ± 50 percent.

The Cowley formula (Cowley, 1971) was used extensively in astrophysics,
for example it was used by Majlinger et al. (2017):

WCowley = N
π

c

~
2

m2

(

2m

πkT

)1/2
λ2

Z2

[

(n∗
i )

4
+

(

n∗
f

)4
]

(4)

where λ is the wavelength of the line.

3. Results and discussion

We evaluated Stark widths using the MSE approach for 8 selected Cr II spectral
lines. The Stark widths are calculated for an electron density of 1017 cm−3, which
is usually used in tables for ion emitters, and for different temperature values. To
make the usage of obtained results for modelisation of stellar atmospheres and
spectra easier, as well as for radiative transfer calculations, and to prepare our
results for the implementation in the STARK-B database, we used the formula
from Sahal-Bréchot et al. (2011) for fitting calculated data within the range 5
000 K 50 000 K with temperature:

log(W ) = a0 + a1 log(T ) + a2 log2 (T ) (5)

where, W is the FWHM Stark width in Å, T is the temperature in Kelvin and
a0, a1 and a2 are the fitting parameters obtained for electron density of 1017

cm−3.
Stark width (FWHM) values for temperatures from 5 000 K to 50 000 K

are given in Table 1, since this temperature interval is interesting for plasma
diagnostic of white dwarf atmospheres and laser produced plasmas.

In this Table 1, WMSE is our calculated Stark width using the MSE approach
(Equation 1) and WCowley using Equation 4. The wavelengths in Table 1 are
calculated from the corresponding energy levels given as the input so that they
may differ from the observed ones.

We give in Table 2, the fitting parameters a0, a1 and a2 with the R correlation
coefficient in %.
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Table 1. Stark electron-impact widths (full widths at half maximum, FWHM) for Cr

II spectral lines:WMSE , calculated by using the modified semiempirical (MSE) method;

WCowley, calculated by using the approximate formula of Cowley. The temperatures

are from 5000 K up to 50000 K and the electron density is 1017 cm−3.

Transition Temp. WMSE WCowley

Cr II 3d4(a1G)4s2P - 3d4(a1G)4p2Po 5000 1.58E-01 1.65E-01
10000 1.12E-01 1.17E-01

3172.07 Å 20000 7.92E-02 8.26E-02
3kT/2∆E= 0.349 30000 6.47E-02 6.75E-02

50000 5.01E-02 5.23E-02

Cr II 3d4(a3F)4s2F - 3d4(a3F)4p2Fo 5000 1.43E-01 152E-01
10000 1.01E-01 1.08E-01

3028.12 Å 20000 7.16E-02 7.62E-02
3kT/2∆E= 1.14 30000 5.84E-02 6.22E-02

50000 4.53E-02 4.82E-02

Cr II 3d4(3G)4s2G - 3d4(3G)4p2Go 5000 1.55E-01 1.65E-01
10000 1.09E-01 1.17E-01

3107.56 Å 20000 7.73E-02 8.27E-02
3kT/2∆E= 0.327 30000 6.31E-02 6.75E-02

50000 4.89E-02 5.23E-02

Cr II 3d4(a1G)4s2G - 3d4(a1G)4p2Go 5000 1.17E-01 1.27E-01
10000 8.24E-02 9.01E-02

2777.27 Å 20000 5.83E-02 6.37E-02
3kT/2∆E= 0.302 30000 4.76E-02 5.20E-02

50000 3.69E-02 4.03E-02

Cr II 3d4(a3P)4s4P - 3d4(a3P)4p4Do 5000 1.26E-01 1.34E-01
10000 8.92E-02 9.47E-02

2943.75 Å 20000 6.31E-02 6.69E-02
3kT/2∆E= 0.307 30000 5.15E-02 5.47E-02

50000 3.99E-02 4.23E-02

Cr II 3d4(3H)4s4H - 3d4(3H)4p4Ho 5000 1.28E-01 1.36E-01
10000 9.07E-02 9.61E-02

2981.09 Å 20000 6.41E-02 6.80E-02
3kT/2∆E= 0.311 30000 5.24E-02 5.55E-02

50000 4.06E-02 4.30E-02

Cr II 3d4(3D)4s4D - 3d4(3D)4p4Do 5000 1.17E-01 1.26E-01
10000 8.28E-02 8.92E-02

2846.26 Å 20000 5.85E-02 6.31E-02
3kT/2∆E= 0.297 30000 4.78E-02 5.15E-02

50000 3.70E-02 3.99E-02

Cr II 3d4(5D)4s6D - 3d4(5D)4p6Fo 5000 1.17E-01 1.26E-01
10000 8.26E-02 8.89E-02

2850.70 Å 20000 5.84E-02 6.29E-02
3kT/2∆E= 0.297 30000 4.77E-02 5.13E-02

50000 3.70E-02 3.98E-02
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Table 2. Fitting parameters for approximate formula (5). R2(%) is the square of the

correlation coefficient.

Transition λ(Å) a0 a1 a2 R2(%)
3d4(a1G)4s2P - 3d4(a1G)4p2Po 3172.07 1.00340 -0.47920 -0.00235 0.9999976
3d4(a3F)4s2F - 3d4(a3F)4p2Fo 3028.12 1.02325 -0.50967 0.00126 0.9999966
3d4(3G)4s2G - 3d4(3G)4p2Go 3107.56 1.12564 -0.54132 0.00487 0.9999823

3d4(a1G)4s2G - 3d4(a1G)4p2Go 2777.27 0.99869 -0.53851 0.00448 0.9999913
3d4(a3P)4s4P - 3d4(a3P)4p4Do 2943.75 0.92591 -0.48882 -0.00127 0.9999993
3d4(3H)4s4H - 3d4(3H)4p4Ho 2981.09 0.93937 -0.49250 -0.00075 0.9999985
3d4(3D)4s4D - 3d4(3D)4p4Do 2846.26 0.90349 -0.49312 -0.00082 0.9999991
3d4(5D)4s6D - 3d4(5D)4p6Fo 2850.70 0.97414 -0.52729 0.00325 0.9999963

We compared in Table 3 our results with those obtained experimentally by
Aguilera et al. (2014). For spectral line widths within a multiplet, we used the
formula:

Wline =

(

λline

λMult

)2

WMult (6)

where Wline and λline are for the particular line within the multiplet; WMult

and λMult are the values for the multiplet.

Table 3. Comparison of our MSE Stark width calculations WMSE with experimental

widths WAgl from Aguilera et al. (2014). Lines are sorted by wavelength.

Transition Multiplet λ(Å) WAgl WMSE
WAgl

WMSE

3d4(a 1G)4s - 3d4(a 1G)4p c 2G w 2Go 2774.43 6.96E-02 6.30E-02 0.91
3d4(5D)4s - 3d4(5D)4p a 6D z 6Fo 2835.63 6.91E-02 5.00E-02 0.72
3d4(3D)4s - 3d4(3D)4p c 4D w 4Do 2838.78 6.41E-02 5.50E-02 0.86
3d4(5D)4s - 3d4(5D)4p a 6D z 6Fo 2843.25 6.94E-02 5.10E-02 0.73
3d4(5D)4s - 3d4(5D)4p a 6D z 6Fo 2849.83 6.98E-02 5.10E-02 0.73
3d4(5D)4s - 3d4(5D)4p a 6D z 6Fo 2855.67 7.00E-02 5.00E-02 0.71
3d4(5D)4s - 3d4(5D)4p a 6D z 6Fo 2860.93 7.03E-02 5.00E-02 0.71
3d4(5D)4s - 3d4(5D)4p a 6D z 6Fo 2862.57 7.04E-02 4.70E-02 0.67
3d4(3G)4s - 3d4(3G)4p b 2G x 2Go 2927.08 8.27E-02 7.90E-02 0.96

3d4(3P)4s - 3d4(a 3P)4p b 4P y 4Do 2930.85 7.50E-02 6.60E-02 0.88
3d4(3P)4s - 3d4(a 3P)4p b 4P y 4Do 2935.13 7.53E-02 6.60E-02 0.88
3d4(3P)4s - 3d4(a 3P)4p b 4P y 4Do 2961.72 7.66E-02 6.20E-02 0.81

3d4(3H)4s - 3d4(3H)4p a 4H z 4Ho 2971.90 7.71E-02 7.10E-02 0.92
3d4(3P)4s - 3d4(a 3P)4p b 4P y 4Do 2976.71 7.74E-02 6.00E-02 0.78

3d4(3H)4s - 3d4(3H)4p a 4H z 4Ho 2979.74 7.75E-02 7.00E-02 0.90
3d4(3H)4s - 3d4(3H)4p a 4H z 4Ho 2989.19 7.80E-02 6.80E-02 0.87

3d4(3F)4s - 3d4(a 3F)4p b 2F z 2Fo 3028.12 8.55E-02 7.70E-02 0.90
3d4(3P)4s - 3d4(a 3P)4p a 2P z 2Po 3172.07 9.47E-02 7.80E-02 0.82

We obtain for all the considered lines 0.82 as a mean value of the ratio
WAgl

WMSE

with a standard deviation of s=0.088, so the calculated values are approximately
20 % higher than the experimental ones.
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4. Conclusions

We calculated Stark electron-impact widths using the MSE method for a range
of temperatures from 5 000 K to 50 000 K and for an electron density of 1017

cm−3. These new eight Cr II Stark widths calculated in this work, for the lines
were other theoretical Stark broadening data are missing, are of interest for
stellar plasma, laboratory plasma diagnostics, laser produced plasma, as well
as for analysis and modeling of stellar atmospheres. An extension of the Stark
broadening calculations to other lines of Cr II will be an interesting future
work and also applications of the atomic and spectroscopic data of these lines
to typical stars where Stark broadening is an important mechanism in their
atmospheres.
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Abstract. Stark broadening and atomic data calculations have been developed
for the recent years, especially atomic and line broadening data for highly
ionized ions of argon. We present in this paper atomic data (such as energy
levels, line strengths, oscillator strengths and radiative decay rates) for Ar XVI
ion and quantum Stark broadening calculations for 10 Ar XVI lines. Radiative
atomic data for this ion have been calculated using the University College
London (UCL) codes (SUPERSTRUCTURE, DISTORTED WAVE, JAJOM)
and have been compared with other results. Using our quantum mechanical
method, our Stark broadening calculations for Ar XVI lines are performed at
electron density Ne = 1020 cm−3 and for electron temperature varying from
7.5×105 to 7.5×106 K. No Stark broadening results in the literature to compare
with. So, our results come to fill this lack of data.

Key words: line:profiles– stars– atomic data– Stark line broadening.

1. Introduction

Lithium-like ions are of importance in astrophysical and magnetized plasmas.
Many emission lines of highly ionized argon, such as Ar IX-XVIII, were studied
in Dere et al. (2001). Many Li-like transitions were useful for the determination
of chemical abundances (Lemen et al., 1986). The number of the previous publi-
cations shows the importance of the Li-like ions: In Aggarwal & Keenan (2013),
the authors reported the atomic data for Li-like ions with 12 ≤ Z ≤ 20. In
Whiteford et al. (2002), the authors performed the calculations of energy levels
for Ar XVI ion by using AUTOSTRUCTURE (AS) code of Badnell (1997). Re-
cently, in McKeown et al. (2004), the authors calculated the energy levels and
radiative rates for Ar XVI and Fe XXIV. Atomic and line broadening data of
highly ionized atoms are required in plasma physics. These parameters are used
in the opacity calculations. They were also required for the modelling of fusion
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plasmas (Peacock et al., 1997) as many elements were presented as impurities
in the reactor walls. They determined the chemical abundances of elements and
they used to test various theoretical approximations (Dimitrijević, 2003). Theo-
retical atomic data for Ar XVI were required for the modelling and diagnostics
of plasmas and not available from measurements (McKeown et al., 2004).

Argon ions played a great role in technological devices and plasma applica-
tions (Djurović et al., 2011). We choose to study Ar XVI because of its ground
configuration 1s22s1 (with one external electron on closed shells), this ion is like
hydrogen, thus their atomic properties can be calculated ab initio with a great
accuracy. Therefore we perform another calculations to assess a precision of the
available data, and that results can be applied with confidence in plasma diag-
nostics. Despite the importance of these parameters for stellar plasma research,
for the interpretation of high-resolution spectra from astrophysical sources, the
line broadening data of Ar XVI are totally missing in the literature. To fill this
lack, we calculated their parameters using our quantum mechanical method. We
hope that our results enrich the databases of astrophysicists. In the present work,
the calculations of atomic data are computed by the sequence of UCL (Univer-
sity College, London) atomic packages (SUPERSTRUCTURE (Eissner et al.,
1974)/DW (Eissner, 1998)/JAJOM (Saraph, 1978)). In Elabidi et al. (2014);
Elabidi & Sahal-Bréchot (2018); Aloui et al. (2018, 2019), the authors adapted
these packages to provide Stark broadening data for several argon lines missing
in the literature. This method gave acceptable results. In Aloui et al. (2018), we
calculated the Stark widths for Ar VII spectral lines. In Aloui et al. (2019), we
computed quantum Stark broadening data for Ar VIII and Ar IX lines.

2. Outline of our line broadening method

To perform the present line broadening calculations, we have used our quantum
mechanical method obtained in Elabidi et al. (2004, 2008). The expression of
the full width at half-maximum (valid at temperatures and densities studied
here), W is given by the following expression:

W = 2N

(

h̄

m

)2 (

2mπ

kBT

)
1
2

×
∞
∫

0

Γw (E) exp

(

−
ǫ

kBT

)

d

(

ǫ

kBT

)

, (1)

where the integration is over the Maxwellian velocity distribution, m is the
electron mass, kB is the Boltzmann constant, N is the electron density, T denotes
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the electron temperature, ǫ is the incident electron energy, and

Γw(ǫ) =
∑

JT
i

JT
f

lKiKf

[

Ki,Kf , JT
i , JT

f

]

2

×
{

JiKil
KfJf1

}2 {

KiJ
T
i s

JT
f Kf1

}2

× [1 − (Re (Si)Re (Sf ) + Im (Si)Im (Sf ))] , (2)

where Li+Si =Ji, Ji+l =Ki and Ki+s =JT
i . L is the atomic orbital angular

momentum, S is the spin of the target, l is the electron orbital momentum.
The superscript T designates the operators of the total system (electron+ion).
Si (Sf ) represent the scattering matrix elements for the initial (final) levels in
intermediate coupling. Re (S) and Im (S) denotes the real and the imaginary

parts of the S-matrix, respectively.

{

abc
def

}

designate 6–j symbols and we use

the notation [x, y, ...] = (2x + 1)(2y + 1)...
To calculate both Si and Sf , we use the same incident electron energy ǫ =
mv2/2. The SUPERSTRUCTURE (SST) code (Eissner et al., 1974) calculates
the atomic structure in intermediate coupling, where configuration interaction
and relativistic corrections (spin-orbit, mass, Darwin and one-body) are included
according the Breit-Pauli approach (Bethe & Salpeter, 1957). The radial wave
functions are determined by diagonalization of the non relativistic Hamiltonian
using orbitals calculated in a scaled Thomas FermiDirac Amaldi (TFDA) poten-
tial. The potential depends on scaling parameters λl that have been obtained
by a selfconsistent energy minimization on the term energies included in our
calculations. The DISTORTED WAVE (DW) code (Eissner, 1998) performs
the electron-ion scattering calculations and produces reaction matrices R in LS
coupling. The JAJOM code (Saraph, 1978) treats the scattering calculations
in intermediate coupling. This code uses the term coupling coefficients (TCC)
-resulting of SST calculations- and these matrices in LS coupling (obtained by
DW) to calculate collision strengths and reactance matrices R in intermediate
coupling. This resulting matrices R and the Re S(Im S) which are obtained us-
ing JAJPOLARI program -the transformed of JAJOM code- (Elabidi & Dubau,
unpublished results) and RtoS program (Dubau, unpublished results) have been
used as input data suitable for the formula (2). Re S and Im S are assessed by
the expressions below:

ReS =
(

1 − R2
) (

1 + R2
)

−1
, Im S = 2R

(

1 + R2
)

−1
(3)
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3. Results and discussions

3.1. Structure and radiative data

Structural and radiative atomic data have been calculated using the SUPER-
STRUCTURE code of Eissner et al. (1974). We have used 6 configurations: 1s2

(2s, 2p, 3s, 3p, 3d and 4s). These configurations give rise to 6 terms and 9
levels of fine structure. The code (SST) provides also the scaling parameters
(λs = 1.3116, λp = 0.9392 and λd = 0.8683). In Table 1, we display the present
energy levels for Ar XVI in cm−1 and compare them with the experimental
results of NIST (Kramida et al., 2018), with those calculated in McKeown et al.
(2004) (GRASP) who used the GRASP (General purpose Relativistic Atomic
Structure Package) code (Dyall et al., 1989), with those calculated from McKe-
own et al. (2004) (CIV3) who used the CIV3 code of Hibbert (1975), and with
those from Whiteford et al. (2002) (AS) who used the AUTOSTRUCUTRE
code (Badnell, 1997). As it is shown in Table 1, the average errors between our
results and all the other ones are less than 1%.
The absorption oscillator strengths fij and radiative rates Aji (in s−1) for a
transition i → j are related by the following expression (Aggarwal & Keenan,
2013):

fij =
mc

8π2e2
λ2

ji

ωj

ωi
Aji = 1.49 × 10−16λ2

ji

ωj

ωi
Aji, (4)

Table 1. Present fine structure energy levels E (in cm−1) for Ar XVI ion compared

with NIST values (Kramida et al., 2018), with GRASP values: the calculated results

from McKeown et al. (2004) who used the GRASP code of Dyall et al. (1989), with

CIV3 values: the results from McKeown et al. (2004) who used the CIV3 code from

Hibbert (1975), and with AS values: the results obtained by Whiteford et al. (2002)

who used the AS code (Badnell, 1997).

.

k Level E NIST GRASP CIV3 AS
1 2s 2S1/2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
2 2p 2P◦

1/2 258659. 257026. 258563.03 259759.16 257860.71
3 2p 2P◦

3/2 283924. 282603. 285218.22 284263.50 283275.87
4 3s 2S1/2 4176900. 4176030. 4176030. 4177350. 4179640.
5 3p 2P◦

1/2 4248504. 4246950. 4247060. 4248110. 4250730.
6 3p 2P◦

3/2 4255873. 4254180. 4255150. 4255370. 4258250.
7 3d 2D3/2 4283042. 4281030. 4281730. 4282300. 4285880.
8 3d 2D5/2 4285399. 4283560. 4284110. 4284660. 4288250.
9 4s 2S1/2 5606962. 5605700. 5605740. 5607210. 5610400.
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where m and e are the electron mass and charge, respectively, c is the velocity
of light, λji is the transition wavelength in Å, and ωi and ωj are the statistical
weights of the lower (i) and upper (j) levels, respectively. Similarly, the oscillator
strengths fij (dimensionless) and the line strength S (in atomic units, 1 a.u. =
6.460× 10−36 cm2 esu2) are related by the following standard equations for the
electric dipole (E1) transitions:

Aji =
2.0261 × 1018

ωjλ3
ji

SE1andfji =
303.75

ωiλji
SE1 (5)

Table 2 displays present radiative decay rates Aji (in s−1) for Ar XVI transi-
tions which are compared with GRASP and CIV3 results from McKeown et al.
(2004), and with AS results from Whiteford et al. (2002). The difference be-
tween our results and these references (McKeown et al., 2004; Whiteford et al.,
2002) varies from nearly 0% to 19%. The maximum error for radiative decay
rates in CIV3 results (∆CIV3 is about 19%) in the transition 4s 2S1/2−2p 2P◦

1/2

(9−2). But the average value of errors still acceptable, is about 4%. According
to this comparison we note that our Aji values are relatively close to the other

Table 2. Present radiative decay rates: Aij (in s−1), compared with GRASP values:

the results from McKeown et al. (2004) who used the GRASP code of Dyall et al.

(1989), with CIV3 values: the results from McKeown et al. (2004) who used the CIV3

code of Hibbert (1975), and with AS values: the results from Whiteford et al. (2002)

who used the AS code of Badnell (1997) for Ar XVI transitions. i and j are labelling

the levels as in Table 1.

i− j Aij GRASP CIV3 AS ∆GRASP ∆CIV3 ∆AS

2− 1 1.179E+09 1.166E+09 1.195E+09 1.170E+09 1.10 1.36 0.76
3− 1 1.564E+09 1.552E+09 1.573E+09 1.540E+09 0.77 0.58 1.53
4− 2 1.836E+11 2.012E+11 1.880E+11 1.970E+11 9.59 2.40 7.30
4− 3 3.879E+11 4.097E+11 3.900E+11 3.860E+11 5.62 0.54 0.49
5− 1 1.433E+12 1.449E+12 1.440E+12 1.420E+12 1.12 0.49 0.91
5− 4 1.530E+08 1.494E+08 1.468E+08 1.490E+08 2.35 4.05 2.61
6− 1 1.423E+12 1.424E+12 1.425E+12 1.430E+12 0.07 0.14 0.49
6− 4 2.051E+08 2.042E+08 1.974E+08 2.020E+08 0.44 3.75 1.51
7− 2 3.619E+12 3.639E+12 3.630E+12 3.670E+12 0.55 0.30 1.41
7− 3 7.203E+11 7.229E+11 7.219E+11 7.190E+11 0.36 0.22 0.18
7− 5 1.111E+07 1.052E+07 1.073E+07 1.160E+07 5.31 3.42 4.41
7− 6 1.079E+06 9.733E+05 1.047E+06 1.130E+06 9.80 2.97 4.73
8− 3 4.330E+12 4.338E+12 4.335E+12 4.320E+12 0.18 0.12 0.23
8− 6 8.308E+06 7.580E+06 8.088E+06 8.680E+06 8.76 2.65 4.48
9− 2 8.715E+10 9.192E+10 7.044E+10 7.550E+10 5.47 19.17 13.37
9− 3 1.649E+11 1.846E+11 1.514E+11 1.490E+11 11.95 8.19 9.64
9− 5 5.693E+10 5.270E+10 5.268E+10 5.410E+10 7.43 7.47 4.97
9− 6 1.121E+11 1.074E+11 1.086E+11 1.060E+11 4.19 3.12 5.44
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ones (GRASP, CIV3, AS). Present absorption oscillator strengths fij (i → j)
and our line strengths S for Ar XVI transitions are reported in Table 3 and
compared with GRASP results from McKeown et al. (2004). The percentage
errors between the present two parameters (S and fij) and GRASP results vary
from nearly 0% to 12%, for the both parameters. We found the maximum error
in 4s 2S1/2−2p 2P◦

3/2 (9−3) transition nearly to 12%. Also the average value
of errors still acceptable, is about 3%.

3.2. Line broadening results

We perform the calculations of Stark broadening for 10 Ar XVI lines. Quantum
results W are calculated using our expression (1) and using 6 configurations.
We use a range of electron temperature form 7.5 × 105 to 7.5 × 106 K and at
electron density Ne = 1020 cm−3. Present calculations are reported in Table 4.
We can prove that with the electron temperature and density values chosen in
the present work, the condition of the impact approximation is valid: this ap-
proximation means that the duration τ of an interaction must be much smaller
than the mean interval between two collision ∆T (Baranger, 1958):
τ ≪ ∆T. τ can be expressed as τ ≈ ρtyp

vtyp
, where ρtyp is a typical impact pa-

rameter, and vtyp presents a mean typical velocity. ∆T is of the order of the

Table 3. Present line strengths S and absorption oscillator strengths fij are compared

with GRASP values: the results from McKeown et al. (2004) who used the GRASP

code of Dyall et al. (1989) for Ar XVI transitions.

.

Levels S fij

i− j Present GRASP ∆GRASP(%) Present GRASP ∆GRASP(%)

2− 1 0.067234 0.066430 1.20 2.641E−02 2.610E−02 1.17
3− 1 0.134921 0.133900 0.76 5.818E−02 5.772E−02 0.79
4− 2 0.003014 0.003309 9.79 1.793E−02 1.968E−02 9.76
4− 3 0.006490 0.006869 5.84 1.919E−02 2.029E−02 5.73
5− 1 0.018447 0.018690 1.32 1.190E−01 1.205E−01 1.26
5− 4 0.411389 0.409700 0.41 4.474E−02 4.426E−02 1.07
6− 1 0.036441 0.036530 0.24 2.356E−01 2.360E−01 0.17
6− 4 0.822315 0.823300 0.12 9.863E−02 9.855E−02 0.08
7− 2 0.109613 0.110500 0.81 6.700E−01 6.749E−01 0.73
7− 3 0.022235 0.022380 0.65 6.753E−02 6.790E−02 0.55
7− 5 0.532594 0.529100 0.66 2.794E−02 2.731E−02 2.25
7− 6 0.106206 0.105700 0.48 2.190E−03 2.110E−03 3.65
8− 3 0.200116 0.201100 0.49 6.081E−01 6.104E−01 0.38
8− 6 0.955857 0.953300 0.27 2.143E−02 2.075E−02 3.17
9− 2 0.000562 0.000594 5.69 4.570E−03 4.824E−03 5.56
9− 3 0.001079 0.001210 12.14 4.360E−03 4.889E−03 12.13
9− 5 0.022417 0.020760 7.39 4.625E−02 4.283E−02 7.39
9− 6 0.044880 0.043020 4.14 4.605E−02 4.413E−02 4.17
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Table 4. Present quantum Stark widths W for ten Ar XVI lines at electron density

N = 1020 cm−3 for different temperatures, the wavelengths λ are taken from the

SUPERSTRUCTURE (SST) code of Eissner et al. (1974).

Transition T (105 K) W (Å) Transition T (105 K) W (Å)

7.5 1.216E−02 7.5 1.735E−04

2p 2P◦

1/2 − 2s 2S1/2 10 1.065E−02 3p 2P◦

3/2 − 2s 2S1/2 10 1.496E−04

λ = 386.61 Å 15 8.854E−03 λ = 23.50 Å 15 1.212E−04
2−1 30 6.510E−03 6−1 30 8.474E−05

50 5.205E−03 50 6.452E−05
75 4.338E−03 75 5.109E−05

7.5 1.002E−02 7.5 2.144E−03

2p 2P◦

3/2 − 2s 2S1/2 10 8.782E−03 3d 2D3/2 − 2p 2P◦

1/2 10 1.594E−03

λ = 352.21 Å 15 7.304E−03 λ = 24.85 Å 15 1.012E−03
3−1 30 5.377E−03 7−2 30 4.361E−04

50 4.302E−03 50 2.293E−04
75 3.588E−03 75 1.380E−04

7.5 2.434E−04 7.5 1.968E−03

3s 2S1/2 − 2p 2P◦

1/2 10 2.098E−04 3d 2D3/2 − 2p 2P◦

3/2 10 1.465E−03

λ = 25.52 Å 15 1.697E−04 λ = 25.01 Å 15 9.326E−04
4−2 30 1.170E−04 7−3 30 4.040E−04

50 8.832E−05 50 2.137E−04
75 6.996E−05 75 1.292E−04

7.5 2.467E−04 7.5 9.741E−05

3s 2S1/2 − 2p 2P◦

3/2 10 2.128E−04 4s 2S1/2 −2p 2P◦

3/2 10 8.428E−05

λ = 25.69 Å 15 1.722E−04 λ = 18.79 Å 15 6.858E−05
4−3 30 1.187E−04 9−3 30 4.807E−05

50 8.953E−05 50 3.697E−05
75 7.089E−05 75 2.996E−05

7.5 1.756E−04 7.5 2.940E−02

3p 2P◦

1/2 − 2s 2S1/2 10 1.516E−04 4s 2S1/2 − 3p 2P◦

3/2 10 2.412E−02

λ = 23.54 Å 15 1.235E−04 λ = 74.01 Å 15 1.735E−02
5−1 30 8.836E−05 9−6 30 8.672E−03

50 6.704E−05 50 4.831E−03
75 5.245E−05 75 2.969E−03

inverse of collisional line width, which can be roughly expressed as equal to
Nevtypρ

2
typ. Thus, the validity condition of the impact approximation can be

written as ρtyp ≪ N
−1/3
e . ρ3

typ is called the ’collision volume’ that must be
smaller than the volume of perturber N−1

e . The condition of the impact ap-
proximation can be written in terms of temperature and the orbital momentum
of the perturber. The classical angular momentum L = ρmv can be related
to the eigenvalues of the corresponding quantum-mechanical operator L2 by

L2 = (ρmv)2 = h̄2l(l + 1) =⇒ ρ2 = h̄2l(l+1)
(mv)2 , using that E = 1

2mv2 = 3
2kBT ,

we find ρtyp =
h̄ltyp√

mkBTtyp

≈ 3 × 10−10m. We use Ttyp = 7.5 × 106, and with

Ne = 1020 cm−3, we see that ρtyp ≪ N
−1/3
e = 10−6.67 m. There are no other

results in the literature to compare with the present Stark width calculations.
The good agreement found between our atomic data and other results shows
that our line broadening calculations have acceptable accuracy. Other experi-
mental or theoretical results of Ar XVI line broadening would be very helpful
to confirm our calculations.
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4. Conclusions

In the present paper, we have performed quantum Stark broadening calculations
for 10 Ar XVI lines for the range of electron temperatures form 7.5×105 to 7.5×
106 K and an electron density of Ne = 1020 cm−3. Six configurations have been
used in our calculations. The present structural and radiative parameters have
been calculated using the UCL (SST/DW/JAJOM) codes. These parameters
have been used in our line broadening calculations. To the best of our knowledge,
there are no other results for the Stark broadening in the literature to compare
with them. New calculations or measurements of line widths for this ion may
be interesting for checking our calculations.
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Abstract. Regularity and systematic trend analysis has been performed on
the Stark widths of 27 Lu III spectral lines calculated elsewhere by modified
semiempirical method. Possible correlation of those Stark widths with corre-
sponding effective principal quantum numbers or effective ionization potentials
have been also considered and discussed. Results obtained in such a way can be
used for quick estimate of some other unknown Stark width data for the ions
in the same homologous or isoelectronic sequence, especially if the conditions
are not satisfied to use more accurate theoretical methods.

Key words: Atomic processes – Line: profiles – Plasmas

1. Introduction

Stark widths values are important in many fields of science and technology.
For example, in astrophysics, line widths are useful for analysis, synthesis and
interpretation of stellar spectra for all types of stars, investigation of chemi-
cal abundances of elements, solar opacity calculations and analysis of radiative
transfer through the stellar atmospheres. (Majlinger et al., 2017b).

Regularities and systematic trends are common properties among the Stark
widths and shifts (Wiese & Konjević, 1982). Those properties are very usually
found among the atomic data, helping to interpolate or quickly estimate needed
Stark broadening parameters.

Today the method producing the largest number of Stark broadening pa-
rameters is the semiclassical perturbation one (see e.g. Sahal-Bréchot, 1969a,b).
If there are no atomic data to use this method adequately one can use the mod-
ified semiempirical method, MSE (Dimitrijević & Konjević, 1980). However, in
the absence of data needed to calculate Stark broadening parameters, or if the
conditions to use these methods are not satisfied, simple estimates become very
useful tools, and sometimes become also the only way for finding Stark widths
and shifts. Although we lose on accuracy when those estimates are performed,
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they are still helpful when the great number of broadening parameters needs to
be calculated, and if great accuracy of results is not necessary.

In this work we are focused on investigation of regularities and systematic
trends based on Stark widths of 27 spectral lines of Lu III calculated elsewhere
(Majlinger et al., 2015) by MSE method, in order to enable quick and simple
estimations of the Stark widths.

2. Method

This study is purely empirical and it is performed as the similar statistical
research for Stark broadening parameters of Zr IV spectral lines (Majlinger
et al., 2017a). Estimation methods used here can be also divided into two groups:

a) estimates based on theory – for example, Cowley’s formula (Cowley, 1971),
or simplified MSE (Dimitrijević & Konjević, 1987), and

b) estimates derived from purely statistical analysis of existing data, like the
methods of Purić and Lakićević (see for example Purić & Šcepanović 1999,
or Lakićević 1983), or estimates derived from systematic trends based on
specific examples of Stark widths (Wiese & Konjević, 1982).

We search the estimation formula in same two versions as in paper mentioned
above (Majlinger et al., 2017a). The first is in dependence on the so-called effec-
tive ionization potential (see for example Purić & Šcepanović 1999, or Lakićević
1983) for the atomic energy level j, χj = Eion − Ej :

WE1
= a1 · Z

c1 · λ2 · N · f(T ) · (χj)
−b1 (1)

where j = i, f , for upper - initial i or lower - final f atomic energy level, and
the second in dependence on the effective principal quantum number n∗

j

WE2
= a2 · Z

c2 · λ2 · N · f(T ) · (n∗

j )
−b2 (2)

The relation between effective principal quantum number and effective ion-
ization potential χj is given by:

n∗2
j =

Z2EH

χj
. (3)

where Z−1 is ionic charge, n∗

j - effective principal quantum number of upper or

lower level, WE estimated Stark width in Å, λ wavelength in Å, N – perturber
density in m−3, EH – hydrogen atom ionization energy, Eion– ionization energy,
Ej– energy of upper or lower atomic energy level. Coefficients a, b and c in
equations (1) and (2) are independent of temperature, ionization potential and
electron density for a given transition.
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Example of first type Eq.(1) estimation formula are Purić & Šcepanović
(1999) or Lakićević (1983) estimates, while example of second type Eq.(2) is
formula of Cowley. In our estimates in this work we assume that the condition:

3kT

2 |Ej − Ej′ |
≤ 2, (4)

where k is Boltzmann’s constant and Ej′ is the closest perturbing level, is sat-
isfied. In that case, Gaunt factor from MSE theory is constant (Dimitrijević &
Konjević 1980, and Griem 1968) and the use of temperature function

f(T ) = T−1/2 (5)

is a proper choice for spectral widths of isolated ion lines in the case of low
temperatures (Elabidi et al. 2009, Elabidi & Sahal-Bréchot 2011). However, it
is not recommended to use any of these estimates above temperature limit, and
it is the reason why results of WC mostly decrease faster with temperature
than WMSE in Table 2 (Majlinger et al., 2015). So we scaled all of our analysed
widths on temperature T = 10000 K, where we assume that lower temperature
limit condition Eq.(4) is satisfied, at least in the case of our considered Lu III
lines.

First, we compare the results obtained by Cowley formula (Cowley, 1971)
and MSE results, both already published in Majlinger et al. (2015). Our ex-
periences on Zr IV spectral lines show that modified Cowley formula (see, for
example, Kilian et al. 1991, and Przybilla et al. 2016) which includes both up-
per and lower state influences gives better accuracy than old Cowley equation
which is based only on upper state influence (for further detailed see Majlinger
et al. 2017a). So we used Cowley’s estimating formula in a form:

WE2A = a2 · Z
c2 · λ2 · N · f(T ) · [(nupper∗)

b2 + (nlower∗)
b2 ] (6)

with parameters a2 = 1.1075 · 10−30, b2 = 4 and c2 = −2 (according to Kilian
et al. 1991), instead in form (2).

Also we test the possibility to use the statistical estimates of Jagoš Purić
for quick prediction of unknown Stark widths. Comparing the great amount of
Stark width data from STARK-B database (Sahal-Bréchot et al. 2014; Sahal-
Bréchot et al. 2015a), Purić and his co-workers found the correlation between
Stark width and difference between ionization energy and energy of the upper
state (which is, according to Purić, called upper effective ionization potential)
and offered set of different estimating formulae.

3. Results and Discussion

We calulated Stark Full Width at Half intensity Maximum (FWHM) for 27 Lu
III transitions by using the so-called “generalized” estimating formula (Purić
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Table 1. Comparison of Stark Full widths at half intensity maximum for spectral

lines of Lu III obtained by ”generalized” method of Purić & Šcepanović (1999) for all

types of transitions, WPS , and the method of Purić et al. (2008), for 3s-3p transitions,

applied here for all s-p transitions, WP , with widths obtained by MSE method (WMSE)

and with Cowleys method (WC) calculated in Majlinger et al. (2015). All estimates

are done for temperature of T = 10000 K and perturber density of N = 1023m−3.

Transition λ[Å] WPS [Å] WP [Å] WPS/WMSE WP /WMSE WP /WC

(1S)5d 2D3/2 − (1S)5f 2F o
5/2

1001.2 0.166 10.6

(1S)5d 2D5/2 − (1S)5f 2F o
5/2

1031.5 0.176 10.5

(1S)5d 2D5/2 − (1S)5f 2F o
7/2

1030.3 0.177 10.6

(1S)5d 2D3/2 − (1S)6p 2P o
1/2

3058.8 0.165 1.05

(1S)5d 2D3/2 − (1S)6p 2P o
3/2

2564.3 0.135 1.18

(1S)5d 2D5/2 − (1S)6p 2P o
1/2

2773.4 0.158 1.18

(1S)5d 2D3/2 − (1S)7p 2P o
1/2

1056.5 0.144 2.24

(1S)5d 2D3/2 − (1S)7p 2P o
3/2

1029.8 0.153 2.44

(1S)5d 2D5/2 − (1S)7p 2P o
3/2

1062.0 0.163 2.45

(1S)5f 2F o
5/2

− (1S)7d 2D3/2 5871.3 15.0 10.6

(1S)5f 2F o
5/2

− (1S)7d 2D5/2 5750.3 14.8 11.0

(1S)5f 2F o
7/2

− (1S)7d 2D5/2 5788.1 15.0 10.9

(1S)6s 2S1/2 − (1S)6p 2P o
1/2

2604.1 0.120 0.0926 0.83 0.643 0.73

(1S)6s 2S1/2 − (1S)6p 2P o
3/2

2236.9 0.103 0.0684 0.94 0.628 0.67

(1S)6s 2S1/2 − (1S)7p 2P o
1/2

996.4 0.128 0.0136 2.1 0.219 0.20

(1S)6s 2S1/2 − (1S)7p 2P o
3/2

972.7 0.137 0.0129 2.3 0.215 0.19

(1S)6p 2P o
1/2

− (1S)6d 2D3/2 1854.6 0.316 3.2

(1S)6p 2P o
3/2

− (1S)6d 2D3/2 2100.1 0.405 3.2

(1S)6p 2P o
3/2

− (1S)6d 2D5/2 2066.0 0.404 3.2

(1S)6p 2P o
1/2

− (1S)7s 2S1/2 2071.2 0.316 0.138 2.82 1.23 0.69

(1S)6p 2P o
3/2

− (1S)7s 2S1/2 2382.3 0.418 0.216 2.75 1.42 0.82

(1S)6d 2D3/2 − (1S)5f 2F o
5/2

7536.4 9.40 6.7

(1S)6d 2D5/2 − (1S)5f 2F o
5/2

8010.9 10.6 6.7

(1S)6d 2D5/2 − (1S)5f 2F o
7/2

7938.7 10.5 6.8

(1S)7p 2P o
1/2

− (1S)7d 2D3/2 4491.3 8.79 8.4

(1S)7p 2P o
3/2

− (1S)7d 2D3/2 5047.5 11.1 7.5

(1S)7p 2P o
3/2

− (1S)7d 2D5/2 4957.8 11.0 7.8

& Šcepanović, 1999) derived from the large scale semiclasical perturbation and
MSE calculations for all types of transitions, in order to test its applicability in
the case of a complex ion like Lu III. We considered also the expression presented
in (Purić et al. 2008, p. 805, Fig 1a), which is derived from large number of pub-
lished theoretical and experimental data for Stark widths for multiply charged
ions of different elements along the periodic table for transitions of type 3s –
3p. There is no such transitions in Lu III spectrum but in order to test its ap-
plicability to other transitions of the s-p type, we calculated also Stark widths
for 6 s-p Lu III lines. After conversion of width from angular frequency units to
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Angstroms (see for example, Hamdi et al. 2013, p. 1045, Eq. 7), coefficient value
a1 is recalculated to be a1 = 1.134 · 10−27 while b1 = 3.33 and c1 = 5.2 remain
in relation (1) as in Purić et al. (2008). The comparison with our MSE results
and calculations using Cowley’s method, both from Majlinger et al. (2015) are
presented in Table 1. These results are calculated for temperature of T = 10000
K and perturber density of N = 1023m−3.

First of all, we can see the regularity of results for lines within the same mul-
tiplet. In such cases, we get approximately the same values of Stark broadening
parameters, as expected. In the case of our calculation using the “generalized”
expression of (Purić & Šcepanović, 1999), the average ratio with MSE results
is 5.18 with extremes 11 and 0.83. The average ratio of Stark widths calculated
according to Purić et al. 2008 and using MSE, for six s-p transitions is 0.73,
with highest and lowest values of 1.30 and 0.215, while the average value for
comparison with calculations using Cowley’ formula is 0.55 with maximal and
minimal value 0.82 and 0.19. We can conclude that the “general” method of
Purić & Šcepanović (1999), derived for all types of transitions, is not reliable in
the case of Lu III. However, if we make an analysis taking into account the type
of transition we can see that the averaged ratio with MSE results is 9.4 for d-f,
3.65 for p-d and 1.96 for s-p transitions. In fact, only for s-p transitions we have
a possibility for rough estimate of Stark widths which are not available.

We have already noticed (Majlinger et al., 2015) that method of Purić &
Šcepanović (1999), derived from statistical analysis for ions of all elements in
the periodic table and all known transitions (rearranged coefficients using in Eq.
1 are in this case a1 = 3.27 x 10−28, b1 = 3.1 and c1 = 5.2), is expected to be more
accurate for very small ionic charge (e.g. Z = 1) and for very large ionic charge
(e.g. Z = 5), where results of their statistics is standing in the lower or higher end
of correlation line in Fig. 1 in Purić & Šcepanović (1999), e.g. for the smallest and
for the greatest values of Stark widths. For Lu III Z = 3, our 27 Stark widths of
spectral lines lie in the middle of this correlation line, where maximal standard
deviation is observed. This is one reason why method of Purić & Šcepanović
(1999) give better results in comparison with MSE for Zr IV (Majlinger et al.,
2017a,b) while in the present case differences are even an order of magnitude
for d-f transitions. Moreover, Purić & Šcepanović (1999) did their statistical
analysis on the great amount of theoretical data, including the results obtained
with different theories and for all types of transitions. On our opinion, this
mixture of different methods, as well as different types of transitions which are
not equally represented (smaller number of data for transitions with higher ℓ),
can produce a large statistical noise, resulting with so large discrepancy of data,
because every method, theoretical or empirical, has its own different accuracy,
and the theoretical details for different types of transitions are different.

And finally, we try to find estimation based on systematic trend among 27
calculated MSE results. Any systematic trend we found is log-log correlation
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between Stark widths and corresponding wavelengths of spectral lines:

log WMSE = 2.245 log λ − 8.403 (7)

with correlation coefficient of around 96.5%.

4. Conclusion

We confirmed the possibility to use for s-p transitions of Lu III approximate
formula for Stark width estimation given in reference Purić et al. (2008), com-
paring results for Stark widths of 6 spectral lines of Lu III, obtained by those
formula and MSE results calculated and published elsewhere (Majlinger et al.,
2015) as well as with calculations from Majlinger et al. (2015) using the method
of Cowley (1971), but see also Kilian et al. (1991). The method of Purić et al.
(2008) is not applicable for d-f and p-d transitions of Lu III, but for s-p transi-
tions can provide a very rough estimate.
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Abstract. In this paper, the importance of H∗(n) + H(1s) collisional ioniza-
tion as well as the influence of inverse recombination processes in different
environments has been investigated within the regions 2 ≤ n ≤ 20 and 4 000
K ≤ T ≤ 20 000 K. The interpretation of this influence is based on existing
method of describing inelastic processes in symmetrical atomRydberg-atom
collisions. These processes have effect on ionization and the populations of hy-
drogen excited atoms in moderately ionized plasma layers. From the results it
follows that the investigation of these processes is of interest for the research
and modelling of such medium.
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1. Introduction

The processing of line spectra with radiative transfer calculations requires spec-
troscopic data as well as collisional data (e.g., cross sections, rate coefficients,
atomic parameters, etc Baron & Hauschildt 1998; Mihajlov et al. 2011a; Ignja-
tović et al. 2014; Srećković et al. 2018a). The fact that the ionization processes
which involve highly excited atoms (Mihajlov et al., 2012; Srećković et al., 2017)
influence the ionization level and atom excited-state populations, could influ-
ence the optical properties of the weakly ionized regions (Mihajlov et al., 2011b)
of very dense parts of the clouds in broad line region (BLR) of active galactic
nuclei (AGN), and potentially be important for the spectroscopy and modeling
of such environment (Crosas & Weisheit, 1993; Osterbrock & Ferland, 2006).

Consequently, it is essential to find out at what plasma conditions such pro-
cesses become important and to eliminate uncertainties of the rate coefficients
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due to hydrogen collisions (Barklem, 2007; Srećković et al., 2018a), so that they
can be properly included in numerical simulations (Ferland et al., 1998, 2017).

If an atom is in a state of sufficiently high principal quantum number n it
means that the valence electron is far from the ionic core, and such atom appears
hydrogenic. It is commonly accepted to call such atoms as Rydberg atoms with
electron excited into a high lying Rydberg state, with large principal quantum
number. For Rydberg atoms even inelastic thermal collisions can be sufficiently
energetic to lead to ionization reactions (Gnedin et al., 2009; Mihajlov et al.,
2012). These types of reactions are collisional ionization processes of associative
ionization and the non-associative ionization

H∗(n) + H ⇔

{

H+
2 + e (1)

H + H+ + e (2)

and the corresponding inverse recombination processes where H∗(n) represents
a high n Rydberg state of an atom H and e is a free electron, where H = H(1s).
Here the processes (1) and (2) are theoretically considered as factors of influence
on the populations of excited atoms in the weakly ionized hydrogen plasmas.
It means that the efficiency of these processes should be compared with the
efficiency of the collisional processes H∗(n) + e ⇔ H+ + 2e and H+ + e ⇒

H∗(n)+ελ. For the considered conditions of weakly ionized hydrogen plasmas the
rate coefficients for collisional ionisation and collisional recombination processes
are calculated as well.

Figure 1. The ratio N(H∗)(n)/N(H∗

eq)(n), as a function of height h. The index ”eq”

denotes that excited atom densities correspond to thermodynamical equilibrium con-

ditions for given T .
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Let us note the fact concerning (1) and (2) collision processes. Namely the
considered processes strongly influence to the excited state populations and
the free electron density (Mihajlov et al., 2011b). As the consequence of these
facts, the significant change of the shape of the hydrogen atomic spectral lines
is expected in different environments (see e.g. Gnedin et al. 2009). Also, let us
emphasize the fact that the importance of these processes for non-local thermo-
dynamic equilibrium (LTE) modeling of different atmosphere should be further
investigated. In Fig. 1, deviations of non-LTE populations of excited hydrogen
atom states with 2 ≤ n ≤ 8, in solar photosphere are illustrated (see Mihajlov
et al. 2011b). One can see that these deviations are particularly pronounced for
n = 2. This deviation is noticeable, illustrating the importance of taking into
account the considered processes ab initio in the modeling.

2. The collisional ionisation/recombination data

As in the previous papers (Mihajlov et al., 2011b; Mihajlov et al., 2012), for the
hydrogen Rydberg states (n ≫ 1) we will treat processes (1) and (2) on the
basis of dipole resonant mechanism. Such processes are considered as a result
of resonant energy conversion within the electronic component of the collisional
system H∗(n) + H(1s), which is realized inside the region R << rn, where
the collisional system can be presented as [H+ + H(1s)] + en, and which is
caused by the dipole part of the interaction of the outer electron en with the
subsystem [H+ + H(1s)]. The parameter rn ∼ n2 is the characteristic radius of
Rydberg atom H∗(n) and R is the inter-nuclear distance in the collision system
H∗(n) + H(1s). The processes (1) and (2) for the 2 ≤ n ≤ 4 will be considered
separately as in Mihajlov et al. (2011b), due to the behaviour of the adiabatic
potential curves of atom-atom collisional systems. Here we presented a brief
description of the method with the basic theory (for details, see Mihajlov et al.
2012; O’Keeffe et al. 2012).

The aim of this work is to find out at what plasma conditions collisional
ionisation/recombination become important and to update values and eliminate
uncertainties of the rate coefficients due to hydrogen collisions (Barklem, 2007;
Srećković et al., 2018a) in order that they can be properly included in numerical
simulations and modelling (Ferland et al., 1998, 2017) as well as in the A&M
databases (Vujčić et al., 2015; Dubernet et al., 2016; Marinković et al., 2017).

The corresponding partial rate coefficients of the collisional ionisation/ re-

combination processes (1) and (2) are denoted here with K
(a,b)
ci,cr (n; T ), where T

is the temperature of the considered plasma. Using these partial rate coefficients
we determined the total ones Kci,cr(n, T ), namely,

Kci,cr(n, T ) = K
(a)
ci,cr(n, T ) + K

(b)
ci,cr(n, T ), (3)

which characterizes the efficiency of the considered collisional processes together
(for details see Mihajlov et al. 2011b). Here we will consider collisional ionisa-
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tion/ recombination processes within the regions 2 ≤ n ≤ 20 and 4 000 K ≤ T ≤

20 000 K. Relative contribution of associative and non-associative channels i.e.

Figure 2. The calculated values of rate coefficients for collisional ionization and re-

combination Kci(n, T ) and Kcr(n, T ) .

partial collisional ionisation/ recombination for given n and T can bee char-

acterized by corresponding branch factor i.e. ratio K
(a,b)
ci (n, T )/Kci(n, T ). This

provides important information about presence of molecular ion H+
2 .

The total collisional ionization Ici(n, T ), and collisional recombination Icr(n, T )
fluxes caused by the processes (1) and (2), can be expressed as,

Ici(n, T ) = Kci(n, T ) · NnN1, Icr(n, T ) = Kcr(n, T ) · N1NiNe. (4)

This is performed under the standard assumption that in e.g. photosphere plas-
mas Te = Ta = T , where Te and Ta are the electron and atom temperatures
and T is their common value. Let Ii;ea(n, T )= Kea(n, T ) · NnNe, Ir;eei(n, T ) =
Keei(n, T )· NiNeNe and Ir;ph(n, T )= Kph(n, T ) ·NiNe are the fluxes caused by
ionization and recombination processes where N1, Nn, Ni, and Ne are, respec-
tively, the densities of the ground and excited states of a hydrogen atom, of ion,
and of free electron in the considered plasma with given T .

Using these expressions, we can calculate quantities i.e. flux ratio Ici(n,T )
Ii;ea(n,T )

which characterize the relative efficiency of partial ionization processes (1) and
(2) together and the impact electron-atom ionization in the considered plasma.
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3. Results and Discussion

The values of the total ionization and recombination rate coefficients Kci(n, T )
and Kcr(n, T ), obtained in the described way, are presented in Fig. 2. These
results cover the regions 2 ≤ n ≤ 20 and 4000 K < T ≤ 20000 K which are
relevant for moderately ionized plasma layers in different environments.

In order to allow for a faster usage of the calculated results we provide a fit
to numerical results of the form (Sahal-Bréchot et al., 2014)

log(Kci,cr(T )) =

2
∑

i=0

ai(log(T ))i. (5)

The fits are valid over the temperature range of 4000 K ≤ T ≤ 20000 K (see
Mihajlov et al. (2011a); Srećković et al. (2018a); Srećković et al. (2018b)). This
enables the easy inclusion of these processes in the modeling not only the very
dense parts of the clouds in AGN BLR but also moderately ionized layers of
the Sun and solar like stars. The parameters are provided in Tab. 1 for selected
excited states (n = 4, 5).

Table 1. The fits of the Eq. (5) to the rate coefficients (Mihajlov et al., 2011a;

Srećković et al., 2018a). A portion is shown here for guidance regarding its form and

content.

n a0 a1 a2

Kci

4 19.91758 -15.14785 1.98009
5 -20.60455 5.21174 -0.57122

Kcr

4 35.17003 -30.09052 3.52731
5 -15.84169 -4.85018 0.41418

These results, and further analysis show that associative channel is dominant
for lower n and T . This provides important information about presence of molec-
ular ion H+

2 . The importance of associative channel decreases with temperature
increase when non-associative channel take dominant place.

In Fig. 3 the behavior of flux ratio Ici(n,T )
Ii;ea(n,T ) for 2 ≤ n ≤ 8, for the plasma

condition with neutral hydrogen atom in the ground state densities 1013 cm−3

and the electron density of 0.01 N1, at T = 8000 K, is shown. For 2 ≤ n ≤ 5 the
efficiency of the considered collisional ionization processes is at least comparable
with the electron-atom impact ionization. The same conclusion goes for influence
of the collisional recombination processes together on the same block of excited
hydrogen atom states.
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Figure 3. Behavior of the quantity i.e. flux ratio Ici(n,T )
Ii;ea(n,T )

as a function of n, for

the neutral hydrogen atom ground state densities N1 = 1013 cm−3 and temperatures

T = 8000 K with the electron density 0.01 N1.

Analyzing the flux ratio the influence of investigated processes increases
linearly with hydrogen density, and, for example for 1013cm−3 some optical
characteristics may be different than for 1012cm−3, due to changes in electron
density, energy level populations, formation of hydrogen molecules, etc. In future
it will be very useful to do an analysis (e.g with the code CLOUDY) in order
to see changes in optical characteristics.

About this issue, in Mihajlov et al. (2007) was examined the atmosphere
of a M red dwarf with an effective temperature of 3800 K. For the examined
atmosphere, the profiles of a number of spectral lines of the hydrogen atom
were calculated (see also Gnedin et al. (2009)). Profiles are synthesized with
PHOENIX code with Stark broadening contribution. Analyses show that the
collisional-ionization/recombination processes, influence on the population of
the hydrogen excited states and the electron densities, and have a very strong
effect on the shape of the spectral lines (see also Gnedin et al. 2009; Srećković
et al. 2018a).

4. Conclusions

The presented data and analyses demonstrate the fact that the considered
ionization/recombination processes, influence on the ionization level and atom
excited-state populations and have a noticeable influence on the optical prop-
erties of very dense parts of the clouds in the BLR of AGNs where the neutral
hydrogen densities are larger than 1012cm−3 since in such conditions they dom-
inate over the relevant concurrent electronatom collision processes. The calcu-
lated values of the rate coefficients are also very useful for the modelling and
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analysis of similar layers in the photospheres of Sun and solar like stars and
laboratory plasmas (Barklem, 2007; Fontenla et al., 2009) and for the study
of their influence during the cosmological recombination epoch (Chluba et al.,
2010). Note that the obtained results point to further directions of the investi-
gation. In future it will be very useful to do an analysis with the code CLOUDY
in order to see changes in optical characteristics i.e. on the line shapes.

Acknowledgements. This work is made within projects of the MESTD of the
Republic of Serbia Grants OI176002, III44002.
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Abstract. The role of (n−n′)-mixing processes in active galactic nuclei broad-
line region (BLR) clouds has been studied. Our investigation indicates that
these collisional processes must have influence on the populations of the excited
hydrogen atoms in moderately ionized layers of dense parts of the BLR clouds
and are of interest for its modelling and research. We provide results potentially
important for the spectroscopy and modeling of the BLR clouds, as well as for
the study of hydrogen Rydberg states.
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1. Introduction

In the papers Mihajlov et al. (2005); Gnedin et al. (2009); Mihajlov et al. (2016)
authors drew attention to the importance of inelastic processes in slow collisions
of Rydberg state atoms with ground state hydrogen atoms (i.e. excitation/de-
excitation processes) in solar and stellar atmospheres

H∗(n) + H → H + H∗(n′), (1)

where H are hydrogen atoms in their ground states, H∗(n) and H∗(n′) are hy-
drogen atoms in a highly excited (Rydberg) state.

These authors concluded that (n−n′)-mixing processes (Eq. 1) significantly
influence on the populations of hydrogen Rydberg atoms (RA) in weakly ionized
layers of stellar atmospheres and particularly in Solar photosphere and the lower
chromosphere and need to be added in any modelling and investigation of these
regions. In Barklem (2007) and Mashonkina (2009) the (n−n′)-mixing processes
have also been analyzed together with others, and the conclusion was that there
is a great need for their further investigation, since in many cases there are
uncertainties in the rate coefficients of hydrogen collisions (see also Srećković
et al., 2018a,b).
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In active galactic nuclei (AGN), especially in the region of the moderately
ionized layers of dense parts of the broad-line region (BLR), in which physical
conditions are closer to stellar atmospheres than to photoionized nebulae (Ilić
et al., 2007; Negrete et al., 2012; Ilić et al., 2017; Bon et al., 2018; Osterbrock
& Ferland, 2006). In the BLR clouds temperature may drop to the much lower
values where the gas is weakly ionized with huge number of hydrogen atoms
in excited states, due to the high density and large optical depths (Crosas &
Weisheit, 1993; Negrete et al., 2012; Netzer, 2013). Consequently, it is of interest
to investigate the influence of the mentioned collisional processes Srećković et al.
(2018c).

That is the reason why we have extended the investigation of these pro-
cesses and calculated their rate coefficients for a wider region of plasma pa-
rameters and for quantum numbers n up to 20 in order to be potentially used
in AGN modeling. The results presented here cover the range of temperatures
2000 K ≤ T ≤ 30000 K, broader than the regions relevant for weakly ionized lay-
ers of dense parts of the BLR clouds (see e.g. Crosas & Weisheit, 1993; Negrete
et al., 2012), so that the data presented here can be also used for investigation of
the atmospheres of Sun and Sun-like stars etc. (Mihajlov et al., 2011; Mihajlov
et al., 2011; Srećković et al., 2014). Also, study of these processes are of inter-
est for some laboratory spectroscopical investigation and technical applications
(Dubernet et al., 2016; Marinković et al., 2017).

We describe in Section 2 the methods of calculation and then in Section 3
we give the results of the calculation. In Section 4 the conclusions are presented.

2. Method

2.1. The resonant mechanism

On the basis of the resonant mechanism (Mihajlov et al., 2012; Srećković et al.,
2013, 2018c) the (n−n′)-mixing processes (Eq. 1) are characterized as a product
of the resonant energy exchange between the outer electron e and the electronic
component of the subsystem H+ +H (Fig.1). The system H∗(n)+H is described
as: e + (H+ + H), where e is the outer electron of the hydrogen RA H∗(n). For
describing the subsystem (H+ + H) electronic states, the adiabatic electronic
ground state, or the first excited state of the molecular ion were used.

2.2. The (n-n’)-mixing rate coefficients

The procedure of obtaining the rate coefficients for the processes (Eq. 1) is
described in detail in Mihajlov et al. (2004); Srećković et al. (2013) and only the
corresponding final expressions are given here. The rate coefficients Kmix

n;n+p(T )
for the mixing processes between two excited levels with main quantum numbers
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Figure 1. The schematic presentation of the (n-n’)-mixing processes. R presents the

internuclear distance, U1(R) and U2(R) are the potential energy curves of the initial

and final electronic state of considered system.

n and n + p, can be expressed as a function of the temperature T as

Kmix
n;n+p(T ) =

2π

3
√

3

(ea0)
2

~
· n−5 · gn;n+p×

×
Rmax(n,n+p)

∫

Rmin(n,n+p)

X(R) · exp

[

−
U2(R)

kT

]

R4 · dR

a5
0

,
(2)

where Te = Ta = T , Te and Ta are the electron and atom temperatures and T is
their common value, gn;n+p is the Gaunt factor, Rmin(n, n+p) and Rmax(n, n+
p) are quantities defined in Mihajlov et al. (2008), a0 is the atomic unit of length,
e is the value of electron charge, R is the internuclear distance, ~ and k are the
Planck and Boltzmann constants and U2(R) is the potential curve of the first
excited electronic states of the considered system. X(R) is defined as the func-

tion X(R) =
Γ(3/2;

|U1(R)|
kT

)

Γ(3/2) , where Γ(3/2; x) and Γ(3/2) are the corresponding

values of the incomplete and complete Gamma functions. The rate coefficients
for the corresponding inverse deexcitation processes are

Kmix
n;n−p(T ) = Kmix

n−p;n(T ) ·
(n − p)2

n2
· exp

(ǫn−p;n

kT

)

, (3)

where ǫn−p;n = ǫn − ǫn−p and ǫn = −Ry/n2, Ry is the Rydberg constant (for
details see Mihajlov et al., 2008).
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2.3. The relative efficiency

To estimate the relative efficiency of processes defined in Eq. (1) in comparison to
concurrent electron-atom mixing processes i.e. electron-excited atom collisional
excitation/de-excitation processes

e + H∗(n) → e′ + H∗(n′ = n ± p), (4)

we use the parameter F
(±)
n (T )

F (±)
n (T ) =

∑5
p=1 Kmix

n;n±p(T )N(n)N(1)
∑5

p=1 Kea
n;n±p(T )N(n)Ne

=

∑5
p=1 Kmix

n;n±p(T )
∑5

p=1 Kea
n;n±p(T )

η, (5)

where N(n) is the population of the excited atom states, Ne is the density of
free electrons and the parameter η = N(1)/Ne. Here quantity Kea

n;n±p(Te = T )
is the rate coefficient for the electron-atom process (Eq.4) taken from Vriens
& Smeets (1980). The expressions Kmix

n;n±p(T )N(n)N(1) and Kea
n;n±p(T )N(n)Ne

are the partial atom- and electron-Rydberg atom excitation and deexcitation
fluxes.

3. Results and Discussion

The rate coefficients Kmix
n;n±p(T ) for mixing processes (Eq.1) are calculated for

the following parameters 4 ≤ n ≤ 20, 1 ≤ p ≤ 5 and 2000 K ≤ T ≤ 30000 K.
Here we give the results only for temperatures ≤ 10000 K, which are relevant
for the moderately ionized layers of dense parts of the BLR clouds and data for
higher temperatures are of interest for other moderately ionized astrophysical
plasmas. In Fig. 2 the excitation rate coefficients are presented for selected
excited states n = 4, ...13 and temperature T in the range 3 000 - 10 000K
relevant for the moderately ionized layers of dense parts of the BLR clouds.

We have calculated the values of the parameter F
(+)
n for 4 ≤ n ≤ 8 in order to

compare the relative influence of (n−n′)-mixing processes (Eq.1) and influence of
concurrent electron-atom excitation processes (Eq.4) for the physical conditions
which could be relevant in the BLR of AGNs (see Fig. 3). It can be noted that the
(n − n′)-mixing processes for n ≤ 5 are dominating over the concurrent ones in
the lower temperature regime (Eq.4, bottom panel) whereas for 6 ≤ n ≤ 8 both
processes are comparable (see Fig. 3). Also the processes (Eq.1) are comparable
with concurrent excitation processes (Eq.4) only for lower n in the parts of the
BLR with higher temperatures. On Fig. 3 the shaded area (2 ≤ n ≤ 4) present
extrapolated values due to the missing reliable data for the corresponding rate
coefficients. The only existing rate coefficients in the literature for n = 2 and 3
are data from Drawin (1968) which are not recommended (see Barklem 2007,
Srećković et al. 2018c). We note that these rate coefficients for n = 2 and 3
are of great importance and the impact of processes (see Eq.1) should be much
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Figure 2. Plot of excitation rate coefficients for processes H∗(n) + H → H + H∗(n′),

for selected excited states n = 4, ...13 and temperature T in the range 3 000 - 10 000K.

higher on the populations of hydrogen excited atoms of the AGNs in comparison
to the concurrent processes.

The presented results demonstrate that these processes must have a notice-
able influence on the optical properties of the weakly ionized regions of dense
parts of the BLR clouds and that they should be used in the models. In addi-
tion, they could be helpful for modeling of various stellar atmospheres with low
effective temperatures, as well as for the research of Rydberg states of hydrogen
and the analysis of their influence during the cosmological recombination epoch
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Figure 3. Efficiencies F
(+)
n of the analyzed processes for 4 ≤ n ≤ 8 and tempera-

tures 6000 K (upper panel), 4000 K (middle panel), and 2000 K (bottom panel). The

extrapolated values below n = 4 (see text) are shown in the left shaded region.

(Fontenla et al., 2009; Przybilla & Butler, 2004; Barklem, 2007; Mashonkina,
2009).

4. Conclusion

Our primary task in this paper was determination of rate coefficients for param-
eters that exists in BLR clouds in order to be used in the corresponding models.
The results demonstrate the fact that the considered (n-n’)-mixing processes
must have a significant influence on the populations of excited hydrogen atoms
in cooler and denser parts of the BLR clouds in AGNs in comparison to the
concurrent processes and must have influence on the optical properties.

Acknowledgements. This work is made within projects of the Ministry of Educa-
tion, Science and Technological Development of Serbia, 176002, III44002.
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Abstract. Opacities of the solar and stellar atmospheres are caused by a large
number of radiative processes. Within development of more sophisticated stel-
lar atmosphere models, we can further investigate known processes and include
all processes not considered before. We calculate the average cross-section and
rate coefficients for the photodissociation of the alkali molecular ions Li+2 , Na+

2

and LiNa+ ready for further use with a particular accent to the applications
for astro plasma research and low temperature laboratory plasma research.
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1. Introduction

The influence of some hydrogen and helium radiative processes on the opti-
cal characteristics of the stellar atmospheres was already established (see e.g.
Fontenla et al., 2006; Ignjatović et al., 2009). Here we keep in mind such sym-
metric and non-symmetric radiative processes as photoabsorption/emission de-
scribed in Srećković et al. (2017) and Marinković et al. (2017)

Recently, in the papers Mihajlov et al. (2007); Ignjatović et al. (2014); Srećković
et al. (2014); Babb (2015); Heays et al. (2017) has been pointed out that the
photodissociation of the diatomic molecular ion in the symmetric and non-
symmetric cases, are of astrophysical relevance and could be important in mod-
eling of specific stellar atmosphere layers and they should be included in some
chemical models. In the symmetric case, it was considered the processes of molec-
ular ion photodissociation and inverse photoassociation:

hν + A+
2 ⇐⇒ A + A+, (1)

where A and A+ are atom and ion in their ground states, and A+
2 is molecular-ion

in the ground electronic state. In the non-symmetric case, the similar processes
of photodissociation/ photoassociation are:

hν + AB+ ⇐⇒ A+ + B, (2)
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where B is an atom whose ionization potential is less than the corresponding
value for atom A. AB+ is also molecular-ion in the ground electronic state.

For the solar atmosphere, A designates atom H(1s) and B one of the relevant
metal atoms Si, Ca, Na, Mg. Also there are cases where A=He, and B=H,
Mg, Si, Na, Ca (Mihajlov et al., 2007; Ignjatović et al., 2014; Srećković et al.,
2014). For the helium-rich white dwarf atmospheres A designate He(1s2) and B
H(1s), and eventually oxygen or carbon (Ignjatović et al., 2009; Mihajlov et al.,
2013). Recently, Srećković et al. (2017, 2018) show the importance of including
the symmetric processes (1) with A = H(1s) in the solar atmosphere models
like Fontenla et al. (2006). Also, for modeling the DB white dwarf atmospheres
results for case A = He(1s2) have been used (Koester, 2010).

It is well known (Puy et al., 2007) that the chemical composition of the
primordial gas consists of electrons and species such as: helium - He, He+, He2+

and HeH+; hydrogen - H, H−, H+, H+
2 and H2; deuterium - D, D+, HD, HD+

and HD−; lithium - Li, Li+, Li−, LiH− and LiH+. One can see that among
them are species like molecular ions A+

2 and AB+ whose role in the primordial
star formation is important (see also Coppola et al., 2011; Glover et al., 2014).

The average cross-section for the photodissociation and the corresponding
spectral absorption coefficients of the alkali molecular ions Li+2 , Na+

2 and LiNa+

are calculated for the wide region of temperatures and wavelengths. The pre-
sented results are ready for further use with a particular accent to the applica-
tions for astro plasma research and low temperature laboratory plasma research
created in gas discharges, where plasma conditions may be favorable for pro-
cesses investigated here (Pichler et al., 2017; Beuc et al., 2018).

We describe in Section 2 the methods of calculation and then in Section 3
the results of the calculation. The conclusions are presented in Section 4.

2. The methods of calculation

In accordance with the Ignjatović et al. (2014) the mean thermal photodissoci-
ation cross section, is

σ(phd)(λ, T ) =

∑

J,v

(2J + 1)e
−EJ,v

kT · σJ,v(λ)

∑

J,v

(2J + 1)e
−EJ,v

kT

, (3)

and σJ,v(λ) is the partial photodissociation cross-section for the ro-vibrational
states with given quantum numbers J and v, and EJ,v - the energies of these
states with the respect to the ground ro-vibrational states. Here EJ,v = Edis +
ǫJ,v, where Edis is the dissociative energy of the molecular ion, and the energies
ǫJ,v < 0 are determined as in Srećković et al. (2014); Srećković et al. (2017)
together with the wave functions of the considered ro-vibrational states. Within
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Figure 1. The behaviour of the averaged cross-section σphd(λ, T ) for photodissociation

of the Na+

2 molecular ion, as a function of λ and T .

the dipole approximation the partial cross-sections σJ,v(λ) are given by

σJ,v(λ) =
8π3

3λ
[
J + 1

2J + 1
|DJ,v;J+1,E′

imp
|2

+
J

2J + 1
|DJ,v;J−1,E′

imp
|2],

(4)

DJ,v;J±1,E′

imp
=< in, J, v;R|Din,fin(R)|fin, J ± 1, E′ >, (5)

where E′ = ǫJ,v + ελ, E′
imp and E′ and Din,fin(R) are given in Srećković et al.

(2014). Din;fin(R) is the electronic dipole matrix element

Din;fin(R) =< in;R|D(R)|fin; R >, (6)

where D is the operator of the dipole moment of the considered system.
The photodissociation spectral rate coefficient can be calculated using ex-

pression
K(λ, T ) = σ(phd)(λ, T ) · χ−1(T ), (7)

where the factor χ(T ) = N(A)N(B+)/N(AB+) is given by the relation

χ(T ) =
g1g2

g12

(

µkT

2π~2

)
3

2

·
1

∑

J,v

(2J + 1)e
Edis−EJ,v

kT

, (8)

where g1, g2 and g12 are the electronic statistical weights of the species, A, B+

and AB+ respectively, and σ(phd)(λ, T ) is given by Eqs. (3)-(5).
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3. Results and discussion

The results for the average photodissociation cross-section σ(phd)(λ, T ) on the
example of the Na+

2 molecular ion are illustrated by Fig. 1. The curves in this
figure show the behavior of σ(phd)(λ, T ) as a function of λ for a wide range of tem-
peratures T , which are relevant for modeling geo-cosmical plasmas (Klyucharev
et al., 2007). The values of the Li+2 , Na+

2 , LiNa+ rate coefficient K(λ, T ), defined
by Eq. (7), are presented in Fig. 2 for 500 K ≤ T ≤ 5 000 K in order to enable
easier use (interpolation) of this results (see e.g. Ignjatović et al., 2019). This al-
lows direct calculation of the spectral absorption coefficients during the process
of applying an atmosphere model with the given parameters and composition
of plasma.

Figure 2. The plot of the spectral rate coefficients for photodissociation of the Li+2 ,

Na+

2 , LiNa+, as a function of λ and T .

These figures show that exist a noticeable difference between temperature
dependence of the mean thermal photo-ionization cross section and the corre-
sponding spectral rate coefficient. The results obtained during this investigation
will be implemented in the MolD database (Vujčić et al., 2015; Marinković et al.,
2017, 2019).
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4. Conclusions and Discussion

We determine the average cross-section for the photodissociation processes and
the corresponding spectral rate coefficient of the alkali molecular ions Li+2 , Na+

2 ,
LiNa+ in the region λ ≤ 1000 nm. The calculated data are useful for modelling
and investigation of cool stars, especially brown and white dwarfs, lithium stars,
Io’s cloud of sodium atoms, and primordial gas containing Li atoms and ions.
Also, the presented results are also important in theoretical and laboratory
spectroscopic plasmas research.

Acknowledgements. This work is made within projects of the MESTD of Serbia,
grant numbers 176002, III44002.
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Abstract. Accurate pressure broadened line profiles of alkali resonance dou-
blets are needed for the modelling of atmospheres of cool stars and for generat-
ing their synthetic spectra in the region 400 - 900 nm. When the lines utterly
dominate their region of the spectrum, it becomes important to represent the
profiles accurately over the whole range from the line centre to the far line
wings. In this paper we examine the theories of spectral line shapes that have
been used and carry out new calculations of the line shapes for the resonance
lines of sodium and potassium broadened by helium.

Key words: spectral line broadening calculations – alkali resonance doublets
– cool stars: synthetic spectra

1. Introduction

The cool atmospheres of brown dwarfs are characterised by the formation of
molecules and condensates. The highly wavelength dependent opacity of abun-
dant molecules such as water, methane and ammonia dominate the infrared
spectra of these substellar objects, while at shorter wavelengths the spectrum is
shaped by the neutral alkali metals as more refractory elements are sequestered
in condensate species. In particular the sodium and potassium resonance dou-
blets, centered at 0.59 and 0.77 microns respectively, play a unique role in shap-
ing the spectrum between 0.4-1.0 microns. H2 and He are present at high at-
mospheric densities in the range (∼1019 - 1021 cm−3) and they collisionally
broaden the resonance lines at wavenumbers up to ±3000 cm−1 from the line
centre.

Using our state-of-the-art 1D radiative-convective equilibrium model ATMO,
we are developing a grid of model substellar atmospheres and investigating the
impact of Na and K line shapes on predicted brown dwarf spectra. We find that
there are large differences between the various published line shape calculations
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and this can affect the predicted spectra. Most notably these uncertainties occur
in the near-infrared due to the extent of the red wing of the K resonance lines.

Previous calculations have used various theories to obtain line shapes for
alkali resonance lines broadened by helium. In the centre of the line the profile
is Lorentzian, and half-half widths have been obtained for lithium, sodium and
potassium broadened by helium, see Mullamphy et al. (2007), Peach and Whit-
tingham (2009) and Kielkopf et al. (2012). Quasistatic theory has been used by
Burrows and Volobuyev (2003) and Beuc et al. (2018) to describe the behaviour
in the far line wings. A unified theory developed by Allard et al. (1999) is used
by Allard et al. (2003) to obtain line profiles for a wide range of frequencies.

In this paper, an alternative method for obtaining complete line profiles
is described and is applied to the resonance lines of sodium and potassium
broadened by helium.

2. The Hamiltonian for the atom-perturber system

Large quantum chemistry calculations provide very accurate potentials for the
electronic states of atom-atom systems at short and intermediate separations.
This approach is limited to low excited electronic states. The present problems
involve low-energy atom-atom scattering processes for excited electronic states.
Our requirement is for the accurate representation of potentials at medium and
large interatomic separations.

In this work a three-body model is adopted; two atomic cores a and b and
one active electron, i.e. Na+ + He + e− and K+ + He + e−. Atomic units
are used, with lengths in Bohr radii, a0 = 0.0529177209 nm and energies in
Hartrees, Eh = α2mec

2 = 27.211384 eV.

The electron-core interaction is specified by

Va,b(r) = −
Z

r
(1 + δ + δ′r) exp(−γr) −

z

r
−

α
a,b
d

2r4
F1(r) , (1)

where r is the electron-core separation, Z + z is the nuclear charge, αa
d and αb

d

are the dipole polarisabilities of the cores a and b and F1(r) is a cutoff factor.
Parameters γ, δ and δ′ are varied to reproduce the positions of known energy
levels for z 6= 0, and phase shifts for scattering for z = 0. The fits also predict
the correct number of nodes in the wave functions, see Peach (1982).

The core-core interaction is given by

Vc(R) ≃ −z2
a

αb
d

2R4
− z2

b

αa
d

2R4
+ short-range terms , (2)

where R is the separation between the two cores a and b with charges za and
zb respectively. Options considered for the short-range term are:

(a) Use the three-body model itself to generate the potential.
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(b) Use a simple analytic form based on perturbation theory.

Choices (a) and (b) differ only for R ≤ RA + RB where RA and RB are the
mean radii of Na+ and K+.

The three-body interaction is given by

V3(ra, rb,R) ≃ zb
αa

d

r2
aR2

P1(r̂a · R̂) + za
αb

d

r2
bR2

P1(−r̂b · R̂) (3)

for R large, where ra and rb are the position vectors of the electron relative to
the atomic cores a and b. R = (ra− rb) and P1(r̂ · R̂) is a Legendre polynomial.

On using (1), (2) and (3), the Hamiltonian for the system then becomes

H = −
1

2
∇2 + Va(ra) + Vb(rb) + Vc(R) + V3(ra, rb,R) . (4)

A set of atomic basis states on one or both centres is used and the Hamiltonian
matrix diagonalized to obtain the electronic energies.

The principles and problems involved in the construction of the potentials are:
(a) The long-range interactions are based on well-known perturbation theory.
(b) No existing data for the molecules NaHe and KHe are used to fix any variable
parameters.
(c) Positions of virtual states in the electron-core model potentials are sensitive
to the precise fit.
(d) Model potentials can be l-dependent or l-independent.
(e) A different potential may have to be used for ground states, e.g. He(1s2).

3. Theory of spectral line broadening

3.1. Baranger theory

The main references for the discussion that follows are Baranger (1958) and
Peach and Whittingham (2009). The impact theory has been widely used, but
is actually only an approximation to the general theory developed by Baranger
in this his first important paper.

The line profile I(ω) is defined in terms of a correlation function C(s) by

I(ω) = R
1

π

∫

∞

0

C(s) exp(i∆ωs) ds , (5)

where ω is the angular frequency, ∆ω is the angular frequency separation from
the line centre and s is a time variable. R denotes ’real part of’. Baranger showed
that C(s) can be written as

C(s) = exp[−N g(s)] , (6)
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where N is the perturber density and g(s) is split into two parts, i.e.

g(s) = g1(s) + g2(s). (7)

Only the first term g1(s) is used here as in many circumstances the second term,
g2(s), can be neglected.

We consider the transition niLi → nfLf between states niLiMi and nfLfMf

of the alkali atom. The wave function describing the scattering by a potential
VΛ(r) is given by

ψΛ(r) =

∞
∑

l=0

(2l + 1) il exp(iηΛl)
1

k
1

2 r
FΛl(k, r)Pl(k̂ · r̂) , (8)

where Pl(k̂ · r̂) is a Legendre polynomial and the radial functions FΛl(k, r) are
solutions of the equation

[

d2

dr2
−

l(l + 1)

r2
− 2MVΛ(r) + k2

]

FΛl(k, r) = 0 . (9)

The potential VΛ(r) and the atom-atom separation r are in atomic units
and M is the reduced mass of the emitter-perturber pair in units of the electron
mass m. The momentum k in atomic units is given by

k =
Mmva0

h̄
, (10)

where v is the relative velocity of the emitter and perturber and a0 is the Bohr
radius. The asymptotic form of FΛl(k, r) is specified by

FΛl(k, r) ≃ k−
1

2 sin(kr −
1

2
lπ + ηΛl) , (11)

where ηΛl ≡ ηΛl(k) is the elastic scattering phase shift, and as r → 0

FΛl(k, r) ∝ rl+1 . (12)

For the cases considered here, the scattering matrix elements Si and Sf are
given by

Si ≡ 〈lΛi|S|lΛi〉 = exp(2iηΛil) ; Λi = |Mi| (13)

and

Sf ≡ 〈lΛf |S|lΛf 〉 = exp(2iηΛf l) ; Λf = |Mf | . (14)

Then we obtain

N g1(s) = (w + id) s , (15)
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where

w + id = C
λ1/2

M3/2

∑

MiMf µ

(

Li 1 Lf

Mi µMf

)2 ∫

∞

0

exp(−u) du

×

∞
∑

l=0

(2l + 1) {i exp[i(ηΛi − ηΛf )]}

× [ 2M

∫

∞

0

FΛil(k, r)∆V FΛf l(k, r) dr] (16)

and

(

a b c
d e f

)

is a 3-j coefficient.

The quantities introduced here are defined by

∆V = VΛi − VΛf
(17)

and

C = N 4
√

π
h̄a0

m
; u =

E

κT
=

λk2

M
; λ =

h̄2

2ma2
0
κT

, (18)

where κ is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature and E refers to the energy
of the relative motion. All the dimensional information is contained in the factor C. It
then follows from (5), (6), (15) and (16) that w and d are the half-half width and shift
of the Lorentz profile given by

I(ω) =
1

π

w

(∆ω − d)2 + w2
. (19)

3.2. The impact approximation

The well-known impact theory is obtained directly from (16) by replacing the wave
functions FΛil(k, r) and FΛf l(k, r) by their asymptotic forms (11), so that

w + id = C λ1/2

M3/2

∑

MiMf µ

(

Li 1 Lf

Mi µ Mf

)2 ∫

∞

0

exp(−u) du

×
∞

∑

l=0

(2l + 1)
1

2
[1 − SiS

∗

f ] . (20)

In addition, if the Born approximation is made, the phase shifts in (11) are calculated
from the expression

tan(ηΛl) = −2Mk

∫

∞

0

r2VΛ(r) [jl(kr)]2 dr (21)

for all values of l. In (21), jl(kr) is a spherical Bessel function of the first kind where

kr jl(kr) ≃ sin(kr − 1

2
lπ) (22)

as r → ∞, c.f. (11). The Born impact theory is then obtained directly from equations
(13), (14) and (20).
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3.3. The one-perturber approximation

Finally we consider the one-perturber approximation. We define the quantity

P (ω) =

∫

∞

0

FΛil(ki, r)D(r)FΛf l(kf , r) dr ; D(r) ≡ D(r)

D(∞)
, (23)

where in general, ki 6= kf . The dipole moment for the transition Λi → Λf is D(r),
which tends to a constant, D(∞), as r → ∞. Then P (ω) is given by

(k2

i − k2

f ) P (ω) = 2M

∫

∞

0

FΛil ∆V D FΛf l dr

−
∫

∞

0

dD
dr

(

FΛil

dFΛf l

dr
− FΛf l

dFΛil

dr

)

dr , (24)

where

(k2

i − k2

f ) =
2mMa2

0

h̄
∆ω . (25)

We now neglect the second term on the right-hand side of (24), as experience shows
that it is negligible compared with the first term. The profile in the line wings is then
given by

L(ω) = [P (ω)]2 (26)

and we obtain

I(ω) ≃ 1

π

w

∆ω2
; |∆ω| ≫ w , |∆ω| ≫ |d| . (27)

If the ranges of validity of the Baranger theory and the one-perturber approximations
overlap, then the correlation function C(s) can be replaced by

C(s) = 1 − N g1(s) (28)

and we can use these equations to obtain a unification of the two profiles L(ω) and
I(ω).

Then the Lorentz profile in (19) is replaced by

I(ω) =
1

π

w(0)

(∆ω − d)2 + w(0)2
w(∆ω)

w(0)
, (29)

where

w(∆ω) = C λ1/2

M3/2

∑

MiMf µ

(

Li 1 Lf

Mi µ Mf

)2 ∫

∞

0

exp(−u) du

×
∞

∑

l=0

(2l + 1) [ 2M

∫

∞

0

FΛil(ki, r)∆V FΛf l(kf , r) dr]2 , (30)

and

u =
λk2

i

M
. (31)
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If the wave functions in (30) are replaced by their asymptotic forms and we set
ki = kf , ∆ω = 0. Then in (30) w ≡ w(0) and w(0) is identical with the expression for
w given by (20).

This procedure will be valid for lower perturber densities, but will break down at
high densities when the correlation function C(s) in (6) must be evaluated directly
and the Fourier transform in (5) performed.

4. Results and discussion

Calculations have been completed for the widths of the sodium and potassium reso-
nance lines broadened by helium using the interaction potentials described in earlier
work, see Mullamphy et al. (2007) and Peach (2011). The extensive temperature range
chosen, 100 K ≤ T ≤ 10000 K, serves two purposes. It provides the data required for
the analysis of the spectra of cool stars, but also tests the range of validity of the
various theoretical approximations discussed in this paper.

The main computational issues arise from the slow convergence of the sum over
angular momenta l for the higher temperatures and the associated requirement for a
greater number of points to be chosen for the integration over energy.

The radia1 equation describing the scattering wave function is integrated directly
to determine the exact wave functions and their phase shifts for smaller values of
l, l ≤ l0 say, and the Born approximation is then used to evaluate phase shifts for
l0 < l ≤ lmax. The Born approximation for the scattering amplitude in its closed form
is used to complete the summation up to l = ∞. Careful checks are made to determine
the optimum values of l0 and lmax at each energy.

Our results are shown in Tab. 1-Tab. 4. In Tab. 1 and Tab. 2 the half-half widths,
w(0), and shifts d are shown for the resonance lines of sodium and potassium. The
results for w(0) using the one-perturber and Baranger theories are compared and
there is close agreement over the whole temperature range. In Tab. 3, the present
results for w(0) for sodium and potassium are compared with the earlier close-coupling
calculations of Mullamphy et al. (2007) who use the impact approximation. There is
very close agreement for the sodium lines; the agreement for the potassium lines is
slightly less good, but this can be attributed to the fact that a small modification to
the K-He potential was introduced in the present work.

Finally in Tab. 4, w(∆ω)/N is listed for sodium as a function of wavenumber wnu =
∆ω/(2πc) to demonstrate the asymmetry in the line when the profile is extended out
to the far wings.

5. Conclusions

In the present calculations we have demonstrated that the formalism and the com-
putational techniques that have been developed can be successfully applied to obtain
complete line profiles from the line centre to the line wings for all temperatures and for
the lower perturber densities for which the one-perturber approximation is valid. The
one-perturber term, w(∆ω)/N , is generated for a wide range of values of temperature
T (K) and ∆ω which can then be interpolated to provide input into the atmospheric
models.
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Table 1. w(0)/N and d/N (in units of 10−21MHz m3/atom) for the transition Na

3p2P–3s2S at 589.36 nm

One-perturber Baranger Theory
T (K) w(0)/N w(0)/N d/N

100.0 0.1741 0.1733 -0.0303
200.0 0.2310 0.2306 -0.0343
300.0 0.2713 0.2711 -0.0368
500.0 0.3319 0.3318 -0.0407
700.0 0.3792 0.3791 -0.0433

1000.0 0.4373 0.4372 -0.0457
1500.0 0.5146 0.5146 -0.0483
2000.0 0.5775 0.5775 -0.0502
2500.0 0.6314 0.6314 -0.0517
3000.0 0.6789 0.6789 -0.0529
5000.0 0.8307 0.8307 -0.0570

10000.0 1.0855 1.0855 -0.0622

A grid of model substellar atmospheres is being developed and these new profiles
for the Na and K resonance lines will be incorporated into the models. We also intend to
include the contribution from transitions where the emitter-perturber system occupies
a bound state supported by the initial or final potentials for the molecular states Λi

and Λf . These are known to contribute in the far red wings of the lines considered in
this paper.

Table 2. w(0)/N and d/N (in units of 10−21MHz m3/atom) for the transition K

4p2P–4s2S at 767.83 nm

One-perturber Baranger Theory
T (K) w(0)/N) w(0)/N d/N

100.0 0.1979 0.1979 -0.0325
200.0 0.2713 0.2713 -0.0378
300.0 0.3233 0.3233 -0.0380
500.0 0.3986 0.3986 -0.0359
700.0 0.4551 0.4551 -0.0341

1000.0 0.5222 0.5222 -0.0329
1500.0 0.6101 0.6100 -0.0334
2000.0 0.6819 0.6813 -0.0353
2500.0 0.7446 0.7427 -0.0377
3000.0 0.8012 0.7971 -0.0402
5000.0 0.9861 0.9702 -0.0490

10000.0 1.2808 1.2504 -0.0620
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Table 3. w(0)/N (in units of 10−21MHz m3/atom) aMullamphy et al. (2007), bpresent

work

atom T (K) w(0)/Na w(0)/Nb

Sodium
450.0 0.3167 0.3166
480.0 0.3252 0.3257

1000.0 0.4367 0.4372
2000.0 0.5781 0.5775
3000.0 0.6813 0.6789

Potassium
410.0 0.3463 0.3647

1000.0 0.5032 0.5222
2000.0 0.6799 0.6813
3000.0 0.8109 0.7971

Table 4. w(∆ω)/N (in units of 10−21MHz m3/atom) for the transition Na 3p2P–3s2S

at 589.36 nm at T (K) = 1000 K

wnu(cm−1) w(−∆ω)/N w(+∆ω)/N

0.0 0.4372 0.4372
5.0 0.4392 0.4424

10.0 0.4444 0.4521
15.0 0.4524 0.4662
20.0 0.4631 0.4842
25.0 0.4763 0.5058
50.0 0.5726 0.6507

100.0 0.8494 1.0185
200.0 1.4315 1.7516
300.0 2.1897 2.3863
500.0 3.0461 3.3882

1000.0 5.4202 4.7610
1500.0 7.7315 4.9751
2000.0 9.7106 4.3831
2500.0 12.072 3.3667
3000.0 10.410 2.0039
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Abstract. It is established that there are supermassive black holes in centers
of galaxies. A supermassive black hole with mass around 4×106

M⊙ is located
at the Galactic Center. Such an approach for the Galactic Center looks rather
natural, in spite of that consequences of model must be checked with observa-
tions. We discuss opportunities to check this with forthcoming observations of
shadows in mm band for the Galactic Center as it was done recently for M87*.
Observations of bright stars moving near the Galactic Center gives another op-
portunity to evaluate gravitational potential. We discuss opportunities to use
these observations to constrain alternative theories of gravity.

Key words: supermassive black holes – general relativity – alternative theories
of gravity

1. Introduction

Astronomers believe that supermassive black holes are located in centers of
galaxies, including our Galaxy. However, for the Galactic Center theorists pro-
posed many different models (including exotic ones), such as a dense cluster
of stars (Reid, 2009), fermion balls (Munyaneza & Viollier, 2002), boson stars
(Jetzer, 1992; Torres, Capozziello & Lambiase, 2000), neutrino balls (De Paolis
et al., 2001). Later, some of these models have been ruled out, or the range of
parameters of these models is significantly constrained with consequent obser-
vations (Reid, 2009).
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Now it is accepted that there is a super-massive black hole at the Galactic
Center (see, e.g., recent reviews Reid 2009; Zakharov 2017, 2018a, 2019).

It is well-known that the universal gravity law was discovered with efforts of
J. Kepler, R. Hooke and I. Newton, see, for instance, a popular interesting review
on the subject by Arnold (2000). Using planet observations Kepler found three
laws of planet motions in our Solar system, Hooke understood that Kepler’s
laws could be explained if gravity force is inversely proportional to squared
distance and wrote the idea in his letter to Newton (Arnold, 2000; Taton &
Wilson, 2003). Newton proved that the Hooke’d hypothesis is correct and vice
versa Newton showed that the inverse square law follows from Kepler’s law on
ellipticity of stellar orbits. Therefore, a law for an interaction could be obtained
from an analysis of trajectories of moving objects. Similarly, later E. Rutherford
used α particles to investigate an atomic structure and A. Einstein created a
modification of Newtonian gravity and explained the Mercury anomaly with his
theoretical approach.

To evaluate its gravitational potential near a black hole, one can analyze
trajectories of test particles moving in the potential, and as a result one could
constrain the parameters of the potential. In this article we discuss opportuni-
ties to use photons or massive objects as test particles to evaluate gravitational
potential near the Galactic Center using the conventional approach of general
relativity and models obtained in the framework of alternative theories of grav-
ity. If we speak about observable quantities at the first case we consider size and
shape of shadows around supermassive black holes in Sgr A* and M87*, at the
second case, one analyzes trajectories of bright stars near the Galactic Center.

2. Shadows around black holes

As it was noted one could use photons as test particles and analyze the images
around supermassive black holes including the Galactic Center. We remind pa-
pers where the authors discussed issues connected with the subject. Assuming
that there is a luminous screen behind a black hole Bardeen considered the
apparent shape of a Kerr black hole located between a luminous screen and a
distant observer (Bardeen, 1973). Critical sets of impact parameters occupied
by plunge parabolic orbits of particles and of photons has been considered by
Young (1976) for the Kerr – Newman – de-Sitter metric (the apparent shape of
a black hole could be obtained from the region of critical photon orbits, with a
reflection in respect to the rotation axis). Later, Luminet (1979) showed a sil-
houette of a Schwarzschild black hole, and images of thin accretion disks around
a spherical symmetric black hole. However, earlier, visible shapes of circular or-
bits around Schwarzschild and Kerr black holes had been shown by Cunningham
& Bardeen (1973), see also beautiful pictures of accretion disks around a Kerr
black hole had been reproduced recently for the Interstellar movie (James et
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al., 2015), where one could recognize shadows since for rotating black holes the
authors considered truncated disks with inner radii rinner > rISCO.

It is well-known that photon geodesics in a Kerr metric are characterized by
only two parameters (integrals of motion), called ξ and η (Chandrasekhar, 1983).
One could introduce a function ηcr(ξ) of critical values of ξ and η which corre-
spond to unstable spherical photon orbits with r = const (r is the radial Boyer –
Lindquist coordinate). This set separates plunge and scatter regions (Zakharov,
1986). In the book by Chandrasekhar (1983), a parametric representation of the
functions ηcr(r) and ξ(r) was used. Such a representation of these functions used
by Chandrasekhar (1983) is not suitable since a topology of sets {ξ, η} corre-
sponding to scatter and plunge regions is not presented properly, for instance, in
Fig. 39 in book by Chandrasekhar (1983) curve ηcr(r) is shown for η < 0, while
it is known that for pairs (ξ, η) ∈ M = {(ξ, η)|−a2 +2a|ξ|−ξ2 ≤ η < 0} one has
photon capture since geodesics with constants of motion correspond to vortex
motion and these photon geodesics do not cross the equatorial plane (Yakovlev,
1975), while for other pairs (ξ, η) with η < 0 photon geodesics do not exist. In
addition, in paper by Zakharov (1986) it was shown that maximum ηcr(r) is
27 and it corresponds to ξ = −2a. This useful property of ηcr(r) function was
not discussed by Chandrasekhar (1983). Such a property could be expressed as
a property of shadow for observers in the equatorial plane as it was done by
Zakharov et al. (2005a) and now it is widely used in the literature to evaluate
a spin from future shadow observations.

We would like to remind that in paper by Zakharov (1986), it was noted
that this function ηcr(ξ) separates scatter and plunge photon orbits, namely,
photons are plunging for positive η only if (ξ, η) ∈ S, where

S = {(ξ, η)|0 ≤ η < ηcr(ξ) & ξ1 < ξ < ξ2}, (1)

and ξ1 and ξ2 are the critical impact parameters of the retrograde and direct
unstable photon circular equatorial orbits, respectively (Zakharov, 1986); all
length quantities are expressed in M units, while η is expressed in M2 units

ξ1 = −6 cos

(

arccos a

3
+

2

3
π

)

− a (2)

and

ξ2 = 6 cos
arccos(−a)

3
− a. (3)

Pairs (ξ, η) ∈ S correspond to double roots of the polynomial R(r) governing
the radial motion of photons (Zakharov, 1986) (we would like to note that this
condition is valid for black holes but not for naked singularities). In addition, in
paper by Zakharov (1986) it was proven that the maximal value of the function
ηcr(ξ) is 27 and ηcr(−2a) = 27; the radial Boyer – Lindquist coordinate value
for this orbit reads r(−2a) = 3. Therefore, one can see that the representation
of the function ηcr(ξ), as it was done by Zakharov (1986), is more clear than
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the parametric representation of this function as it was done by Chandrasekhar
(1983), and one could easily recognize scatter and plunge orbits, and prove that
the maximal value of ηcr(ξ) does not depend on the black hole spin a.

At the first glance, a model with a luminous screen behind a black hole, stud-
ied by Bardeen (1973); Chandrasekhar (1983), does not look realistic, because
in astronomy there is no luminous screen behind a black hole, and the sizes of
a silhouette (shadow) are too small to be detectable in seventies and eighties of
the last century for masses and distances of known black holes – for example
the super-massive black hole at the Galactic Center has the angular size of the
shadow, as observed from the Earth, around 50 µas, however, now this shadow
size is large enough to be reconstructed with advanced VLBI facilities in the
mm-band (similarly to the Event Horizon Telescope) or more precisely bright
structures with such sizes could be observed and dark shadow could be recon-
structed from observed distribution of bright structure. In this case, one could
say that it would be possible to observe unseeable (Doeleman, 2017).

Based on ideas introduced by Chandrasekhar (1983), Zakharov (1986) and
Holz & Wheeler (2002), Zakharov et al. (2005a) reformulated results about
the properties of the ηcr(ξ) function obtained earlier by Zakharov (1986), and
considered different types of the shadow shapes for the Kerr black holes, and dif-
ferent position angles of a distant observer. In addition, Zakharov et al. (2005a)
showed that for an equatorial plane position of a distant observer, maximal im-
pact parameter |βmax| in the z-direction (which coincides with the black hole
rotation-axis direction) is

√
27 (in GM/c2 units), and βmax =

√
27 for α = 2a,

or |β(2a)| =
√

27 (Zakharov et al., 2005a), if we consider the function β(α) for
the critical impact parameters separating plunge and scatter regions of photons
(β(α) is expressed through function ηcr(ξ) and a position angle of a distant
observer). It means that for an observer in the equatorial plane, |βmax| remains
the same, the shadow is deformed in the direction which is parallel to equatorial
plane, and such a deformation depends on the black hole spin a. This theoretical
property of the black hole shadow is widely used to evaluate the black hole spin
from observations. For instance, Hioki and Maeda (2009) proposed to use such
parameters (radius and distortion parameter for shadows) to evaluate the black
hole spin from observations. Therefore, evaluations of the shadow sizes around
the black holes could help to estimate of the black hole parameters (Zakharov
et al., 2005a,b; Zakharov, 2014, 2015; Cherepashchuk, 2016, 2017; Bisnovatyi-
Kogan & Tsupko, 2017; Dokuchaev & Nazarova, 2017; Cunha & Herdeiro, 2018;
Shaikh, 2018, 2019; Dokuchaev & Nazarova, 2019). Opportunities to compare
predictions of general relativity and alternative theories of gravity with measur-
ing the shadow size for the black hole at the Galactic Center has been discussed
by Zakharov et al. (2012); Johannsen et al. (2016).

Some time ago Falcke, Melia & Agol (2000); Melia & Falcke (2001) simu-
lated the shadows for supermassive black holes and showed that the black hole
silhouette could be formed in a rather natural way (see also Falcke, Melia &
Agol (2013); Johannsen (2016) for more recent reviews). The authors used a toy
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model for their analysis, and they concluded that the strong gravitational field
bends trajectories of photons emitted by accreting particles, and an observer
could see a dark spot (shadow) around a black hole position or more precisely
one could reconstruct a shape of shadow analyzing bright structure distribu-
tions. For the black hole at the Galactic Center the size of the shadow is around
3
√

3RS (where RS ≈ 10 µas), as is the angular size of the Schwarzschild radius.
Based on results of simulations, Falcke, Melia & Agol (2000); Melia & Falcke
(2001) concluded that the shadow may be detectable at mm and sub-mm wave-
lengths, however, scattering may be very significant at cm wavelengths, so there
are very small chances to observe the shadows at the cm band. The ground –
space interferometer Radioastron (which was launched in 2011 and it finished
its operation in the beginning of 2019) had the shortest wave length around
1.3 cm, therefore, it was no chance to reconstruct shadow structure in spite of
nice angular resolution around 7 µas at 1.3 cm. We should mention that the re-
sults obtained by Falcke, Melia & Agol (2000); Melia & Falcke (2001) are rather
general, in spite of their specific model. Strictly speaking, it is impossible to see
darkness (shadows) in astronomical observations and people try to investigate
structures of bright spots near shadows since shadows are formed by envelopes
of bright images – analyzing structures of images one could reconstruct shadows
(Broderick & Loeb, 2006). Further simulations and observations for M87* were
confirmed these claims.

There is a tremendous progress in evaluation of minimal size of a spot de-
tectable by recent observational techniques near the Sgr A∗ (Shen et al., 2005;
Doeleman et al., 2008; Doeleman, 2008). For example, Doeleman et al. (2008);
Doeleman (2008) evaluated a bright spot size as small as 37+16

−10 µas for the VLBI
technique in mm-band, but a boundary of a dark spot (shadow) has to be bright,
and the related size of the bright boundary has been evaluated, and, therefore,
the theoretical estimate of the shadow size and the bright spot size obtained
from the observations should have similar values. These activities, including
design and construction of new facilities, observations, and data analysis, are
important steps to create the so-called the Event Horizon Telescope (Doeleman
et al., 2009; Doeleman, 2017), see also for a more recent information1. The idea
is to create a world-wide VLBI network to observe pictures of the supermassive
black hole at the Galactic Center and in the galaxy M87 center. As the project
authors claimed, they are developing a Earth size telescope because lengths of
arms are comparable with the Earth diameter, however, one should remind that
earlier the authors of the ground – space interferometer Radioastron declared
that they created the telescope much bigger than Earth since its longest arm
length is about 3× 105 km (Kardashev, 1997, 2009, 2013). As it was mentioned
earlier, initially, it was expected to analyze bright accretion structures near the
black hole horizon at the Galactic Center, but consequent observations and es-
timates showed that the shortest wavelength of Radioastron is around 1.3 cm,

1http://eventhorizontelescope.org/.
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and it is too long to observe a shadow at the Galactic Center since electron
scattering is blurring a shadow image. A turbulence is an important issue and
it could distort images of the bright spots near the shadows (Broderick et al.,
2016).

2.1. Shadow reconstruction for M87*

On April 10, 2019 the Event Horizon Telescope (EHT) collaboration reported
results of the shadow reconstruction for observations of M87* on four days
in April 2017 at 1.3 mm wavelength (EHT Collaboration: Akiyama et al.,
2019a,b,c,d,e,f). M87 is a giant elliptical galaxy with a rather massive black
hole in its center. Earlier, there were different estimates of the black hole mass
at M87*. Data analysis of EHT observations in April 2017 supported a black
hole mass estimate around 6.5 × 109M⊙, which was also discussed earlier in
the literature. Distance toward M87 is around 17 Mpc. The shadow diameter
is around (42 ± 0.3)µas.2 Accuracy of image reconstruction is not better than
25 µas, it means that the image reconstruction presented by EHT Collabora-
tion: Akiyama et al. (2019a) is not unique. Generally speaking, these results are
consistent with predictions in the framework of conventional black hole model in
general relativity, therefore, general relativity passed one significant test more.
However, many alternatives for this approach are not rule out yet (EHT Collab-
oration: Akiyama et al., 2019a), it is rather natural since a number of alterna-
tives (sometimes exotic ones) have very similar features observed with EHT as
it was demonstrated earlier in computer simulations, differences for alternative
approaches may be very tiny, as shown by (Vincent et al., 2016; Mizuno et al.,
2018) where the authors discussed shadow formation for the boson star and the
black hole models, see also discussion by Cunha et al. (2015, 2016).

3. Observations of bright stars near the Galactic Center as

tool to evaluate gravitational potential

The closest supermassive black hole is located in our Galactic Center and as-
tronomers observe the Galactic Center in different spectral bands. Moreover,
such an object is a natural laboratory to test general relativity and check its
possible alternatives in a weak gravitational field limit and in the future in a
strong gravitational field limit. In 2018 the GRAVITY collaboration reported
about the discovery of general relativity effects for S2 star observations near
its pericenter passage in May 2018 (GRAVITY Collaboration: Abuter et al.,
2018a). We would like to remind that British astronomers observed light deflec-
tion from foreground stars during Solar eclipse in May 1919 (Dyson, Eddington

2In spite of different distances toward Sgr A* and M87* and different black hole masses in
these objects angular sizes of Schwarzschild radii (therefore shadow diameters) have similar
sizes. This case reminds the coincidence of angular sizes for Sun and Moon.
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& Davidson, 1920) and they tested three different options, namely, a) there is
no a deflection of light by gravitating body; b) a deflection of light is describing
by a Newtonian theory; c) a deflection of light is describing by general rela-
tivity and after an analysis of their observations astronomers concluded that
general relativity is better fitting observations and we had to adopt general rel-
ativity instead of Newtonian theory as an universal gravity theory. Similarly,
the GRAVITY team showed that general relativity (or more precisely the first
post-Newtonian correction of general relativity) is much better describing rela-
tivistic redshifts for S2 star near its pericenter passage. It means that general
relativity passed one significant test more and we have an additional argument
that general relativity is an universal theory of gravity.

There is a very interesting and challenging opportunity to monitor bright IR
stars moving around the Galactic Center. Two groups of astronomers use such an
opportunity and observe these stars with largest telescopes which are equipped
with adaptive optics facilities. American group led by A. Ghez uses the twin
Keck 10 m telescopes and this group participates in a development of the Thirty
Meter Telescope at Hawaii. Another European group uses four VLT telescopes
which have four 8 m telescopes and four 1.8 m telescopes and these telescopes
joined in the GRAVITY interferometer facilities. Later, European astronomers
will use the European Extremely Large Telescope (E-ELT) to improve an accu-
racy of bright star orbit reconstruction. Observations of bright stars showed that
these stars move along elliptical orbits and therefore, one could conclude that a
gravitational potential of point like mass around MSBH = 4× 106 M⊙ could be
adopted as the first approximation. After than one could try to find deviations
from elliptical orbits which could represent the relativistic effect which is similar
to Mercury anomaly discovered by U. Le Verrier in 1859 and explained by A.
Einstein in 1915. S2 star is one of the most interesting object to test a gravi-
tational potential at the Galactic Center. This star has eccentricity e = 0.88,
period T = 16 yr and an expected visible relativistic precession of its orbit is
around ∆s ≈ 0.83 mas (Gillessen et al., 2017; Chu et al., 2017) if we assume
that extended mass distributions inside its orbit do not have a significant im-
pact on relativistic precession. Currently the Keck uncertainty in the S2 star
orbit reconstruction is around σKeck ≈ 0.16 mas (Hees et al., 2017), while for
Thirty Meter Telescope(TMT) which will be constructed within a several years
σTMT ≈ 0.015 mas.

4. First discoveries with GRAVITY

4.1. Gravitational redshift of S2 star near its pericenter passage

There is a rapid improvement of accuracy of S2 star orbit reconstruction, for
example for the European team, since in 1990s a precision of SHARP facilities
were around 4 mas, in 2000s NACO had a precision around 0.5 mas, but in
2018 GRAVITY reached a precision around 30 µas (GRAVITY Collaboration:
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Abuter et al., 2018a). It is well-known that measurement of gravitational redshift
is one of the classical tests of general relativity. The GRAVITY collaboration es-
timated gravitational redshift in the orbit of S2 star near its pericenter passage
in May 2018 and showed that observational data are much better fitted with
GR model in the first PN approximation in comparison with Newtonian one.
Therefore, general relativity successfully passed its test for the Galactic Center.
It means that almost after 100 years since the confirmation of the GR predic-
tion about a deflection of light during Solar eclipse in 1919 Dyson, Eddington
& Davidson (1920), astronomers checked GR prediction at high distances from
our Solar system. A theoretical background for gravitational redshift evaluation
if sources are moving in binary system was developed by Kopeikin & Ozernoy
(1999); Alexander (2005); Zuker et al. (2006). S2 star passed pericenter in May
2018 and after analysis of these observational data it was clear that relativistic
corrections for gravitational redshift have to be taken into account near this
passage. At the pericenter S2 moves with a total space velocity Vperi ≈ 7650
km/s therefore βperi = Vperi/c = 2.55×10−2 (GRAVITY Collaboration: Abuter
et al., 2018a). Considering the first post-Newtonian correction for a total grav-
itational redshift could expressed in the following form (Kopeikin & Ozernoy,
1999; Alexander, 2005; Zuker et al., 2006; GRAVITY Collaboration: Abuter et
al., 2018a)3

zGR =
∆λ

λ
= B0 + B0.5β + B1β

2 + O(β3), (4)

where B1 = B1,tD + B1,grav, B1,tD = B1,grav = 0.5, B1,tD is the special rela-
tivistic transverse Doppler effect, B1,grav is the general relativistic gravitational
redshift, B0.5 = cos θ, where θ is the angle between the velocity vector and line
of sight (Alexander, 2005), the redshift B0 is independent on a star velocity β
and

B0 = z⊙ + zgal + zstar +
1

2
Υ0, (5)

therefore, the redshift B0 consists of four terms, the first term z⊙ is due a total
motion of the Sun and the Earth in respect to Galactic Center and blue shift due
to potential of the Sun and the Earth, zgal is redshift due to Galaxy potential,

zstar is redshift due to the star’s potential, the redshift
1

2
Υ0 =

GM

2a
due to

the location of star in the SMBH potential (Alexander, 2005). The GRAVITY
collaboration evaluated the total redshift from spectroscopical observations z ≈
200 km/s

c
(GRAVITY Collaboration: Abuter et al., 2018a). One could represent

the total redshift obtained from spectroscopical observations in the following
form (GRAVITY Collaboration: Abuter et al., 2018a)

ztot = zK + f(zGR − zK), (6)

3Results of precise measurements of gravitational redshift with Galileo satellites on elliptical
orbits have been published recently (Delva et al., 2018; Herrmann et al., 2018).
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where zK = B0+B0.5β is the Keplerian redshift, f = 0 corresponds to Keplerian
(Newtonian) fit, while f = 1 corresponds to PPN(1) fit. The GRAVITY collab-
oration found that f = 0.90±0.09|stat ±0.15|sys and the authors also concluded
that S2 data are inconsistent with a pure Newtonian dynamics with a very high
confidence level. Later, the estimate for redshift parameter has been corrected
f = 1.04± 0.05 with a significance level around 20σ (GRAVITY Collaboration:
Abuter et al., 2019). Similarly, the GRAVITY collaboration evaluated f -value
from observational data comparing Schwarzschild precession and Newtonian fit
for a point like mass (without any precession) and they concluded that the f -
value is much closer to GR quantity (f = 0.94±0.09). The Keck team obtained
similar results (Do et al., 2019), namely, the authors found that f = 0.87± 0.17
and the Newtonian model f = 0 has to rejected with 5σ confidence level.

A comprehensive review on constraints of alternative theory parameters from
observations of bright stars around the Galactic Center is given by GRAVITY
Collaboration: Amorim et al. (2019).

4.2. Observations of motions of hot spots near the innermost stable
circular orbit (ISCO)

The GRAVITY collaboration reported about observations of two bright flares
near the Galactic Center on July 22 and July 28, 2018, as well as a fainter flare
on May 27, 2018 (GRAVITY Collaboration: Abuter et al., 2018b). The authors
noted that the position centroids exhibited clockwise looped motion on the sky,
on scales of typically 150 µas over a few tens of minutes, corresponding to about
30% the speed of light. Meanwhile, the flares exhibited continuous rotation
of the polarization angle, with about the same 45(±15) min period as that
of the centroid motions. These observations are very important to reconstruct
magnetic field distribution near the Galactic Center. Typical radius of spot
orbits are around 7 MSBH (in mass units), while the ISCO radius is 6 MSBH

for a Schwarzschild black hole. It means the motions of these flares is very close
to boundary of stability for bounded orbits.

4.3. Spacially resolved rotation of broad line region for 3C273

The GRAVITY collaboration observed not only the Galactic Center but also
bright quasars including 3C273. Recently the authors reported observations of a
spatial offset (with a spatial resolution of 10−5 arcseconds, or about 0.03 parsecs
for a distance of 550 million parsecs) between the red and blue photo-centres of
the broad Paschen-α line of the quasar 3C 2734 perpendicular to the direction

43C 273 is the first quasar ever been identified. Initially it was observed with Parkes Radio
Telescope by Lunar occultation method. M. Schmidt found its redshift z ≈ 0.158 with Palomar
200-in telescope (Schmidt, 1963). 3C273 is the closest and brightest quasar. Analyzing old
photo plates where there were 3 C273 images, Soviet astronomers and Sharov and Efremov
found variabilities with time scale Tvar around a few days (Sharov & Efremov, 1963). It means
that a size 3 C273 is less than cTvar (where c is a speed of light) or less than the Solar system
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of its radio jet (GRAVITY Collaboration: Sturm et al., 2018). The data are
fitted by a conventional broad-line-region model of a thick disk of gravitationally
bound material orbiting a black hole of 3 × 108M⊙. The authors concluded
that disk radius is around 150 light days and since earlier a radius of 100 –
400 light days was evaluated previously using reverberation mapping, therefore,
these estimates obtained with data analysis if new GRAVITY observations are
consistent with previous ones.

5. Constraints on alternative theories of gravity with ob-

servations of bright stars near the Galactic Center

5.1. Graviton mass constraints

A theory of massive gravity was introduced by Fierz & Pauli (1939). Later,
a number of pathologies such as Zakharov – Veltman – Van Dam – Iwasaki
discontinuity, presence of ghosts were found etc. However, in last years theorists
created theories of massive gravity without such defects, see recent review on
the subject by de Rham et al. (2017). Different ways to evaluate graviton mass
were discussed by Goldhaber and Nieto (2010). The LIGO collaboration treated
a theory with massive graviton as a feasible alternative theory of gravity and
in the first paper where they reported about the first detection of gravitational
waves from a merger of two black holes (it was detected on September 14, 2015
and it is called GW150914), about the discovery (Abbott et al., 2016) the team
constrained the graviton Compton wavelength λg > 1013 km which could be
interpreted as a constraint for a graviton mass mg < 1.2 × 10−22 eV . Later,
this constraint was improved by Abbott et al. (2017a) where the authors found
mg < 7.7 × 10−23 eV from analysis of the GW170104 event signal

From observations of GW signal and corresponding electromagnetic coun-
terparts in different spectral bands from binary neutron star merger GW170817
which represent a kilonova explosion discussed earlier in the literature con-
straints on speed of gravitational waves from binary neutron star merger have
been found −3 × 10−15 < (vg − c)/c < 7 × 10−16 (Abbott et al., 2017b). Since
graviton energy is E = hf , therefore, assuming a typical LIGO frequency range
f ∈ (10, 100), from the dispersion relation one could obtain a graviton mass es-
timate mg < 3× (10−21 − 10−20) eV which slightly a more worse estimate than
previous ones obtained from binary black hole signals detected by the LIGO
team (Zakharov et al., 2018a). Assuming Yukawa gravitational potential of a
form

ΦY (r) = − GM

(1 + δ)r

[

1 + δe
−

r

λ

]

, (7)

size. A very challenging task was arisen to propose a theoretical model for a huge energy
release from a very small space region.
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and δ = 1 for massive graviton case. Therefore, this representation for gravita-
tional potential can be used to find the lower bound for Compton wavelength
λg for graviton, i.e. the upper bound for its mass

mg(upper) = h c/λg. (8)

In paper by Borka et al. (2013) we found constraints on Yukawa gravity pa-
rameters (λ, δ) from observational data on S2 star orbit. Later, we obtained
constraints on graviton mass mg < 2.9× 10−21 eV from available observational
data for S2 star trajectory (Zakharov et al., 2016a) (see also papers by Za-
kharov et al. (2016b, 2017a,b) for more details). In these considerations we
used available data for S2 star trajectory constrain graviton mass. Later, Keck
group followed our ideas to improve our estimates with new observational data
mg < 1.6 × 10−21 eV Hees et al. (2017). In paper Zakharov et al. (2018b) we
evaluated discovery potential to improve a graviton mass estimate with future
observational data for S2 and other bright stars observed with VLT and Keck
telescopes, in particular, we evaluated orbital precession for Yukawa potential
and obtained an upper limit for a graviton mass assuming that GR predictions
about orbital precessions for bright stars moving around the Galactic Center
will be confirmed with future observations.

As it was shown by Zakharov et al. (2018b) the longest Compton wavelength
could be expressed as

Λ ≈ c

2

√

(a
√

1 − e2)3

3GM
≈

√

(a
√

1 − e2)3

6RS

, (9)

or therefore, after observations of bright stars for several decades an upper bound
for a graviton mass could reach around 5 × 10−23 eV.

5.2. Tidal charge constraints

The line element of the spherically symmetric Reissner – Nordström – de-Sitter
metric is

ds2 = −f(r)dt2 + f(r)−1dr2 + r2dθ2 + r2 sin2 θdφ2, (10)

where function f(r) is defined as

f(r) = 1 − 2M

r
+

Q2

r2
− 1

3
Λr2, (11)

M is a black hole mass, Q is its charge and Λ is cosmological constant. In the
case of a tidal charge as it was considered by Dadhich et al. (2001), Q2 could
be negative and in this case Q2 term reflects a presence of an extra dimension.
In paper by Zakharov (2018b) it was shown that a total relativistic advance for
metric (10) in in the first post-Newtonian approximation is

∆θ(total) :=
6πM

L
− πQ2

ML
+

πΛa3
√

1 − e2

M
. (12)
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and apocenter shift dependences on eccentricity and semi-major axis are the
same for Schwarzschild and Reissner – Nordström cases while corresponding

factors (6πM and −πQ2

M
) are different, therefore, it is very hard to separate

an impact of a tidal charge and black hole mass evaluation uncertainties. For
Q2 > 0, there is an apocenter shift due to a presence of the corresponding term in
the opposite direction in respect to GR advance. In paper by Zakharov (2018b)
bounds in Q2 and Λ are presented for current and future accuracies for Keck and
Thirty Meter telescopes which were discussed by Hees et al. (2017). Similarly
to Zakharov (2018b,c) if we adopt uncertainty σGRAVITY = 0.030 mas for the
GRAVITY facilities as it was used by GRAVITY Collaboration: Abuter et al.
(2018a) (δGRAVITY = 2σGRAVITY) or in this case ∆θ(GR)S2 = 13.84δGRAVITY

for S2 star and assuming again that GR predictions about orbital precession of

S2 star will be confirmed with δGRAVITY accuracy (or

∣

∣

∣

∣

πQ2

ML

∣

∣

∣

∣

. δGRAVITY), one

could conclude that
|Q2| . 0.432M2, (13)

or based on results of future observations one could expect to reduce essentially
a possible range of Q2 parameter in comparison with a possible hypothetical
range of Q2 parameter in comparison with current and future Keck data.

6. Conclusions

The Particle Data Group (PDG) which is an international consortium of scien-
tists and it collects and reanalyzes results related to the properties of particles,
fundamental interaction, astrophysics and cosmology. The PDG issues the Re-
views which summarize properties of elementary particles and describe the cur-
rent status of elementary particle physics, general relativity and cosmology. Our
estimate of graviton mass was included in PDG Review update 2019 together
with a few other papers where graviton mass constraints are given5.

As it was shown that precise observations of bright stars is very efficient
tool to check alternative theories of gravity and to investigate a presence of an
extended mass distribution near the Galactic Center as it was investigated ear-
lier by Zakharov et al. (2007). We obtained the graviton mass constraints from
an analysis of S2 star trajectory and the bounds are consistent and comparable
with the constraints presented recently by the LIGO-Virgo collaboration. In our
current studies we discuss an opportunities to evaluate parameters of supermas-
sive black hole, stellar cluster and dark matter cloud near the Galactic Center
or evaluate parameters of alternative gravity model analyzing apocenter (peri-
center) advance after at least one star revolution. However, in the future when
astrometric accuracy will be significantly improved one will have a possibility
to evaluate a static gravitational potential at the Galactic Center analyzing

5http://pdg.lbl.gov/2019/listings/rpp2019-list-graviton.pdf.
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only small part of stellar orbit similarly to consideration by Kosmo ONeil et al.
(2019), where it was shown that around 40% (or even smaller) of stellar phase
coverage is enough for an orbit reconstruction. However, if a contribution of
time-dependent component of gravitational potential caused by stellar encoun-
ters is significant an orbit reconstruction problem may be more complicated.
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Abstract. Here we study the potential observational signatures of supermas-
sive black hole binaries (SMBHBs) in the Fe Kα line profiles emitted from
the accretion disks around their components. We simulated the Fe Kα line
emission from the relativistic accretion disks using ray tracing method in Kerr
metric. The obtained profiles from the SMBHBs are then compared with those
in the case of the single supermassive black holes (SMBHs). We considered two
models of the SMBHBs: a model when the secondary SMBH is embedded in
the accretion disk around the primary, causing an empty gap in the disk, and
a model with clearly separated components, where the accretion disks around
both primary and secondary give a significant contribution to the composite
Fe Kα line emission of a such SMBHB. The obtained results showed that both
models of SMBHBs can leave imprints in the form of ripples in the cores of
the emitted Fe Kα line profiles, which may look like an absorption component
in the line profile. However, in the case of the composite line profiles emitted
from two accretion disks, these ripples could have much higher amplitudes and
strongly depend on orbital phase of the system, while for those emitted from
a disk with an empty gap, the corresponding ripples mostly have lower ampli-
tudes and do not vary significantly with orbital phase. The present day X-ray
telescopes are not able to detect such signatures in the observed X-ray spectra
of SMBHBs. However this will be possible with the next generation of X-ray
observatories, which will also enable application of such effects as a tool for
studying the properties of these objects.

Key words: black hole physics – supermassive black holes – accretion disks –
line: profiles

1. Introduction

Nowadays, it is widely accepted that binary systems of SMBHs originate in
galactic mergers (Begelman et al., 1980), and that their coalescences are the
powerful emitters of low-frequency (nHz) gravitational waves (GWs) which are
currently probed by pulsar timing arrays (PTA, Sesana et al., 2018), and which
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will be main targets for future space-based interferometers. Searches for (active)
SMBHBs are currently ongoing, resulting with more than 100 candidates (see
e.g. Sesana et al., 2018, and references therein), and were significantly intensified
after the first observation of merging stellar mass black hole binary performed
by LIGO Scientific Collaboration and Virgo Collaboration (2016).

One of the most powerful methods for SMBHB searches is the spectroscopy
(in different spectral bands). As two SMBHs in a galactic merger become grav-
itationally bound and start to orbit around their center of mass, the emission
lines from SMBH components start to shift due to their radial velocities (see e.g.
Popović, 2012; Bon et al., 2012; Li et al., 2016, for examples in optical band).
In such a case, a strong X-ray emission in the broad Fe Kα line at 6.4 keV
could arise from accretion disks around both SMBHs, and could be therefore
affected by the Doppler shifts due to the orbital motion of the binary (Yu and
Lu, 2001; Jovanović et al., 2014), since the radial velocities of its components
could reach ≈ 1.5 × 104 km/s in the case when the separation between them is
10−3 − 10−2 pc (see Table 1 in Popović, 2012). Such, double relativistic Fe Kα
lines and periodic X-ray variability are expected to be detected from very mas-
sive (M > 108 M⊙) and cosmologically nearby (zcosm < 1) SMBHBs (Sesana
et al., 2012).

The Fe Kα line is produced by fluorescent emission from a very compact
region around a SMBH (Fabian et al., 1989, 2000), and thus it represents pow-
erful diagnostic tool for studying physics and structure of such regions (see e.g.
Jovanović et al., 2008; Jovanović & Popović, 2009; Jovanović, 2012; Popović,
2012), as well as the masses and spins of SMBHs (see e.g. Jovanović et al., 2011;
Reynolds, 2014). X-ray reflection spectroscopy, which is based on the studies
of the observed broad Fe Kα line profiles, is nowadays proven to be an espe-
cially powerful technique for the robust black hole spin measurements across
the wide range of black hole masses, from the stellar-mass black holes in the
X-ray binaries to the SMBHs in the Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN), as well as
for the reverberation of the relativistically broadened iron line which is already
detected in the observed X-ray spectra of some AGN (for more details see the
review by Reynolds (2014), and references therein).

In the case of SMBHBs, the line emitting regions could have different struc-
tures, depending on the mass ratios of the components, separation between them
and parameters of their accretion disks (Jovanović et al., 2014). In some cases
the secondary SMBH could be even embedded in the accretion disk around the
primary, causing an empty annular gap in it (McKernan et al., 2013), similarly
to the empty gap in circumbinary disk of Mrk 231 (see Fig. 1 in Yan et al.,
2015). Namely, it is well known that a SMBHB with small mass ratio (q ≪ 1)
can exchange angular momentum with its disk, distorting its density and caus-
ing the secondary SMBH to migrate inward (see e.g. McKernan et al., 2013,
and references therein). If a secondary has a very low mass, it is subjected to
a very rapid Type I migration, and it cannot significantly affect the Fe Kα line
emitted form the disk, neither can create an empty cavity in it. However, if the
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secondary is sufficiently massive (i. e. if the mass ratio of the SMBHB exceeds
the critical value of q ≥ 10−4), it will be subjected to a Type II migration,
and it will open an empty annular gap in the disk, analogous to the gaps in
protoplanetary disks, significantly affecting the emitted Fe Kα line (McKernan
et al., 2013).

Here we study the possibility to detect the SMBHB signatures in their ob-
served Fe Kα line profiles by nowadays and future X-ray detectors. For this
purpose we studied two models of the SMBHBs: (1) model with clearly sepa-
rated components, where the accretion disks around both primary and secondary
SMBHs significantly contribute to their composite line emission, and (2) model
in which the secondary SMBH is embedded in the accretion disk around primary,
causing an empty gap in the disk.

This paper is organized as follows: the simulations of X-ray radiation from
two accretion disks with different parameters, as well as the procedure how to
obtain the simulated Fe Kα line profiles for two mentioned models of SMBHBs
are described in Section 2, the obtained results are presented in Section 3 and
briefly discussed in Section 4, and finally, in Section 5 we point out our main
conclusions.

2. Models of accretion disks around two components of a

SMBHB and their barycentric orbits

2.1. Accretion disk models

In order to study the potential observational signatures of SMBHBs in the Fe
Kα line profiles emitted from the relativistic accretion disks around their SMBH
components, we performed the numerical simulations of disk emission based
on ray-tracing method in Kerr metric, taking into account only those photon
trajectories reaching the observer’s sky plane (Fanton et al., 1997; Cadez et al.,
1998; Jovanović et al., 2008; Jovanović & Popović, 2009; Jovanović, 2012). We
assumed that disk emissivity ε (r) follows power law: ε (r) = ε0 · rp, where ε0

is an emissivity constant, and p is an emissivity index (see Jovanović, 2012, for
more details). In the case of the SMBHB model with empty gap, this power law
disk emissivity was modified so that ε (r) = 0 over the annulus representing the
gap (see below text for more details).

Due to several effects, photons emitted from a disk at energy Eem (or wave-
length λem) will be observed by an observer at infinity at energy Eobs (or wave-
length λobs), causing the energy shift g or, equivalently, the usual redshift in
wavelength z (for more details see e.g. Jovanović et al., 2016, and references
therein):

g =
Eobs

Eem
=

λem

λobs
=

1

1 + z
. (1)

By integrating the observed flux at each observed energy over the whole disk
image, one can obtain the corresponding simulated line profile emitted from the
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Figure 1. Simulated images of the relativistic accretion disk in Kerr metric around a

SMBH, colored according to energy shift g (left) and observed flux (middle), as well as

the corresponding simulated non-normalized line profile (right). Top panel corresponds

to “disk model A” and bottom to “disk model B” (see §2 for the particular values of

disk parameters).

previously calculated accretion disk image (Jovanović, 2012):

Fobs (Eobs) =

∫

image

ε (r)g4δ (Eobs − gE0) dΞ (2)

Taking into account the results of some previous studies (see e.g. Jovanović,
2012, and references therein), we assumed the following parameters for modeling
the accretion disks around the primary and secondary SMBHs: both SMBHs are
assumed to be slowly rotating with the same small spin: aBH = 0.1, inner radii
of both disks are fixed to Rin = Rms = 5.67 Rg (where Rms is the radius
of the marginally stable orbit, and Rg = GM/c2 - the gravitational radius of
the SMBH with mass M), their outer radii are also assumed to be the same:
Rout = 50 Rg, as well as their emissivity indices: p = −2.5. We simulated the
SMBHB signatures for two different disk inclinations: θobs = 25◦ (labeled as
“disk model A” for the further reference) and θobs = 75◦ (“disk model B”). The
resulting simulated disk images, colored according to the energy shifts g and
the observed fluxes F , as well as the corresponding simulated non-normalized
line profiles are presented in Fig. 1 for both disk models. As it can be seen
from this figure, disk inclination significantly affects the width and intensity of
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the resulting line profiles, which was the main reason why we assumed these
particular two disk models.

Since, as already mentioned, the appearance of double relativistic Fe Kα lines
and periodic X-ray variability are expected to be detected from very massive
and cosmologically nearby SMBHBs (Sesana et al., 2012), we assumed a large
mass of the primary SMBH: M1 = 5 × 108 M⊙ and small angular diameter
distance to the binary system of SMBHs: DA = 20 Mpc, corresponding to

zcosm ≈ 0.0045 for ΩM = 0.315, ΩΛ = 0.685 and H0 = 67.4 km s−1 Mpc
−1

(Planck Collaboration, 2018). For mass ratio of the SMBHB we adopted the
value q = 0.5, corresponding to the mass of the secondary of M2 = 2.5×108 M⊙.
Thus, the total mass of the SMBHB is almost an order of magnitude less than the
mass of the central SMBH of M87, estimated from its shadow by Event Horizon
Telescope Collaboration (Event Horizon Telescope Collaboration, 2019), and it
is within the mass limit of 1.6× 109 M⊙ for the SMBHBs out to the distance of
the Virgo Cluster (≈ 16 Mpc), obtained from 11-year data set for low frequency
gravitational waves by NANOGrav PTA collaboration (Aggarwal et al., 2019).
This resulted with simulated accretion disk around the primary with outer radii
of Rout = 50 Rg ≈ 250 AU which on the observer’s sky corresponds to ≈
12.5 µas, giving a total apparent size of the disk’s image of ∼ 25 µas × 25 µas.

Regarding the assumed size of the accretion disks, we took into account the
results of some observational studies of AGN with single SMBHs in their centers,
which suggest that the broad Fe Kα line is emitted from the innermost regions
of their accretion disks, extending between Rms and a few dozens of Rg (see
e.g. Ballantyne & Fabian, 2005, for an example in the case of radio galaxy 4C
74.26). This is also in accordance with so called ”standard model of accretion
disk” (Shakura & Sunyaev, 1973), according to which the spectrum of radiation
emitted from the disk depends on the distance to the central SMBH, so that the
innermost part of the disk between Rms and several tens of Rg emits X-rays,
its central part between ∼ 100 Rg and ∼ 1000 Rg emits UV radiation, while its
outer part located thousands Rg from the SMBH, emits the optical radiation.
Taking this into account, and since we are here investigating only the Fe Kα
line emission from a SMBHB, we assumed that the outer radii of its both disks
are equal to the outer radii of their Fe Kα line emitting regions, for which we
adopted the following value: Rout = 50 Rg.

On the other hand, the outer parts of an accretion disk in a close SMBHB
(i.e. when semimajor axis a is small), could be subjected to the tidal disruption
by the gravitational field of the second component. Therefore, the maximum
size of the accretion disks in such a SMBHB is determined by the gravitational
interaction between its components, and it is a function of their mass ratio q
(for more details see e.g. Paczynski, 1977). An accretion disk with outer radius
Rout would be tidally disrupted if the semimajor axis a of the SMBHB is less
than the following limit for for tidal disruption (Safarzadeh et al., 2019):

at = Rout

(

1 + q1/3
)

. (3)
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In this study, the outer radii of the disks are Rout ≈ 250 AU, which corresponds
to the following limit for tidal disruption: at ≈ 450 AU. As it can be seen from
Table 1, the semimajor axes of both studied orbits significantly exceed this
limit (a ≫ at), and thus the accretion disks around both components are not
subjected to the tidal disruption during their orbital motion.

2.2. Keplerian barycentric orbits of SMBHBs

The first of two studied SMBHB models assumes that its clearly separated
primary and secondary components are moving around their common center of
mass along Keplerian orbits which, due to their radial velocities, causes Doppler
shifts in the Fe Kα lines emitted from their accretion disks.

To model Keplerian barycentric orbits of a binary sistem of SMBHs, we
apply the same procedure which is commonly used for the binary stars (for more
details see e.g. Hilditch, 2001). As a first step, we can adopt some masses of the
primary and secondary components M1 and M2, or alternatively, just mass of the

primary and mass ratio between the secondary and primary: q =
M2

M1

. We also

need to assume some separation between the components a (i.e. semimajor axis
of their relative orbit)1. The orbital period of the binary can be then obtained
from the third Kepler’s law:

P 2 =
4π2a3

G (1 + q)M1

. (4)

If we denote time with t and time of the pericenter passage with τ , then the
next step is to calculate the mean anomaly M (and also orbital phase Φ):

M =
2π

P
(t − τ) = 2πΦ. (5)

Assuming some orbital eccentricity e, the corresponding eccentric anomaly E
can be obtained by solving the Kepler’s Equation:

M = E − e sinE, (6)

and the true anomaly θ can be calculated from E according to:

θ = 2 arctan

(

√

1 + e

1 − e
tan

E

2

)

. (7)

Finally, the true barycentric orbits (i.e. those in the orbital plane) of the primary
and secondary SMBHs are then represented by polar equations of the ellipse

1Sub-parsec SMBHBs are of special interest for this investigation, since several observational
studies indicated the existence of such SMBHBs in the cores of some AGN (see e.g. Bon et
al., 2012).
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r1,2 (θ):

r1,2 (θ) =
a1,2

(

1 − e2
)

1 + e cos θ
, (8)

where a1 =
q a

1 + q
and a2 =

a

1 + q
are their semimajor axes2.

The corresponding apparent orbits (in rectangular coordinates) can be cal-
culated by projecting the true orbits on the observers sky plane using the re-
maining three Keplerian orbital elements (orbital inclination i, longitude of the
ascending node Ω and longitude (or argument) of pericenter ω):

x1,2 = r1,2 cos θ [cosΩ cosω − sinΩ sin ω cos i]
+ r1,2 sin θ [− cosΩ sin ω − sinΩ cosω cos i]

y1,2 = r1,2 cos θ [sin Ω cosω + cosΩ sin ω cos i]
+ r1,2 sin θ [− sinΩ sinω + cosΩ cosω cos i] .

(9)

Radial velocities of the components are given by the following expression
(Hilditch, 2001):

V rad
1,2 (θ) = K1,2 [cos (θ + ω) + e · cosω] + γ, (10)

where K1,2 are the semiaplitudes of the velocity curves:

K1,2 =
2πa1,2 sin i

P
√

1 − e2
, (11)

and γ is systemic velocity (which is assumed to be 0 km/s in our simulations).
Assuming that V rad

1,2 ≪ c, Doppler shifts in wavelength (z1,2) and energy (g1,2)
due to radial velocities of the components are given by:

z1,2 ≈
V rad

1,2

c
, g1,2 =

1

1 + z1,2
. (12)

The total redshift factor gtot, representing the net effect of both relativistic
effects and radial velocities of the components, can be then obtained from Eqs.
(1) and (12):

gtot =
1

1 + z + z12

=
1

1

g
+

1

g1,2
− 1

. (13)

We studied the influence of Doppler shifts on the observed disk emission by
calculating the simulated line profiles according to the expression (2), but using
the total redshift factor gtot instead of g.

2One should also take into account that the orientations of two barycentric orbits differ by
180◦ within the orbital plane.
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Table 1. Adopted orbital elements for two Keplerian orbits of a SMBHB with mass

ratio q = 0.5.

a Period e i Ω ω
(AU) (pc) (yr) (◦) (◦) (◦)

orbit 1 1 × 103 0.005 1.16 0.5 30 0 30
orbit 2 2 × 103 0.01 3.27 0.25 60 0 90

Figure 2. Radial velocities of the components in a SMBHB with mass ratio q = 0.5,

for orbit 1 (left) and for orbit 2 (right).

3. Results and discussion

To study the observational signatures of the first SMBHB model, we performed
simulations of the X-ray radiation from such a SMBHB with mass ratio q = 0.5
for two different Keplerian orbits of its components, denoted as “orbit 1” and
“orbit 2”, and determined by the orbital elements which are summarized in
Table 1. As it can be seen from this table, the obtained orbital periods are
on the order of a few years, which means that we simulated electromagnetic
signatures in the Fe Kα line of the nearby SMBHBs with semimajor axes of
∼ 10−3−10−2 pc, periods of a few years and masses above ∼ 108 M⊙, and such
SMBHBs are targets of present PTAs like NANOGrav, which search for their
gravitational wave signatures (see e.g. Aggarwal et al., 2019).

The obtained radial velocities of the components in the case of both orbits
from Table 1 are presented in Fig. 2. It can be seen from this figure that the
radial velocity of the secondary SMBH can go far beyond 10,000 km/s, which
is sufficient to induce significant Doppler shift in the X-ray radiation from its
accretion disk.

As a next step, we used the obtained radial velocities to simulate the X-ray
radiation from this SMBHB during different orbital phases along each of two
orbits, assuming different models of accretion disks around its components. Two
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Figure 3. Left : Simulated images of the accretion disks around the primary and sec-

ondary components of a SMBHB with q = 0.5 for “disk A” around both primary and

secondary during orbital phase 0.8 along “orbit 1” (top panel), as well as for “disk B”

around primary and “disk A” around secondary during orbital phase 0.4 along “orbit

2” (bottom panel). Right : The corresponding simulated composite Fe Kα line profiles.

examples of the obtained results are presented in Fig. 3 and they correspond to
the orbital phase Φ = 0.8 along “orbit 1” in the case when “disk A” is around
both components (top panel), as well as to the orbital phase Φ = 0.4 along
“orbit 2” in the case when “disk B” is around the primary and “disk A” around
the secondary component (bottom panel). The disk images, colored according to
the total redshift factor gtot, are presented in the left parts of each panel of Fig.
3, while their right parts show the corresponding simulated composite Fe Kα
line profiles. As it can be seen from this figure, this model of SMBHB induces
the appearance of the ripples in the cores of the simulated composite Fe Kα line
profiles. The amplitudes of these ripple effects strongly depend on the assumed
parameters of the accretion disks around both primary and secondary SMBHs,
the orbital elements of their Keplerian orbits, as well as on the particular orbital
phase (i.e. time) at which, here a simulation and in reality an observation, is
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made. Moreover, as demonstrated in Jovanović et al. (2014), the mass ratio q
also has a strong influence on the amplitudes of these ripples, since the ratio
between the fractions of the composite Fe Kα line flux, contributed by the
accretion disks around the secondary and the primary, roughly corresponds to
q. Since a highly inclined disk produces a wide line profile, as demonstrated in
Fig. 1, the ripple in the bottom panel of Fig. 3 is much wider and deeper than
the one in the top panel because it is created in the component of the Fe Kα line
which is emitted from the highly inclined “disk B” around the primary SMBH.

We also investigated the flux variability in different parts of the Fe Kα line
for different phases during one orbital period. The flux variability of the total
line profile, its red part (E < 6.2 keV), core (6.2 keV ≤ E ≤ 6.6 keV) and
blue part (E > 6.6 keV) are presented in Fig. 4 by black, red, green and blue
lines, respectively. Two panels in Fig. 4 refer to the same disk parameters and
orbital elements as the corresponding panels in Fig. 3, but for 10 different orbital
phases (including those from Fig. 3). As it can be seen from Fig. 4, this model
of SMBHBs induces the highest flux variability in the core of the Fe Kα line.
Taking into account that the presented results refer to only one orbital period,
it can be easily deduced that the same variability pattern would also repeat
during all successive orbital periods. Therefore, in the case of such a SMBHB, a
periodic variability of the X-ray radiation in the Fe Kα line should be expected,
which is in good agreement with the similar predictions of Sesana et al. (2012).
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Figure 4. Flux variability (from top to bottom) of the total Fe Kα line profile (black

line), its red part (red line), core (green line) and blue part (blue line) during 10

different orbital phases and for the same disk parameters and orbital elements as in

the corresponding panels of Fig. 3.
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Figure 5. Illustrations of two relativistic accretion disks with an empty gap extending

from 15Rg to 20Rg (left), and the corresponding simulated Fe Kα line profiles (right).

Top panel corresponds to the first, and bottom panel to the second model of accretion

disks, as described in §2.

We studied the observational signatures of the second SMBHB model using
the similar simulations of the X-ray radiation from the accretion disk around
its primary SMBH, in which its secondary SMBH cleared an empty gap. We
performed these simulations for both disk models from §2 and for different
positions and widths of the empty gap, i.e. for different values of its inner and
outer radii. Two examples of the obtained results in the case of “disk A” and
“disk B”, each with an empty gap extending between 15 Rg and 20 Rg, are
shown in the left panels of Fig. 5, while the corresponding simulated Fe Kα line
profiles are shown in the right panels of the same figure. Taking into account
that the gap is formed in the accretion disk around the primary, and for the sake
of simplicity, we expressed its radii in the units defined by gravitational radius
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Rg = Rg1 (and mass) of the primary SMBH, in which the both gaps from the left
panels of Fig. 5 have the widths of 5 Rg1. On the other hand, the gap width can
be also expressed in different units of gravitational radius Rg2 for the secondary
SMBH (or equivalently, in terms of its mass), assuming that it is twice as large
as the outer radius of the accretion disk around the secondary, for which we
adopted the value of 50 Rg2, as previously mentioned. Under these assumptions:
5 Rg1 = 100 Rg2, resulting with the following value for the mass ratio of the

SMBHB: q =
Rg2

Rg1

= 0.05, as well as with the mass of the secondary SMBH of

M2 = 2.5 × 107 M⊙. Therefore, this SMBHB has an order of magnitude lower
mass ratio than the previously described model, but which is still significantly
larger than the limit of q = 10−4 below which the secondary SMBH is not able
to open a gap in the disk around the primary (see e.g. McKernan et al., 2013,
for more details). Another important difference between these two models is an
assumption that in the latter case, there is no Fe Kα line emission from the gap,
i. e. that the ”minidisk” around the secondary SMBH (which is embedded in
the gap) gives a negligible contribution to the total line emission of the binary.
Such scenario is preferable, although one cannot completely exclude a possibility
that some gas can enter the gap and feed a ”minidisk” around the secondary
which, as a consequence, could create some additional Fe Kα line emission (see
McKernan et al., 2013, and references therein).

It can be seen from Fig. 5 that in such a case an empty annular gap in the
accretion disk around primary could have significant influence on the resulting
line shape, inducing the appearance of the similar ripples as in the case of
the first SMBHB model, which is in good agreement with the results of some
previous studies (see e.g. McKernan et al., 2013). However, these ripple effects
in the second SMBHB model, besides having the lower amplitudes, strongly
depend only on the positions and widths of empty gap (or in other words, on
its radii), but they do not noticeably vary with time (or orbital phase), since we
assumed that the inner and outer radii of the gap are also time independent.
In reality, on the other hand, the secondary SMBH would slowly spiral down
towards the primary, so the radii and width of empty gap would also change
with time, inducing a slow time variability of the resulting ripple effects.

4. Discussion

As it was shown in the previous section, both studied SMBHB models predict
occurrences of the ripples in the cores of emitted Fe Kα line profiles. Thus, an
important related issue is the possibility to detect such effects in the observed
spectra of SMBHB candidates using nowadays and future X-ray detectors, which
depends on their spectral resolution and signal-to-noise ratio (S/N).

The presented simulated line profiles were calculated over 200 bins of width
∆E = 0.064 keV, which corresponds to the spectral resolution of E/∆E = 100
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at 6.4 keV. On the other hand, the spectral resolutions of some modern X-ray
observatories are: E/∆E ∼ 20−50 in the case of XMM-Newton, ∼ 600 at 6 keV
for Suzaku, and ∼ 100 − 1000 in 0.1–10 keV range for Chandra. Therefore, the
performed simulations provide spectral resolution which is comparable to those
of modern X-ray detectors, and according just to this property, the SMBHB
signatures in the form of ripple effects in their observed Fe Kα line profiles
should be detectable even by nowadays X-ray detectors.

However, this is not achievable yet due to insufficient S/N of the modern
instruments. Namely, in the ray-tracing simulations S/N depends on the number
of photons emitted from a simulated disk (Milošević et al., 2018), which in
our case was 5000 × 5000. Such a large number of photons in our simulations
provides much higher S/N ratio than in the current observations by XMM-
Newton and Chandra, which is the main cause for difficult detection of SMBHB
signatures in the currently observed line profiles, in spite of similar spectral
resolutions. However, the planned future X-ray observatories (like Advanced
Telescope for High Energy Astrophysics – ATHENA) will be equipped with
high signal-to-noise and high spectral resolution instruments (E/∆E ∼ 2800 in
0.2–12 keV range) and will enable the detection of the SMBHB signatures in
the observed Fe Kα line profiles.

5. Conclusions

We simulated the Fe Kα line profiles emitted from the following two models of
SMBHBs:

(i) a model in which both primary and secondary SMBHs are surrounded by
an accretion disk and they are orbiting around their center of mass, and

(ii) a model in which the secondary SMBH clears an empty gap (or cavity) in
the disk around primary.

We can summarize the obtained results of these simulations as follows:

(i) Both models leave detectable ripples in the emitted Fe Kα line profiles which
may look like an absorption component in the line profile;

(ii) In the first model, such ripples in the composite line profiles are caused by
Doppler shifts due to orbital motion, and depend on:

– orbital phase of SMBHB (time) and cause the periodical variability of
the line shapes,

– mass ratio between the secondary and primary SMBHs,

– parameters of the accretion disks (e.g. inclination) around both primary
and secondary,

– Keplerian orbital elements, which could potentially enable reconstruction
of the observed radial velocity curves and their fitting with Keplerian
orbits (see e.g. Bon et al., 2012, for an example);
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(iii) In the second model, these ripples do not significantly change in time, but
instead:

– they depend on the parameters of the disk around the primary (especially
on the disk inclination),

– their amplitudes strongly depend on the width and distance of the empty
gap from the central SMBH, and hence they could be used for constrain-
ing the mass ratios and separations between the components in this type
of SMBHBs;

(iv) Spectral resolutions and, especially S/N, of modern X-ray detectors are not
sufficient to study in details such signatures of SMBHBs, however this will be
possible with the next generation of X-ray observatories, such as ATHENA.
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Abstract. The problem of direct detection of a black hole event horizon still
remains unresolved. Isolated stellar-mass black holes could be ideal objects
for solving this problem, since the event horizon would not be screened by
the surrounding interstellar plasma due to its low accretion rate. We search
for black hole candidates in their presumed birth locations, computed in the
assumption that they could have originated in high-mass binaries. Theories
predict that isolated black holes should exhibit featureless flat spectra covering
the entire electromagnetic range. Objects classified as DC dwarfs (cool white
dwarfs with featureless continuum spectra) are among such galactic sources,
and they also constitute a good sample for searching for possible black hole
candidates among them. We analyze sources with available spectral, photo-
metric, and proper motion data. The final list contains 5 sources that fit the
selection criteria.

1. Introduction

Direct detection of a black hole (BH) event horizon is a problem that still
remains largely unsolved. Searching for isolated stellar-mass black holes, spheri-
cally accreting interstellar medium (ISM) of low density, is of great importance,
as such objects are ideal for detecting and studying the event horizon. The
spectrum of such a black hole was first calculated by Shvartsman (1971). He
demonstrated that an emitting halo of accreted matter forms around such ob-
jects and generates optical featureless emission. The majority of such emission
comes from the regions near the horizon, at approximately (3 − 5)rg, where rg

is the Schwarzschild radius. It is therefore possible to observe the interaction of
a BH with its surrounding environment.

An isolated stellar mass black hole would be subject to low-rate (10−6
−10−9

ṀEdd) spherical accretion of the ISM. It should exhibit synchrotron emission
in the increased magnetic field if (1) the thermal electrons are in the range of
1014

− 1016 Hz and (2) the nonthermal ones are in the range of 1016
− 1019 Hz.

This combination of both radiated components yields a practically flat spectrum
from infrared to γ-rays. The hard spectral component is highly variable due to
the emission of nonthermal electron blobs (for details, see Beskin & Karpov
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2005, and references therein). For typical ISM parameters, a BH seen from a
distance of 100 pc would exhibit the following features:

– 16 − 25m optical source
– highly variable bright X-ray counterpart
– variable component of optical emission ∼ 18 − 27m

– time scale of the variability ∼ 10−4 s
– relative flare amplitudes ∼ 0.2 − 6% in various spectral bands
– proper motion.

Spherical accretion onto isolated stellar-mass black holes has been inves-
tigated by numerous authors, including early works of Zeldovich & Novikov
(1971); Novikov & Thorne (1973); Shapiro (1973); Bisnovatyi-Kogan & Ruz-
maikin (1974); Meszaros (1975). The first solution to the spherical accretion
problem was derived by Bondi (1952). Spectra for the resulting accretion flow
were calculated by Ipser & Price (1982) and McDowell (1985). Heckler & Kolb
(1996) proposed searching for isolated black holes using data from the Sloan
Digital Sky Survey (SDSS). Their estimates used a spherical accretion model,
and the method of Ipser & Price (1982) was used to compute the spectrum.
Chisholm et al. (2003) searched for nearby isolated BH using optical and X-ray
data and reported the positions and colors of 55 BH candidates and estimated
their likelihood to be black holes.

As we mentioned above, theories predict that the main observational man-
ifestation of a BH is a featureless flat spectrum (Shvartsman 1971; Beskin &
Karpov 2005). In this work, we seek sources with flat spectra and no significant
spectral features over a large range of wavelengths, very fast variability, and
luminosity within the predicted boundaries. Our search for possible candidates
consists of two parts:

– a search restricted to specific regions in the sky as described below, and
– a general search involving an all-sky investigation of featureless-spectrum

sources such as DC dwarfs (cool white dwarfs with helium-dominated atmo-
spheres and featureless spectra with no lines) and BL Lacertae.

2. Method

In the first part, the sky regions where the search was performed are determined
as follows. With at least 50% of stars known to be members of binary or multiple
systems (Batten, 1967; Duquennoy & Mayor, 1991; Halbwachs et al., 2003), it
is safe to assume that many BHs, as well as relatively young neutron stars (NS)
that we observe as radio pulsars, originated in high-mass binaries. In BH+NS
pairs, the more massive BH would have formed in the first supernova explosion
in the system, which has a roughly 40% chance of staying gravitationally bound
(Bethe & Brown 1998). The second supernova explosion, in which a pulsar is
born, generally disrupts the system. The high velocities pulsars obtained in the
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process (Hobbs et al. 2005) can be used to trace them back to their birthplaces,
restricting therefore the BH-candidate search area (Prokhorov & Popov, 2002;
Chmyreva et al., 2010).

In the second part, work on which is now in progress, the search for BH can-
didates is not restricted to specific regions, but is done throughout the whole
sky. Such a search would concentrate on sources with already measured spectra
available in public databases. Specifically, we are looking for sources with fea-
tureless flat spectra across the entire electromagnetic range, as described above
and fitting the other criteria. To this end, we investigate the available catalogs
for white dwarfs of DC spectral type, BL Lacertae objects that have not been
confirmed and might be galactic sources with proper motions available in GAIA
Data Release 2, and also any objects marked as ”unknown” and whose spectra
have no significant lines and could not be classified. A high signal-to-noise ra-
tio is desired, since noisy spectra cannot be truly considered featureless. Such
sources are then analyzed according to the other selection criteria described
above.

3. Candidate selection

In order to identify the regions in the sky suitable for the search according to
the first part of the method, we created an initial sample of 16 isolated radio
pulsars with measured proper motions and parallaxes, relatively small spin-
down ages, and no previous associations that fit the criteria. To compute the
sky-projected areas of their births, 100,000 trajectories were simulated for each
pulsar, tracing them back according to their age estimates. The birthplaces of
4 youngest pulsars in the sample, J0139+5814, J0922+0638, J0358+5413, and
J1935+1616, the first two of which are shown in Figure 1 as an example, have
demonstrated the best results and were analyzed for possible objects of interest.

We used publicly available databases including but not limited to ROSAT,
FERMI, XMM-Newton, FIRST, WISE, 2MASS, GALEX, SDSS, SIMBAD,
ATNF, NED, LAMOST. First, we selected all non-optical sources that fall
into the 3-sigma contours of the pulsar birth locations (5 γ-ray sources, 250
X-ray sources, 1800 radio sources). These non-optical sources were then cross-
identified with each other and with possible optical counterparts within their po-
sitional error ellipses. For this, we used the SDSS database (where available), and
other catalogs otherwise. We constructed spectral energy distributions (SEDs)
for the candidates with a hard-energy range component, and demonstrated that
they are very similar to those of BL Lacertae objects. In addition to sources
with a hard component, we also considered optical sources classified as blue ob-
jects and white dwarfs, as their observational manifestations are similar to those
of the objects of interest. The spectra of 14 of the pre-selected candidates are
shown in Figure 2. The spectrum of another candidate classified as a DC-type
dwarf is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 1. Simulated birthplaces of pulsars J0139+5814 (left) and J0922+0638 (right).

The axes show the right ascension (α) and declination (δ).
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Figure 2. Spectra of 14 pre-selected candidates with a hard component. The object

names are specified in the box. The larger grey circles indicate the only source among

the 14 that has a γ-ray component.

After this pre-selection, the sample of candidates consisted of 94 objects, in-
cluding several multiple identifications of a single source, which were eliminated
at the later stages of analysis. We then proceeded to eliminate the candidates us-
ing the following criteria. First, we checked the sample for artifacts and crossed
off the list all sources with unreliable photometry, as well as extended and polar-
ized sources. Several sources with clearly stellar, galactic, and quasar spectra, as
well as spectra which clearly showed lines were also eliminated. The GAIA DR2
database allowed us to use accurate parallax (distance) and proper motion mea-
surements, further restricting the sample to contain only sources with distances
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Figure 3. SDSS spectrum of a candidate classified as a DC-type dwarf.

and velocities which would place them inside the (3D) birth location boundary.
We then discarded objects with no measured proper motions or proper motions
with a large error, as such sources cannot be reliably considered as galactic. The
remaining sources were faint and had no spectral data available, and we therefore
used SDSS ugriz, BVR, or JHK colors depending on the available photometry
to classify them. For well-measured sources, we simply used a Planck curve fit to
eliminate stars. For sources with only a few points measured, we used color-color
diagrams to keep only the sources located primarily in the regions dominated
by white dwarfs and quasars. After this procedure, we were left with a list of 12
candidates. None of them have variability measurements. Four of these candi-
dates have insufficient data available to reject them, and we therefore keep them
on the list for now. For the remaining 8 sources, we used the relation described
by Beskin & Karpov (2005), specifically, formula (77) in that paper, to compute
the theoretical luminosities expected for a stellar-mass BH located at the point
in space where the candidates are. We took into account the ISM densities (cal-
culated using the 3D distribution of dust in the galaxy (Green et al., 2018) and
the total column density of interstellar hydrogen), distances and proper motions
from GAIA DR2. Using theoretical BH masses and space velocities estimated
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from proper motions, we computed a grid of magnitudes possible for a BH lo-
cated in this region of the galaxy. After comparing these computed magnitudes
with those of the candidates, we rejected a further 3 sources. The remaining 5
sources fit the luminosity criteria: J035738.16+525934.4, J035757.63+525928.7,
J193559.9+205305.7, J035717.10+511525.4, J035239.08+513344.1.These are all
faint sources, mV ∼19-21, located within 300 pc. Two of them have hard com-
ponents. Figure 4 shows the computed magnitude distributions for BHs located
at the positions of these 5 sources. These candidates, as well as the 4 with insuf-
ficient data for rejection were marked for further investigation. The subject of
our future work would involve obtaining spectra for these sources and checking
their variability.

J193559.9+205305.7

J035717.10+511525.4J035757.63+525928.7

J035239.08+513344.1 

mV

J035738.16+525934.4

Figure 4. Theoretical magnitude distribution for BHs located at the positions of the

5 candidates. The positions of these sources are marked by black. The name of the

object is indicated at the top of each graph in white.

In the second part of our work, now in progress, we seek BH candidates
throughout the whole sky, not restricted to specific sky regions. We now con-
centrate on objects for which the spectra are already measured and publicly
available. Databases like SDSS, LAMOST, and others, have a number of ob-
jects whose spectra are marked as ”unknown” due to either a lack of spectral
features, or poor quality. Some examples of such spectra are shown in Figure
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5. These sources and others with similar featureless spectra are of primary in-
terest to us, especially if they have counterparts in other spectral domains. A
high signal-to-noise ratio is preferred in order to rule out the presence of lines
with equivalent widths > 5Å. Therefore, DC-type white dwarfs, unconfirmed BL
Lacertae objects, and sources of unidentified spectral type with no significant
spectral features are our primary objects of interest in the corresponding cat-
alogs. Such sources will be analyzed further using the method described above
in order to refine their classification. Those among them that are shown to fit
the other selection criteria may be considered as BH candidates. These results
will be published in our upcoming paper.

Figure 5. Examples of unidentified spectra in the SDSS.
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4. Results

We have performed a search for stellar-mass BH candidates. Looking for BHs
is an important task directly related to the problem of direct detection of BH
event horizons, for which they can be viewed as ideal probes. Many now-isolated
BHs may have originated in high mass binaries where the other component is a
neutron star. Tracing the trajectories of the neutron stars to their birth places,
we placed restrictions on the locations of possible BH candidates, deriving four
promising regions in the sky for the search.

Within those areas, we selected all sources with a hard spectral component,
and identified them with their optical counterparts using the SDSS database.
Blue objects and DC-dwarfs were also considered. A list of 94 candidates was
made in the process, from which we eliminated all sources with unreliable pho-
tometry, as well as extended and polarized sources. The several objects with
available spectra were also crossed off the list due to their clearly stellar, galac-
tic, or quasar nature. We then used the accurate parallax and proper motion
data from the GAIA database to further restrict the sample to objects located
within the considered spatial region. Multi-band photometric data were used to
classify the remaining sources, thereby shortening the list down to 12 objects.

Theoretical luminosities were then computed for stellar-mass BHs located at
the positions of the candidates. The theoretical magnitudes were compared with
the observed ones, which allowed us to finalize the preliminary list of BH candi-
dates which fit the observational criteria. There are 5 sources on the list; their co-
ordinates are as follows (α, δ): 03:57:38.19 +52:59:34.4, 03:57:57.64 +52:59:29.1,
19:35:59.92 +20:53:07.0, 03:57:17.10 +51:15:25.4, 03:52:39.09 +51:33:44.1. Long-
term observations of these sources are planned as the next step to narrow the
list down further, both to obtain their spectra and monitor them for photomet-
ric variations (no spectra or variability information are currently available for
these objects). Such observations would allow us to obtain evidence that one or
more of these sources are, in fact, possible BHs.

5. Conclusions

We have performed a search for stellar-mass black hole candidates within 4 re-
stricted regions of space, computed in the assumption that BHs have originally
formed in high-mass binaries. The search in these areas yielded a list of 5 can-
didates, J035738.16+525934.4, J035757.63+525928.7, J193559.9+205305.7,
J035717.10+511525.4, and J035239.08+513344.1, which may be considered as
a preliminary result. These 5 sources were targeted for further investigation,
and will be observed in order to obtain their spectra, as well as data on their
variability. This result shows that at least several sources fit the selection cri-
teria (are consistent with the theoretical expectations of a stellar mass black
hole as observed from Earth), and that a full-sky search will provide many more
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candidates. This full-sky search, as well as obtaining observed data for the 5
candidates, is the subject of our upcoming work.
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Abstract. Quasars accreting matter at very high rates (known as extreme
Population A [xA]) may provide a new class of distance indicators covering
cosmic epochs from present day up to less than 1 Gyr from the Big Bang. We
report on the developments of a method that is based on “virial luminosity”
estimates from measurements of emission line widths of xA quasars. The ap-
proach is conceptually equivalent to the virial estimates based on early and
late type galaxies. The main issues related to the cosmological application of
luminosity estimates from xA quasar line widths are the identification of proper
emission lines whose broadening is predominantly virial over a wide range of
luminosity, and the assessment of the effect of the emitting region orientation
with respect to the line of sight. We report on recent developments concerning
the use of the AlIIIλ 1860 intermediate ionisation line and of the Hydrogen
Balmer line Hβ as “virial broadening estimators.”

1. Introduction: a main sequence for quasars

The Main Sequence (MS) is a powerful tool to organize type-1 quasar diversity
(see e.g., Marziani et al., 2018, for a recent review). The MS concept originated
from the first eigenvector (E1) of a Principal Component Analysis carried out
on a sample of ≈80 Palomar-Green quasars (Boroson & Green, 1992). The E1
MS was first associated with anti-correlations between strength of FeIIλ4570
and width of Hβ as well as strength of FeIIλ4570 and [OIII] prominence. Over
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the years, several parameters related to the accretion process and the accompa-
nying outflows were found to be also associated with the fundamental relation
between prominence of singly-ionized iron emission and broad Balmer line width
(Sulentic et al., 2000, 2007). For an exhaustive list see Sulentic et al. (2011);
Fraix-Burnet et al. (2017). Since 1992, the E1 MS has been found in increas-
ingly larger samples, and the MS potential was fully recognized following an
SDSS-based analysis of a large sample of several tens of thousands of quasars
(Shen & Ho, 2014).

The optical plane of the MS is defined by the FWHM of the Hβ broad com-
ponent vs the parameter RFeII that is defined as RFeII = I(FeIIλ4570)/I(Hβ), the
ratio between the integrated flux of the FeIIλ4570 blend of multiplets, and that
of the Hβ broad component (Sulentic et al., 2000). The data are distributed
as an elbow-shaped figure (Fig. 1) if a restriction to low-z and relatively low
luminosity is applied; if higher luminosity sources are included the MS takes a
wedge-like form (as in case of Shen & Ho 2014).

It is not surprising that a measure of FeII emission can lead a fundamen-
tal correlation, as singly-ionized emission is extended from the UV to the NIR,
and can dominate the thermal balance of the broad line region (BLR, Marinello
et al., 2016). FeII emission is self-similar but its intensity with respect to Hy-
drogen Balmer line Hβ changes. The width of Hβ is mainly associated with the
broadening due to the emitting gas dynamics via Doppler effect. A correlation
between the two parameters points towards a coupling between physical and
dynamical conditions within the line emitting region, as further discussed in §

2.

Quasar spectra show a wide range of line profiles, line shifts, line intensities
and differences in dynamical conditions and ionization levels of the BLR, system-
atically changing along the sequence. It is expedient to identify spectral types
along the MS (Fig. 1) and to distinguish between Population A (FWHM(Hβ) ≤
4000 km s−1) and Population B (FWHM(Hβ) > 4000 km s−1). Pop. A sources
include prototypical Narrow Line Seyfert 1 IZw1 as well as sources with rela-
tively little FeII, such as Mark 335. The appearance of the spectrum suggests a
relatively low degree of ionization, with significant FeII, weak [OIII]λλ4959,5007
and weak high-ionization lines in general. Pop. B objects show not only broader
lines but also higher ionization, weak FeII and strong [OIII]. A prototypical
source is NGC 5548 (Sulentic et al., 2000). Regarding internal line shifts in the
spectra of individual quasars, it is helpful to distinguish between low- and high-
ionization lines (HILs and LILs). Internal line shifts between HILs and LILs are
mainly associated with HIL blueshifted emission.

The MS is probably due to a combination of effects dependent on Edding-
ton ratio, viewing angle, and metal content (Panda et al. 2019 and references
therein). The connection between observational and accretion parameters is not
well-mapped as yet, but the quasar MS could be aptly considered as the analo-
gous of the MS in the stellar H-R diagram (Sulentic et al., 2001, 2008).
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Even if our understanding is not complete, it is possible to exploit some well-
defined properties in particular sectors “spectral types” along the MS. A second
key element that makes it possible to consider quasars even as “Eddington
standard candles” (i.e., sources with a small scatter around a fixed value of
the Eddington ratio in place of a luminosity measure) has been the ability to
recognize that the part of the BLR emitting the LIL is eminently virialized.
In the following we will summarize in which way quasar emission lines can be
considered as virial broadening estimators (VBE, §2) and identify a particular
class of quasars (§3) for which the assumption of an almost constant Eddington
ratio is likely to be verified. We stress the analogy with stellar systems (§4.1)
and consider redshift-independent estimates of luminosity made possible by the
scaling between virial broadening and luminosity itself (§5).

Figure 1. A sketch outlining the occupation of optical plane of the quasar MS. The

plane has been subdivided in spectral types, and the region of extreme Population A

has been shaded green. The numbers in square brackets are the relative prevalence in

the ST along the sequence, from the sample of Marziani et al. (2013a).
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2. A virialized and a wind system

The origin of the broadening of quasar emission lines has been a contentious
issue for decades after quasar discovery and it is as yet not fully understood.
Reverberation-mapping campaign have provided direct evidence of a large mass
concentration in a very small volume of space, with broadening for lines emit-
ted by different ionic species becoming larger and their distance decreasing with
increasing ionisation potential (Peterson & Wandel, 1999). At the same time,
internal line shifts (measured soon after the quasar discovery, Burbidge & Bur-
bidge 1967) complicated the interpretation of the spectra of individual quasars.
A turning point was the ability offered by the FOS on board HST to observe the
HIL CIV 1549 and to compare it to a strong LIL such as Hβ (Corbin & Boroson,
1996; Marziani et al., 1996). It was found that the CIV line showed prominent
blueshift while the Hβ remained almost unshifted with respect to the rest frame
of the quasars. If we assume that a line whose profile appears symmetric and
unshifted with respect to rest frame can be considered as a marker of a virial-
ized emitting region, this result provided support to the idea that the BLR were
composed of two sub-regions, one emitting predominantly HIL in an outflow
scenario and one associated with a flattened distribution of gas coplanar with
the accretion disk (possibly the accretion disk itself, Collin-Souffrin et al. 1988;
Elvis 2000; see Fig. 2). Later, it was found that a virialized system emitting
mainly LILs coexists with outflowing gas in Pop. A sources, even at the highest
luminosity (Sulentic et al., 2017; Vietri, 2017; Coatman et al., 2017).

3. Extreme Population A

Selection and physical conditions of Extreme Population A is made possible by
the MS that allows for the definition of spectral types, in addition to the two
Populations defined earlier. Spectral types within Pop. A are due to a gradient
of RFeII (Boroson & Green, 1992; Sulentic et al., 2000; Shen & Ho, 2014; Du
et al., 2016; Panda et al., 2019).

Extreme Pop. A quasars (xA) are selected applying simple criteria from
diagnostic emission line intensity ratios:

1. RFeII FeIIλ4570 blend/Hβ >∼ 1.0;

2. UV AlIII λ1860/SiIII]λ1892>∼0.5 and SiIII]λ1892/CIII]λ1909>∼1

UV and optical selection criteria are equivalent, and lead to the identification
as xA of ∼ 10% of all quasars in low-z, optically selected samples. xA spectra
show distinctively strong FeII emission and Lorentzian Balmer line profiles, and
FWHM(Hβ) ≈ FWHM(AlIII 1860) whenever it has been possible to cover both
lines for the same object (Negrete et al. 2013; Marziani & Sulentic 2014). This
means that the AlIII 1860 FWHM is a virial broadening estimator equivalent to
Hβ (del Olmo et al. 2019, in preparation). The measurements of the 1900 blend
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Figure 2. A sketch illustrating the principle of a virialized sub-region co-existing

with an outflowing component. The sketch is highly simplified and accounts for the

systematic blueshifts of HILs, large when the HI Balmer lines are narrower, but does

not takes into account the systematic changes in accretion modes expected along the

sequence.

and specifically of the AlIII line allows for the consideration of xA quasars at
high z (>∼ 1.2).

The UV spectrum of xA quasars at z ∼ 2 shows symmetric low-ionization
and blueshifed high- ionization lines even at the highest luminosity (Mart́ınez-
Aldama et al. 2018, and reference therein). The CIV and the 1900 blend lines
have low equivalent width: about one-half of xAs are weak lined quasars follow-
ing the definition of Diamond-Stanic et al. (2009).

Observed diagnostic ratios (CIV/AlIII, CIV/HeII, AlIII/SiIII]) imply ex-
treme values for density (high, n >∼ 1012−13 cm−3), ionization (low, U ∼ 10−3)
and extreme values of metallicity (Z >∼ 20Z⊙, Mart́ınez-Aldama et al. 2018,
Sniegowska et al. 2019 in preparation). These values are inferred by consider-
ing curves of constant intensity ratios in the plane ionization parameter versus
density from arrays of CLOUDY simulations (Negrete et al., 2012). A crossing
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Figure 3. Examples of the Hβ (left, Marziani et al. 2013b) and 1900 Å (right, Bachev

et al. 2004) spectral region (after continuum subtraction) in low redshift extreme Ed-

dington candidates, selected from the optical criterion RFeII > 1. The ratio RFeII is

obtained by measuring the flux of the FeII blend at 4570 Å (pale green shaded area),

and the flux of Hβ. The thick black lines trace broad lines whose FWHM can be used

as virial broadening estimator, AlIIIλ1860, SiIII]λ1892, and Hβ but not CIII]λ1909

(shaded dark). Hβ and the UV lines have been found to provide consistent FWHM

measures in agreement with Hβ at low-L. Green lines show Feii templates (pale), and

the Feiii template in the UV (dark). The magenta dashed lines show models of the

total line emission.

point defined by the isopleth of constant intensity ratios identifies the physical
conditions that predict all considered intensity ratios. The very high density
inferred from the weakness of CIII]λ1909, and the maximum radiative output
per unit mass suggests that the LIL Emitting regions could be a dense compact
remnant of a more conventional LIL-BLR.

4. Extreme Population A quasars: virial broadening

There are several lines of evidence suggesting that the RFeII is correlated with
Eddington ratio. Among them, we mention the fundamental plane of the ac-
cretion black holes correlations (Du et al., 2016) which is a restatement of the
correlation of Eddington ratio RFeII, adding a second correlate associated with
the LIL profile. Extreme Population A (RFeII

>∼ 1) show extreme L/LEdd along
the MS with small dispersion (Marziani & Sulentic, 2014) (MS14). Accretion
disk theory predicts low radiative efficiency at high accretion rate; L/LEdd satu-
rates toward a limiting values; (Mineshige et al., 2000; Abramowicz et al., 1988;
Sadowski, 2011). This seems to be what is occurring to xA sources.
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A virial luminosity estimate for large samples of xA quasars is possible if:

1. xA quasars radiate close to Eddington limit L/LEdd ∝ L/MBH ∼ 1. The
exact value of the the Eddington ratio is not relevant, provided that L/LEdd

scatters little around a well-defined value. At this point we are able to rec-
ognize only xA quasars at one extreme of the MS, but the same approach
could be applied to other sources along the MS, were their Eddignton ratio
known with high precision.

2. Virial motions are the broadening source of the low-ionization BLR.

3. xA quasars have similar BLR physical parameters, an assumption that is jus-
tified by the spectral similarity over a large range in luminosity. This implies
that BLR radius rigorously scales with the square root of the luminosity.

If we know a virial broadening estimator δv (in practice, the FWHM of a
low- ionization line), we can derive a z-independent, “virial” luminosity, Lvir ∝

(nHU)−1(δv)4. The virial luminosity can be written as L = L0 FWHM4, where
the constant depends on the fraction of ionizing luminosity, the average fre-
quency of ionizing photons, and the photon flux. These are all intrinsic proper-
ties of quasars.

4.1. L ∝ (δv)a: not only for quasars

The L ∝FWHM4 is a law analogous to the Tully-Fisher and the early formu-
lation of the Faber Jackson laws for early- type galaxies (Faber & Jackson,
1976; Tully & Fisher, 1977). Galaxies and even clusters of galaxies are virialized
systems that globally follows a law ∝ σ4 (Fig. 4). The main difference with
quasars is that the velocity dispersion of stellar system is by far not as strongly
dependent on the viewing angle as the FWHM of quasar LILs.

5. Interpretation of the virial luminosity estimates

for quasars

5.1. Virial luminosity and redshift-based luminosity

The sketch of Fig. 2 suggests that the viewing angle of the plane of the accretion
disk should substantially affect the projection of the virial velocity field along the
line-of-sight. In other words, the FWHM is strongly dependent on the viewing
angle θ defined as the angle between the line of sight and the axis of the accretion
disk plane.

The virial luminosity is applicable to xA quasars over a wide range of lu-
minosity and redshift. If we compare the virial luminosity to the conventional
estimate of luminosity from redshift, H0 and the Ωs we find that there is an over-
all consistency with redshift-based concordance luminosity. At the same time we
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Figure 4. Relation between virial broadening and luminosity, for several classes of

virialized stellar systems and quasars. Data points refers to early-type galaxies (ETGs,

red squares), brightest cluster galaxies (BCGs, dark-green squares), clusters of galaxies

(magenta squares) from the wide-field nearby galaxy-cluster survey and are as used

in D’Onofrio et al. (2019), and xA quasars from the sample of Du et al. (2016). The

filled lines trace two relations with L ∝ σ4.

measure a significant scatter σ ∼ 0.5 dex (Fig. 5; 0.3 dex can be reached by im-
proving the statistics of larger samples, as done in Marziani et al. 2017, but
a substantial statistical scatter is expected to remain even in large samples of
excellent data).

An analysis aimed at the cosmological exploitation of the virial luminosity is
ongoing. Work to improve the accuracy of black hole mass and Eddington ratio
using θ is also in progress. At this point, however, it is perhaps more interesting
to try to understand the origin of the scatter between virial luminosity and
conventional luminosity L(z, H0, ΩM, ΩΛ), where the cosmological parameter
have been assumed to have values consistent with the concordance ones.

The difference between the virial L and L(z, H0, ΩM, ΩΛ) as a function of
redshift for the sample of Negrete et al. (2018) is shown in the left panel of
Fig. 5. The scatter is due in part to measurement errors. The FWHM enters to
the fourth power in the L expression; a 10% error, achievable with high S/N
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Figure 5. Quasar luminosity estimates: residuals as a function of redshift z of virial

luminosity estimated from the Hβ FWHM minus luminosity L(z, H0, ΩM, ΩΛ) from

redshift before orientation correction (above), and after (below). Data are from the

low-z quasar sample of Negrete et al. (2018).

data would imply a ≈0.17 dex error on luminosity (see Marziani & Sulentic
2014 for a preliminary error budget). More than measurement errors, it is likely
that orientation accounts for most of the scatter, especially if lines are emitted
in a flattened system. There is growing evidence that this is the case (Mej́ıa-
Restrepo et al., 2018; Afanasiev et al., 2019; Marziani et al., 2019) although the
expression of the form factor connecting virial velocity and projected broadening
is still debated. Assuming a structure factor f relating virial broadening δvK and
line FWHM (δv2

K = f FWHM2) in the form f = 1/4(κ2 + sin2 θ), where κ can
be interpreted as the ratio between an isotropic velocity component and the
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virial velocity, we found that all objects in the sample of Negrete et al. (2018)
can be accounted for by the effect of the viewing angle within 0 <∼ θ <∼ 50
degrees (in the right panel of Fig. 5 residuals are zeroed if f1/2FWHM is used
as a VBE). Orientation might be really the main source of scatter between virial
and conventional luminosity estimates. More details are given by Negrete et al.
(2018), and a more conclusive analysis will be hopefully presented in forthcoming
studies.

6. Conclusion

The MS offer contextualization of quasar observational and physical properties.
Extreme Population A (xA) quasars at the high RFeII end of the MS appear
to radiate at extreme L/LEdd. xA quasars show a relatively high prevalence
(10%) and are easily recognizable. Low ionization lines are apparently emitted
in a highly-flattened, virialized BLR, and the consistency between virial and
redshift-based luminosity estimates supports this basic interpretation also for
xA quasars. Several methods to derive redshift-independent L values based on
intrinsic properties of quasars have been proposed in the last few years (Wang
et al., 2013; La Franca et al., 2014; Risaliti & Lusso, 2015); xA quasars might
be suitable as “Eddington standard candles” especially if orientation effects can
be accounted for.
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Abstract. We study the reconstruction of overdensity maps of galaxies as
function of redshift in the range 0 < z < 0.8 using data from 1-m Schmidt
Telescope of Byurakan Astrophysical Observatory (Armenia) in 16 medium
band (∼ 250Å) and four broad band (u,g,r,i) filters. The data used in this
work homogeneously cover 2.39 sq. deg with accurate photometric redshifts,
down to R < 23 mag (AB). We reconstructed the density contrast maps for
the whole galaxy sample of the HS 47.5-22 ROSAT field in narrow slices for
full range of redshifts. We select groups and clusters of galaxies with adaptive
kernel based on density peaks which are larger than two times the mean density.
The reconstructed overdensity field of galaxies consists of cluster-like structures
outlining void-like regions for full redshift range 0 ≤ z ≤ 0.8. We detect known
galaxy clusters in this field with software specially developed for this project.
This gives us a possibility to study how star formation properties and galaxy
morphology depend on the environments of the galaxies in this field.

Key words: methods – data analysis – galaxies – clusters

1. Introduction

Galaxy evolution and physical properties must be in strong correlation with their
environment. There are a several dependencies of galaxy physical properties and
the environment. The dependence ”morphology - density of the environment”
was discovered by Oemler (1974) and Dressler (1980). These authors stated
that the early type galaxies are more often located in overdensity areas in the
center of groups and clusters , and that the late type galaxies are preferentially
found in the periphery of groups and clusters. More recent studies based on
2dFGRS (Two-degree-Field Galaxy Redshift Survey, Madgwick et al., 2003) and
SDSS (Sloan Digital Sky Survey, Guo et al., 2013, 2014) have found that this
correlation is maintained for the entire range of local densities up to the field
galaxies.

For nearby galaxies the dependencies of Hα equivalent width, 4000 Å break
(or the ratio between the average flux density in ergs s−1 cm−2 Hz−1 between
4050 and 4250 Å and that between 3750 and 3950 Å Bruzual, 1983) and colors
on the environment were found on scales of the order of 1 Mpc h−1 (Kauffmann
et al., 2004). In the recent article of Cucciati et al. (2010) it was shown that
more massive galaxies were formed in the most dense areas earlier than galaxies
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with a smaller mass and the evolution of less massive galaxies occurs under the
influence of complex physical processes determined by their environment.

Galaxies located in areas of high density of groups and clusters of galaxies
are formed and evolve differently than galaxies in the low density voids. One
of the main methods for determination of galaxies belonging to a large-scale
structure, in the optical and infrared ranges, is density contrast maps based on
filtering algorithms (Lopes et al., 2004; Koester et al., 2007).

In this paper we describe the survey observations and the data reduction in
Section 2. We review filtering algorithm with adaptive kernel, basic statistics and
overdensity field reconstruction in Section 3. We discuss our results and make
conclusion in Section 4. Throughout this paper, we assume a flat cosmology
described with Ωm = 0.3, ΩΛ = 0.7 and H0 = 70 km s−1.

2. Observations

We observed the HS47.5-22 ROSAT field (Fig. 1) defined by the medium deep
ROSAT survey with center coordinates 09h50m00s + 47d35m00s (Molthagen
et al., 1997). The survey consists of 48 overlapping ROSAT pointings which
were added to produce a final catalog containing 574 X-ray sources with broad
band (0.1 − 2.4 keV) count rates between ∼ 3 × 10−3 cts s−1 and ∼ 0.2 cts s−1,
in a field of view of ∼ 2.3 sq. deg. Molthagen et al. (1997) used an X-ray error
circle of 2σ + 10 arcsec in radius, with the positioning error box σ for ROSAT
objects taken from ROSAT observations.

Observations of the field HS47.5-22 were carried out with 1-m Schmidt Tele-
scope of the Byurakan Observatory (Armenia) during several sets in Febru-
ary, March, April, and November of 2017, and in February and November of
2018. Telescope field of view with 4k × 4k CCD was 58 × 58 arcmin, scale
0.868 arcsec pixel−1. To get data for near all pointings of HS47.5-22 ROSAT
field we observed four positions with 10 arcmin overlaps. From these observa-
tions we created the mosaic with total area of 2.386 sq. degree (Dodonov et al.,
2017).

Each position was observed in four broad band filters (u, g, r and i SDSS)
and in 16 medium band (FWHM = 250 Å, with FWHM defined as full width
at half maximum) filters with homogeneous covering optical spectral range from
4000 Å till 8000 Å (see Tab. 1 and Fig. 2). In each filter we obtained from 12 to
25 individual images with 5-6 arcmin shifts between each one. Total exposure
times in filters were varied from 60 min to 120 min depending from the spectral
sensitivity of the CCD. Long term objects variability was controlled by the
observations in r − SDSS filter in each set of observations.

Photometry of the objects obtained using SExtractor (Bertin & Arnouts,
1996) in dual image mode. Base image were created from the sum of deep
(∼ 25m) images obtained in g, r and i filters. Before the photometry all images
were convolved to common seeing quality and transformed to common coordi-
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Figure 1. The composite optical image in g, r and i filters of the HS47.5-22 field is

about 2.39 sq. degree with center coordinates 09h50m00s +47d35m00s. The 574 X-ray

sources up to level 3.5 ·10−14erg cm−2 s−1 were detected by the ROSAT X-ray satellite

(Molthagen et al., 1997).

nates system. We got photometry in 1.45 × FWHM apertures and corrected
received fluxes for light loss using light curve obtained from bright stars, and
using MAG AUTO SExtractor photometry we receive Kron-like fluxes for all
objects in the field. Photometric calibration was developed using spectral and
photometrical data from SDSS survey for the objects detected in the field. By
using field objects as a standard stars within each exposure, we were indepen-
dent from photometrical conditions for imaging.

Galaxies sample is extracted from the full catalog of objects (near 100000
objects) using following criteria:

– Objects brighter then RAB = 23 mag (AB magnitude in R filter)

– Extended index < 0.8 (Bertin & Arnouts, 1996) for the objects with RAB <
21 mag, extended index < 0.9 for the objects with 21 mag < RAB < 22
mag and extended index < 0.96 for the objects with RAB < 23 mag

– Index of contamination ≤ 2 (Bertin & Arnouts, 1996)
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Table 1. 1m Schmidt Telescope Filter set. Effective Wavelength, FWHM , Limiting

Magnitude measured at F/2.

Filter λcen, Å FWHM(Å) mlim,5σ

u SDSS 3578 338 24.23
g SDSS 4797 860 25.22
r SDSS 6227 770 24.97
i SDSS 7624 857 24.15
MB 400 3978 250 24.37
MB 425 4246 250 24.31
MB 450 4492 250 24.20
MB 475 4745 250 24.31
MB 500 4978 250 24.30
MB 525 5234 250 24.37
MB 550 5496 250 23.86
MB 575 5746 250 24.29
MB 600 5959 250 23.89
MB 625 6234 250 23.51
MB 650 6499 250 23.41
MB 675 6745 250 23.78
MB 700 7002 250 23.47
MB 725 7253 250 23.20
MB 750 7519 250 23.07
MB 775 7758 250 22.97

The sample of objects which follow the first two criteria includes 40194
objects and after applying the third one - we have 32637 objects with clean
photometry. Due to the contamination we lose 8.12 % of the objects.

We check sample completeness using comparison of galaxies number-counts
in g, r and i SDSS filters from our sample with already published data in Fig. 3.
The galaxies sample completeness up to RAB = 23 mag with no color selection
effects in all optical range.

Photometric measurements from 17 filters (u−SDSS plus 16 medium band
filters) provide low resolution spectra Fig. 4 for each object which are analyzed
by a statistical technique for classification and redshift estimation based on
spectral template matching. We used for these galaxies spectra templates library
from Dodonov & Chilingarian (2008), and a set of programs ZEBRA (Zurich’s
Extragalactic Bayesian Redshift Analyzer, Feldmann et al., 2006).

The obtained redshift accuracy σz < 0.01 and the fraction of catastrophic
outliers is (∆z/(1 + z) > 5. ∗ σz) ∼ 4.0% (in Fig. 5). Accuracy σz changes from
0.01 in magnitude range r − SDSS = 16 mag − 21 mag till 0.03 in magnitude
range r − SDSS = 21 mag − 23 mag.
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Figure 2. 1m Schmidt Telescope Filter set. Filter transmission measured at F/2. CCD

spectral response included.

3. Data analysis

3.1. Filtering algorithm with adaptive kernel

In this work we use the algorithm with adaptive kernel to reconstruct the density
contrast field. In this method we calculate the density value in the vicinity of
each galaxy:

δi =
s

4
3
πR3

,

where R is three dimensional distance from the galaxy to its N-th nearest neigh-
bor and s is number of nearest neighbor galaxy. Next we divide the light cone
into thin redshift slices with ∆z = 0.056 · (1+z) and 25% overlap from each side
of slice. The width of slices is based on 1σ = 0.028 photometric redshift error
for all type galaxies. For each slice the mean density is estimated as

δ =
1

n

n∑

i=1

δi,

where n is the total number of galaxies in the each slice.
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Figure 3. Galaxy sample completeness in g, r and i SDSS filters.
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Figure 4. Comparison of the Spectral Energy Distribution (SED) obtained from the

photometric data with 1-meter Schmidt telescope (points with bars) with the SDSS

spectra (solid gray line). Points in the SED are scaled to 3 arcsec to match the SDSS

fiber diameter. Horizontal bars corresponds to filter width and vertical bars to 1σ flux

error.

The density contrast σi for each galaxy position is calculated as

σi + 1 =
(δi − δ)

δ
+ 1.

The candidate to clusters and group of galaxies are detected as density peaks
which are larger than two times the average density and the candidate to voids
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Figure 5. Comparison between photometric redshifts zph obtained with ZEBRA in

Maximum Likelihood mode with SDSS spectroscopic redshifts zsp along with error

distribution ∆z/(1 + z) for all galaxies with known spectroscopic redshifts

are detected as density cavity smaller than ten times the average density in each
redshift slice.

3.2. Basic statistics

For testing filtering algorithm with adaptive kernel we use galaxy mock-catalog
MICECAT v2 (Carretero et al., 2017). It is a fake or simulated galaxy cata-
logue which resembles a genuine galaxy redshift survey catalogue, but is built
from a cosmological simulation. Mock catalog is useful for cluster-determination
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algorithms because it has information about dark halo id. Thus we can es-
timate statistical parameters of detecting clusters sample over mock sample.
Obviously, it is impossible to obtain a perfect match between structures of the
model catalog and the recovered groups and clusters. Moreover completeness
and purity of reconstructed structures tend to be mutually exclusive. In the
process of determining the elements of a large-scale structure, it is possible to
obtain the following cases: over-merging (several real groups combined to one
reconstructed group), fragmentation (one real group divided to a several recon-
structed groups), spurious group (reconstructed group with no one real group
matching), undetected group (real group is missing in reconstructed catalog).

Basic statistic term are: I) the completeness, which is a measure of the frac-
tion of real groups with N or more members that are successfully recovered in the
reconstructed group catalogue, II) the purity, which is a measure of the fraction
of reconstructed groups with N or more members that belong to real groups,
III) ”galaxy success rate” which is the fraction of galaxies belonging to real
groups of special richness that have ended up in any reconstructed group, and
IV) ”interloper fraction” is the fraction of galaxies belonging to reconstructed
groups of special richness which are field galaxies (Knobel et al. (2009), see also
Grokhovskaya & Dodonov (2019)).

Figure 6. Basic static parameters of the sample of groups, clusters and galaxies ob-

tained by filtering algorithm with adaptive kernel. On the left the figures show com-

pleteness (solid line) and purity (dashed line) of the sample, on the right - the percent-

age of successful detection of galaxies from clusters of the model catalog (solid line)

and the percentage of galaxies defined automatically as galaxies of clusters, but being

field galaxies in the model catalog (dotted line). The bars correspond to the standard

deviation for 10 samples of galaxies of the MICE simulation.

We use 10 mock samples with the same physical properties like observation
data (2 sq. degree field, z ≤ 0.8 and RAB ≤ 23 mag) for estimation of all basic
statistical parameters for detected clusters by filtering algorithm with adaptive
kernel (Fig. 6). For this method we can variate size of aperture as number of
nearest neighbor for calculation and compare statistics for choosing best size
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of aperture. The 8 nearest neighbours is optimal variant of completeness and
purity.

3.3. The HS47.5-22 overdensity field

We reconstructed 3D overdensity maps for observational data of the HS 47.5-22
field. We obtained a broad range of reliably reconstructed local overdensities
of the sample of galaxies by using filtering algorithm with variable aperture.
The size of aperture was defined by the distance to the 8th nearest neighbour
from basic statistics. Based on the tests on the mock catalogue, 8 is the optimal
number of neighbours which can be used to reliably reconstruct density at all
redshifts. An increase in the size of the adaptive aperture (e.g. 10, 15 or 20) leads
to a smoothing of the peaks on the contrast maps of the density of galaxies
and the underdetermination of large-scale structures. Decrease in the size of
the adaptive aperture (e.g. 2, 5 or 7) leads to decrease of the purity of the
reconstructed cluster sample.

Figure 7 shows isosurfaces for a density contrast which are larger than two
times the average density (grey surfaces) and clusters with spectral redshifts
from WHL (by the name of the authors of the catalog Wen, Han and Liu) catalog
(black triangles) which was completed by Wen & Han (2015) from spectroscopic
and photometric data of the SDSS.

4. Conclusion

We used observational data from 1-m Schmidt Telescope of the Byurakan Obser-
vatory (Armenia) to reconstruct the overdensity maps in the HS47.5-22 ROSAT
field. We explored the photometric properties of the sample of 36447 galaxies in
the field and obtained spectral types and photometric redshifts for all objects.
An accuracy of redshift allows one to determine whether a galaxy belongs to a
cluster or group.

We applied the filtering algorithm with adaptive aperture for the reconstruc-
tion. This algorithm have been tested on the MICECAT v2 mock catalog. We
estimated basic statistical parameters (completeness, purity, galaxy success rate
and interloper fraction) for reconstructed clusters from mock catalog. Evalua-
tion of the main statistical parameters allowed us to choose the optimal aperture
size for further work with observational data.

We obtain a broad band of large scale structures up to z = 0.8 for obser-
vational data. Also we found the most part of clusters from the WHL cluster
catalog with spectroscopic redshift in our field.

Obtained results allow us to begin a study of the connection between star
formation rate in galaxies and their position in the large scale distribution.
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Figure 7. Overdensity maps (grey surfaces are isosurfaces with a density contrast

two times above the mean density mean density) of narrow slices HS 47.5-22 field with

WHL clusters (black triangles, from top to bottom): 1. WHL J094645.7 + 471107 and

WHL J094637.9 +471440 2. WHL J094657.3 +481526 3. WHL J094913.0 +472248

4. WHL J095027.9 +481435. Axis are shown in comoving distance (x-axis is distance

from the survey centre in right ascension, y-axis is distance from the survey centre in

declination).
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Abstract. Line profiles can provide fundamental information on the physics
of active galactic nuclei (AGN). In the case of narrow-line Seyfert 1 galaxies
(NLS1s) this is of particular importance since past studies revealed how their
permitted line profiles are well reproduced by a Lorentzian function instead
of a Gaussian. This has been explained with different properties of the broad-
line region (BLR), which may present a more pronounced turbulent motions in
NLS1s with respect to other AGN. We investigated the line profiles in a recent
large NLS1 sample classified using SDSS, and we divided the sources into two
subsamples according to their line shapes, Gaussian or Lorentzian. The line
profiles clearly separate all the properties of NLS1s. Black hole mass, Eddington
ratio, [O III], and Fe II strength are all very different in the Lorentzian and
Gaussian samples. We interpret this in terms of evolution within the class of
NLS1s. The Lorentzian sources may be the youngest objects, while Gaussian
profiles may be typically associated to more evolved objects. Further detailed
spectroscopic studies are needed to fully confirm our hypothesis.

Key words: Galaxies: active – quasars: emission lines – Line: profiles – Galax-
ies: evolution
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1. Introduction

Among active galactic nuclei (AGN), narrow-line Seyfert 1 galaxies (NLS1s)
are often considered as “rebels”, which hardly fit into the unified models (An-
tonucci, 1993; Urry & Padovani, 1995). Recognized as a separate class more than
30 years ago (Osterbrock & Pogge, 1985), by definition they are those AGN in
which the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of Hβ is lower than 2000 km
s−1 and the flux ratio [O III]λ5007/Hβ < 3 (Osterbrock & Pogge, 1985). An ad-
ditional criterion for NLS1s is the presence of strong Fe II multiplets (Goodrich,
1989), although their presence is not always required, and the origin of the iron
abundance and its physics are still not clear (Marziani et al., 2018b, Bon et
al., 2019, submitted). Their steep X-ray spectral indexes (Boller et al., 1992)
and the presence of relativistic jets in these AGN (Abdo et al., 2009a,b; Berton,
2018) further complicate the NLS1 picture.

Some of these characteristics can be explained, from a physical point of view,
by the presence of a relatively low-mass black hole (106-108 M⊙, see Peterson,
2011) which is accreting close to or above the Eddington limit (Boroson &
Green, 1992; Boller et al., 1996; Sulentic et al., 2000; Marziani et al., 2001; Zhou
et al., 2006; Cracco et al., 2016; Rakshit et al., 2017; Chen et al., 2018). Due
to this, NLS1s are located at the extreme end of the so-called eigenvector 1
(EV1), and constitute a class of extreme accretors (Sulentic & Marziani, 2015;
Śniegowska et al., 2018; Marziani et al., 2018b), a property which would allow
a more physically accurate definition than the classic FWMH-based criterion
(Marziani et al., 2018a).

An explanation which accounts for the low black hole mass, the high accre-
tion rate, and several other NLS1 properties, is that these AGN are younger
with respect to classical broad-line Seyfert 1 (BLS1s, e.g., see Mathur, 2000;
Berton et al., 2016a, 2017; Järvelä et al., 2017)1. In this phase, these AGN are
growing fast to eventually turn into fully-developed BLS1s. Although this point
is still debated (e.g., see D’Ammando et al., 2018; Sbarrato et al., 2018), much
evidence has been accumulated in support of the evolutionary hypothesis (for
full reviews on their multiwavelength properties, see Komossa, 2008; Gallo, 2018;
Komossa, 2018; Lister, 2018).

Interestingly enough, a property which seems to differ in NLS1s and BLS1s
is the profile of their permitted lines, particularly that of Hβ. While most type 1
AGN typically have a Gaussian line profile, in NLS1s the profile is instead well
reproduced by a Lorentzian function (Moran et al., 1996; Véron-Cetty et al.,
2001; Sulentic et al., 2002; Cracco et al., 2016). This is particularly true when
only the broad component of Hβ is considered. Most broad-line profiles indeed
can be well fitted by a broad component, either Gaussian or Lorentzian, and a
weaker narrow Gaussian component.

1Unless otherwise specified, in the following we will use the term BLS1s referring to both

non-jetted sources, like classical Seyfert 1, and jetted sources with broad permitted lines such

as high-excitation radio galaxies and flat-spectrum radio quasars.
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Figure 1. Two examples of spurious sources present in R17. Left panel: the spectrum

of SDSS J143900.17+431440.9 (spec-6061-56076-0704). The three lines are, from left to

right, Hβ, [O III] λ4959, [O III] λ5007. Although classified as an NLS1, this object is an

intermediate type AGN, as shown by the presence of two well-separated kinematic com-

ponents in the Hβ profile. Right panel: the spectrum of SDSS J155806.47+523748.2

(spec-0618-52049-0008), which can be classified as a LINER. The NLS1 classification

was likely due to a wrong redshift reported in SDSS (z = 0.401 in SDSS, while the

correct value is 0.069). The lines marked with the vertical red dashed lines are Hβ and

Hα, which were used to measure the correct redshift value.

However, it is known that a small fraction of NLS1s have Gaussian line
profiles. Whether the different line profile is connected to different physical
properties is still unclear. To answer this question, we decided to study the
new large sample of NLS1s selected from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS)
by Rakshit et al. (2017, hereafter R17). In this proceeding we will carry out
a simple statistical analysis of the line profiles, connect them with the other
observed properties of NLS1s, and provide a physical interpretation for these
results based on the evolutionary hypothesis. In Sect. 2 we present the sample
selection, in Sect. 3 we discuss the impact of redshift on our sample, in Sect. 4
we present our results, in Sect. 5 we discuss them, and in Sect. 6 we provide
a brief summary of this work. In the following, we adopt the standard ΛCDM
cosmology, with H= 70 km s−1 Mpc−1, Ωm = 0.3, ΩΛ = 0.7 (Komatsu et al.,
2011).

2. Sample selection

As mentioned above, we used the sample of 11101 NLS1s selected by R17. They
selected the sample starting from the SDSS DR12, using the standard classifi-
cation criteria of FWHM(Hβ) and [O III]/Hβ flux ratio. The redshift limit of
R17 is z<0.8. Among the sources they selected, we considered only those whose
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in the λ5100Å continuum is higher than 5, finding
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7070 sources. The SNR criterion decreases the chances of finding sources where
an appropriate spectral analysis cannot be performed. As shown by Sulentic &
Marziani (2015), spectral measurement can often be unreliable in noisy spectra.
Indeed, in R17 some spurious non-NLS1 sources are definitely present, in par-
ticular intermediate type AGN, which R17 did not consider but meet both the
FWHM and [O III]/Hβ criteria of NLS1s. Examples of an intermediate Seyfert
and of a wrong identification are shown in Fig. 1.

On the remaining 7070 sources, we performed an extremely simple test.
The profile of permitted lines in type 1 AGN typically shows two kinematic
components, physically corresponding to the broad-line region (BLR) and the
narrow-line region (NLR). However, in the NLS1 population the Hβ line usually
has an extremely weak narrow component (see Fig. 3 by Sulentic et al., 2002).
The line profile, after redshift correction and continuum subtraction, can indeed
be fitted with a single function to reproduce the BLR emission. Therefore, we
fitted each line profile with a Lorentzian and Gaussian profiles and used the
reduced chi-squared χ2

ν test to select the best fit. We included only sources which
are well-reproduced with either of these simple models to our final sample.

By means of visual inspection of the spectra and of all the results of the fitting
procedure, we decided to apply the following selection criteria also on the χ2

ν . We
excluded all those sources for which the χ2

ν ≤ 0.5 and χ2
ν ≥ 5, because in most

cases their spectra were either noisy or misclassified as shown in Fig. 1. The lower
limit in χ2

ν was introduced to avoid overfitting. When 3.5<χ2
ν<5, we accepted

only sources with SNR>20. Only in high SNR objects, in fact, such high χ2
ν

still indicates a good representation of the Hβ profile. Between 2.5<χ2
ν<3.5, we

also imposed the criterion SNR>15, while if 2<χ2
ν<2.5 we imposed SNR>10.

All remaining sources with 0.5<χ2
ν<2 were included in the samples. To decide

whether a source is to be included in the Lorentzian (L) or the Gaussian (G)
subsample, we considered the minimum distance from a χ2

ν=1. These selection
criteria inevitably miss some NLS1s. However, our aim is not to obtain complete
subsamples, but to include a statistically significant number of sources both in
G and L sample, and selecting at the same time only genuine NLS1s. Using this
technique, we found 3933 NLS1s whose line profile can be reproduced with a
single component, either Gaussian or Lorentzian. In particular, 2894 of them
exhibit a Lorentzian profile (L sources), while the remaining 1039 sources are
better reproduced with a single Gaussian profile (G sources).

We recognize the simplicity of this model. Firstly, we did not correct for the
Galactic absorption, because on the very short wavelength interval we are con-
sidering (4000-5500Å) it is basically a constant and it can be neglected. We also
did not subtract the host galaxy contribution and the Fe II multiplets. However,
our procedure selects those sources where a single component is a good repre-
sentation of the Hβ line. This means that if the host galaxy contribution and the
Fe II pseudo-continuum cause a significant deviation from an extremely simple
line profile, the source was rejected and not included in the sample because of
our selection criteria. In conclusion, this technique automatically selects sources
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Figure 2. Redshift distributions of the two samples. The red color represents sources

with a Gaussian profile, while the blue color indicates Lorentzian profiles. In the left

figure we show the normalized distribution of sources per redshift bin. Hereafter each

redshift bin has a width of 0.05. In the right figure, the top panel shows the total

number of sources per redshift bin, while the bottom panel shows the ratio between

the number of G and L sources as a function of redshift.

in which Fe II and host galaxy do not significantly contribute to the Hβ profile.
A more detailed analysis of the other line profiles, including an accurate sub-
traction of host galaxy and Fe II components, will be published in an upcoming
paper (Berton et al., in prep.).

These factors not accounted for the line fitting would have a much stronger
influence in measurements of the physical quantities. However, all the properties
we are using are extracted from the R17 catalog, in which the Galactic absorp-
tion, the host galaxy, and the Fe II contribution have been taken into account.
For each source, we used the measurements of redshift, R45702, black hole mass,
Eddington ratio, and [O III]λ5007 luminosity. For each property we carried out
a Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test to compare the distributions of Lorentzian
and Gaussian sources. In this case, the null hypothesis is that the two distribu-
tions of sources originate from the same population of objects. The p-values of
each test are shown in the last column of Table 1. When the distributions are
not normal but log-normal like, we also tested the differences between their tails
by applying the Anderson-Darling (A-D) test (Hou et al., 2009; Berton et al.,
2016b). The null hypothesis, again, is that the two distributions originate from
the same population. In both cases we rejected the null hypothesis only at a
99% confidence level, thus when the p-value is lower than 0.01.

2R4570 is defined as the flux ratio between the Fe II multiplets and the Hβ line.
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3. Redshift distributions

The first result is that the redshift distribution of G and L sources are very
different (p-value 1×10−97). The normalized frequencies of the distributions are
shown in the left panel of Fig. 2, while in the right panel we show the total
number of L and G sources per redshift bin, and the ratio between G and L
sources. The error associated to each bin assumes a Poisson distribution, so it is
the square root of the number of sources in each bin. The ratio remains roughly
constant up to z = 0.25, with approximately ∼10% of G sources and 90% of L
sources. This result is comparable to the results by Cracco et al. (2016), who
found that up to z = 0.35 the fraction of L sources is 96%. The small difference
between these result can be accounted to different selection criteria. Cracco
et al. (2016), in fact, selected only sources with very high SNR, and this could
introduce a small bias toward luminous objects.

Above z = 0.25, the number of Gaussian sources tends to increase rapidly,
while the number of L objects decreases. Above z = 0.5 there are more sources
in the G sample than in the L sample. This result could be attributed to a
selection effect. When the redshift increases, the SNR tends to decrease, so
the wings typical of Lorentzian profiles tend to disappear in the continuum
noise. Therefore, without prominent wings a Lorentzian profile can be easily
modeled with a Gaussian. We tried to test the effect of redshift on line profiles
by comparing it with the SNR ratio. In fact, a selection effect should be present
if SNR systematically decreases with redshift.

Indeed, we found that SNR has a non-negligible dependence on the redshift,
with a Pearson correlation coefficient of −0.54 (p-value ∼0), and a Spearman
rank of −0.58 (p-value ∼0). Therefore, redshift may play a role, even if it may
not be the only factor causing a the difference between Lorentzian and Gaussian
sources. In fact, we note that Gaussian sources are found also when the SNR
is high. Therefore, the difference between these two samples does not seem to
be solely due to a selection effect. However, to make our results more robust we
decided to test the distributions of physical properties of G and L sources not
only on the entire sample, but also at z<0.25, where the ratio between L and G
sources is roughly constant and redshift effects are very likely negligible.

4. Physical properties of the sources

As mentioned above, the physical quantities we extracted from R17 are black
hole mass, Eddington ratio, relative Fe II strength (R4570), monochromatic
continuum luminosity at 5100 Å, and [O III] integrated luminosity. Their mean
and median values, and the standard deviation of each sample are shown in
Table 1. The distributions of each physical property for both samples are shown
in Figs. 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7. All left panels refer only to sources with z<0.25, while
the right panel shows the entire sample up to z=0.8.
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Figure 3. Distribution of black hole masses of the two samples. Left panel: distri-

bution of sources up to the redshift limit z=0.25; right panel: distributions of the

whole samples, with redshift limit z=0.8. Colors as in Fig. 2.

Figure 4. Distribution of Eddington ratio of the two samples. Colors as in Fig. 2 and

panels as in Fig. 3.

The black hole mass in R17 was estimated under the assumption of virialized
gas, with:

MBH = f
v2RBLR

G
. (1)

The FWHM(Hβ) broad component was used as a proxy for the rotational ve-
locity of the gas surrounding the black hole. They assumed that the broad com-
ponent can be always represented with a Lorentzian function. Therefore, they
decomposed the Hβ profile using a Lorentzian to represent the broad compo-
nent, and a Gaussian to represent the narrow component. The BLR radius was
calculated from the λ5100 Å continuum luminosity with the relation by Bentz
et al. (2013). The factor f , which is dependent on the BLR geometry, was fixed
to 3/4 assuming a spherical distribution of clouds. The use of FWHM in black
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Table 1. Statistical properties of the samples. Columns: (1) measured property (black

hole mass in M⊙, Eddington ratio and R4570 adimensional, logarithm of the monochro-

matic continuum luminosity (λLλ) at 5100 Å inerg s−1, and logarithm of the [O III]

luminosity in erg s−1,); (2) mean in the Gaussian sample; (3) median in the Gaussian

sample; (4) standard deviation in the Gaussian sample; (5) mean in the Lorentzian

sample; (6) median in the Lorentzian sample; (7) standard deviation in the Lorentzian

sample; (8) K-S test p-value.

Property Mean Median σ Mean Median σ p-value

z < 0.8 G L
logMBH 7.21 7.26 0.32 6.90 6.93 0.41 1×10−111

Edd ratio 0.43 0.38 0.41 0.60 0.38 0.75 4×10−21

R4570 0.62 0.59 0.37 0.67 0.62 0.40 2×10−3

log λLcont 43.92 44.0 0.48 43.66 43.66 0.53 1×10−49

logL[OIII] 41.54 41.55 0.47 41.35 41.34 0.52 5×10−22

z < 0.25 G L
logMBH 6.82 6.90 0.32 6.75 6.80 0.35 5×10−3

Edd ratio 0.19 0.16 0.13 0.35 0.24 0.36 3×10−14

R4570 0.60 0.60 0.42 0.63 0.56 0.40 2×10−1

log λLcont 43.18 43.20 0.43 43.33 43.34 0.42 5×10−4

logL[OIII] 42.11 42.11 0.42 41.84 41.88 0.70 2×10−11

Figure 5. Distribution of R4570 of the two samples. Colors as in Fig. 2 and panels as

in Fig. 3.

hole mass calculation is not ideal, since it has been shown that the second-order
moment of the line is a better proxy for the velocity and less dependent on BLR
geometry (Peterson, 2011; Foschini et al., 2015; Berton et al., 2015; Peterson &
Dalla Bontà, 2018). However, since our aim is to compare the two distributions
and not to obtain precise mass values, the use of FWHM is acceptable. The K-S
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Figure 6. Distribution of the monochromatic continuum luminosity at 5100 Å of the

two samples. Colors as in Fig. 2 and panels as in Fig. 3.

Figure 7. Distribution of [O III] luminosity of the two samples. Colors as in Fig. 2

and panels as in Fig. 3.

test rejects the null hypothesis at high confidence level both at low redshift and
in the whole sample. The difference however is relatively small up to z=0.25,
while it is remarkably large when the whole sample is considered. In both cases,
mean and median mass are lower among L sources, but the mass of G sources
at high redshift is significantly larger than those at low z.

The Eddington ratio was calculated, following R17, as the ratio between the
bolometric luminosity and the Eddington luminosity. For the bolometric lumi-
nosity they assumed it to be nine times the monochromatic luminosity at λ5100
Å. The Eddington luminosity was calculated as LEdd = 1.3 × 1038 MBH/M⊙,
where MBH is the black hole mass. The distributions are rather different, but
at z<0.25 this difference seems to be more significant. Given the shape of the
distributions, seen in Fig. 4, we also carried out the A-D test to understand
whether the tails of the two distributions are also statistically different. The
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test confirms the difference both at low redshift and for the whole sample, re-
jecting the null hypothesis at a 99% confidence level. Indeed, it seems that the
Eddington ratio is higher in L sources, and this is particularly evident at low
redshift. At high redshift, the median values of the two samples are the same.
However, there is a much larger number of high Eddington objects in the L
sample than in the G sample, and this is in agreement with the larger mean
value for this parameter in L sources, and with the result of the A-D test.

The Fe II multiplets flux was measured by R17 using the template provided
by Kovačević et al. (2010), and later divided by the Hβ flux to obtain the R4570
parameter. The two distributions are not statistically different below z=0.25.
This result is confirmed both by the K-S test and by the A-D test. Both, in
fact, do not reject the null hypothesis. When instead the whole samples are
compared, the null hypothesis is rejected by both tests at 99% confidence level,
suggesting that R4570 is in fact different between G and L sources. In particular,
it seems that R4570 is slighly larger in L sources than in G sources.

The monochromatic luminosity of the continuum at 5100 Å was measured
directly on the spectrum. The K-S test allows us to reject the null hypothesis
in both redshift intervals. However, the behavior radically changes with the
redshift. While up to z=0.25 on average L sources are brighter than G sources,
when high-z objects are considered the result is the opposite, with G sources
becoming brighter.

Finally, the [O III] flux was measured by fitting the λλ4959,5007 lines with
two Gaussians each, one to represent the core component, and the second to re-
produce the wing (e.g., see Sulentic et al., 2000; Marziani et al., 2003; Komossa
et al., 2008). Both in the low redshift domain and in the whole sample, the K-
S test allows us to reject the null hypothesis, suggesting that the two sample
do not originate from the same population of sources. The [O III] luminosity
is indeed larger in G sources than in L sources. The difference becomes more
evident when sources at high redshift are included. This result is particularly
interesting in the light of the behavior found in the continuum luminosity, where
the ionizing photons originate. While at high-z an increase in continuum lumi-
nosity corresponds to an increased [O III] luminosity, as expected, at low-z this
does not happen, suggesting that another factor contributes to the larger [O III]
luminosity observed in G sources (see next Section).

5. Discussion

As shown in Sect. 4, basically all physical properties of Gaussian and Lorentzian
NLS1s are different. In the following we will discuss them one by one, and in
the end provide a speculative picture regarding the evolution of these objects.

First of all, out of 3933 sources, approximately 2894 (∼74%) can be better
reproduced by a Lorentzian profile, while the remaining ∼26% have a Gaussian
line profile. The fraction of G sources is larger than what found by other studies.
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For example, Cracco et al. (2016) found 96% of the profiles to be Lorentzian.
However, as discussed above, we found that the redshift distribution of Gaussian
profiles is concentrated at higher redshifts than Lorentzian, therefore a selec-
tion effect may be present. Indeed, when the sample is limited to z=0.25, the
percentage of L sources is ∼90%, rather close to what was found in other works.

The different line profiles can be interpreted in terms of BLR geometry. As
shown by Gaskell (2009), the BLR geometry in AGN seems to have a bird’s nest
appearence with velocity components

vkeplerian > vturbulent
>
∼ vinflow . (2)

The presence of Keplerian motion was remarkably showed with VLTI obser-
vations of 3C 273 (Gravity Collaboration et al., 2018), and several authors
(e.g., Kollatschny & Zetzl, 2011; Goad et al., 2012; Kollatschny & Zetzl, 2013a)
claimed that the Gaussian profile originates when the BLR motion is dominated
by a Keplerian rotation. However, in NLS1s the relation may be different, with

vkeplerian ∼ vturbulent , (3)

while nothing can be said (yet) about the inflow velocity. Lorentzian profiles
seem in fact to be associated with microturbulence (Goad et al., 2012), possibly
pointing out that this kind of motion is significantly stronger in NLS1s. Such
turbulent motion is likely associated with the vertical structure of the BLR,
since it is due to random motion of the clouds above and below the equatorial
plane (Kollatschny & Zetzl, 2013b). Indeed, a prominent fountain-like vertical
structure has been also observed in AGN with Lorentzian line profiles of the Mg
II line (Popović et al., 2019). All of this may indicate that the BLR geometry in
NLS1s is less flattened than in other AGN, in agreement with the independence
of line width from AGN inclination (Vietri et al., 2018).

5.1. Black hole mass

Black hole mass has always been the most discussed property of NLS1s, in partic-
ular after the discovery of γ-ray emission from those with a beamed relativistic
jet (Abdo et al., 2009a,b). The presence of relativistic jets in these low-mass
AGN was indeed a shocking discovery, since it contradicted the well-established
paradigm according to which only high mass black holes are able to launch a
relativistic jet (Laor, 2000). Some authors, indeed, tried to reconcile NLS1s, and
extreme accretors in general, with the paradigm (Decarli et al., 2008; Chiaberge
& Marconi, 2011). However, reverberation mapping (Peterson & Dalla Bontà,
2018) confirmed that NLS1s are characterized by a black hole with a mass lower
than 108 M⊙. Furthermore, the low jet power observed in jetted NLS1s is likely
associated with their low black hole mass (Foschini, 2014; Foschini et al., 2015).
Jet power, indeed, scales non-linearly with black hole mass (Heinz & Sunyaev,
2003). For the same reason, the radio luminosity of beamed jetted NLS1s (Fos-
chini, 2017) is lower with respect to other blazars, suggesting that they may
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be the low-luminosity tail of the blazar population (Berton et al., 2016a). Last
but not least the fact that, unlike other AGN, NLS1s are typically hosted in
disk galaxies (both non-jetted and jetted, see Crenshaw et al., 2003; Deo et al.,
2006; Orban de Xivry et al., 2011; Mathur et al., 2012; Kotilainen et al., 2016;
Olgúın-Iglesias et al., 2017; Järvelä et al., 2018; Berton et al., 2019), suggests
that their black hole mass is lower than that of BLS1s, since the black hole
mass tends to scale with the host galaxy morphology (Kormendy & Ho, 2013).

Our findings indicate that black hole masses change within the NLS1 popula-
tion. The L and G distributions, both at low redshift and among the whole sam-
ple, are different from each other. This difference seems to be more prominent
at large z. A selection effect could be present since the most luminous sources,
seen at larger distances, may have a larger black hole mass and, as mentioned
above, they preferentially belong to G sample. However, the presence of this
difference at low z seems to indicate that it is not entirely a selection effect.
Furthermore, this result is somewhat expected. The black hole mass is linearly
dependent on the FWHM of Hβ and a Lorentzian profile, for simple geometrical
reasons, has a lower FWHM than a Gaussian profile with the same flux. If the
Hβ flux does not change, therefore, the derived black hole mass will be lower in
Lorentzian sources (which in turn gives a higher Eddington ratio, a feature we
also observe).

We must stress that such different behavior is not a bias: the line profile
reflects a difference in the physical properties of the sources, therefore the dif-
ferent black hole mass distribution is a real effect. Furthermore, the black hole
mass calculation we adopted in this work is the same for both line profiles. As
mentioned above, the black hole mass we used are the same estimated by R17.
In addition to a Gaussian to represent the narrow component, they decomposed
the Hβ profile fitting the broad component with either a Lorentzian or two
Gaussians, according to the χ2 statistics, when both Hα and Hβ were present
in the spectrum (low z). They used instead a Lorentzian profile when only Hβ

is present in the spectrum. Assuming that the narrow component is the same in
both cases, a Lorentzian broad component would yield to a lower FWHM with
respect to a Gaussian broad component, thus slightly underestimating the black
hole mass in the Gaussian sample. As a result, the intrinsic separation between
the mass distributions of L and G sources should be even larger, and this would
be evident particularly for high-z sources.

5.2. Eddington ratio, continuum and [O III] luminosity

It is widely known that NLS1s are extreme accretors, typically showing a rather
high Eddington ratio (Boroson & Green, 1992; Marziani et al., 2018b, 2019).
This phenomenon is believed to be the driver of the EV1 properties of AGN,
and it actually accounts for many attributes of NLS1s. Strong disk winds are
often observed in these sources (e.g., Jin et al., 2017a,b; Gallo et al., 2019),
and the high Eddington ratio could also be responsible for the bulk outflowing
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motion often observed in their NLR (Zamanov et al., 2002; Marziani et al., 2003;
Komossa et al., 2008).

In our samples, we found that Lorentzian sources have a systematically dif-
ferent Eddington ratio, usually higher with respect to Gaussian sources. The
mean and median values of Eddington ratio of the whole sample are higher
than the mean and median of low redshift objects. Since black hole masses tend
also to be larger when the entire sample is considered, this indicates that the
bolometric luminosity of sources at high redshift is larger. This is expected, since
low-luminosity sources at high z are simply not visible. Therefore, the effect of
redshift is very prominent on the results we obtained for the whole sample.

What we observe in the redshift-limited sample is way more interesting. The
difference between the two distribution is very large, and significantly larger
than the difference observed between the two black hole mass distributions.
This indicates that the bolometric luminosity of G sources and L sources are
also different at low z, as shown by the different distributions of continuum
luminosity3. In particular, it seems that at low redshift L sources are brighter
than G sources. Indeed, as found from the continuum luminosity, in our low-z
sample the median value of bolometric luminosity of G sources is 1.4×1044 erg
s−1, while in L sources the median is 2.0×1044 erg s−1. Even if the difference
is not so pronounced, this is an interesting result since it is in contradiction
with what we observe in the [O III] luminosity. The G sources, indeed, are
brighter than L sources (1.3×1042 erg s−1 for G sources and 6.9×1041 erg s−1

for L sources), but the brighter continuum in L sources should indeed produce
brighter high ionization lines, such as [O III], within the same class of objects.
The difference in [O III] distribution also rules out the possibility that the
difference between L and G sources is inclination. Since [O III] luminosity is an
isotropic property, if L and G sources were seen at different angles their [O III]
luminosities should be the same.

5.3. Iron and R4570

The origin of iron in NLS1s is still unclear. However, it is well known that
iron originates in supernova explosions, particularly from Ia and core-collapse
supernovae (Ib, Ic, II). Authors already suggested that the origin of metals in
AGN can be connected with starburst events (Heller & Shlosman, 1994; Collin &
Zahn, 1999). NLS1s, in particular, are well known to be objects with an enhanced
star formation rate with respect to BLS1s (Sani et al., 2010; Caccianiga et al.,
2015). A high star formation rate can naturally lead to the explosion of several
core-collapse supernovae in addition to Ia SNe, thus increasing the metallicity
of these AGN (Chen et al., 2009; Million et al., 2011). When galaxy-galaxy
interaction is ongoing, as observed in the hosts of several jetted NLS1s (Antón
et al., 2008; D’Ammando et al., 2018; Järvelä et al., 2018; Berton et al., 2019),

3We remind that the bolometric luminosity was estimated by multiplying the monochromatic

luminosity times a constant value.
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Figure 8. Position of our sources on the EV1 plane. The x-axis is the R4570, the

y-axis is the FWHM(Hβ). Colors as in Fig. 2 and panels as in Fig. 3.

star formation events and supernovae explosions may be even more common. For
example, in the case of IRAS 20181-2244, the star formation rate was estimated
from the near infrared to be close to 300 M⊙ yr−1 (Caccianiga et al., 2015),
and its host galaxy is clearly undergoing a major merging event (Berton et al.,
2019). These events may trigger a large number of core-collapse supernovae
explosions in a rather short timescale. Additionally, given the typical velocity
of supernovae ejecta (5000 km s−1), the products of the explosion can cross a
Milky Way-sized galaxy in a few 106 years, a timescale possibly shorter than a
typical NLS1 activity event (108 years, Komossa, 2018). If the star formation is
circumnuclear, as pointed out by Sani et al. (2010), the timescale to feed iron
and other metals into the nuclear region is even shorter.

The distributions of R4570 are statistically different when the whole sample
is considered, but at low z the R4570 seems identical in L and G sources. It is
worth noting that R4570 does not depend only on Fe II strength, but also on
the Hβ flux. Therefore, a lower R4570 does not necessarily reflect on the Fe II
flux directly (Cracco et al., 2016). In the case of our low-z sample, in analogy
with what happens for [O III], the Hβ luminosity is higher in the G sample
than in the L sample (median logarithmic values 42.45 vs 42.18 for G and L,
respectively). If the R4570 in L and G sources is approximately the same, this
result implies that the Fe II strength is higher in G sources. The same result is
found when using the whole samples. In this case the ratio R4570 is generally
lower in G sources. As before, Hβ is instead significantly brighter in G sources,
therefore the Fe II strength is even higher when high-z sources are included in
the sample.
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5.4. A complete picture? EV1 and intraclass evolution

To have a better understanding of the previous results, we plotted our sources
on the EV1 plane. Although in general the y-axis of EV1 is the FWHM of
Hβ broad component, in our case the Hβ line is well represented by a single
component, therefore we used the total FWHM of the line. What is shown
in Fig. 8 is extremely interesting. While L sources are basically spread on the
whole diagram, the bulk of G sources is located close to the FWHM threshold of
NLS1s, and on the left part of the diagram. This is the region where the vertical
branch of the EV1 begins. This may suggest that G sources act like a “bridge”,
connecting Lorentzian sources of the so-called population A (FWHM<4000 km
s−1, Sulentic et al., 2000) with the mostly Gaussian sources that belong to
population B (FWHM>4000 km s−1).

As already mentioned, many authors suggested that the driver of EV1 is the
Eddington ratio (Boroson & Green, 1992). This idea is consistent with what we
see in our plot, since G sources are located on the upper part of the diagram,
where the Eddington ratio is supposed to decrease. However, some authors sug-
gested that the EV1 represents the equivalent of a main sequence for quasars
(Sulentic & Marziani, 2015), and that the position of the sources on this sequence
may be connected to their age (Fraix-Burnet et al., 2017a,b). Indeed, the black
hole mass could be used as a sort of an “arrow of time”. Since black hole mass
can only grow, young sources must have lower masses than old sources. On the
EV1, this would mean that population A sources are the progenitors of popu-
lation B objects, with NLS1s being the youngest of all. Furthermore, given the
different distributions of G and L sources on the EV1, and the fact that popula-
tion B sources are largely dominated by Gaussian line profiles, we hypothesize
that intraclass evolution could occur within the NLS1 population, and that L
sources are the progenitors of G sources. It is already well known, in fact, that
there is no sharp transition between NLS1s and BLS1s, but their properties
form a continuous distribution (e.g., Cracco et al., 2016). It is therefore natural
to expect the existence of an intermediate class of sources, which constitutes a
link between the youngest NLS1s and their older evolved counterparts.

This evolutionary scenario could account for our previous results. The black
hole mass increases going from L to G sources, in agreement with what men-
tioned before. If L sources are recently switched-on AGN, it is possible that
they are surrounded by a dense environment consisting of gas clouds, dust, and
stars. In these initial phases the accreting material is more abundant, which
could account for the higher Eddington ratio. When the activity goes on for a
long time, the Eddington ratio slightly decreases, while the AGN approaches the
BLS1 phase and moves on the EV1 toward population B. We highlight that this
model does not require a continuous single accretion episode. Separate activity
episodes, possibly due to disk instabilities (Czerny et al., 2009), do not affect
this hypothesis. The [O III] luminosity could be due to a change in the BLR
geometry, reflected by the different line profiles. As mentioned above, L sources
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may have a non-negligible vertical structure, which could increase the covering
factor for the NLR. The ionizing continuum produced by the accretion disk that
could reach the NLR may be absorbed by a more spherical BLR, accounting
for weaker high ionization lines. With time, disk winds and radiation pressure
may blow away the turbulent clouds, leaving a BLR dominated by Keplerian
motion, and decreasing the covering factor for the NLR.

Finally, Fe II strength may also be included into this scenario, if we assume
that the Fe II abundance is connected to the star formation rate. AGN activity
is known to heat the gas and suppress star formation (Morganti, 2017). There-
fore, supernova events may be less common in sources where the AGN activity
has been ongoing for a long time. However, if NLS1s evolve from Lorentzian
objects to Gaussian objects, we should observe an increasing amount of iron
with increasing age. All the iron atoms, indeed, are formed during the early
phase of the AGN life, and this behavior is essentially what we observe among
our samples.

An interesting example that may fit into our picture is that of Mrk 783. This
NLS1 was not included in our study, since its Hβ profile cannot be reproduced
by a single component (Berton et al., 2015; Congiu et al., 2017a,b). However,
when the narrow component is subtracted, its line profile can be classified as
Gaussian. In radio this NLS1 shows a prominent diffuse radio emission on kpc-
scale, which can be interpreted in terms of relativistic jet precession or even as
a relic emission. Therefore, despite being an NLS1, it is unlikely to be a very
young source since, unlike most jetted NLS1s (Berton et al., 2018), it already
had the time to develop a prominent diffuse emission. Its other properties are
reminiscent of those of Gaussian sources. The black hole mass is in the higher
end of NLS1s distribution (4.3×107 M⊙, Berton et al., 2015), its Eddington
ratio is quite low (0.11, Berton et al., 2015), and its [O III] line is quite strong
with respect to Hβ (R5007 ∼ 2.9). Only the iron is slightly different from the
typical properties of the Gaussian sample, since the iron is basically not present
with the only exception of a few high ionization lines (Congiu et al., in prep.).
However, its Mrk 783, in conclusion, could be a good example for this scenario,
since its properties seem to fit this evolutionary picture.

6. Summary

In this work we analyzed the physical properties of two subsamples of NLS1
galaxies extracted from the SDSS. We divided them into Lorentzian and Gaus-
sian sources according to the profile that better represents their Hβ line. We
later introduced a redshift limit at z=0.25 in the sample, in order to study both
low-redshift objects and the sample as a whole. Our main result is that most
of their physical properties seem to differ. From Lorentzian to Gaussian sources
the black hole mass tends to increase, the Eddington ratio decreases, the Fe II
strength decreases, and the [O III] luminosity increases.
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We try to fit these differences into the context of the quasar main sequence
and the EV1, suggesting that Lorentzian sources are the progenitors of Gaussian
sources. This groundbreaking scenario seems to account for most of the observed
results. In particular, the increased black hole mass may be used as an arrow of
time which is representative of AGN evolution. If this hypothesis is correct, AGN
may be born as NLS1s with Lorentzian line profiles, later evolve to NLS1s with
a Gaussian profile, and eventually move in the EV1 region where population B
sources are.

This model is still rather speculative, and needs further confirmation. A more
careful analysis of the line profiles on large samples of NLS1s is needed in order
to better separate Gaussian and Lorentzian sources. Furthermore, this study
should be extended to the entire population A of the EV1, to see if this trend
can be confirmed, and eventually to all type 1 AGN. An upcoming paper will
be dedicated to the careful analysis of NLS1 spectra, and will provide a more
complete view on this important issue.
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Abstract. We address the effect of viewing angle of the accretion disk plane
and the geometry of the broad line region (BLR) with the goal of interpreting
the distribution of quasars along the main sequence (MS). We utilize pho-
toionization code CLOUDY to model the BLR Feii emission, incorporating
the grossly underestimated role of the form factor (f ). We recover the depen-
dence of the strength of the Feii emission in the optical (RFeII) on Lbol/LEdd

ratio and related observational trends - as a function of the spectral energy dis-
tribution (SED) shape, cloud density, composition and intra-cloud dynamics,
assumed following prior observational constraints. With this approach, we are
now able to explain the diversity of quasars and the change of the quasar prop-
erties along the Main Sequence (MS). Our approach also explains the rarity of
the highest Feii emitters known as the extreme xA sources and can be used
as a predictive tool in future reverberation mapping studies of Type-1 AGNs.
This approach further justifies the use of quasars as ‘cosmological probes’.

Key words: Physical data and processes – Accretion, accretion disks – Line:
formation – Radiative transfer – Turbulence – Galaxies: active – quasars: emis-
sion lines

1. Introduction

From a theoretical scenario, a quasar spectrum can be modelled using 4 basic
ingredients: (a) black hole mass; (b) mass accretion rate; (c) viewing angle; and
(d) black hole spin (see Campitiello et al. (2018) for a recent review). Boroson
& Green (1992) incorporated the principal component analysis (PCA) to study
the systematic trends between the numerous observed parameters of quasars.
A long-standing issue in quasar astronomy has been the connection between
observational and physical parameters (D’Onofrio et al., 2012). The eigenvector
1 of the original PCA paved way for the quasar main sequence picture as we
know it today (Sulentic et al., 2000; Shen & Ho, 2014). The main sequence (MS)
connects the velocity profile of ‘broad’ Hβ with the strength of the Feii emission
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(RFeII), i.e., the intensity of the Feii blend within 4434-4684 Å normalized with
the ‘broad’ Hβ intensity.

Feii is a complex ion that comprises of numerous multiplets and transitions.
These transitions are produced via a number of line excitation processes (e.g.
photoionisation, continuum fluorescence, collisional excitation, self-fluorescence
within Feii fluorescent excitation by Lyα and Lyβ lines). The local physical
conditions shape the spectrum and to make a deduction of these physical con-
ditions, e.g., density, temperature, and iron abundance of the emitting regions,
we require a complete simulation incorporating the various physical mecha-
nisms that affect the Feii spectrum (Verner et al., 1999). In the new version
of CLOUDY (Ferland et al., 2013, 2017), the Feii emission is modelled with
371 levels up to 11.6 eV, including 68,535 transitions based on the Feii model of
Verner et al. (1999), which is a big improvement from the previous versions. The
number of transitions is so large that the blended lines of Feii take the form of a
pseudo-continuum, in which only few features can be unambiguously resolved.
The modelled Feii pseudo-continuum shows quite good agreement with many
observational Feii templates in the optical (Boroson & Green 1992; Véron-Cetty
& Véron 2003; Kovačević et al. 2010).

In our previous works (Panda et al., 2017, 2018, 2019a) we were successful
in modelling almost the entire MS diagram constructed for over 20,000 SDSS
quasars. In the past studies, we had incorporated only two of the aforementioned
physical parameters of the super massive black hole i.e., black hole mass and
accretion rate. The modelling was affected also by the cloud density, metallicity
and microturbulence.

In Panda et al. (2019b), we have shown that taking into account the view-
ing angle along with systematic trends in Lbol/LEdd, local cloud density, cloud
chemical composition and the shape of the ionizing continua which are known
from prior observations, we can (a) explain the quasar main sequence starting
from the low-RFeII high FWHM sources (Population B, FWHM Hβ > 4000 km
s−1) to the high-RFeII low FWHM sources (Population A, FWHM Hβ ≤ 4000
km s−1); and (b) explain why the highly accreting sources are also high-Feii
emitters. These sources are of special importance in view of their potential use
as Eddington standard candles i.e., sources for which the Lbol/LEdd and not the
luminosity can be assumed to scatter around a well-defined value (Wang et al.,
2013; Marziani & Sulentic, 2014).

In the current work, we present the model which incorporates the viewing
angle effects in a much more careful way. Instead of discreet values of the density
and metallicity, fixed for each AGN spectral type along the main sequence,
we now allow for a range of densities and metallicities in each bin. We also
analyze the effect of the SED, microturbulence and the black hole mass. The
method allows to obtain more generic constraints for a viewing angle for each
spectral type class. However, the method is now much more computational time
consuming so at present we show the full results only for one representative
spectral bin A1. In Section 2, we describe the derivation of the form factor and
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how it is incorporated in our modelling. In Section 3, we describe the outcomes
from these photoionisation simulations performed with CLOUDY in terms of (a)
viewing angle, (b) shape of the SEDs, (c) micro-turbulence, and (d) increasing
black hole mass. We show the relevance of this model to be used as a predictive
tool to estimate the BLR sizes. In Section 4, we summarize the results and
provide a road-map for the future work.

2. Method and Analysis

We perform the theoretical modelling of the quasar properties assuming, as
in Panda et al. (2017, 2018), that the central black hole is surrounded by an
accretion disk which provides the optical/UV continuum, and a hot corona,
which is the source of the X-ray radiation. This continuum illuminates the BLR
clouds located at a distance given by the BLR size. Photoionization modeling
allow us to calculate BLR line intensities, and the BLR radius is reflected in the
kinematic line width under the assumption of the Keplerian motion.

However, there are several new elements in the current study. First, we now
allow for the dependence of the AGN appearance on the viewing angle, instead
of using universal (average) viewing angle for all objects as in Panda et al.
(2018, 2019a). Second, we approximate the trends noticed before between the
model parameters and the source location in the RFeII - FWHM(Hβ) plane,
and we model separately the spectral bins of the quasar MS plane assuming the
representative values appropriate for each bin. Below we describe step by step
our new approach to quasar MS modelling.

2.1. Effect of viewing angle on the main sequence

The virial relation is used to estimate the inner radius (rBLR) of the broad,
ionized cloud (Woltjer, 1959):

rBLR ∝
GMBH

σ2
line

(1)

where, G is the Gravitational constant, MBH is the mass of the black hole,
and, σ2

line is the square of the velocity dispersion of the emission line that is
considered. This velocity dispersion can be replaced with the line’s full-width at
half maximum (FWHM) which is the radial velocity projection of the the ”true”
Keplerian velocity (vk). Replacing the proportionality sign with a constant, we
can write

rBLR =

(

1

f

)

GMBH

FWHM2
(2)

The line FWHM can be expressed as:

FWHM2 = 4
(

v2
iso + v2

K sin2 θ
)

(3)
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where viso is the isotropic velocity component and θ is the viewing angle (Collin
et al., 2006). The viewing angle is defined as the angle between the axis perpen-
dicular to the disc and the line of sight to the observer. The full range of the
viewing angles considered for the modelling is 0-60 degrees. This range is chosen
to select only those sources that are un-obscured in accordance with unification
schemes (Antonucci (1993); Urry & Padovani (1995), see Padovani et al. (2017)
for a recent review). The FWHM is related to the vk by

v2
k = fFWHM2 (4)

This proportionality constant has been a factor of debate (see Yu et al. 2019
for a recent review and references therein). Known as form factor (or structure
factor or virial factor), f depends on the structure, kinematics, and inclination
of the BLR (Collin et al., 2006). Combining Equations 3 and 4, we get

f =
1

4

[

1

κ2 + sin2 θ

]

(5)

where, κ is the ratio between viso and vK, which decides how isotropic the
gas distribution is around the central potential. If the value is close to zero, it
represents a flat disk with thickness almost zero. On the other hand, if the value
of κ is close to unity, it represents an almost spherical distribution of the gas.

2.2. Photoionisation modelling of the main sequence

We use the latest version of the publicly available photoionisation code CLOUDY
(Ferland et al., 2017) to solve the radiative transfer under local thermodynamic
equilibrium (LTE), satisfying ionization balance under a plane-parallel approx-
imation. We assume a single cloud model where the density (nH) of the ionized
gas cloud is varied from 109 cm−3 to 1013 cm−3 with a step-size of 0.25 (in
log-scale). We utilize the GASS10 model (Grevesse et al., 2010) to recover the
solar-like abundances and vary the metallicity within the gas cloud, going from
a sub-solar type (0.1 Z⊙) to super-solar (100 Z⊙) with a step-size of 0.25 (in
log-scale). The size of the BLR is estimated from the virial relation, assuming a
black hole mass, a distribution in the viewing angle [0-90 degrees] and FWHM
as described in Section 3.2. The total luminosity of the ionizing continuum is
derived assuming a value of the Lbol/LEdd and the respective value for the black
hole mass. We utilize different SEDs to highlight the differences in the shape of
the ionizing continuum that is found to be relevant for the recovered values of
the intensities of the line emissions (see Panda et al. (2019b) for more details).

3. Results and Discussions

3.1. Interpretation of the quasar main sequence

As an initial test, we assume a fixed black hole mass (MBH = 108M⊙). Two
Populations are identified in Figure 1 – the quasar main sequence diagram: Pop-
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Figure 1. The diagram shows the optical plane of the Eigenvector 1 MS, FWHM(Hβ)

vs. RFeII. Circled symbols identify radio-loud sources. The thick horizontal dot-dashed

line separates populations A and B. The plane has been further subdivided in spectral

bins as defined by Sulentic et al. (2002). The vertical dot-dashed line marks the limit for

extreme Population A (xA) sources with RFeII & 1, whose data-points are in dark-green

colors. The large black dots mark the average values in each spectral type which are

incorporated in the modelling. The diagram is adapted from Fig. 2 of Marziani et al.

(2018).
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ulation A with FWHM Hβ ≤ 4000 km s−1, and Population B of sources with
Hβ broader than 4000 km s−1 (for a rational justification about the distinction
between the two populations and a description of the main systematic differ-
ences, see Marziani et al. 2018, 2019b). We consider the mean FWHM values in
each spectral type depicted in Figure 1 to see the effect of changing the FWHM
across the main sequence plane i.e., going from the lowest FWHM to the ex-
treme Population B sources that have the highest values of FWHM & 10000
km/s. Hence, as a first test, we take the mean values in each spectral bin For
the Population A spectral types, we use FWHM = 2000 km s−1; for Population
B spectral type B1, FWHM = 6000 km s−1 and for B1+ FWHM = 10000 km
s−1. We also investigate the B2 spectral type and use FWHM = 5000 km s−1 in
this case. This is justified as the source count in this spectral bin (B2) is quite
low (∼3%) and spans out the lower triangular region. The rationale to separate
two quasars populations stems from the spectral differences recognizable by eye:
Pop. A sources usually show low [OIII] emission, the strongest FeII emission;
Pop. B sources give the impression of a much higher degree of ionization, with
weak FeII, prominent [OIII] and CIVλ1549 emission. By considering trends in
metallicity, density, and Eddington ratio derived from earlier work, we were able
to account for the RFeII values (even for the highest ones!) in the spectral bins
of the MS, and gain constraint on the viewing angle assuming an appropriate
value of the BLR radius. These results are presented and discussed in Panda
et al. (2019b). For the purpose of this paper, we will only concentrate on a
representative case i.e., spectral type A1.

3.2. Constraints on the viewing angle

The use of angle-dependent form factor (see Eq. 2 and 5) is a crucial extension
of the quasar MS modelling done by Panda et al. (2017, 2018, 2019a). Viewing
angle directly affects the line width, and the object luminosity, and indirectly
the estimated distance to the BLR and the location of an object on the quasar
MS diagram. Inverting this dependence, we can obtain interesting constraints
on the viewing angle of a source if its the location on the quasar MS diagram
and the BLR size are known.

In Figure 2, we show two consecutive snapshots from one of the simulation
results (θ = 18o and θ = 24o). The plots show the distribution of RFeII as a
function of gas density (nH) and cloud composition (in terms of the metallicity,
Z). The colorbar represents the values of RFeII which are also reported in the
form of overlaid contours of the 2D distribution of Z and nH as a function of
RFeII. The case shown is for a black hole mass, MBH = 108 M⊙ and for a bolo-
metric luminosity, Lbol = 0.2LEdd. To obtain the monochromatic luminosity at
5100Å, we utilize the mass and the Eddington ratio and compute the bolometric
luminosity. Using the normalization coefficient as a function of mass and accre-
tion rate, we estimate the monochromatic luminosity at 5100Å (see Equation 5
in Panda et al. (2018) for details).
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Figure 2. Constraints on the viewing angle. The figure shows two 2D density plots

which map the distribution of the cloud density as a function of the metallicity. The

colorbar depicts the value of RFeII . The plots show the results from a set of CLOUDY

simulations for consecutive cases in viewing angle (18 degrees and 24 degrees). Pa-

rameters shown correspond to MBH = 108 M⊙, at zero turbulence, and using an SED

shape taken from Korista et al. (1997). The plots shown are for a representative case

of the spectral type A1 where the mean of the FWHM is assumed at 2000 km s−1

with an assumed Eddington ratio, λEdd = 0.2. The corresponding values of the rBLR

computed from Equation 2 and the respective rBLR from the standard rBLR-L5100

relation are shown in the title of each plot. (link to the animation)

The simulations were performed with a step size of 6 degrees in the viewing
angles. Yet, they already show the tight constraints in the viewing angle that
can be inferred for a fixed black hole mass. The viewing angle is correspond-
ingly connected to the radius of the BLR (rBLR) that is derived from the virial
relation. In the simulation arrays of Fig. 2, the rBLR from the virial relation
imposed to be close to the one predicted from the standard rBLR-L5100 relation
(Bentz et al., 2013)1.

Figure 2 only shows a representative case with SED shape taken from Korista
et al. (1997) and for a representative spectral type A1 (FWHM = 2000 km s−1).
In Panda et al. (2019b), we confined the physical parameters in each spectral
bin (see Table 1 in Panda et al. 2019b), for example, in A1, the cloud density
(nH) was assumed to be 1010.5 cm−3, the metallicity was fixed at 5Z⊙ and the
bolometric luminosity was 0.2LEdd. In this paper, we remove these restrictions

1The viewing angle, rBLR from the virial relation and the corresponding rBLR from the Bentz
et al. (2013) relation are reported in the title of each plot in the Figures 2, 3, 4 and 5.
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and consider the full parameter range with respect to density, metallicity and
Eddington ratio.

From Figure 1, we can obtain the range of the RFeII for the spectral type A1
– [0,0.5]. Taking this upper limit and comparing it with the panels in Figure 2,
we see that contrary to our previous assumption – the local cloud density is an
almost constant entity within each spectral type, the density actually shows a
broad distribution. In the considered grid on local densities i.e., from 109 cm−3

to 1013 cm−3, the corresponding value of the RFeII ([0,0.5]) can be recovered. But
we find that there exists a coupling between density and metallicity that was not
studied in the previous works, that is, relatively higher densities require slightly
super-solar metallicities (∼3-5Z⊙), while for the lower density cases the metal-
licity can be as high as ∼100Z⊙. This suggests that the BLR cloud can indeed
exist at densities higher than those predicted from radiation-pressure confine-
ment estimates, i.e. ∼1011 cm−3 (Baskin et al., 2014). With an increase in the
viewing angle under the same parameterization, we see that there is a require-
ment of higher metallicities, especially for the higher densities (> 1010 cm−3)
which goes up by a factor ∼2.

We have made an extensive set of simulations with a broad range of param-
eters and we will discuss this in detail in a forthcoming paper (Panda et al. in
prep).

3.3. Comparison of the spectral energy distributions

Motivated by the fact that there is a broad distribution of quasars in the main
sequence and that no singular ionizing continuum shape can effectively explain
all the quasars, we have used 4 different spectral energy distributions that are
appropriate for explaining the sources based on their spectral types. In Panda
et al. (2019b), each spectral type in the MS diagram, namely in Population A
(A1, A2, A3, A4 and A1∗) and in Population B (B1, B1+ and B2) is modelled
with a specific SED shape. In this paper, our approach is different and we
incorporate the four SEDs for spectral type A1 to understand the effect of
the shape of the ionizing continuum which affects the recovery of the RFeII.
These SEDs are adopted from Mathews & Ferland (1987), Korista et al. (1997),
Laor et al. (1997) and Marziani & Sulentic (2014). Figure 1 in Panda et al.
(2019b) shows the differences in these SED shapes, especially in the 1 - 25
Rydberg energy range which corresponds to the the optical-UV bump feature
in a characteristic quasar SED i.e. the Big Blue Bump (Czerny & Elvis, 1987;
Richards et al., 2006).

Figure 3 compares the effect on RFeII due to the four different SEDs used in
the modelling. It shows four 2D shaded contour plots which map the RFeII values
as a function of cloud density and metallicity for a black hole mass 108 M⊙.
The colorbar depicts the values of RFeII . This is shown for a representative case
at a viewing angle (18 degrees) that corresponds to a radius of the BLR which
is in close agreement to the radius estimation from the standard rBLR-L5100
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Figure 3. Comparison between the four SEDs (Korista et al., 1997; Laor et al., 1997;

Mathews & Ferland, 1987; Marziani & Sulentic, 2014) used in the modelling. The

figure shows four 2D density plots which map the distribution of the cloud density

as a function of the metallicity for a black hole mass 108 M⊙. The colorbar depicts

the value of RFeII . This is shown for a representative case (spectral type A1 with

FWHM = 2000 km s−1) at a viewing angle (here 18 degrees) that corresponds to

a inner radius of the BLR which is close agreement to the radius estimation from

the standard rBLR-L5100 relation (Bentz et al., 2013). The bolometric luminosity is

assumed at 0.2LEdd.

relation (Bentz et al., 2013). The bolometric luminosity is assumed 0.2LEdd.
The effect of the SEDs we have considered is modest over the full density-
metallicity parameter plane. For example, for nH = 10.6, and log Z ≈0.7 [Z⊙],
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RFeII ranges between 0.4 and 0.6. The largest achievable RFeII values are also
similar, in the range 2.2 – 2.5.

3.4. Effect of microturbulence

The effect of micro-turbulence to model the MS has been shown to be of impor-
tance (Panda et al., 2018, 2019a), where the optical plane of quasars is indeed
positively affected by inclusion of modest values of micro-turbulence2. In Figure
4, we show the 2D shaded contour plots for 4 different values of microturbulence
values, starting from zero turbulent velocity up to 100 km s−1. We recover the
trends that were first estimated in Panda et al. (2018) where we found that the
maximum RFeII is recovered for the case with a modest value of microturbulence
(10–20 km s−1). Increasing the microturbulence any higher than these values
suppressed the Feii emission and thereby resulting in a decrease in the RFeII .
It was also found that for vturb = 100 km s−1 , the RFeII reverts to the values
that were obtained for the case with zero microturbulence.

The effect of the inclusion of microturbulence can be especially important
for retrieving the RFeII values that correspond to the high accretors - the xA
quasars. Also, we have found that there is a intrinsic coupling between the
metallicity and microturbulence. In Panda et al. (2019b), we have also shown
that for theoretical templates that are generated using CLOUDY for the Feii
pseudo-continuum, there is quite good agreement with the overall line profiles of
Feii when compared with templates derived from observation (we have currently
tested with two sources: an A1 spectral type – Mrk 335, and a A3 spectral type
– I Zw 1). To retrieve the closest agreement to the spectral line profiles and the
corresponding RFeII between the observed and theoretical Feii templates3, there
is a requirement to combine a realistic value of metallicity confirmed from the
observations with a certain value of microturbulence. The value of microturbu-
lence varies from case to case and we infer that it is linked with the spectral
types. In Panda et al. (in prep.), we will also test the effect of conjugating the
increase in mass of the black hole on the MS and the effect that the microtur-
bulence has on it.

3.5. Effect of increasing MBH

Another interesting inference that was drawn from the analyses in Panda et al.
(2019b) was that the higher FWHM sources (& 6000 km s−1) couldn’t be ex-
plained assuming a fixed mass of 108 M⊙. The issue becomes relevant for spec-
tral type B1+ and above. These sources are with the broadest line profiles and
this can be accounted for with increase in the viewing angle although with

2there is a ∼ 50% increase in the RFeII when the turbulent velocity is increased to 10–20 km
s−1.
3for the comparison between the templates, we have applied a Gaussian broadening of ∼800
km s−1.
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Figure 4. Effect of microturbulence – The figure shows four 2D density plots (for 4

different values of microturbulence: 0, 10, 50 and 100 km s−1) which map the distribu-

tion of the cloud density as a function of the metallicity for a black hole mass 108 M⊙.

The colorbar depicts the value of RFeII . This is shown for a representative case (spec-

tral type A1 with FWHM = 2000 km s−1) at a viewing angle (here 18 degrees) that

corresponds to a inner radius of the BLR which is close agreement to the radius es-

timation from the standard rBLR-L5100 relation (Bentz et al., 2013). The bolometric

luminosity is assumed at 0.2LEdd and a representative SED from Korista et al. (1997)

is used.
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implausibly large values, & 60 degrees. Such large θ values are problematic be-
cause the MS is made of the Type-1 sources i.e., sources that offer an unimpeded
view of their central core. There is another way high FWHM values can be ac-
counted for – a higher mass of the black hole. We have tested this possibility
by considering a case with MBH = 1010 M⊙ alongside the original case with
MBH = 108 M⊙, and comparing the RFeII distribution as a function of the view-
ing angle and correspondingly the radius of the BLR in the vertical bins (see
Figure 4 in Panda et al. 2019b). We find that increasing the MBH to such masses
(consistent for quasars in evolved systems) increases the net Feii emission, and
yields viewing angles within the acceptable range for un-obscured sources.

In Figure 5, we show an example of how an increase in the black hole mass
(going from 108 M⊙ to 1010 M⊙) affects the parameter space. For this exemplary
case, we have assumed a FWHM=2000 km s−1 and Eddington ratio, Lbol/LEdd

= 0.2. Yet, this simple test already reveal quite interesting preliminary conclu-
sions. First, due to this increase in the black hole mass, we obtain a much larger
rBLR from the standard Bentz et al. (2013) relation. To be consistent with our

Figure 5. Effect of increasing MBH. The figure shows two 2D density plots which

map the distribution of the cloud density as a function of the metallicity. The colorbar

depicts the value of RFeII . The plots show the results from a set of CLOUDY simu-

lations for two cases of black hole mass (MBH) (left panel) 108 M⊙, and (right panel)

1010 M⊙. This modelling is performed at zero turbulence, and using an SED shape

taken from Korista et al. (1997). The plots shown are for a representative case of the

spectral type A1 where the mean of the FWHM is assumed at 2000 km s−1 with an

assumed Eddington ratio, λEdd = 0.2. The corresponding values of the rBLR computed

from Equation 2 and the respective rBLR from the standard rBLR-L5100 relation are

shown in the title of each plot.
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approach, we find the solution for the rBLR from the virial relation that is clos-
est to the rBLR-L5100 relation, and retrieve back the corresponding value for
the viewing angle. We see that the viewing angles in the case of higher black
hole mass (here, 1010 M⊙) are relatively smaller. From the point of view of the
recovered RFeII values, there is a ∼30-40% drop, when we go from 108 M⊙ to
1010 M⊙. But, these results are driven by our assumption of fixed FWHM value
and the Eddington ratio. In principle, we need an extensive study of the evolu-
tion of the parameter space as a function of increasing FWHM and Eddington
ratio. This will be reported in Panda et al. (in prep.).

Similar to the interpretation in Section 3.2 and Figure 2, we find that with
an increase in the black hole mass under the same parameterization, we see
that there is a requirement of higher metallicities for the higher densities (>
109.75 cm−3) which goes up by a factor ∼2. But, in the lower density regime
(< 109.75 cm−3), the metallicities required to recover the optimal RFeII are lower
by factor ∼2.5 when going from 108 M⊙ to 1010 M⊙.

4. Conclusions and the Future: a predictive tool to estimate

BLR size?

We addressed the effect of viewing angle in the accretion disk plane and the
geometry of the BLR in the context of the distribution of quasars in the plane
FWHM Hβ – RFeII. Treating the viewing angle along with a broad range of
physically motivated parameters that affect Feii emission in Type-1 AGNs i.e.,
Eddington ratio, local cloud density, metallicity, microturbulence and the shape
of the ionizing SED, we have covered the full extent of the quasar main sequence.
The values of these physical parameters were known from prior studies.

In this paper, we summarily described the following results:

1. We are now able to constrain the viewing angle for each spectral type cor-
responding to these sources.

2. We have incorporated four different SEDs to justify the differences in the
ionizing continua observed for a broad distribution of quasars.

3. The inclusion of the turbulent velocity inside the cloud (microturbulence)
recovers the trends that were obtained in Panda et al. (2018): the maximum
Feii emission and the maximum RFeII values correspond to the case with
modest values of microturbulence (10–20 km s−1).

4. We briefly described the effect of increasing black hole mass to explain the
sources with high FWHM.

In Panda et al. (2019b) and in this paper, we have explored the possibility of
constraining the viewing angle for the broad distribution of quasars. Our model
can also explain the physical parameters responsible for high accretors which
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turn out to be predominantly strong Feii emitters (the xA sources in Fig. 1).
With this model, we can test for reliability by comparing the results with real
sources4. The results we have shown here are a ‘snapshot’ and more detailed
analysis will be shown in a forthcoming work (Panda et al. in prep.).

The parameter RFeII which can be estimated from a single epoch spectrum
for a given source and the metallicity from the line diagnostics from emission
lines mostly in the UV (Hamann et al., 2002; Marziani et al., 2019a). These
data make it possible to extend our analysis. Values of RFeII and metallicity can
be projected in the parameter space maps (see Figure 2) to ultimately recover
the virial radius of the broad-line region. Although this possibility needs robust
testing, it might be applicable as a predictor for future reverberation mapping
studies. The prediction would be specially valuable for high accretors that show
high RFeII(& 1) shorter time delays with respect to the ones derived from the
scaling law of Bentz et al. (2013). By the same token, we may become able
to constrain the rBLR-L5100 relation that has been shown to offer prospects of
application for cosmology by building the Hubble diagram for quasars (Risaliti
& Lusso, 2015; Mart́ınez-Aldama et al., 2019).
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Abstract. The search and study of extended emission-line regions (EELRs)
related to AGN in early-type galaxies is interesting to probe the history of
nuclear ionization activity and also to understand the process of external gas
accretion. In this work, we present observations of the EELR in Mrk 78 ob-
tained at the 6-m Russian telescope using the long-slit and 3D spectroscopy
methods. We show that ionized-gas clouds at 12-16 kpc projected distances
from the nucleus are ionized by the AGN radiation. Also we have checked if
the galaxy appearing in the optical images in the immediate neighbourhood
of Mrk 78 near the external clouds is a dwarf companion or a part of a tidal
structure. However, the spectrum of this galaxy, SDSS J074240.37+651021.4,
obtained at the 6-m telescope corresponds to a distant background galaxy with
z = 0.38.

Key words: galaxies: individual: Mrk 78 – galaxies: active – galaxies: Seyfert
– galaxies: interactions – galaxies: ISM

1. Introduction

According to the unified model of active galactic nuclei (AGN), the radiation
of the central accretion engine comes out in broad axisymmetrical cones colli-
mated by the circumnuclear obscuring torus. The impact of AGN ionizing radi-
ation together with radio jet mechanical energy on the surrounding interstellar
medium appears in the shape of ionizing cones from hundreds pc to a few kpc in
typical size. In some fraction of Seyfert galaxies, extended emission-line regions
(EELRs) are also detected at radial distances of tens of kpc. EELRs can be used
to measure the AGN energetic output at both time and spatial scales and also
to study the gas distribution in the galactic environment. Indeed, a significant
faction of EELR traces the off-plane gas related with tidal debris (Keel et al.,
2012) or even the gas in a companion galaxy (Keel et al., 2019). One of the
intriguing cases is the well-known AGN Mrk 6: deep imaging and spectroscopic
observations revealed an extended system of gaseous filaments up to 40 kpc from
the nucleus accreted by the Seyfert galaxy (Smirnova et al., 2018). Therefore,
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the detailed study of EELRs is topical even around well-studied nearby active
galaxies.

The Seyfert 2 galaxy Mrk 78 is a good illustration of the picture described
above. The spectrophotometric properties of the inner (r < 4 − 5′′, or 3–4kpc)
elongated emission-line structure studied with HST (Whittle & Wilson, 2004;
Kewley et al., 2006) can be explained in terms of jet-cloud interaction together
with the mass outflow and a cone of UV-radiation emerging from the Seyfert nu-
cleus (Fischer et al., 2011, see the corresponding HST image in Fig. 1). Ground-
based narrow-band images obtained by De Robertis (1987) and Pedlar et al.
(1989) also revealed a weak extended ionized gas emission outside the central
region with an extensive asymmetric structure at r > 15′′ in the south-west. The
presence of the gas emitting in [O III] in the western direction up to 12-14 ′′ was
confirmed in spectroscopic observations by Unger et al. (1987). Also, Afanasiev
& Silchenko (1991) detected the [O III] line emission even at r = 18 − 20′′.
Pedlar et al. (1989) have shown that the weak narrow-line region extending out
to 10 kpc to the west is consistent with AGN ionizing cones, however, the actual
ionization state of the most distant part of the EELR is still unknown. Mrk 78
was included in the sample of the confirmed EELR selected from the Galaxy
Zoo survey, but the follow-up spectra were obtained along PA = 90 ◦(Keel et al.,
2012), therefore, the properties of the southwestern external emission knots were
not measured.

In this paper, we analysed the large-scale ionized gas distribution and spec-
tral properties of the most distant parts of the EELR in Mrk 78 derived from
new long-slit and 3D spectroscopic observations at the 6-m telescope of Spe-
cial Astrophysical Observatory of Russian Academy of Sciences (SAO RAS).
The gas and stellar kinematics will be considered in the forthcoming paper.
In the present paper, we assumed a distance to the galaxy of 165Mpc with a
corresponding scale of 0.80 kpc/′′ (according to NED1).

2. Observations and data reduction

Observations were carried out at the prime focus of the 6-m SAO RAS telescope
with the multi-mode focal reducers: SCORPIO (Afanasiev & Moiseev, 2005) and
SCORPIO-2 (Afanasiev & Moiseev, 2011). We used the 3D spectroscopy with
the Fabry-Perot interferometer (FPI), long-slit spectroscopy, and direct-image
modes. Also, we used the data obtained with the integral-field Multi-Pupil Field
Spectrograph (Afanasiev et al., 2001). The log of observations and parameters
of the used instruments are listed in the Table 1.

SCORPIO and SCORPIO-2 both have the 6.′1 fields of view with the 0.36-
arcsec pixel size. The slit has the 6.′1 length and the 1′′ width. The scanning
FPI mapped the spectral region around the redshifted [O III]λ4959 emission
line. We made the binning of these data to reach a higher signal-to-noise ratio

1http://ned.ipac.caltech.edu/
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Figure 1. Left: the HST/FOC image with the F520M filter showing the [O III] emis-

sion (see Fischer et al., 2011). Right: the MPFS image in the [O III]λ5007 line with

the superimposed continuum isophotes.

Table 1. Log of observations at the SAO RAS telescope

Date Instrument/mode Exp. time, s Sp. range FWHM Seeing

14/15 Mar 2007 SCORPIO/FPI 32×250 [O III]λ4959 1.2 Å 1 .
′′2

22/23 Oct 2008 SCORPIO/DI 5×120 RC-filter 1 .
′′2

03/04 Feb 2008 MPFS 6× 1200 3650–5900 Å 5 Å 1 .
′′3

03/04 Feb 2008 MPFS 6× 1200 4300–7380 Å 5 Å 1 .
′′3

12/13 Feb 2019 SCORPIO-2/LS 3x900 3650–8530 Å 7 Å 2 .
′′7

in the resulting data cube with 0.7 ′′/px. The MPFS data cube had the 16x16
arcsec2 field-of-view centered on the nucleus with the 1′′/spaxel spatial scale
and covered a wide spectral range.

Calibration of the SCORPIO-2 and MPFS spectra into the absolute energy
flux units was carried out using spectrophotometric standard stars observed in
the same night as Mrk 78. The data reduction was performed in a standard way
(see Smirnova et al., 2018, for references on the software and algorithms).

Fig. 2 shows the maps derived from the Voigt fitting of the [O III] spectra
in the FPI data cube: the monochromatic image, the velocity field, and the ve-
locity dispersion map free from instrumental effects. The emission-line fluxes in
the MPFS and long-slit data were derived from the single-component Gaussian
fitting. The map of the [O III] emission in the circumnuclear region according
to the MPFS data is shown in Fig. 1. For the internal region, where well-known
multi-component lines were observed (see Afanasiev & Silchenko, 1991, and ref-
erences therein), only a brighter peak was fitted in the MPFS and FPI data.
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3. External gas clouds

The ionization state of the EELR inside the galaxy disc (r < 10 − 15′′) was
analysed in the papers cited above in Sec. 1. However, the FPI map also revealed
separate ionized gas clouds (labeled as C1 and C2 in Fig. 2) at a distance of ∼15–
20′′ (∼12-16 kpc) southwest of the galaxy. The line-of-sight velocity field shows
that the cloud velocities lie in the range of the gas disc (10900–11500 kms−1).
Whereas the velocities of C1 and C2 exceed by 50–200 km s−1 the nearest S-
W side of the galactic disc. This indicates that both clouds are moving in the
Mrk 78 gravitational potential, but rotate out of the galaxy plane on retrograde
orbits possibly.

To determine the C1 and C2 ionization state, the SCORPIO-2 long-slit spec-
tra were obtained along PA=127◦. The slit position has been selected according
to the centers of both clouds and a neighbouring galaxy with an unknown spec-
troscopic redshift (see Sec. 4).

To determine the ionization mechanism of the gas in C1 and C2, the emission-
line ratio diagnostic diagrams (BPT-diagrams after Baldwin et al., 1981) were
used with the branches from Kewley et al. (2006) to separate different mecha-
nisms of gas excitation: the HII-regions and AGN (Seyfert or LINER). These
diagrams involve the following line flux ratios independent from the interstellar
extinction: [N II]λ6583/Hα, [O III]λ5007/Hβ, and [S II]λ6717 + 6731/Hα.

The integrated spectrum of the C1+C2 clouds is shown in Fig. 3, the BPT
diagrams are presented in Fig. 4. We designated the EELR ionization mechanism
according to the long-slit spectroscopy. To compare their ionization state to that
of the circumnuclear region, the MPFS intergral-field spectroscopic data were
used. It is clearly seen that the C1 and C2 ionization state is the same as that in
the internal part of the EELR: the Seyfert-type AGN radiation predominates.
This result is in agreement with the diagrams based on the long-slit spectroscopy
along the major galactic axis (PA=90◦) presented in Keel et al. (2012).

Fischer et al. (2011) estimated the parameters of the ionized cones according
to the HST data for the inner (r < 4′′) brightest part of the emission-line
structure. We overlaid the western side of this bicone (having an opening angle
of ∼75◦) on the FPI dispersion map (Fig. 2): C1 and C2 both fall into the
projected cone borders. Therefore, the ionization state of the distant gas in the
EELR is consistent with the model based on the analysis of the circumnuclear
gas kinematics and ionization state. The ionized-gas velocity dispersion in C1
and C2 (40 < σ < 100 kms−1, see Fig. 2) is similar to the gas in the outer part
of the galaxy disc and significantly smaller than that observed in the inner
region, where jet-cloud interaction takes place. It means that the external part
of the EELR is dynamically cold, i.e., the AGN ionized off-plane gas clouds are
related with the external accretion or tidal structures, but are not the result
of the AGN outflow. The similar picture is observed in most EELRs in Seyfert
galaxies (see Keel et al., 2015, and references therein).
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Figure 2. Mrk 78 observations. Top left: the SCORPIO R-band image with

the long-slit position, the candidate companion galaxy is marked as ‘G’. Top right: the

map of the [O III]λ4959 emission derived from the FPI data. Bottom: the line-of-sight

velocity field in the [O III] emission line (left) and the velocity dispersion map with

the marked ionization cone position (right). The colour bars are in the kms−1, the

external gaseous clouds are marked as ‘C1’ and ‘C2’.

4. Possible dwarf companion

Assumptions that Mrk 78 is a post-merging system were considered in a number
of papers since the eighties of the last century. Morphological peculiarities on
different spatial scales were considered as the galaxy interaction imprints: the
nuclear dust lane (Whittle & Wilson, 2004), the disturbed external isophotes in
the S-W part of the galactic disc (De Robertis, 1987; Pedlar et al., 1989; Keel
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Figure 3. Top: identification of the emission lines in the ionized-gas clouds (C1 and

C2) and the nearby galaxy long-slit spectra. Bottom: the integrated spectrum of both

clouds.

et al., 2015), the asymmetric distribution of the external [O III] emission (Unger
et al., 1987; Afanasiev & Silchenko, 1991).

De Robertis (1987) suggested that the disturbed external isophotes are
caused by passing through a companion galaxy and the emission of this region
due to the companion galaxy nucleus, but the forthcoming HST data disproved
this idea (Fischer et al., 2011).

The SDSS DR15 and SCORPIO R-band images reveal the galaxy SDSS
J074240.37+651021.4 with an unknown redshift in the nearest neighbourhood
of the C1 and C2 clouds at a distance of ∼18′′ from the Mrk 78 nucleus (marked
as ‘G’ in Fig. 2). We have checked the possibility that this galaxy is a dwarf
companion of Mrk 78 or a remnant of a tidal structure. The obtained long-slit
spectra (see the slit position in Fig. 2, PA=127◦) show the continuum of ‘G’
with weak emission lines (λ=5230 Å and λ=7016 Å) marked with arrows in
Fig. 3. We interpreted them as [O II]λ3727 and [O III]λ5007 at the redshift
z = 0.382. In this case, the Hβ should be blended with [S II]λ6731 in the C1
and C2 clouds. This spectroscopic redshift is comparable to the photometric
SDSS DR15 (Aguado et al., 2019) redshift: z = 0.367± 0.130. Therefore, it is a
distant background galaxy.
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Figure 4. BPT diagrams. The separate lines are taken from Kewley et al. (2006). The

circles denote the MPFS data for the circumnuclear region, the colour bar shows the

projected distance of pixels on the MPFS maps from the nucleus. The diamond shows

the line ratio of C1+C2 derived from the long-slit spectrum.

5. Summary

The 6-m telescope observations reveal a pair of ionized-gas clouds southwest
from the stellar disc of Mrk 78 at 12–16kpc projected distance from the AGN
located beyond the galactic disc plane. The BPT diagrams have demonstrated
that the AGN radiation makes the main contribution to the ionization state of
these clouds. Moreover, the location of both clouds together with other external
[O III]-emitting structures in the west side of the Mrk 78 disc is in a good
agreement with the ionization cone borders proposed by Fischer et al. (2011)
according only to the circumnuclear region structure and kinematics.

The AGN outflow as a source of the described ionized-gas clouds is the
contrary to the dynamically cold gas in this part of the EELR. The most possible
scenario is an external accretion, a minor merging, or a tidal interaction with
the companion. The galaxy SDSS J074240.37+651021.4 at a projected distance
of ∼ 18 ′′ from the Mrk 78 nucleus in the southwest direction was considered a
candidate. However, the long-slit spectroscopy data gave a redshift of 0.382; it
is a distant background galaxy. Thereby, the origin of the gas in the outer part
of the Mrk 78 EELRs is still unclear.
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Abstract. We present results of recent optical spectroscopic variability cam-
paigns for HE1136-2304 and NGC1566 which exhibited X-ray outbursts in
July 2014 and June 2018, respectively. We show that the broad line region
(BLR) structure in the changing-look AGN HE1136-2304 is similar to that of
non-changing-look AGN and that the BLR kinematics is dominated by Keple-
rian accretion disk (AD) rotation. Furthermore, we present an optical spectrum
of NGC1566 taken only a few weeks after its X-ray outburst, clearly showing
drastic spectral changes.

Key words: active galactic nuclei – changing-look – broad line region – ac-
cretion disk – spectroscopy – HE1136-2304 – NGC 1566

1. Introduction – The changing-look phenomenon

Active galactic nuclei (AGN) are known to exhibit variability in several fre-
quency regimes. However, despite the mostly stochastic variations in the flux of
AGN, their spectral type generally does not change. This is not true for optical
changing-look (CL) AGN which exhibit signficant spectral changes leading to a
change of the source’s classification (e.g. from Sy-2 to Sy-1 or vice versa). Inter-
estingly, these changes may happen on time scales of weeks to months and are
often accompanied by outburts in several frequency regimes. Up to now a few
dozen examples of CL AGN have been found. Very early observations of this
phenomenon include – amongst others – NGC 351 (Collin-Souffrin et al., 1973),
NGC4151 (Penston & Perez, 1984) and Fairall 9 (Kollatschny & Fricke, 1985).
However, despite increasing interest in this topic, the cause for the changing-
look phenomenon is still unknown. Possible explanations include accretion disk
instabilities, tidal disruption events and a change of obscuration. Therefore, line
profile studies of these eruptive spectral changes offer unique insight into AGN
variability and allow – in combination with spectroscopic reverberation mapping
– to determine the BLR structure and kinematics.
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2. The changing-look AGN HE 1136-2304

HE1136-2304 (α2000 = 11h 38m 51.1s, δ = −23◦ 21
′

36
′′

) was detected as
a variable X-ray source in 2014 (Parker et al., 2016). In comparison to the
ROSAT survey in 1990, its 0.2 − 2 keV flux increased by a factor of ∼ 30. An
optical spectroscopic follow-up observation revealed significant spectral changes,
changing the classification of the galaxy. HE 1136-2304 is therefore classified as
a changing-look AGN.

2.1. Observations and Data Reduction

The optical spectrum directly following the X-ray outburst was taken with the
10m Southern African Large Telescope (SALT) (Parker et al., 2016) on July 7,
2014. To further investigate the variability behaviour of HE 1136-2304 we started
a spectroscopic campaign with SALT on December 25, 2014, lasting until July
13, 2015. The mean cadence was ∼ 9 days between February and July 2015. We
reduced the spectra according to the standard procedure (bias and dark sub-
traction, flat-fielding, cosmic ray correction, illumination correction, wavelength
calibration, night sky subtraction, and flux calibration). The resulting reduced
spectra cover a spectral range of 4240 Å-7040 Å in the rest frame. As the flux of
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the narrow emission line [OIII]λ5007 is treated to be constant on time scales of
several years, the reduced spectra were calibrated to the absolute [OIII] λ5007
flux given in Reimers et al. (1996). For further details on the instrumental setup
and the data reduction we refer to Kollatschny et al. (2018).

2.2. Results

We show a comparison of optical spectra taken in 1993 (Hamburg/ESO survey;
Reimers et al. (1996)), 2002 (6dF) and 2014 (Parker et al., 2016) in Fig. 1. In
contrast to the spectra from 1993 and 2002, the post-outburst spectrum from
2014 especially shows strong and very broad Hα and Hβ lines with line widths of
several thousand km s−1 (FWHM). While HE 1136-2304’s spectral classification
corresponded to a Seyfert 1.9 type in 1993 and 2002, respectively, it changed its
classification to a Seyfert 1.5 type after the X-ray outburst in 2014 (Zetzl et al.,
2018).
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Figure 2. Finally reduced and intercalibrated optical spectra of the variability cam-

paign of HE 1136-2304 with spectral ranges for light curve extraction (top). RMS

spectrum of the variability campaign (bottom).

The finally reduced and calibrated spectra taken during our variability cam-
paign and the resulting residual mean square (RMS) spectrum are shown in
Fig. 2. Evidently, the spectrum of HE1136-2304 exhibits clear variations of its
continuum level. Furthermore, the RMS spectrum cleary shows variations not
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Table 1. Cross-correlation time lags with respect to the 4570 Å continuum, FWHM

(RMS), and line dispersion σ (RMS) of the Balmer and Helium lines.

Line τ FWHM (RMS) σ (RMS)
(days) (km s−1) (km s−1)

Hα 15.0+4.2

−3.8 2668±150 1816±150

Hβ 7.5+4.6

−5.7 3791±150 1767±150

He I λ5876 7.3+2.8

−4.4 4131±400 2098±400

He II λ4686 3.0+5.3

−3.7 5328±500 2962±500

only in the broad Balmer lines but also – albeit lower – in the very broad higher
ionization lines He I λ5876 and He II λ4686 (Kollatschny et al., 2018)1. In order
to determine the time-lag between continuum and broad emission line varia-
tions – a method known as reverberation mapping – we extracted continuum
and emission line light curves from all of the spectra. The corresponding spec-
tral ranges for extraction are also shown in Fig. 2. To determine the integrated
emission line flux, pseudo-continua to the left and right of each emission line
were used to subtract the underlying continuum.

We present the resulting light curves of the continuum flux at 4570 Å and
5360 Å, respectively, and the integrated fluxes of Hα, Hβ, He I λ5876 and He II
λ4686 in Fig. 3. According to the notion of reverberation mapping, the emission
line flux in the broad line region responds with a delay to the ionizing continuum
considering that the continuum emission is generated close to the black hole.
Hence, time delay measurements between the emission line and continuum light
curves allow to determine the mean distance between the central ionizing source
and the broad emission line region. Please note that the optical continuum can
merely function as a surrogate for the ionizing X-ray and UV emission as it lags
behind the X-ray and UV light curves (e.g. Zetzl et al., 2018). This additional
delay has to be taken into account when evaluating the kinematics of the system
(e.g. calculating the mass of the SMBH).

The time-lags between the continua and emission lines were determined by
correlating the continuum and emission line light curves. We used the interpola-
tion cross-correlation function method (ICCF) developed by Gaskell & Peterson
(1987) and implemented in our own ICCF code (Dietrich & Kollatschny, 1995).
The time-lags were calculated using the centroids τcent of the ICCFs above 80%
of the maximum correlation coefficient value rmax. The resulting time-delays
with respect to the continuum at 4570 Å are given in Tab. 1. The errors were

1Please note the variations in the [OIII] lines are entirely due to minor line profile variations
during the campaign. The absolute [OIII] λ5007 flux is constant.
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Figure 3. Light curves of the continua 4570 Å and 5380 Å as well as of the emission

lines Hα, Hβ, He I λ5876 and He II λ4686 for the campaign between December 25,

2014 and July 13, 2015.

estimated applying the flux redistribution/random subset selection (FR/RSS)
method described in Peterson et al. (1998).
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The results indicate an ionization stratification of the BLR, i.e. the averaged
Hα line originates the furthest away (15.0+4.2

−3.8 d), the averaged Hβ line orginates

at aprroximately half of this distance (7.5+4.6
−5.7 d) while the Helium I and II line –

with higher ionization energy – originate closer inwards (7.3+2.8
−4.4 d and 3.0+5.3

−3.7 d,
respectively). In order to determine the vertical BLR structure we parametrized
the line profiles by the ratio of their full-width at half maximum (FWHM) to
their line dispersion σline. In this model the rotational line broadening of instrin-
sic Lorentzian profiles manifests as the FWHM while the intrinsic Lorentzian
profiles are due to turbulent motions of the BLR gas (Kollatschny & Zetzl, 2011,
2013a,b,c). To calculate the FWHM/σ ratios we measured the FWHM and line
dispersion σ in the RMS profile for each line. The values are presented in Tab. 1.
The model calculations allow to determine the height of the line-emitting gas
above the midplane for each line individually. The resulting cross-section of the
BLR strucure is shown in Fig. 4. The black dot denotes the supermassive black
hole (SMBH) at the center of the AGN.
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Figure 4. Cross-section of the line-averaged BLR structure in HE1136-2304. The dot
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the SMBH in HE 1136-2304.

So far, we only analysed the line-averaged structure of the BLR. However,
since the broadening of the lines is due to rotation, different parts of the line
profile correspond to different rotational velocities and therefore distances. Par-
ticularly, we expect the outer line wings to originate closer to the SMBH than
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the line center. To investigate the profile variations in more detail we calculated
the lags of individual line segments. We sliced the velocity profiles of the emis-
sion lines into segments with a width of v = 400 km s−1 and extracted the light
curve for each individual segment. We then correlated these light curves with
the 4570 Å light curve (Kollatschny et al., 2018). The result is a 2D velocity
delay map showing the time delay for each velocity line profile segment. The 2D
velocity maps of Hα and Hβ are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. The line centers show
delays of 10 − 30 d whereas the line wings exhibit a faster response of 0 − 10 d.

3. NGC 1566 – a periodic changing-look AGN?

NGC 1566 is a near (z = 0.005) face-on Seyfert galaxy which is known to have
shown recurrent significant flux changes in several frequency bands. The out-
bursts have been accompanied by spectral changes, i.e. NGC 1566 changed from
a nearly Sy-2 type classification in its low state to a nearly Sy-1 type clas-
sification after the outbursts (Parker et al. (2019) and references therein). In
addition, the long-term light curves point towards a periodicity of the erup-
tive flux changes. A possible mechanism explaining the periodic outbursts was
recently presented by Śniegowska & Czerny (2019).

3.1. Observations and Results

We took an optical spectrum of NGC 1566 with SALT shortly after an X-ray
outburst was detected in 2018 (Parker et al., 2019). This spectrum is shown in
Fig. 7 together with an archival spectrum we took with the same instrument
in 2012. The outburst spectrum shows a strong increase in continuum flux,
especially towards the UV. Several lines now show strong broad components
which have not been present when NGC1566 was in its low state in 2012.

4. Summary

For the changing-look AGN HE 1136-2304, we were able to show an ionization
stratification of the BLR similar to that of other AGN (e.g. Kollatschny et al.,
2014). Furthermore, the vertical BRL structure is consistent with the bowl-
shaped geometry proposed by Goad et al. (2012), e.g. tested by Ramolla et al.
(2018) for 3C 120. The 2D velocity maps of the Balmer line profiles reveal a faster
response of the line wings (0−10 d) in comparison to a slower response of the line
centers (10− 30 d). A similar behaviour is observed in the He I λ5876 and He II
λ4686 line (Kollatschny et al., 2018). The resulting kinematics is consistent with
thin Keplerian disk BLR models (Horne et al., 2004). Overall, the BLR structure
and kinematics of HE 1136-2304 is similar to that of non-changing-look AGN.

For the changing-look AGN NGC 1566, our optical outburst spectrum from
2018 reveals drastic spectral changes in comparison to the low state spectrum
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from 2012. A thorough analysis of the outburst spectrum together with an
archival spectroscopic campaign is in progress.
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Figure 5. 2D velocity delay map of the Hα profile in HE 1136-2304 showing the cor-

relation coefficient as a function of velocity and time delay (blue scale). The cam-

paign-averaged line profile without narrow component is plotted in black.
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Abstract. The most popular method of the broad-line region size estimation in
active galactic nuclei (AGN) is the reverberation mapping based on measuring
the time delay between the continuum flux and the flux in the emission lines.
In our work, we apply the method of photometric reverberation mapping in
mid-band filters, adapted for observations on the 1-m Zeiss-1000 telescope of
Special Astrophysical Observatory of Russian Academy of Sciences, for the
study of AGN with broad lines in the range of redshifts 0.1 < z < 0.8. This
paper provides a sample of 8 objects, describes the technique of observations
and data processing for 2 studied objects to demonstrate the stability of the
used method.

Key words: galaxies: active – techniques: photometric

1. Introduction

Active galactic nuclei (AGN) are bright compact areas, emitting up to 90% of
the energy of the entire galaxy. Because of the small size of the central object
and the high gas velocity, it is now assumed that the supermassive black hole
(SMBH) is present in the center of the galactic nucleus, and the enormous lu-
minosity is provided by the processes of the matter accretion into the SMBH.
The observed energy distribution, as well as the AGN spectrum, indicates that
the nucleus is a multicomponent system, which observational properties depend
on the orientation relative to the observer. This is known as the Unified model
(Antonucci, 1993; Urry & Padovani, 1995), which is illustrated in Fig. 1. Ac-
cording to this model, the SMBH is surrounded by a hot disk of accreting matter
(∼0.001 pc from the central source), which hard radiation excites the gas in the
broad-line region (BLR) at scales of 0.01-0.1 pc and is re-emitted in emission
lines broadened due to the high gas velocity (up to 104 km/s).

The reverberation mapping method (RM, Blandford & McKee, 1982) con-
sists of measuring the time lag τ between the continuum radiation of the ac-
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Figure 1. The illustration of modern conceptions of AGN structure.

cretion disk and the radiation in the emission lines produced in the BLR in
AGN. The BLR size is assumed to be RBLR ≡ cτ , where c is the speed of light
(Peterson, 1993). Then, the RBLR can be determined by measuring the time lag
τ between the continuum and line light curves. According to the virial ratio the
SMBH mass is related to the BLR size cτ and the gas velocity in the BLR υline

as:

MSMBH = fcτυ2
lineG

−1,

where G is the gravitational constant and f is a dimensionless factor of the order
of one depending on the BLR structure and kinematics and the inclination of the
system relative to the observer. Thus, measuring the time delays provides one
with the SMBH mass estimation. Yet, the RM method requires the accumulation
of a long series of observational data that makes harder its wide application.
That is the reason why presently this method was applied only for approximately
100 nearest quasars (e.g. Shapovalova et al., 2009; Bentz & Katz, 2015; Du et al.,
2016; Jiang et al., 2016; Pozo Nuñez et al., 2017; Ilić et al., 2017).

However, to trace the evolution of the SMBH masses the extension of the
AGN sample with known sizes RBLR to more distant redshifts is needed. For
AGN the linear relation between the BLR size and AGN luminosity was found:
RBLR ∝ Lα, where L could be measured in different spectral bands such as
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5100Å (Kaspi et al., 2005; Bentz et al., 2009b) or definite emission lines (e.g.
MgII in Czerny et al., 2019, and references therein).

Our investigation is dedicated to complement the existing relation of RBLR(L)
by new measurements of RBLR = cτ for the distant AGNs up to z ∼ 0.8 using a
sample of objects that have not been studied in other reverberation campaigns.
Besides, we adopt the photometric RM method (Haas et al., 2011) to mid-band
observation with the 1-meter class telescope.

The paper is formed as following. In Sec. 2 the sample and the methods of
observations and data reduction are given. Sec. 3 contains the first results of the
applied observational technique with the description of the local standards and
the preliminary light curves. The conclusions and main ideas are shortly given
in Sec. 4.

2. Observations

2.1. Sample

Our sample consists of 8 AGNs with broad lines (equivalent width Wλ > 200Å)
in the range the redshifts 0.1 < z < 0.8 with the brightness limited to m < 20
mag. The sample includes only near-polar objects (Dec > 68◦), thus we were
able to observe them throughout the whole year. The final sample is shown in
Table 1.

Name RA Dec Mag z τ Filters
(#) (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

1 2MASX J08535955+7700543
08h53m59s.4
+77◦00′55′′

17.0 0.106 27
SED725
SED700

2 VII Zw 244
08h44m45s.3
+76◦53′09′′

15.7 0.131 34
SED550
SED525

3 SDSS J093702.85+682408.3
09h37m02s.9
+68◦24′08′′

18.0 0.294 47
SED625
SED600

4 SDSS J094053.77+681550.3
09h40m53s.8
+68◦15′50′′

19.4 0.371 59
SED900
SED875

5 SDSS J100057.50+684231.0
10h00m57s.5
+68◦42′31′′

19.0 0.499 80
SED725
SED700

6 2MASS J01373678+8524106
01h37m36s.7
+85◦24′11′′

16.6 0.499 79
SED725
SED700

7 SDSS J095814.46+684704.8
09h58m14s.4
+68◦47′05′′

19.7 0.662 92
SED800
SED775

8 GALEX 2486024515200490156
10h01m51s.6
+69◦35′27′′

19.6 0.847 124
SED900
SED875

Table 1. Observed sample of AGN: (#) identification number in the sample; (1) galaxy

name; (2) coordinates for the J2000 epoch; (3) magnitude in V band; (4) redshift z; (5)

roughly estimated time delay τ in days from the continuum or emission line luminosity

(see text for details); (6) filters used to measure line and continuum fluxes.
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Each object is observed in two filters selected so that they cover the broad
emission line Hβ(α) and the near-by continuum, which was used to subtract
the contribution of the variable continuum from the emission line. The experi-
ment uses medium-band interference filters1 with the spectral energy distribu-
tion (SED) of a 250Å bandwidth, covering the 5000–9000Å range with 250Å-
step. The selection of filters with their bandwidth overplotted on the spectra of
the studied objects is illustrated in Fig. 2. The spectra are taken from Abolfathi
et al. (2018), Boroson & Green (1992), and Wei et al. (1999).

From the known radius-luminosity relation RBLR − L for the Hβ line the
expected time delays τ were calculated for the sample (see Table 1, column 5) in
the following way. For the objects with redshifts up to 0.5 - objects #1,3-5 - the
flux Fλ at 5100Å was integrated in the range 4400-5850Å in the rest frame from
the spectra obtained from the literature; the flux Fλ was divided by the window-
width in order to get the monochromatic luminosity. The 4400-5850Å range
contains some strong emission lines as variable Hβ and approximately constant
O[III] but as the integrated band is wide we assume that the lines contribution
is not crucial especially for rough estimation of the time delays. To convert the
flux to the luminosity Lλ at 5100 Å it was multiplied with 4πD2, where D
is the AGN luminosity distance calculated using the cosmological parameters
Ω0 = 0.3036 and H0 = 68.14 km/s/Mpc. Note here that the contribution of the
host galaxy was not considered. Then we applied the relation RBLR−Lλ(5100):

lg(RBLR) = −21.3+2.9
−2.8 + 0.519+0.063

−0.066 lg(λLλ),

where Lλ = Lλ(5100) is a luminosity at 5100Å, and RBLR is the BLR size in
the Hβ line (Bentz et al., 2009a).

In the case of z > 0.5, as well as for the object #2, which spectral data
used by us in calculations are available only in a small wavelength range (4075-
5883Å), the Lλ(5100) range goes beyond the available optical spectra. In this
regard, for objects #2,6-8 we used the relation with the line Lλ(Hβ) from Greene
et al. (2010):

lg(R10) = 0.85 ± 0.05 + (0.53 ± 0.04) lg[L43(Hβ)],

where R10 = RBLR/10 lt days is the size of the BLR region, normalized to 10 lt
days, L43(Hβ) = Lλ(Hβ)/1043 erg/s is the luminosity in the Hβ line, normalized
to 1043 erg/s. In Table 1 the rough estimate of the expected time delays τ are
given with an accuracy of 10%.

2.2. Observational technique and reduction

Since February 2018, observations of the AGN sample have been carried out
monthly on gray and bright nights at 1-m Zeiss-1000 telescope of the Spe-

1Edmund Optics, https://www.edmundoptics.com.
For the main parameters of middle-band SED filters see: https://www.sao.ru/hq/lsfvo/

devices/scorpio-2/filters_eng.html.
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Figure 2. SED filters bands overplotted on the spectra of the studied AGN. Flux Fλ

in units of 10−16 erg/cm2/s/Å depending on the wavelength in Å given in the observer

rest frame. The spectra of #1 and #6 are obtained from Wei et al. (1999), #2 is from

Boroson & Green (1992) and the others are from Abolfathi et al. (2018).
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cial Astrophysical Observatory of Russian Academy of Sciences (SAO RAS)
using MaNGaL (MApper of Narrow GAlaxy Lines, Perepelitsyn et al., 2018)
and MMPP (Multi-Mode Photometer-Polarimeter) devices in photometric mode
with 10 medium-band interference SED filters. The size of the field of view (FoV)
was 8.′7 × 8.′7 for MaNGaL and 7.′2 × 7.′2 for MMPP. Up to now, around 15
epochs were acquired on average for majority of the objects in the sample.

Three different detectors were used during the observations: Andor CCD
iKon-M 934 (1024×1024 px), Andor Neo sCMOS (2560×2160 px) and Raptor
Photonics Eagle V CCD (2048×2048 px). The quantum efficiency of these re-
ceivers in the needed bands is shown in Table 2. Water cooling was used for all
three cases to minimize noise.

Detector 5500Å 6000Å 7000Å 8000Å 9000Å
Andor iKon-M 934 95% 96% 91% 77% 47%
Andor Neo sCMOS 54% 56% 49% 31% 14%
Raptor Eagle V CCD 92% 95% 89% 75% 50%

Table 2. Quantum efficiency of detectors in the studied photometric bands.

Observations of the sample were alternated with observations of spectropho-
tometric standard stars provided by Oke (1990). The standards were observed
almost simultaneously with the object field in the same filter to minimize the
variations of atmospheric transmission; moreover, even observing the standards
at the close zenith distance we tried to obtain the extinction coefficient ev-
ery night and take it into account. Such strategy was used to create a list of
comparison stars with known AB-magnitudes in the FoV of the sample.

During each observational night, we received calibration images (flat frames
at the twilight sky for each filter, bias/dark) to correct data for additive and mul-
tiplicative errors. For each object the series of images (3 and more) were taken,
the exposure times depend on the object brightness, weather conditions and
are ranged from 2 to 10 minutes. For correct statistics each frame is processed
independently, and statistical evaluation is made by averaging the random value
by robust methods giving its unbiased estimate. In this case, the photometric
errors are the rms of the robust distribution.

The method of aperture photometry was used to determine the absolute
flux of the objects in instrumental units. Therefore, to correctly estimate the
sky background, the traces of cosmic rays which were close to the object were
removed from images.

For better photometric accuracy needed for the variability studies of AGN,
the AB fluxes were first calculated using the spectrophotometric standards, and
further step was to re-calibrate them with the differential photometry using the
local standards from the object image FoV.
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3. Results

3.1. Local standards

The main methodological result obtained during the first year of observations
is the definition of local standards in the field of each sample objects. In Fig. 3
we show the field of the object #1 (2MASX J08535955+7700543) obtained in
the SED725 filter and object #2 (VII Zw 244) obtained in the SED550 filter by
Raptor Eagle V CCD (MMPP) with marked local standards. Within the stable
photometric nights, we bind the field with known spectrophotometric standards.
To examine the variability of the stars in the fields, the obtained fluxes were
normalized to the most frequently observed and the most stable star flux. Thus,
the resulting fluxes of stars do not depend on weather conditions on the selected
night. Fig. 4 presents the normalized light curves of local standards in objects
#1 and #2 fields in AB-magnitudes. In Fig. 4 the regions corresponding to the
3σ confidence area are also shown. For differential photometry, the stars with
the smallest scatter were chosen. It is also seen that the average error of the
absolute binding was of the order of 0.03 mag.

Figure 3. Direct images of AGNs: the object #1 obtained in the SED725 filter with 6

local standards candidates marked (left) and object #2 obtained in the SED550 filter

by CCD Eagle V [MMPP] with 3 local standards candidates marked (right).

Once local standards have been defined, the flux of the object is measured
relatively to them, minimizing errors introduced by variations in the atmosphere.

3.2. First light of light curves

The fluxes of the studied AGN were carried out relatively to the most stable
reference stars — local standards. The light curves in the continuum and the
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Figure 4. The light curves of the local standards candidates: 6 stars for object #1 in

SED725 (left) and 3 stars for object #2 in SED550 filter (right).

line for one of the most intensively observed AGN, object #1 are presented in
Fig. 5, left. Also, in Fig. 5, right, the same light curves for object #2 are shown.

To investigate the time lag between the light curves we have used the JAVELIN
code (Zu et al., 2016; Mudd et al., 2018). The first step is to build a continuum
model to determine the dumped random walk (DRW) parameters of the con-
tinuum light curve. As a result, the posterior distribution of the two DRW
parameters (amplitude and timescale) of the continuum variability is calculated
by JAVELIN using Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC). The second step is to
interpolate the continuum light curve based on the posteriors derived on the first
step, and then to shift, smooth, and scale each continuum light curve to compare
with the observed line light curve. Finally, it derives the posterior distribution
of the time lag and other parameters.

Fig. 6 shows the posterior distribution of JAVELIN time delays for objects
#1 and #2. This is a distribution of the number of hits N during the MCMC
sampling, which sum across all bins gives the sample size. We used at least
10,000 samples. Solid red line marks position of the local peak median, whereas
dashed blue line marks expected lag from calibration relations (Table 1, column
5). Our preliminary lags are 44.9+13.8

−12.7 and 30.9+15.1
−12.2 days for objects #1 and

#2 respectively. Low and high estimates of the lags correspond to the highest
posterior density interval calculated by JAVELIN.
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Figure 5. The light curves of object #1 (left) and object #2 (right) in the line (circles)

and near-by continuum (triangles). The Julian dates starts on January 1, 2018.

3.2.1. JAVELIN analysis for object #1

The JAVELIN method involves sampling using the DRW, which ultimately gives
us slightly different results from one chain to another. In general, the overall
picture for the data set can be traced, however, we can choose the clearest
histograms for analysis.
In case of the object #1, we see a stable result for 24 epochs (Fig. 6, left panel):

1. the most powerful peak with a median value of ∼45 days is near the expected
time delay from the calibrations;

2. the second and the less significant peak appears with a median value of ∼125
days.

The expected value from the calibration relation for the object #1 is ∼27 days,
and we confidently take the position of a powerful peak τ1 = 44.9+13.8

−12.7 days as
a preliminary result.
Clearly, with an increase in the number of epochs, we can reveal a narrowing of
the main peak, thereby reducing the error in estimating the time delay value.

3.2.2. JAVELIN analysis for object #2

For the object #2, the number of epochs is only 17, and we see a less clear
picture (Fig. 6, right panel). For the range of time delays from 0 to 150 days
sampling results are divided into two main solutions with a comparable level of
significance:

– peak at ∼30 days, which is quite close to the value expected from the cali-
brations;
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– wider peak with a median value of ∼90 days.

Despite the fact that we see two comparable peaks, we prefer the first peak,
which is closer to the expected value ∼34 days from calibrations. An additional
argument is that with an increase in the number of epochs we trace the growth
of the first peak and hope to see this trend after additional observations. So, for
the object #2 we take τ = 30.9+15.1

−12.2 days as a rough preliminary result.
The peaks are wide and still indistinguishable, so more data are needed for a
more clear histogram.
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Figure 6. The time lag posterior distributions using JAVELIN code for the object #1

(left) and objects #2 (right). Solid red lines indicate significant peaks and their values,

and the expected values from calibrations are indicated by dashed blue lines.

3.2.3. General comments

We should not exclude the possibility of mismatch between the roughly ex-
pected time delays and the obtained peaks in the histogram, since the observed
luminosity of AGN is variable. That is, the fainter the state of the nucleus we
observe, the smaller BLR size estimate is. Moreover, the spectral data for ob-
jects #1 and #2 were obtained more than 20 years ago, so the new spectral
observation should be done. Also, certainly, the effect of sparse and poor sam-
pling and low number of epochs influence the analysis of light curves. Obviously,
we would increase the number of epochs and to clarify our results further we
would also compare different cross-correlation methods.

4. Conclusions

In this paper we present the first results of the photometric reverberation map-
ping project started in 2018 on the 1-m telescope of SAO RAS. The ongoing
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project is focused on the regular observations of the sample of 8 broad line
AGNs, and here the technique of observation and data reduction is shown and
the preliminary results demonstrating the method stability. Within this work,
the following was obtained.

1. The observations by the photometric reverberation mapping method are
adapted for telescopes of 1-meter class and are independent of the device used.

2. For each of the studied AGN in the range of redshifts 0.1 < z < 0.8, a list
of local standards was determined, which allows further use of the differential
photometry method. The photometric accuracy is on average 0.03 mag, which
is an order of magnitude greater than the expected amplitude of the AGN
variability.

3. The use of the JAVELIN analysis revealed time delays τ1 = 44.9+13.8
−12.7 and

τ2 = 30.9+15.1
−12.2 days for objects #1 and #2, respectively.

It is clear that the first obtained results are in agreement, within the error-
bars, with our predictions based on the empirical radius-luminosity relations.
However, the data should be processed more carefully and other cross-correlation
methods should be applied to reveal whether the calculated time delays are cor-
rect. Also, it is particularly important to clean the series from the additional
harmonics. Presently, for the majority of the objects the sampling of the obser-
vations and the number of epochs is still not sufficient for the reliable analysis,
and this is probably the reason why the cross-correlation peaks are so wide.
We continue with the observations and in the next stage of the project we are
going to obtain and analyze more data, and compare different cross-correlation
methods.
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Abstract. The bright radio source S5 0716+714, which is usually classified as
a BL Lac object, is one of the most intensively studied blazar. S5 0716+714
demonstrates extremely peculiar properties, such as the shortest time-scale of
optical and polarimetric variations observed in blazars. In the given talk, we
present the results of a 8-h polarimetric monitoring of S5 0716+714 with a
∼ 70-sec resolution carried out using the 6-m telescope BTA of the SAO RAS.
The observation data analysis reveals the variability both in total and polar-
ized light on the 1.5-hour timescales that specifies the size of the unresolved
emitting region. The numerical model of polarization in jet with helical struc-
ture of magnetic field is suggested, and fitting the model reveals a magnetic
field precession with a period of about 15 days.

Key words: BL Lacertae objects: individual: S5 0716+714 – polarization –
galaxies: jets – galaxies: distances and redshifts

1. Introduction

BL Lac type objects or blazars1 are a special type of active galactic nucleus
(AGN) with the jet directed almost toward the observer. Because of such ori-
entation, the synchrotron (non-thermal) component formed in the jet makes a
very large contribution in the blazar optical radiation, and short-term bright-
ness and polarization variations are observed (the polarization degree in flashes
is up 40% and higher, see e.g. polarization light curve of PKS 1510-089 in the
paper by Marscher et al. (2010)).

S5 0716+714 is considered to be a typical BL Lac object. It shows flat
power-law spectrum (α ≥ −0.5, Sν ∝ να in the radio band), as well as intraday
variability in all spectral ranges: from 8-12 hours in radio band (6 cm, Gorshkov
et al., 2011; Gorshkov et al., 2011) to 2.2-3.2 min flares in X-rays (Pryal et al.,
2015). The observed polarization is also variable as within the night (e.g. Impey
et al., 2000; Amirkhanyan, 2006), and on the scale of tens of days (e.g. Larionov
et al., 2013). However, the increase in the polarization is not correlated with
optical flashes.

1Though the terms ”BL Lacs” and ”blazars” are not equal to each other, within this paper
we would assume it interchangeably.
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It is assumed the plasma motion in a relativistic jet is responsible for the
observed object variability. In this regard, this work is devoted to the detection
of the polarization vector motion associated with the plasma, as well as the
construction of a model of polarization changes within the night.

2. S5 0716+714 - what are you?

The biggest question related to object S5 0716+714 is the redshift estimation.
The lines weakness and their small equivalent width in the blazar spectra are
normal since the contribution of the non-thermal jet component is too large.
However, in the case of S5 0716+714, no details up to 0.3% are detected in the
spectrum that is also mentioned in the work by Nilsson et al. (2008).

In February the spectroscopic observations of S5 0716+714 were carried out
at the BTA telescope using the SCORPIO-2 device (Afanasiev et al., 2017) while
the object was in an almost record low activity state, when its luminosity was
about 14.8 mag in R band2. Three 600 sec exposure spectra were obtained with
a VPHG940@600 grating. The slit was oriented so that the spectrum of the
neighbouring star was observed simultaneously with the object. In Fig. 1 the
object and the star spectra are presented in the range 3700-8200Å in residual
intensities. As it can be seen from the figure, in the spectrum of S5 0716+714
there is no detail, despite low activity state, except noted atmospheric lines
common to the object and the stars.

Figure 1. The spectrum of S5 0716+714 in residual intensities obtained while the

object was in inactive state: the average S5 0716+714 spectrum is plotted in black

and the comparison star is in gray. The telluric O2 and H2O lines are marked.

2According to the monitoring provided by Saint Petersburg State University observatory
http://vo.astro.spbu.ru/en/program.
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Also, the spectrum obtained at the BTA with the SCORPIO device in 2010
is shown (Fig. 2, upper panel). The object was in a brighter state (∼13 mag in
the R band), but its lines are still not visible. The spectrum contains interstellar
molecular bands (DIBs) and H&K CaII lines (Fig. 2, bottom panel). The H&K
CaII equivalent width is Wλ = 185 ± 6 mÅ, and according to the calibration
(Beers et al., 1990) is insufficient for an extragalactic object and corresponds to
a distance less than 1 kpc.

Figure 2. Upper panel: the spectrum of S5 0716+714 in residual intensities with DIBs.

Bottom panel: equivalent width of Galactic H&K CaII in S5 0716+714 spectrum.

Other indirect methods were also used to find the S5 0716+714 redshift. The
first try was described in the paper (Stickel et al., 1993). Two weak galaxies (at
distances of 27′′ and 55′′ from the source - 0.11 Mpc and 0.23 Mpc for z ∼ 0.3,
respectively) with redshifts of ∼0.26 were found and it was concluded the source
z is close to this value. However, the assumption about the galaxy cluster is not
confirmed by X-ray data (see e.g. X-ray galaxy cluster surveys by Romer et al.
(2000); Burenin et al. (2007)). Attempts were also made to detect the host
galaxy. In the works (Nilsson et al., 2008; Stadnik & Romani, 2014) the PSF
fitting was used giving an inconsistent result: z ∼ 0.3 and 0.127 respectively.
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It is important to note that in the BL Lac type objects survey made by HST
(Urry et al., 2000) no evidence of the host galaxy was detected in S5 0716+714
despite the inactive state (14.18 mag in R), and a restriction on the redshift
z > 0.5 was given.

Another specific feature of the S5 0716+714 object is its brightness. Based
on the HST survey, the maximum brightness difference between the core and
the host is 4 mag on average for the blazar sample. Yet for S5 0716+714 it is
up 7 mag. The reason for such a tremendous brightness remains unclear.

The above-mentioned features of the object doubt on its extragalactic na-
ture. The observed synchrotron radiation is typical for all accreting systems
both active nuclei and compact galactic systems, for example, low-mass X-ray
binaries. In fact, when the system is oriented so that the relativistic jet points
toward the observer and such details are absent as any marks of the surroundings
or spectral features it is hard or even impossible to unambiguously answer the
question about its type. This fact makes us free to raise an issue if S5 0716+714
is an extragactic object or it is just a system with a jet in the Galaxy, and we
are looking for a critical test.

Within the frames of this work, we will consider the object S5 0716+714
belongs to the BL Lac type, although the conclusions we give about the jet
radiation can be applied to sources of a different nature.

3. Polarimetric observations

Figure 3. Left: the variations of the total flux and the Stokes parameters Q and U

during the night. The observations started at 19:08 on 2018 February 2 (UTC). Right:

The magnitude of the wavelet transform for the total flux.

In February 2018, we conducted 8-hour polarimetric monitoring of the S5
0716+714 object with a 1-minute temporal resolution at the BTA telescope with
the SCORPIO-2 device. There are two important methodic features:
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(i) the observations of the object and the comparison star at a distance of ∼1′

occur simultaneously. Since the star is photometrically constant and has zero
polarization (Amirkhanyan, 2006), it is possible to minimize the transmission
variations and the atmospheric depolarization;

(ii) the double Wollaston prism (Geyer et al., 1996; Oliva, 1997) was used as a
polarization analyzer to measure both linear polarization parameters – the
Stokes parameters Q and U – simultaneously.

The obtained accuracy was about 0.005 mag for photometry and 0.1% for po-
larimetry.

As a result, an 8-hour data series was obtained (Fig. 3, left), where significant
changes in both flux and polarization are observed. To study the total flux
variability the long-period trend was approximated by the robust smoothing 2-
degree polynomial function3 and subtracted. The wavelet analysis (Grossmann
& Morlet, 1984) provided a period of 77 ± 10 min of rapid variations (Fig. 3,
right).

To study the variability of the Q and U parameters, they were plotted on
the QU -plane (Fig. 4). During the night the polarization vector changed its
direction several times about every 1.5-3 hours, and the changes are perpen-
dicular to the jet direction. Therefore, ”loops” and ”arcs” are observed on the
QU -plane. Moreover, the period of the polarization vector direction and the
total flux changes are similar. Indeed, if we assume that the observed motion
of the polarization vector is caused by the plasma motion in the jet, then the
polarization vector rotation will be due to the plasma changing direction and,
consequently, a change in the Doppler amplification of its brightness for the
observer.

4. Data comparison and model

Similar results were found for S5 0716+714 in earlier papers. Thus, the discovery
that the polarization of an object changes on the QU -plane not stochastically
but along the definite trajectories was made in the work by Impey et al. (2000).
However, the time sets duration was not enough to investigate the way the
polarization vector change.

Furthermore, in the case of the object BL Lacertae (ancestor of the class
blazars), a similar picture was found. We have examined polarimetric data,
obtained in the paper by Covino et al. (2015) as the angle and degree of polar-
ization separately, on the QU -plane, where we also obtained the rotation of the
polarization vector on the scales of several hours. Besides, for BL Lac, such a
conclusion was made earlier in the almost forgotten work Moore et al. (1982):
BL Lac showed the rotation of the polarization vector on the scales of hours in
more than 7-day monitoring.

3The function was close to 6-degree polynomial one.
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Figure 4. The variations of the normalized Stokes parameters Q and U during the

night on the QU -diagram.

Also, the rotation of the polarization vector along the arcs was found in the
radio band in observations of blazar CTA 102 (Li et al., 2018). It was assumed
there that the plasma in the jet should rotate along helical trajectories. On the
other hand, according to the commonly used model (Marscher et al., 2008), it
is known that the optical synchrotron radiation in the AGN jet is formed at a
distance of ∼10−3 pc from the central source, where the magnetic field has a
helical structure.

Based on these principles, we constructed a geometric model of polarization
change in the jet helical magnetic field (in more details - Shablovinskaya &
Afanasiev, 2019). However, the numerical model of polarization change showed
that it is impossible to describe the observed motion of the polarization vector
by a stable configuration of the field. An important feature of our model was the
field precession as an additional kinematic component. Then the rotation of the
polarization vector on the QU -plane observed during the 8-hour monitoring is
described by the motion of the plasma in a helical magnetic field precessing with
a period of ∼15 days. Moreover, the linear size of the region where the optical
polarization is formed is associated with the time of its variability, that is, they
are about 1.5 lt hours or 10 a.u. Comparison of the model with observational
data is shown in Fig. 5, where 3σ confidence area of the smoothed polarization
vector rotation is plotted light grey. The model fits the data good except the
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Figure 5. The model of linear polarization in the QU -plane in the case of jet pre-

cession. The observational data are plotted with grey dots with error bars. The 3σ

confidence area is coloured light grey.

region between 21 and 22 hours. We attribute this divergence to the physical
processes (radiation transfer and etc.) that we have not considered as our model
describes the geometry of the plasma motion, and this neglect does not affect
our quantitative results.

5. Conclusions

During the polarimetric monitoring of the S5 0716+714 object we obtained the
following results.

(i) We found the variability of the total (∆=0.04 mag) and polarized (∆=7%)
fluxes on a time-scale ∼1.5 hours.

(ii) We discovered the specific pattern of the polarization vector on the QU -plane
– arches and loops.

(iii) The estimation of the linear size of the field identifying with the emitting
region 1.5 · 10−5 pc, or 10 a.u. at ∼10−3 pc from the central BH.

(iv) The polarization vector rotations mark the magnetic field precessing with
the 15 days period.

(v) The similar pattern was found in other papers and also for BL Lac.
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Abstract. Investigation of quasar emission line properties and relationships
between spectral parameters is important for understanding the physical mech-
anisms that originate inside different regions of the active galactic nuclei. In
this paper, we investigate the optical spectral parameters of type 1 quasars
taken from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey Data Release 7 Quasar Catalog (Shen
et al., 2011). Spectral parameters, such are equivalent widths and full widths
at half maximum of both narrow and broad lines are taken into account. We
perform the analysis of correlation matrix and principal component analysis of
our sample. We obtain that the narrow line Baldwin effect is significant enough
and deserves further investigation. We provide the correlation coefficients and
slope values for Baldwin effect in several narrow lines.

Key words: galaxies: active–multivariate analysis: principal component anal-
ysis

1. Introduction

Active galactic nuclei (AGN) or quasars are extremely bright objects with
rapidly accreting supermassive black hole at their center. They exhibit a wide
range of spectral characteristics, which can give us valuable information about
the physical conditions in these extreme environments. Large surveys of quasars
showed that there are some correlations between their spectral parameters. Most
notable correlations are anti-correlation between [O III] and optical Fe II line
strength, as well as the anti-correlation between full width at half maximum
(FWHM) of broad Hβ line and ratio of optical Fe II line and broad Hβ line
equivalent widths (RFe II). These correlations were investigated using principal
component analysis (PCA) and represented in the parameter space known as
Eigenvector 1 (see e.g. Sulentic et al., 2000b). In addition to the Eigenvector 1
correlations, the strength of some spectral lines appears to decrease with lumi-
nosity of the underlying continuum. This trend was first detected in C IV line
and is known as the Baldwin effect (Baldwin, 1977).
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There is distinction between the Baldwin effect for narrow and broad emis-
sion lines because these lines are associated with different regions of AGN with
different geometrical and dynamical properties. In case of broad emission lines,
it has been studied in great detail (see e.g Dietrich et al., 2002; Shields, 2007;
Bian et al., 2012), but its physical origin is still a matter of debate (see e.g. Rakić
et al., 2017). One possible explanation for Baldwin effect that is associated with
broad emission lines, is that the continuum shape is luminosity-dependent, in a
way that more luminous objects have softer UV/X-ray spectra and this results
in reduced ionization and photoelectric heating in the broad line region (BLR)
gas (e.g. Boroson & Green, 1992; Korista et al., 1998). The narrow line Baldwin
effect is still not entirely understood (Shields, 2007), and has been studied by
several authors in the past. For example, Kovačević et al. (2010) did a careful
spectral measurement of a sample of ∼300 AGN and noticed a strong anti-
correlation between the narrow Hβ and [O III] lines with continuum luminosity,
with the correlation coefficients of -0.36 and -0.43, respectively. The explana-
tion of the effect could be due to different scale of narrow line region (NLR)
compared to the BLR, or due to the extinction of the continuum luminosity by
dust located between the BLR and NLR (e.g. Heard & Gaskell, 2016), or due
to some other factors that also need to be taken into account (for more details
see Boroson & Green, 1992; McIntosh et al., 1999; Croom et al., 2002; Dietrich
et al., 2002; Netzer et al., 2004, 2006; Zhang et al., 2013; Shields, 2007).

The Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) quasars were previously investigated
for the Baldwin effect in narrow lines by Zhang et al. (2013), who studied a
large sample of broad-line (i.e. type 1), radio-quiet AGN taken from SDSS Data
Release 4. They found that narrow lines show a similar Baldwin effect with slope
value of approximately -0.2, which could be explained with the combination of
continuum variation and a lognormal distribution of the luminosity. In addition
they show that there is no evidence for a relationship between Baldwin effect
slope and ionization potential of the narrow lines (Zhang et al., 2013). However,
in their analysis they did not consider the host galaxy starlight contamination,
which overestimates continuum luminosity, especially for low luminosity quasars
(e.g. Bentz et al., 2006; Shen et al., 2011), which is resulting in steeper Baldwin
effect slope.

In this paper, we report the results of our analysis based on the correlation
matrices and PCA on a sample of type 1 quasars taken from the SDSS Data
Release 7 (SDSS DR7) quasar catalog (Shen et al., 2011), with a special focus
on the narrow line Baldwin effect, which was not investigated before in case of
this catalog.

2. Data Reduction and Analysis

We use the measured spectral line properties of the SDSS quasars from Shen
et al. (2011) catalog, and we select our sample putting the following constraints:
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the signal to noise ratio S/N> 10 and redshift z < 0.39. The higher S/N ratio was
set in order to have more precisely measured quantities (Shen et al., 2011) and
redshift was limited so both Hα and Hβ spectral ranges are covered. This has
resulted with a sample of 2, 224 type 1 quasars. All objects in the sample have the
following spectral parameters measured: the FWHM of broad Hα and Hβ lines;
equivalent widths (EW) of narrow Hα, Hβ, [O III] λ5007 Å, [S II] λλ6718, 6732 Å
and [N II] λ6585 Å lines; continuum luminosity at 5100 Å (L5100), RFeII and
luminosity ratio of [O III] and narrow Hβ line. We emphasize that the final
number of objects is obtained so that there are no null values for all spectral
parameters.

Figure 1. Correlation matrix of the entire sample. The color bar on the right rep-

resents the color associated with a correlation coefficient value. Red is associated

with correlations and blue is associated with anti-correlations. The numbers repre-

sent Spearman correlation coefficients.

To analyze the correlations between quasar optical spectral parameters, we
constructed a correlation matrix of our sample using Spearman correlation co-
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efficients. The correlation matrix served as a useful tool for the selection of
parameters later for PCA, but also for the analysis of correlation coefficients
separately from the PCA results.

PCA is sometimes considered to be an unsupervised machine learning al-
gorithm, because it can be used on unlabeled datasets, i.e. it can be applied
even if we don’t have a target variable that we want to predict (for more details
on PCA see e.g. Boroson & Green, 1992; Francis & Wills, 1999; Grupe, 2004).
In this work, the PCA was applied using the scikit-learn Python library where
dimensionality reduction is conducted using Singular Value Decomposition of
the data to project it to a lower dimensional space. In this way, only a few
components are needed to completely describe total variance in our dataset and
each component is representation of the dominant trends in the data.

To calculate the Baldwin effect slope, we performed linear regression for each
narrow emission line in our sample. For further analysis of the Baldwin effect,
the continuum luminosity was divided onto 9 bins of length 0.2 dex, starting
from logL5100 = 43.75 and ending with logL5100 = 45.55. The last bin was
excluded from the analysis because it contained only one object and it was not
representative enough to be taken into account. Finally, to test the effect of
the starlight contamination on the Baldwin effect, we corrected the continuum
luminosity using the empirical fitting formula of the average host contamination
given in Shen et al. (2011), see their Eq. 1, and obtained the pure continuum
luminosity of the quasar. The luminosity at 5100 Å has been corrected up to
logL5100 < 45.053, since above this value no correction is needed.

3. Results and Discussion

Fig. 1 gives the correlation matrix of all spectral parameters in our sample of
type 1 quasars. The most evident result is the presence of correlations between
parameters which populate Eigenvector 1 (E1) parameter space, which was well
established and investigated previously (for a review see Sulentic et al., 2000a):
the anti-correlations between the [O III] equivalent width and the Fe II strength
RFeII (r = −0.49), and the FWHM of broad Hβ line and RFeII (r = −0.29).
The strongest correlations are found between the equivalent widths of broad Hα

and Hβ lines (r = 0.89) as well as between their narrow components (r = 0.68),
which is an expected result.

However, the matrix clearly reveals the apparent anti-correlation between
continuum luminosity at 5100 Å and equivalent widths of several narrow lines,
which include: [O III]λ5007 Å, [N II] λ6585 Å, [S II] λλ6718, 6732 Å, narrow Hα

and narrow Hβ. This anti-correlation represents the Baldwin effect for narrow
lines in AGN. While Baldwin effect for broad lines in AGN is well established,
narrow line Baldwin effect is still under investigation and it may result from
different physical mechanisms.
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Figure 2. Results of the PCA, applied on the whole sample of 2,224 quasars, presented

with bar charts. The three most significant principal components (eigenvectors) are

labeled on the horizontal axis and on the vertical axis they are described in terms of

the parameter weights. Each principal component is a linear combination of our 13

parameters, where the weights represent the components of the eigenvector. Note here

that if the weight of at least two parameters is of the same sign, they are correlated and

if the weights are of the opposite sign, they are anti-correlated. The parameters with

the largest absolute value of the weights show the largest correlations/anti-correlations.

The extent to which each component is describing the data sample is presented with

the fraction of the total variance in the data sample and this number is indicated on

top of each components bar chart. The width of the bars is arbitrary and serves only

to illustrate the results.

The results of the PCA, which are presented in Fig. 2, are also indicating the
presence of these anti-correlations. Furthermore, PCA suggests that this is the
dominant trend in our data sample because the relationship between continuum
luminosity and narrow line equivalent widths is represented with the first prin-
cipal component (PC 1). PC 1 explains 31% of the variance in our data sample.
The second principal component (PC 2) is dominated by the anti-correlation be-
tween RFeII and FWHM of broad Hβ (Sulentic et al., 2000b) and anti-correlation
between RFeII and [O III]λ5007 (discovered by Boroson & Green, 1992). One
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Table 1. (β) - the log EW - log L5100 slope; (r) - correlation coefficient; (P0) - p-value

of the null hypothesis; (χion) - line ionization energy in eV; (nc) - logarithm of the

line critical density in cm−3.

Emission line β r P0 χion log nc

[O III] λ5007 -0.20±0.03 -0.14 1.06E−10 35.11 5.80
[N II] λ6585 -0.42±0.04 -0.20 7.28E−22 14.50 4.82
[S II] λ6718 -0.38±0.03 -0.21 9.06E−24 10.36 2.30
[S II] λ6732 -0.38±0.03 -0.20 2.48E−22 10.36 2.30
Narrow Hα -0.26±0.04 -0.13 1.32E−09 13.60 infinity
Narrow Hβ -0.15±0.04 -0.09 1.94E−05 13.60 infinity

other correlation that is very prominent on PC2 is the correlation between the
ratio of [O III] and Hβ luminosity L([O III])/L(Hβ) and FWHM of broad Hα

which was recently discussed by Baron & Ménard (2019).
The summary of correlation coefficients with p-values of the null hypothesis

for all narrow lines, along with the values of slopes obtained from linear regres-
sion is given in Table 1. These values are also presented on Fig. 3. Table 1 also
lists the ionization energy and critical density in case of forbidden lines. The
strongest Baldwin effect appears to be associated with [N II] and [S II] lines,
however the p-values suggests that these anti-correlations are significant in all
narrow lines. The Baldwin effect of the Hα and Hβ lines shows the lowest cor-
relation with the smallest significance.

We find that the slope for [O III] and Hα are in agreement with the findings
of Zhang et al. (2013), however, for [N II] and [S II] lines the slope is is much
steeper (β = −0.41 and β = −0.38, respectively) than previously reported by
Zhang et al. (2013) , who received the value of β = −0.10 and β = −0.20. This
could be the result of the selection effect, since our sample contains low-redshift
objects, and both radio loud and radio quiet objects.

In order to quickly test if the Baldwin effect slope for narrow lines depends on
the ionization potential or critical density of the lines, which was noticed to be
relevant in case of the broad line Baldwin effect (e.g., Espey & Andreadis, 1999;
Dietrich et al., 2002), we plotted those dependencies in Fig. 4, and compared
our results with the data obtained from previous studies of narrow line Baldwin
effect (Zhang et al., 2013; Keremedjiev et al., 2009; Dietrich et al., 2002). The
p-values of the null hypothesis of correlations in question indicate that there is
no significant correlation between Baldwin effect slopes and ionization potential
(P0 = 0.87), and no correlation between Baldwin effect slopes and line critical
densities (P0 = 0.17) for narrow lines. This is in agreement with findings of
Zhang et al. (2013).
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Figure 3. The Baldwin effect (log L5100 - log EW) in case of six narrow lines for all

data in our sample (gray dots). Slopes (β) are obtained from linear regression (black

dashed line) applied on the whole sample. Diamond markers (connected with red full

line) represent points that resulted from continuum luminosity binning. The correlation

coefficient (r) and the p-value of the null hypothesis (P0) is also given on each plot.

Furthermore, we selected from our sample a sub-sample of 405 radio-loud
quasars based on detection by the FIRST survey (both lobe- and core-dominated
objects are included), and a sub-sample of 1,694 radio-quiet quasars, for which
the FIRST survey reported no radio emission. Preliminary results of this analy-
sis indicate that narrow line Baldwin effect slopes are steeper for radio-loud than
for radio-quiet quasars. In the case of radio-loud quasars [O III]λ5007 line has a
slope (β) of -0.36, correlation coefficient (r) is -0.24 and p-value of the null hy-
pothesis (P0) is 7.48E-07. On the other hand, in the case of radio-quiet quasars
the same line has β = -0.20, r = -0.14 and P0 = 2.06E-08. For the [N II]λ6583
line the results also differ substantially, such that we have for radio-loud sample
β = -0.56, r = -0.35 and P0 = 4.85E-13 and for radio-quiet β = -0.41, r =
-0.19 and P0 = 3.02E-15. The difference that appears in these two sub-samples
may originate from the fact that in radio-loud quasars the narrow line emission
may be enhanced by the jet-ISM interaction (Labiano, 2008) and also the con-
tinuum emission can be enhanced as the result of relativistic beaming. Further
investigations are needed to confirm if this is the case.
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Figure 4. Dependence of Baldwin effect slope on ionization potential (χion) and criti-

cal density (nc) of lines in question. The blue crosses represent our data and data from

Zhang et al. (2013); Dietrich et al. (2002); Keremedjiev et al. (2009) is represented

with pink triangles, green stars and black squares, respectively.

Finally, we tested how would starlight contamination of the continuum lu-
minosity affect the Baldwin effect in narrow lines. Using the continuum lumi-
nosity corrected for the host contribution, we still detect the Baldwin effect in
all considered narrow lines, but with consistently smaller slope. The slope of
the [O III] λ5007 is decreased from -0.20 to -0.16, for [N II]λ6585 to -0.32, for
[S II] λ6718 and [S II]λ6732 to -0.29, for Hα to -0.20, and for Hβ to -0.12. The
correlation coefficients remain the same.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, we reported the results of the analysis performed on the sample
of 2,224 low-redshift (z < 0.39) quasars from SDSS quasar catalog by Shen et al.
(2011), for which we constructed the correlation matrix and applied the PCA
on their optical spectral parameters. From our results, we came to the following
conclusions: (i) we confirmed the Eigenvector 1 parameter space correlations for
our data sample; ii) the Baldwin effect is present in all studied narrow lines,
but with different slopes; iii) the slopes and correlation coefficients indicate that
the Baldwin effect is the strongest for [N II] λ6585 and [S II]λλ6718, 6732 lines,
whereas in the case of the Hα and Hβ lines it shows the lowest correlation with
the smallest significance; iv) ionization energies needed to create the ions and
critical densities of the narrow lines have no correlation with Baldwin effect
slopes for narrow lines; and v) the host galaxy contamination of the contin-
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uum luminosity is steepening the Baldwin effect, but even with the corrected
luminosity, the Baldwin effect remains in all narrow lines. Future investigation
should be done to test if the continuum variation could be an explanation of
the Baldwin effect as suggested by Zhang et al. (2013).
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Abstract. A spectroscopic campaign was carried out on the Narrow Line
Seyfert 1 (NLS1) Galaxy WPVS 48 (2MASX J09594263-3112581) at the South-
ern African Large Telescope (SALT) from December 2013 to June 2014. The
final objective is to perform reverberation mapping on the acquired light curves
in order to calculate the Black Hole (BH) mass and to characterise the Broad
Line Region (BLR) of the galaxy. To date, the spectra of one third of the ob-
servations are reduced and intercalibrated. Therefore, we will provide spectra
displaying the spectral variability of WPVS 48 and preliminary light curves
of the continuum at λ 5100 Å as well as the emission lines Hα, Hβ and HeII
λ 4686.

Key words: galaxies: active – galaxies: NLS1 – galaxies: nuclei – galaxies:
individual: WPVS 48

1. Introduction

Among Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN), the subclass of NLS1 galaxies is identified
by the widths of their optical Balmer lines (FWHM ≤ 2000 km s−1) as well as
a relatively weak [OIII]λ 5007 emission in comparison to Hβ (Osterbrock &
Pogge, 1985). Little is known about whether the variability pattern of NLS1
differs from those of Broad Line Seyfert 1 Galaxies (BLS1). The method of
reverberation mapping, which is used to study the internal structure of AGN
as well as their BH mass, is very time consuming and was therefore applied to
less than a handful of NLS1s (Pozo Nuñez et al., 2014; Pei et al., 2014; Huang
et al., 2019, e.g.). We will use light curves comprising of data obtained in various
nights over the course of several months in order to calculate the mass of the
BH and to study the BLR structure.

WPVS 48 is a NLS1 galaxy at the distance of 161 Mpc with a redshift of
z = 0.0377 (Véron-Cetty & Véron, 2010). Its host is a spiral galaxy and has a
luminous nucleus (V = 14.78), as it was shown by Winkler (1997). Photometric
reverberation mapping on WPVS 48 was realised by Pozo Nuñez et al. (2014)
using data in the B, R, J and K bands. The retrieved light curves from all these
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bands display high variability and the found sharp dust echo argues for a face-
on torus. In the subsequent discussion, Pozo Nuñez et al. (2014) proposed two
scenarios:

1. A flattened inner region of the torus coming close to the accretion disk in
the equatorial plane.

2. The torus being geometrically and optically thick and only the facing rim
being visible to the observer.

For our investigation, spectroscopic SALT data is used. In our analysis we
consider the continuum at λ 5100 Å and the emission lines Hα, Hβ and HeII
λ 4686. The analysis of the spectrum will be extended in the near future.

2. Observations and Data Reduction

We obtained 27 spectra with the SALT 10 m telescope over the time period
from December 1, 2013 to June 29, 2014. The Robert Stobie Spectrograph with
a PG0900 grating was used at all nights of observation. The observations are
taken at the same airmass as a result of the construction of the telescope. The
slit width was fixed to 2 arcsecs.

The optical spectra were taken in the wavelength regime from 4350 to 7375 Å,
this corresponds to the wavelengths of 4200 to 7100 Å in the rest frame. Spectra
taken at SALT are divided into 3 segments. Hence, two gaps are seen, the first
being between 5363 and 5415 Å (5162 and 5226 Å in rest frame) and the second
one between 6408 and 6454 Å (6172 and 6227 Å in rest frame).

Flat field, arc images (xenon and argon lamps) and spectra of standard stars
were taken for the reduction and calibration process. The spectra were reduced
in a homogeneous way (bias subtraction, cosmic ray correction, flat-field cor-
rection, 2D-wavelength calibration, night-sky subtraction and flux calibration)
using IRAF reduction packages according to (Kollatschny et al., 2018). No fur-
ther denoising was performed.

To date, the spectra of 9 out of 27 nights of observation were reduced, cover-
ing the time period from December 1, 2013 to February 7, 2014. LTT 4364 was
used as the standard star for the flux calibration. Following data reduction and
flux calibration, the spectra were intercalibrated according to the fluxes of the
narrow [OIII] and [SII] lines, as these are considered to remain constant over
timescales of years. Constant, narrow lines should vanish in the rms spectrum,
when the spectra are intercalibrated. This was tested including further narrow
[OI] and [NII] lines.

3. Results

We present three reduced and intercalibrated spectra of WPVS 48 in Fig. 1. The
spectra were obtained on December 13, 2013, December 26, 2013 and February
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7, 2014. These spectra show variability in both continuum and line fluxes. All
wavelengths are given in the rest frame.
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Figure 1. Optical spectra of WPVS 48 taken with the SALT telescope for our vari-

ability campaign on December 13, 2013, December 26, 2013 and February 7, 2014.

The mean flux density of the continuum is usually measured at the wave-
length of 5100 Å, as this wavelength regime is free of strong emission and ab-
sorption lines. Furthermore, three sections of the spectra were chosen to create
pseudo-continua for each spectrum. These sections encompass the wavelengths
between 6250 Å and 6800 Å , 4760 Å and 5115 Å as well as 4430 Å and 4770 Å re-
spectively for Hα, Hβ and HeII λ4686. These pseudo-continua are also displayed
in Fig. 1.

We integrated the flux densities of the two Balmer lines Hα and Hβ as well
as the helium line HeII λ4686. The integration limits are given in Tab. 1 and
included into Fig. 1. Before integration, the pseudo-continua were substracted
from the corresponding spectrum. The resulting, preliminary light curves are
presented in Fig. 2. The preliminary light curves cover the period from December
1, 2013 till February 7, 2014. In this time, the variability in the emission lines
are measured to be 19% for Hα, 17% for Hβ and 66% for HeII λ4686. For the
continuum at λ5100, we found a variability of 31%. For comparison, Pozo Nuñez
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Figure 2. Preliminary light curves of the continuum flux density at 5100 Å (in units

of 10−15 erg cm−1 Å−1) as well as integrated line fluxes of Hα, Hβ and HeI λ5876

(in units of 10−15 erg cm−1) for our variability campaign between December 2013 and

February 2014.

Table 1. Rest frame continuum boundaries and integration limits.

Cont./Line Wavelength range Pseudo-continuum
(1) (2) (3)

Cont. 5100 5095 Å - 5115 Å
Hα 6335 Å - 6600 Å 6250 Å - 6800 Å
Hβ 4775 Å - 4905 Å 4760 Å - 5115 Å
HeII λ4686 4604 Å - 4750 Å 4430 Å - 4770 Å

et al. (2014) found a variability of roughly 13% in both the B and R band, which
encompass the Hβ and Hα line, respectively.
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Figure 3. Normalised mean (solid) and rms (dashed) line profile of Hα (a) and Hβ

(b) in velocity space.

The mean line profiles of Hα and Hβ in the velocity space are presented
in Fig 3. Both the mean and rms profiles are determined in reference to the
available data of the 9 nights of observation and after the pseudo-continua were
subtracted. The mean profiles show both narrow and broad components. The
FWHM was calculated for both lines based on the rms spectrum. As a result,
we obtained 1890 ± 60 km s−1 for Hβ and 1660 ± 50 km s−1 for Hα.

4. Summary and Outlook

The spectra and light curves reveal flux variations of WPVS 48 in the continuum
as well as in Balmer and He emission lines. The number of reduced nights is
yet not sufficient to perform a robust cross correlation and hence, neither the
mass of the BH nor any details about the BLR are presented. Agreeing with the
results of Pozo Nuñez et al. (2014), we observed high variability in the emission
lines. We also confirm that the FWHM of Hβ corresponds to a galaxy of type
NLS1.
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